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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

S ta tus : Final Environmental Statement

Responsible Federal Agency: United States Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards

Environmental Project Manager:

B. Singer (301-492-7718)
Radioisotopes Licensing Branch
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C missicn
Washington, D.C. 20555

1. Name of Act'on: Administrative

2. Description of Action: The major Feaeral action proposed, for which this Envi nmental
Statement is prepared, is the authorization for routine use of plutonium-powe makers
by appropriately qualified and licensed physicians who, in their medical treatmem m a
pacemaker patient, deem it beneficial to their patient. Nuclear-powered cardiac pacemakers
have been developed that use plutonium (primarily the plutonium-238 isotope) as a heat
source in a thermoelectric converter battery. The relatively long half-life of plutonium-
238 (87.8 years) provides batteries that have the potential to provide pacemaker patients
with lifetime units. The rou.ine use of any particular raclear pacemaker model is based
on the requirement that its reliability and safety have been demonstrated.

This Environmental Statement defines the safety and reliability standards that nuclear-powered
pacemakers are required to meet. All aspects of the risks to the patients, to the public, and
to the environment are evaluated for both the routine use of plutonium-powered pacemakers and
for postulated accidents involving pacemaker patients. Benefits derived from the use of
plutonium-powered units am discussed and weighed against the risks in order to detemine
whether routine use is justified. Available alternative pacemakers with various perfomance
characteristics are compared with respect to costs and needs of pacemaker patients.

The Nuclear Regulatory Comission has specifically licensed the implantation of limited numbers-

of plutonium-powered cardiac pacemakers under a rigidly controlled investigational program.
This investigational program was preceded by a detemination that this limited use would not
subject the patients or the public to any undue risk. In addition, the manufactu trs were re-
quired to demonstrate the safety of their units before their nuclear-powered pactmakers were
licensed for implantation in patients. Experience from these investigational p> ograms has been
used to evaluate the reliability of plutonium-powered pacemakers.

If mtine use is authorized, plutonium-powered pacemakers w'll be available to many physicians
aa hospitals, and a patient population of about 10,000 may be reached within a few years. It
is expected that plutonium-powered pacemakers would be selected by physicians for only 5 to 10%
of all pacemaker patients.

3. Safety and Reliability Requirements:

The nuclear-powered pacemaker is the only type of pacemaker that is required by thea.
Federal government to be desipned and tested to standards that assure that the material
contained in its power supply will not be released to the environment under conditions
of nomal use 'or accidents involving pacemaker patients. These standards include the
following:

(i) The physical and themical fom of the fuel are required to be as nondispersible
(in the environnent) and nontransportable (in the human body) as is practicable.
In order to meet thase requirements, the heat source used in all plutonium-
powered pacemakers now being manufactured is plutonium dioxide sintered into a
hard ceramic pellet and encapsulated to ensure integrity.
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(ii) fuel capsules are required to maintain their integrity when subjected to stresses
associated with impact, cru2h, and fire that could result from credible accidents
involving a pacemaker patient. Specific prototype tests and engineering analyses
are conducted on each pacemaker model to demonstrate this integrity. The speci-
fled test conditions are as follows: (1) impacting a fuel capsule against a
unyielding surface at a velocity of 50 m/sec; (2) imparting a static force (c.ush)
of 1000 kg (2200 lb) to the fuel capsu e; (3) heating the pacemaker, with the fuelt

capsule pressurized to the maximum pressure that could develop during its useful
life, to 800 C in an oxidizing atmosphere for 30 min followed by quenching in
water and a sta;ic stress test; and (4) heating the pacemaker with a pressurized
fuel capsule in an oxidizing atmosphere for 2 hr at a minimum temperature of
800 C, during which there sh 11 be a sustained temperature of 1300*C for at least
90 min.

(iii) The outer surface of each pacemaker is conspicuously engraved with fire- and
corrosion-resistant markings including the trefoil radiation symbol; the words
" Radioactive Pacemaker", identification, quantity, and date of sealing of the
contained radioactive fuel; name of the manufacturer; serial number; and the
words " Notify Health Authorities for Disposal."

b. Medical institutions that implant nuclear-powered pacemakers and patients who are bearers
of nuclear-powered pacemakers are required to comply with specified administrative pro-
cedures to assure that the pacemakers are accounted for and that they are recovered for
contrtlled disposal upon the death of the patient or upon removal for any reason prior
to death. During the limited investigational use of pacemakers, thcse administrative
requirements for accountability, recovery, and disposal are imposed by conditions of
licenses issued to the medical institutions. For routine use, regulations and procedures
for licensing will be developed to provide equivalent requirements for pacemaker account-
ability, recovery, and disposal.

c. Procedures based on statistical techniques have been developed for evaluating the
reliability of nuclear-powered pacemakers using information obtained from the investiga-
tional programs. Any pacemaker being evaluated in an investigational program or any
new model introduced will be required to demonstrate acceptable perfomance before its
routine use will be authorized.

4. Sumary of Benefits:

a. Plutonium-powered pacemakers have suf ficient longevity to eliminate the need for
surgical replacement operations that are necessitated by depletion of chemical
batteries. The avoidance of such replacement operations eliminates or reduces:

.

1. repeated hospitalization of the patients;

ii. patient pain and suffer irg that is associated with surgery;

iii. patient anxiety associated with anticipated cacemaker wearout and replacement
surgery;

iv. complications that can oevelop af ter surgery; and

v. damage to pacemaker leads that can result from manipulaticn during surgery,

b. Plutonium-pcwered pacemakers can provide long-tem maintenance-free pacing to patients
for whom the rechargeable pacemakers are physically and/or psychologically unacceptable,

c. Plutonium-powered pacemakers will provide physicians with an alternative choice of
mcJical treatment for patients who require leg-tem pacing,

d. The use of plutonium power sources will have a positive impact on pacemaker technology.
New or additional pacemaker functions that have high power-drain requirements can be
more readily accomodated by plutonium-powered batteries without significantly redu, 3
battery life. Such additional functions may also be accomodated by mchargeable
batteries, but, currently, would most likely shorten the interval between recharges or
lengthen the recharge period.

Currently, plut#% powered pacemakers have a higher 1, il cost than nonnuclear alternatives,

tut this cost is part.lally or completely offset when onc 're replacement implants of alterna-
tive pacemakers are necessitated. However, in the select 1c. sr prescription of medical treatment
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for patients, when health and life are the primary concerns, cost is not necessarily a limiting
factor. The lowest-cost alternative is not always the best choice of treatment. Pacemakers are
chosen to best meet the medical needs of each individual patient, therefore, all of the different
types of pacemekers should be available.

5. Sutrary of Environmental Impacts: The impact on the environment from routine use of
plutoniun-powered pacemakers, expressed in terms of effects per 10.J00 pacemakers, is as
follows:

Radiation exposure to fa;,ilies and ill others in the population, excluding thea.
pacemaker patients, involves a dost aquivalent to individual spouses of up to
7.5 millirems / year and a dose to the U.S. population of 128 man-rems / year,
which is co"' pared with the average natural backgr, und do,e equivalent of
102 millirems / year to indivicuals and a total natu.al background dose ;o the
U.S. population of about 20 million man-rems / year.

b. Total ' ody and critical organ cases received by pacemaker patients are well below
the 5 rems / year that are permitted for occupational exposures of indiv' duals. The
integrated dose equivalent to 10,000 patients is 1650 man-rems / year.

:. The surface dose rate from a pacemaker is about 5 to 15 millirems /hr. The
attachment of the pacemaker to leads and the placement of the pacemaker
into the prepared pocket usually requires less than 10 min. The permissible
occupational exposure to the hands and forear s of radiation workers is
18,750 millirems per calendar quarter. Tnerefore, the implantation or
removal cf pacemakers would add only a minute exoosure to physicians or other
nedical personnel .

d. The radiation exposure rate from a package used for shipment of plutonium-
powered pacerukers is less than 0.1 millirem /hr at the surface and is
less than ambient background radiation at a distance of 3 f t from the
pacemaker. T*efore, exposure to the public and to transportation workers
f rom pacemakers is insignificant.

e. Potential accidents to plutonium pacemaker patients ar< evaluated from the standpoint
of probability of accident occurrence, types of stresses involved, probability
of a fuel capsule being breached, quantity and fom of plutonium that would be
released from a breached capsule, and pattways to man for the released plutonium.
Any plutonium released to the environment would be confined to a finite area
and any intake of plutonium by humans would be limited to a small segment of the
populatico. The calculated radiation exposure to the U.S. population for one
year of availability of 10,000 plutonium-powered pacemakers is 15 man-rems, which
is corrparec with the total natural background dose to the population of about
20 million man-rems / year. Releases of plutonium from bretched fuel caps &s are
calculated to occur approxirately once every 20 yetn a

f. The cost of cleaning up plutonium released in the unlikely event of accidental
breaches of plutonium-powered pacemakers is calculated to be $20,000 per
occurrence.

6. Major Alternatives Considered:

a Mercury battery pacema kers
b. Pronethiun-powered nuclear pacemakers
c. Lithium battery pacemakers
d. Rechargeable pacemakers

7. The follcwing Federal agencies were requested to concent on the Draf t Enviror. mental
S ta temen t:

Department of Comerce
Dgartment of Health, Education, and Welfare
Dmrtment of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
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The Draf t Statement was also sent, with a request for their coments, to the twenty-five
Agreement Statu that license certain radioactive materials. In addition, announcements of
the availability of the Draf t Statement and copies of the " Summary and Conclusions" were
sent to the State Clearinghouses established pursuant to Office of Management and Budget
Circular No. A95 (Revised).

8. The following organizations or individuals (lut necessarily reoresenting the o.ganization
of their affiliation) submitted corrents on the Draft Environa ntal Statement, which was
published in January 1975 (listed in order of receipt):

1. L. Douglas DeNike, Zero Population Growth
2. State of Oklahoma, Grant-in-Aid Clearinghouse
3. State of Kansas. Division of the Budget
4. Harald H. Rossi, College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University
5. Nicholas P. D. Smyth, M.D. , Washington, D.C.
6. Stephen R. Parchner, Bakersfield, California
7. Comenwealth of Massachusetts, Office of State Planning and Management
8. State of Nebraska, Human Resources Coordinator
9. Karl Z. Morgan, Georgia Institute of Technology

10. United States Coast Guard, Office of Marine Environment and Systems
11. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Federal Activities
12. sidney M. Wolfe, M.D., Public Citizen Health Research Group, and John Abbotts,

Public Interest Research Group
13. P,. B. Kershner, Jchns Hopkins Applied Physics Labcratory
14. Heman R. Levine, M.D. , San Antonio, Texas
15. Dean E. Abrahamson, M.D., Ph.D. , University of Minnesota
16. David L. Frank, Fresno Comittee for Scientific Infomation
17. Allen C. Nadler, M.D. Scientists' Institute for Public Infomation
18. State of Nebraska, Human Resources Coordinator
19. Wilson Greatbatch, Wilson Greatbatch, Ltd.
20. Bobby I. Griffin, Medtronic, Inc.
21. State of Tennessee, Office of Urban and Federal Affairs
22. Donald P. Geesaman, University of Minnesota
23. J. G. Speth, Natural Resources D6fense Council, Inc.
24. Patricia Joralemon, Livingston, New Jersey
25. Ron Guenther, Venice, California

26. State of Texas, Division of Planning Coordination
27. F. N. Flakus, International Aton.ic Energy Agency
28. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Environmental Af fairs
29. State of Nevada, State Planning Coordinator
'0 . J. K. Frenkel, M.D. , Overland Park, Kansas
J1. R. Marrir.ar Orui., Eugene, Oregon
32. Alfred E. f4 ann, r acesetter systems , Inc.
33. W. Albert Sullivan. Jr., M.D. , University of Minnesota
14. Gregg S. Evert, art, Stanford, California
3i New York State, Deoartment of Environmental Conservation
36. Martin Sonenberg, M.D., Ph.D., Memorial Sloan-Kettering Car :er Center
37 W. .iunzinger, Federal Of fice of Public Health, Switzerland
3F. inomas S. Bustard, Hittman Nuclcar Battery Corporation
33. Victor Parsonnet, P 3., Newark Bcth Israel Medical Center

D. G. Richir.r,s, National Radiological Protection Board, Great Britain40. L.

41. Thon.as S. Bustard, Hittman Nuclear 3attery Corporation
42. L. Douglas DeNike, Zero Population Growth
43. Victor Parsonnet, M.D. , r:ewark Beth Israel Medical Center
44. Richard B. Spohn, People for Proof
45. State of Florida, Division of State Planaing
46. Demot A. Nee, Potonac, Marylard
4; N. R. Arthur, Silver Spring, Maryland
43. N. W. Hauser, Edgewater, Maryland
49. Evelyn Bauer, District Heights, Maryland
50. Simone Fouquet, Silver Spring, Maryland
51 . Marie Colbert, Washington, D.C.
52. Stephen Cookste', Cordis Corporation
53. Mary P. Jackson, Washington, D.C.
64. Roge- G. Powers , Brentwood, Maryland
55. Loyetta C. Wheelbarger, Hyattsville, Mar., lard
56. Juliet Phillips, Washington, D.C.
57. Martin J. Krauthamer, M.D. , Darien, Connecticut
58. Marion R. L uler, Jr. , M.D. , Harlingen, Texas (' ') j OQOULU..
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59. Max Spieler, Pacemaker Foundation, Inc.
60. Victor Parsonnet M.D., Newark Beth Israel Medical Center
61. Fred Hittman and Thomas S. Bustard, HittTan Nuclear Battery Corporation
67. Stanley J. Runsky, Dover, New Jersey
63. Peter M. Jacobsoa, Coratomic, Inc.
64. Victor Parsonnet, M.D., Newark Beth Israel Medical Cer.ter
65. Peter M. Jacobson, Coratonic, Inc.
66. David L. Purdy, Coratomic, Inc.
67 L. Douglas DeNike, Zero Population Growth

9. On the basis of the analysis and evaluations set forth in this Statement, it has been con-
cluded that the benefits to be derived fron the use of plutonium-powered cardiac pacemakers
are greater than the riski to the enviraa . at and that the routine use of plutoniua-
powered pacemakers should be authorized subject to the following conditions:

a. Present administrative practices of nuclear pacemaker inventory control and account-
ability shall be continued under specific licensing procedures until regulations
applicable to routine use are developed and implemented by the NRC.

b. Nuclear-powered pacemakers implanted during the investigational phase shall
continue to be followed and reported, pursuant to the investigational protocols,
until they are removed, so that, should an unexpected mode of wearout or failure
occur, the NRC and the nanufacturer would be promptly informed.

The reliability of any new nuclear pacenaker model shall be monitored by thec.
Connission prior to its release for routine medical use. This reliability
determination will be evaluated in the same manner as the reliability of other
paceraker modols implanted under the investigational protocols.

.
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FOREWORD

This Environmental Statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, in accordance with the Comission's regulation,10 CFR
Part 51, which implements the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA).

The NEPA statas, among other things, that "[it] is the continu;ng responsibility of the Federal
GoverT1 ment to use all cracticale means, consistent with other essertial considerations of
National policy, to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and terwcces
to the end that the nation may:

Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding-

generations.

Assure far all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally-

pleasing surroundings.

Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradat.on, risk to-

health or safety, or other undesirable and uninterded consequences.

Preserve important historic cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage, and-

maintain, wherever possible, n environment that supports diversity, and variety of indivi-
dual choice.

Achieve a balance between population and resource use that will permit high standards of-

living and a wide sharing of life's amenities.

Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling of-

depletable resources."

Further, with respect to major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment, Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPA calls for preparation of a detailed stacement on:

(i) the environrnntal imnact of the proposed action;

(ii) > adverse environrant effects that cannot be avoided should the proposal be imple-
mented; and

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action.

This Statenent has been prepared to be responsive to the Nuclear Regulatory Comission's respon-
sibilities under the NEPA. In writing this Environmental Statement, the staff comunicated with
the manufacturers of plutonium-powered pacemakers to seek infomation that was needed for an
adequate assessment and, in general, to ensure that the staff had a thorough understanding of
the proposed project. In addition, the staff sought information from consultants, literature,
and the medical comunity that would assist in the evaluation. On the basis of all the foregoing
and other such activities or inquiries as were deemed useful and appropriate, the staff made an
independent assessment of the consideratuns specified in Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPA and in
10 CFR Part 51.

This evaluation led to the publication of a Draf t Environmental Statement, which was then circu-
lated to Federal, state, and local governmental agencies for coment. A sumary notica of the
availability of the Draft Environmental Statement was published in the Federal EcJ ster. Inter-i

ested persons were requested to coment on the proposed action and the Graft Statement.

In January 1975 the Atomic Energy Commission (now the Nuclear Regulatory Comission) issued the
Druft Genari Envivenmental Statement on the Wide-Scale Use of Plutcnta Pcuered Cardia: Ea e-
rukers for coment. A number of the coments received stated that a more complete discussion
of the alternativc; available and of the need for nuclear-powered pacemakers should be included
in the Final Environmental Statement. Some of the coments expressed the opinion that, in view
of the availability of nonnuclear pacemakers with long useful service lives, the use of nuclear
pacemakers is not necessary or justified. p ,
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In order to prepare an analysis of the need fer nuclear pacemakers vs nonnuclear alternatives,
the Conmission prepared two questionnaires -- one requesting infornation from physicians who have
broad experience with pacemakers in their practice and the other requesting information from
pacemaker manufacturers on the projected longevity of their various pacemakers and the bases on
which the projections were made.

After receipt and consideration of connents on the Draf t Statement and the information fr om the
questionnaires, the staff prepared this Final Environmen'.al Statement, which includes a
discussion of questions and objections raised by the connents and the disposition thereof, and
a final cost-benefit summary which considers the envi-onrental effects and the alternatives
available. The action called for is the authorizdti;n with conditions or the refusal to
authorize the routine use of plutonium-powered pacemakers.

In summary, this Final Generic Environmental Statement is an atterpt to place the projected
routine use of plutonium-powered cardiac pacemakers in perspective. This Statement addresses
the reasonably foreseeable environmental, social, and economic costs and benefits of routine
use of plutonium-powered pacemakers; and available alternatives and their reas( . ably foreseeable
costs and benefits. These evaluations are made to determine whether benefits of plutonium-
powered pacemakers compared with existing alternative pacemakers justify their use and their
availability to broaden the selection for medical treatment of pacemaker patients.

r 'l 1 pi/
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

There are currently about 100,000 citizens of the United States who rely upon sophisticateu
pacemakers to treat a defective electrical conductive system in their tearts. In the normal
circumstance, a bundle of nerves in the upper heart chambers (atria) transmits electrical
impulses to the lower chambers of the heart (ventricles) in such a fashion that the chambers beat
in a synchronized way, jumping blood t9 rough the circulatory system in an efficient manner. In
many disease conditions, including deterioration that accompanies age, infection, or injury, the
impulses are blocked, and the rormal heart rhytNn is interrupted. This interruption causes the
lower charters to beat at a rate that is too slow to pump enough blood to meet the needs of the
body (particularly the brain). This frequently results in dizziness and blackcut. For many of
these conditions, a cardiac pacemaker can ieliver an electrical impulse to the lower chambers of
the heart, thereby induci' a heartbeat. Depending upon the particular condition, one of the
varicus types of pacemakt . can be used. The various types include asynchronous pacemakers,
which deliver impulses at a fixed rate; cynchronous pacemakers, whicn sense the impulses . tha
upper chambers then transmit pulses to the lower chambers so that the proper rhythm ic rm antained;
and denund pacemakers, which deliver an impulse only if the lower t .mbers do not have a natural
beat during a certain period of time. Several thousands of people currently conduct their daily
activities with the assistance of these devices.

hbst pacemakers are implanted under local anesthetic in a 45-nin procedure. In about 101 cf the
procedures, the wire (lead) is sutured directly to the heart under general anesthnsia, but the
nore connon procedure is to insert a catheter lead into a vein in the shoulder region and to
thread the lead into the apex of the heart. A pocket is constructed in the tissues of the upper
chest, and the pacemaker (puise generator) is implanted and connected to t"a lead. Occasionally
it is necessary to implant the pacenaker subcutaneously in the abdomen rather than above the
pectoralis muscle of the chest.

The ability of mutcle to respond to electrical stimulation and the production of electrical
energy during cardiac and other muscular contraction has been known for some time. Experiments
with electrical stimulation of heart muscle were conducted during the 1920's. In 1932, Hyman
first constructei an apparatus that was canceived as a substitute for defective pacing of the
heart and referred to as an artificial pacenaker.I'' In 1952, Zoll demonstrated the clinical
feasibility of closed-chest electrical cardiac stimulation to ause the lower chambers of the
heart to contract and pu p blood to the body.1 The technique sed life-saving and opened an
era of widespread use of electrical stimulation of the heart using skin electrodes. Seteral
years later, better results were obtained when electrodes were placed directly on the wall of
the lower heart chanber or inserted via the veins into the lower right chamber of the heart.

Because some components of the electronic circuit were large, early models of heart-stimulating
devices had to be placed outside the body. However, the development of transistors and other
solid-state electronic components made possible the prcduction of devices snall enough to be
implanted internally. In 1959, Elmquist and Senning reported the first irplanted pacemaker.3
The unit used a rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery as its power source. This unit was not
widely accepted. Shortly thereafter, Chardack and Greatbatch implanted the first pacemaker
powered with mercury batteries, the forerunner of the cardiac pace akers that are now widely
used throughout the world.

Merc u ry-z i nc baiteries have been improved to increase their cell life. Also, carefel monitoring
for indications of impending battery depletion has extended the period between surgical implan-
tations of replacement pacemakers.

Untii recently, convertional pacemakers used the mercury-zinc battery as a power source. Due to
battery depletion, replacement surgery was requ red every 18 to 36 nonths.i
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1.2 FLUTOMIUM-PL,WLRED PACEMaERS

The cardiac pacemaker is the first prostnetic device 'wered by nuclear erergy to achieve
practical application in man. Nuclear batteries in pacenakers have the potential of providing
significant benefits to patients by extending tne operating lives of pacemakers well beyond
that wnich can be acnieved by tne current generation of chemical batteries.

The need for longer-lived power sources for pacemakers was recognized early in tne development
of implanted pacenaLers. In response to this need, the Atomic Energy Connission initiated a
request in 19E6 for proposals f rom industry to develop a long-lived pacemaker usirg a radioisotope
as the neat source in a therncelectric converter battery. The prirary objective of that progran
was the develov ent of a nuclear-powered pacenaker with a nininun operating lifetire of tenn
years. Other important objectives were (1) mitig3 tion of the radiation exposure to the user to
a r.edically acceptable level, (2) containrent of tne radioisotope fuel, and (3) suf ficient reduc-
tion of the size and weignt of the pacemakers to nake surgical irplantation practicable.

To achieve the specified o . rating lifetire ani at the sare tire to ninimize size, weight, and
radiation exposure to the patients und to the public, the radioi >atope used should have a rela-
tively long half-life, a sufficient toernal poner density, and low shielding requirenents
Plutoniun-233 reets these requirerents.

The technology for use of tnis isotcpe in radicnuclide pcwer sources was develeped by -he AEC
for space nuclejr power s, sens and has been successfully applied in a nurter of lunar and deep-
s ace missions using advanced technology and raterials, these long-lived heat sources contained
in thermal electric generators na se been desigred and developed to withstand high operating
teraperatures of approximately EDT C (1475'F), extreme thernal streuse 5 that could be encountered
upon reentry to the earth's atoosphere, and extrere rechanical stresses resulting fron possible
irrpact onto a hard surface such as granite. Well-known nissions include the Apollo lunar series,
tne Pioneer nissions to Jupiter, and the Vikinq mission to Mars.

Even thou;n the n; clear tatteries used in space flight contain about 30,000 tires nore plutonium
than present pacemaker batteries, the aterials of construction and basic technology of space
batteries were applied by the AEC contractor and pri vate industry to the developr.ent and fatri-
cation of plutonium-powered batteries for use in cardiac pacenakers.

Several models of pacenakers that use plutoniun-233 power sources nave been deveinged both un de r
the AEC contract and inde;endently bj private irdJstry in the United States, England, and France.
Five paceruker manufacturers are raw distributing plutonium-powered pacenakers in the United
States for clinical evaluation.

l.3 NRC REGULATION $

Ine Nuclear Regulatory Corrission is autnorized by Sect. 53 of tre Atonic Energy Act of 1954, as
arended, to regulate the possession and use of plutonium Secticn 161 of the Act states, in part:

In tre performance of its functions tne Connission is authorized to..

b. establish by rule, reg >ldtion, or order, such standards and instructions to
govern the possession and use of special nuclear material, source ruterial,
and byproduct raterial as the Corrission ruy deem necessary or desiracle
s) pronote the corron defense and security or to protect health or to
ninimize danger to life or property.

Plutonium-238 is, by definition, "special nuclear raterial," and pacemakers containinq highly
enriched plutonium-233 (2802 plutonium-233) are subject to the NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 70.*
Howevf the guidelines of the International Atomic Energy Agency exe pt plutonium containing
more than 80s of plutonium-238 fron safeguards require ents that have been set forth in agreerent
between the IAEA and rember countries in connection wich the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons.

The basic eienents of the current policy of the NRC relating to the limited licensing of pace-
nakers for investigational use are stringent requirerents to assura (1) safe levels of radiaticn
for patients and the public; (2) safe cantainrent of the plutonium during normal use, during

e
The Connission has entered into agreenents with some states under which the Connission has
discontinued, and the state has assumed, authority for regulating certain nuclear materials

corr i s s i nn .The regulatory requirements of the Agreenent States are equivalent to those of the
i ' I 1.4
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accidents involving plcemaker patients, and d; ring p3ceraker disposal: and (3) accountability,
recovery, and controlled disposal of pacenakers. Safe contain cnt of the plutoniu- is provided
by requiring pacemakers to be designed, manufacturod, and tested in accordance with rigid
standards and cri teria.

The NRC is currently licensing the implantation of plutonium-powered pacemakers only on a limited
investigational basis under a research protocol to establish that nuclear pacemakers are reliable.
This program was preceded by a determination that this limited use would not sabject the patients
or the public to any undue risk. The current practice in licensing the investigational use of
pacemakers and the develcpment of a regulatory framework to acconrodate the rcutine use of
plutonium-powered pacemakers is discussed in Sect 2. It is the purpose of these i""estiq3tional
programs to determine whether the reliability of these pacemakers justifies their rtJtine use.

1.4 PROF 0 SED AUTHORIZATION OF ROUTINE USE OF PLUTONIUM-POWERED PACEMAVERS

The najor Federal action proposed for which this Environmental Statement is prep 1 red, is the
authorization for routine use of plutonium-pcwered pacemakers in the redical treatrent of cardiac
patients; th; t is, that nuclear pacemakers are justified and acceptable for use b/ appropriately
qualified and licensed physicians who, in their redical treatnent of pacenaker pa tients, deem
it benefical to the patients The routine use of any particular nuclear pacemaker model is
based on tne requirement that its reliability and safety have been demonstrated.

Prior to t3 king Federal actions that may affect the quality of the hJman environment, the NRC
is required by the National Environmental Policy Ac+ of 1969 (NEPA), Public Law 91-190, to assess
tne potential environmental i-pact of such actions. The regulation under which the NRC imple-
ments NE;r is 10 CFR Part Sl, " Licensing and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Environmental
Protectico. AJthorizing the roJtine use of nJclear-powered pace:"akers (beyond the present
investigational use of limited numbers of pacemekers) insidered to be a major Federal action
that could affect the quality of the human environment. Therefore, this Environmental Statement
describes and evaluates the potential environmental consequences of roJtine use of plutonium fuel
in co diac pacemakers.

The content of environa?ntal statements is spPcified in 10 CFR Par + Sl. The three major aj ec t s
identified from these regulations as being pertir ent to this Environmental Staterent are as
follows: (1) potential impacts on the environrent resulting from routine use of plutonium-
powered pacemakers, (2) a benefit-cost analysis of such routine use, and (3) available altern3-
tives to such use.

Three environmental impacts are: (1) radiation exposure to the patients from the implanted
p3cemakers, (2) exposure to the public from normal use of pace aker: and (3) potential release
of plutoniwn from accidental or abnormal events These impacts are discussed in Sect- 3.

The benefits from the long service life of plutenium-powered pace akers are assessed in Sect. 4
The principal benefit from plutonium-powered pacemakers is the lifetime assistance given to
cardiac patients requiring pacemakers. Secondary to this bcnefit is the redJCtion of the fre-
quency of surgery and postoperative co plications and the conseq;ent reduction of patient pain,
suffering, and anxiety associated with pacemaker reimplantations.

In addition to the plutonium-powered pacemaker and the improved rercury batteries, pacemakers
with other new power sources, such as the lithium and rechargeable batteries, are being developed
and evaluated. A discussion of these alternatives is included in Sect. 4

This Statement considers tne irpact of plutonium-powered pacerakers on the environment during
nornal conditions and under potential accident and loss conditions. The production of plutonium,
the nanufacture of nuclear batteries and pace 3kers, and the ( ntrolled disposal of any
associated radioactive wastes are crnducted as a part of other licensed or ERDA contract opera-
tions. The amount of plutonium that would be required for routine use of pacemakers wauld be
small compared with that which is produced for other purposu Since the environmental impact
of the production and disposal of plutonium is considered i, conjunction with the licensing or
authorization of such operations, when required by the NEPA this Statement does not consider
their environment 31 impact.

IG O ' ( ) 'i ,G.I ue
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2. LICENSING OF NUCLEAR-POWERED PACEMAKERS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The normal use of nuclear-powerea cardiac pacemakers entails some degree of radiation exposure to
patients, to members of their households, and to the general public as a result of the radio-
activity of the plutonium contained in the pacemakers. There is also a potential for radiation
exposure if raiioactive material is relea:ed in an accident that damages the radioactive source
in a pacemaker. In order to acouire information on the actual perfomance of nuclear-powered
pacemakers in patients and to detemine whether their longevity and reliability characteristics
lustify the associated risks, nuclear pacemakers are presently licensed in the United States for

Energy Agency * gational use.(NEA) and is followed, in practice, by a number of countries in addition to the
limited investi This limited investigational use is recomended by the Nuclear

United States.

2.2 NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY STANDARDS

The NEA had developed " Interim RTdiation Protection Standards for the Design, Constrtction,
Testing and Control of Radioisotcpic Cardiac Pacemakers."1 The standards were concerned with
protecting the public health and safety but not with meaical considerations rating to individual
pacemaker patients. The purpose of the NEA standards is to provide a uniform basis for national
authorities to establish practices and prcedures by which the radiatinn risks of nuclear-powereo
pacemakers to the public can be kept to a minimum and to permit non-restricted international
travel of pacemaker patients. A nember of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff cepre-
sented the United States in the NEA group of experts, which developed these standards. The
present NEA standards are designated as interin standards applicable during limited clinical in-
vestigations using pacemakers. These interim stande ds may be continued in use or modifieJ for
routine use of pacemakers as indicated by experience gained from the investigations.

The NEA standards were drawn up "on the principle that. ,o f ar as is practicable, the requirements
of radiological safety shall be incorporated into the design of "le pacemaker and that the radio-
active material will ultitately be recovered and disposed of under controlled conditions."1 The
standards contain guidance on (1) design and testing of pacemakers to assure continued and reli-
able containment of the "adionuclide fuel during normal use and in accident conditions, (2) con-
trol of external radiation levels, (3) identification cf pacemaker patients, (4) accountability
for pacemakers ii. circulation, and (S) collection and dispasal of radioactive source capsules at
the end of their useful lives.

The possession and use of plutonium in pacemakers is licensed pursuant to 10 CFR Part 70, "Special
Nuclear Material," of NRC regulations. Two licensing guides have been issued to assist manu-
facturers and clinical users of pacemakers in preparing their applications for licenses. One of
the licensing guides, "Interin Safety Guide for the Design and Testing of Nuclear-Powered Cardiac
Pacemakers" ( Appendix B of this Statement), contains standards for designing, testing, and
manufacturing nuclear-powered pacenakers. The second, " Guide for Licensing the Investigational
Use of Nuclear-Pewered Cardiac Pacemakers" (Appendix C of this Statement), contains conditions
for a standaru protocol to be followed by all clinical investigators and for the licensing of
hospitals to participate in the investigation.

The standard protocol should describc those aspects of the clinical implantation and follow-up
program that are to be followed by all of the participating invesitgators. This protocol, when
accepted for licensing by the Comission and the Agreement States, can be furnished to all of the
participating nedical institutions and incorporated by them into their applications for licenses.

2.3 NRC LICENSING OF INVESTIGATIONAL USE

The Nuclear Regulatory Ctmission, in disch5rging its statutory responsibility for assuring the
public health and safety in the use of atomic energy materials, is presently licensing hgspitals

*

An agency (fomerly the European Mclear Energy Agency) of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development.
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to implant nuclear-powered pacemakers for limited investigational use only. The purpose of the
investigation is to obtain data to establish whether the pacemakers are reliable for routine use.
Data from these investigations will also be used in the develoonent of criteria for routine use
of nuclear-powered pacemakers.

Under the present licensing program, both the number of nuclear pacemakers and the number of
medical institutions participating in the investigation are being limited. A total of approxi-
mately 700 plutonium-powered pacemakers from five manufacturers have been implanted under this
investigational program. More than 85% of these pacemakers (4 of the 5 manufacturers) contain
250 nx; or less of plutonium. O' ' manuf acturer uses 500 mg (about 8 Ci) of plutonium-

There are three principal elements in the present NRC licen. ing program: (1) ccntrol of pacemaker
design and manufacture to assure safe ccntainment of radioactive material under anticipated normal
and credible accident conditions, (2) control of pacemaker use to assure a iuntability and re-
covery for controlled disposal of nuclear sources contained in pacemakers, o; d (3) collection of
data for the evaluation of nuclear pacemaker reliability.

2.3.1 Standards and criteria

The NRC has developed interim safety design and testing criteria that have been coordinated with
the NEA standards for nuclear-powered pacemakers for investigational implantation. These
criteria, disc ussed in detail in the "Intcric G 4ide for the D~ign and Testing of Nuclear-Powered
Cardiac Pace:wkers" (Appendix 3), include reo ments for testing prototype plutonium sau s,

batteries, and pacemakers uncer ccnditions that are more severe than contemplated in their use.
Passing the test requires that no radioactive fuel be leaked or released following exposure of
the sources and pacemakers to the test stresses. The test requirements, the types of accidents
considered in establishing the prototype test conditions, and the rationale for the tests are
sumnarized in Table 2.1.

It is extrenely unlikely that accidents involving stresses more severe than the prototype tests
would occur. Therefore, the ability to meet these criteria and to successfully complete the
tests provides a high degree of assurance that the plutonium fuel will be contained during normal
use and under any credible accident condition involving a patient with an implanted pacemakcr or
involving a pacemaker during handling and transportation before implantation or after removal.

The criteria also require that the physical and chemical form of the fuel be such that it will be
as nondispersible (in the environrent) and nontransportdie (in the hun.an body) as is practicable.
The fuel form chosen for all of the presently manufactt red plutonium-powered pacemakers is
plutonium dioxide. This oxide is a nearly chemically cnd netabolically inert fom of plutonium
which is compressed and fired into a hard ceramic pellet to minimize the likelihood of dispersal
and subsequent intake and retention in the human body, even in the unlikely event of an accidental
breach of the containment system.

The properties of plutonium-238 and the fabrication of plutonium sources are discussed in Appendix
D.

2.3.2 Manufacture of nuclear-powered pacemakers

Any pacemaker manufacturer or importer who desires to distribute pacemakers for investigational
use must demonstrate, in his application for licensing approval of such distribution, that his
pacemaker satisfies all of the safety design and test criteria outlined in Appendix B. In order
to reet all of the design and test criteria, plutoniv: heat sources are fabricated using multiple
layers of containment. The construction materials, dimensions, and rethods of fabrication of heat
sources are chosen so that the conbined properties of the multiple envelopes will provide the
necessary mechanical strength for fuel containment under the temperatures, pressures, and stresses
required by the design and test standards. The materials must also be (1) compatible with all
other materials with which they will come in contact in normal use and under test ccnditions,
(2) resistan't to oxidation and reaction with other materials during thermal tests, and (3) resis-
tant to long-term corrosion. The adequacy of pacemakers to meet the criteria is determ:ned by
engineering analysis of the design and by the demonstration that prototype pacemakers, batteries,
and radionuclide sourm pass tu prototype tests.

OO2/ ,'
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2.3.2.1 quality assurance u

Prior to authorizing the licensing of a new pacemaker model, the NRC requires the domestic manu-
facturer or importer to provide and implement a quality control program to ensure that each
production unit is a replica of units that have successfully passed the required safety testr , as
outlined previously, and that eacn unit Will conform to the specifications furnished to the NRC.
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Table 2.1. Interim safety performance tests for plutonium-powered cardiac pacenakers

Mechanical

Impact: Impact the scurce at a velocity of 50 m/sec onto a flat essentially
unyielding surface. This test has evolved out of consideration of the
maXinum impact expected 'Dr a pacemaker implanted in the body of a
person involved 10 a t<ansportation accident or a fall. The 50-m/sec
velocity is based or, the terminal velocity of a body in free fall
following collision of aircraft in midair.

Static stress: The source shall be subjected to a static stress (crush) load of 1000 kg
between roughened steel jaws. This test is related to the forces
resulting fron an individual being caught und, ralling masonry or
pinned by a steel girder. The 1000-kg test load is based on the
possible weignt of the girder.

Thermal

Fire: The battery shall be subjected to a temperature of 800'C in air for 30 min,
followed by quenching in water at room temperature and a 1000-kg static
stress (crush) test. This test is based on temperatures experienced in
building or transportation fires. The water quench is needed to ensure
that tne pacemaker will withstand thermal shock resulting fron water being
used to extinguish a fire, and the static stress test is to ensure that it
would withstand being crushed by a collapsing building following the
thermal stresses of fire and water quench.

Cremation: The pacemaker shall be subjected tt a cremation cycle of two hours in an
oxidizing atnosphere with a ninimum temperature of 800 C and a sustained
temperature of 1300'C for at least 90 min. This test is based on measured
crenation temperatures. The average temperature for cremation is nub-
stantially lower th3n 1300'C.

Corrosion

Seanater: It shall be demonstrated that the radionuclide fuel will be contained for
10 half-lives in seawater, including consideration of possible pressure
buildup inside the fuel capsule. This corrosio,. capability shall be
determined by corrosion tests, engineering analyses and extrapolations
considering the linear rate of corrosion for each material constituting
the fuel capsule and each fuel containment envelope. A progran plan for
corrosion tests of each fuel containrent envelope, including possible
galvanic reactions, shall be submitted and evaluated. This requirement
is to ensure that the radioactive fuel will rot be released to the
envircnment if a pacemaker is lost or buried. Since seawater is nure
corrosive than either fresh surface or groundwater, materials that
resist corrosion by seawater would resist corrosion if lost in fresh

water or btried in soil. Ten half-livesh were chosen to ensure that a
negligible om'unt of fuel would be present if the integrity of the
containment systen was compronised.

2 The quality control requirements for licensing plutonium-powered pacemake s are described in
Sect. B.3 of the Maim J M' M !a S U:s & > 5m m:d R t iv 7:c lc ;r-N. - r -

Pa ,-ukere, which is Appendix B of this Environmental Statement'.
' Ten half-lives of piutonium-238 are 878 years, during which time the Pu-238 will decay to
1/1000 of the original activity (8 mci nuximun from an initial 500-mg, 8-Ci, plutonium source).
Plutonim1 used in pacemakers contains 10; by weight of Pu-239, which is only 0.01% of the
total plutonium by activity. Af ter ten half-lives of Pu 238 decay, the remaining Pu-239 is
less than half of the renaining Pu-238 activity.
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Quality control procerares ,nust be found acceptable by the Canmission as applied to design,
caterial control, fabrication, and product qualification testing. The quality control require-
cents for licensing plutonium-powered pacemakers are described in Appendix B (Sect- B.3).

2.3.2.2 Labeling

The labeling, as specified in Appendix B, requires that the fuel capsole (or battery housing in
the case where the fuel capsule is permanently sealed within the battery housing) and the pace-
maker housing be conspicuously and legibly marked by means resistant to fire and corrosion. The
purpose of this labeling is to facilitate retrieval of the pacenaker, in case of an accider.t, by
alerting individuals to the fact that the pacemaker and component parts (e.g., the source capsuie
or battery) contain plutonium and that health authorities should be notified for disposal af the
pacemaker.

2.3.3 Limited clinical investigation programs

The prinary purpose or the limited clinical investigation of plutonium-powered pacemakers is to
determine their reliability under conditions c~ actual use in man. To provide the most effective

evaluation of pacemakers while minimizing the necessary nucter of investigational subjects, a
pacenaker manufacturer or a distributor of imported pacemakers (hereinafter referred to as the
sponsor) is required to submit an overall plan for the clinical investigation of each rodel of
nuclear pacemaker and to develop a standard protocol to be followed by all participating
inves ti ga ters ,

2.3.3.1 Standard _ protocol for clinical use

The use of a standard protocol assists in obtaining a uniform approach to the evaluation of
plutonium-powered pacemakers and simplifies licensing for the applicant redical institutions
participating in the sponsor's study, the sponsor, and the licensing agency (NRC and Agreerent
States). In addition, conformity to a standard protocol provides a high level of operational
control of the plutonium-powered pace eker within the public sector and a high assurance of
recovery following use. The required contents of a standard protocol are described in Appendix
C. These provisions are discussed in the following parte of this sect.on.

2.3.3.2 Patient information and consent

The patient shall be informed of, and shall provide written agreenent to, the fnllowino:

1. Radionuclide-powered pacemakers are under investigation, there are alternative treatments,
and the patient is willing to participate in the investigation.

2. To avoid burial, cremation, or loss to the environment of a radionuclide source, the pacemaker
shall be renoved from the body upon the death of the patient and, ;, hen removed at death or for

any reason prior to death, shall be returned to the sponsor of the clincial investigation for
disposal.

3. The patient shall carry, at all times, an identification card containing the patient's nare,
the word " Radioactive, tre radiation symbol, identification of the patient as a bearer of a
radionuclide-powered cardiac pacemaker, identification of the pacenaker by manufacturer's
name and model number, the amount and type of contained radionuclide, the words "In case of
emerger.cy cr death, call collect (name and telephonc .mber of the participating
institution)," and information pertaining to the patient's consent to remove the pacemaker
in case of death.

4. The patient shall wear, at all times, a durable, fireproof bracelet or other approved form
of jewelry engraved with the patient's name, the words " Radioactive Pacemak er," the radia-
tion sy-bol, identification of the radionuclide, and the words "In case of emergency or
death, call collect (telephone number)."

5. Long-term follow-up examinations shall be conducted as scht 'uled by the participating nedical
institution,

yqs ,r \ * -
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6. The patient shall notify the hospital of any chaage in his address or telephone rumber or if
there is any change with respect to the person to be contacted in case the patient cannot be
located.

7. The patient shall notify, through the hospital and sponsor, the appropriate licensing
authority prior to any travel outside of the United States. -

2.3.3.3 Registration reports and records

The implanting hospital reports to the sponsor, and both the hospital and the sponsor cep
records on each implanted pacemaker. These reports include the name and address of the patient,
names and addresses of at least two persons to be contacted if the patient cannot br b :ated, and
pacemaker identification by nodel and serial number.

2.3.3.; Follow-up reports

The implanting hospital reports to the sponsor the data on each follow-up examination of nuclear-
powered pacemaker patients. Such follow-up examinations are required at intervals not to exceed
six months. The report on each follow-up states whether the patient is wearing the required
bracelet or other approved identification jewelry, whether the patient is carrying the identifi-
cation card, and whether satisfactory contact has been naintained since the last follow-up
examination.

2.3.3.5 Reports of replacement or reaovale

le implanting hospital reports to the sponsor ar.y pacemaker that is replaced or removed for any
reason. In case of death of the patient, the pacenaker shall be removed and returned to the
sponsor for evaluation and approved disposal un12ss retention and reuse are authorized by the
licensing agency. Sone pacenakers that have been remcved because of death of the patient from
causes unrelated to the pacemaker have been retained by the hospital for reuse in other patients.
In these cases, the subsequent reimplantations tre subject to the same prctocol and accounta-
bil:ty procedures.

2.3.3.6 Reports of deata or loss of cor. tact

The implanting hospital reports to the NRC or the Agreement State licensing agency within 24
hours of occurrence, the death of any bearer cf a nuclear-powered pacemaker and, within ten days
of the hospital's knowledge, the loss of contact with any pacemaker patient.

2.3.4 Licensing of tospitals

To facilitate continuity of patient follow-up during the investigational phase of plutonium-
powered pacemaker use, special nuclear material licenses are issued only to hospitals and not
to individual physicians. A hospital, once selected % a sponsor to participate in his clinical
study, nay apply for a special ruclear mate-ial license to possess and irplant the sponsor's
nuclear-powered pacemaker under an apnroved standard protocol. Participation by the implanting
institation in such a cli..ical researcn study is conditioned upon following the standard protocol.

Hospitals must show evidence of and/or agree to the following:

1. The hospital nust have an ongoing pacemaker implantation and follow-up clinic.

2. The hospital must use a team approach to the study of implantation, evaluation,
and follow-up. A thoracic surgeon (s) specializing in cardiovascular diseases
and a cardiologist (s) will be included in the team.

3. The hospital and its study tean must agree to follow the sponsor's protocol
for the study.

4. Records on patients v:ith nuclear-powered pacemakers must be maintaincd
separately from routine hospital records.

5. The hospital must develop a system of accounting for all nuclear pacemakers
within the hospital by serial number and must keep them under lock and key, r
when in storage or otherwise not in use. j Iji j
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6. ihe hospital must develcp a rapid response capability for handling emergency
reports or inquiries concerning a bearer of a nuclear-powered pacemaker.

7. The hospital must agree to continue follow-up of the patient, periodic
reporting, and recovery procedures until the device is recovered and
returned for controlled disposal of the radioactive material .

2.3.4.1 Responsibility of hospital for accountability and recovery

Under a special nuclear naterial license issued for implanting pacemakers during the innstiga-
tional study, the responsibility for the plutonium and its control, accountability, and recovery
rests with the hospital . Tne specified possession limit for special nuclear material (plutonium).
under a license issued to the hospital, includes all special nuclear material possessed by the
licensee whether in storage, implant;d in patients, or otherwise in use. License conditions
intenM to ensure accountability of pacemakers in patients are placed on special nuclear
mate-ial licenses issued to hospitals. These conditions are as follows:

The licensee shall not recei e or transfer in any single 'saction one1. v

gram or more of plutonium contained in nuclear-powered paa o 'rs without
notifying the Division of Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
(Washington, D " 20555) and, in addition, completing and distributing
Grm NRC-741 as required by Section 70.54 of 10 CFR Part 70.

2. The licensee shall report to the Radioisotopes Licensing Branch of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comission (Washington, D.C. 20S55) within 24 hr of
occurrence, the death of any nuclear-powered pacemaker patient.

3. The licensee shall report to the Radioisotopes Licensing Branch of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Washington, D.C. 20555) within ten days, the
loss of contact with a nuclear-powered pacemake r patient.

2.3.5 Periodic reports by sponsors

The sponsors of the clinical investigations (manufacturers or importers of the plutonium-powered
pacemakers) are required to report to the NRC, at intervals of not more than six months,
sumary data that they receive from th? participating investigators. To date, the sponsors of
the investigation programs have reported 100% accountability of implanted plutonium-powered
pacemakers.

2.4 STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF PACEKU'ER RELIABILITY

Procedures have been developed for euluating the reliability C auclear-powered pacemakers using
information on clinical experience obtained from the investigacional programs. The proposed rou-
tine use of nuclear-powered pacemakers is based on the requirement that suitable performance
of these units w 11 be clinically demonstrated.

These evaluation procedures, based on statistical techniques, provide a systenatic reans to
determine the acceptability or nonacceptability of nuclear pacemakers as rapidly as possible.
Suitable criteria are ret when it is established, with a high degree of confidence, that the fail-
ure rate of ni'. lear units is less than or equal to an acceptable standard.

For the investigational program, a limitation is imposed on the monthly implantation rate, which
is aimed at controlling the number of units in circulation until routine use is authorized
(unrestricted distribution wouli be tantamount to routine use). Also, constraints are placed o~
the number of pacemaker-patient-months that are allotted to any one manufacturer for the evalua-
tion of his unit's perfomance.

Computer programs were developed for the Conmission (by Drs. D. Kleitman and A. Barnett, of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; D. Rosenbaum, of Mitre Corporation; and B. Singer of
Columbia University) to evaluate pacemaker perfomance. These programs require as input the
following predetermined parameters: (1) the maximum acceptable failare standard; (2) the confi-
dence level on the maximum acceptable failure standard; (3) the total accumulated number of
pacemaker-patient-months in which a decision must be reached; (4) a desired confidence level to
teminate a unit's evaluation due to an excessive number of pacemaker failures aad (5) a param-
eter concerned with determining whether pacemakers are failing at a constant rate. The 7utput
from these programs provides the means to determine if one of the following circumstances exists:
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(1) There is a high degree of confidence that the unit's fiiiure rate is less than
the acceptable standard and the test can be discontinued, because acceptability
is demonstrated.

(2) Ine nuhr of device failures h's become so large that, to a high degree of
confidencc, pacemaker acceptability cannot be demonstrated, even if the
inves tigation is run to conclusion. In this case, the test should be dis-
continued, and this pacemaker model should not be used in future implantations.

(3) Not enough data has been collected to establish one of the above conditions,
and the experiment should continue.

For purposes of this evaluation, a pacemaker is considered to f ail if, for any reason, the pulse
generator fails to provide satisfactory pacing to the patient. In these investigational prograrrs
a failure standard is selected that is equivalent to other types of (nonnuclear) pacemakers on
wqich data have currently been reported. The maximum acceptacle failure standard currently being
used, with wnich nuclear pacemaker acceptability is compared, is 0.157, failures per month. This
standard is compatible with the electronic capabilities of conventional pulse generators.M

Ine accumulated montns of pacemaker experience adopted, in which pacemaker evaluation must be
vde, is 25,000 pacemaker-patient-nonths. Tne evaluation Iwy be completed or teminated before
the maximum nroer of pacemaker-months if one of the following circumstances exists:

(1) The pacenaker is found to meet the reliability requirement with 90; confidence, or

(2) Tnere is a 95t confidence tnat tne required pacemaker performance cannot be attained
even if the clinical investigation is continued.

To date, the evaluation of she accumulated pacemaker experience from the invu ,atir nal prograr e
indicates a plutonium pacemaker performance better than required specificatirns. A Jetailed
discussion of the supporting data is contained in Sect. 4 slthough one pluronium-powered pace-
maker model has successfully demonstrated acceptability, its performance wiil continue to be
evaluated until a occision en routine use is made by the NRC.

If routine use is authorized, any pacemaker model in an investigational program ar any new model
introduced on the market will be reqJired to demonstrate acceptable perfonnance using the pre-
viously outlined procedures and to report the results to the NRC. The NRC will consider autho-
rizing the routine use of this unit at that time. A more comprehensive discussion of the
statistical procedures used in evaluating pacemaker performance is contained in Aopendix E.

2.5 REGULATION OF ROUTIhE USE

If routine use is authcrized, plutonium-powered pa emakers will be used by many physicians and
h0spitals, and a patient population of about 10,000 ma/ be reached within a few years. It is not
expected, however, that plutonium-powered pacemakers would be selected Ly physicians for more than
5 to 10% of all pacemaker patients.

2.5.1 Manufacture of pacemakers

Regulation of the manufacturers and importers of plutonium-powered pacemakers would continue
during routine use essentially as described earlier in this section. Both the NEA standards
and the NRC guide for design and testing of nuclear-powered pacemakers are designated as interim
documents subject to revision if experience indicates chat revision is necessary. However, no
need for change in the standards or criteria for safety of olutonin-powered pacemakers is now
indicated or planned. Thus, as with present licensing for investigational use, pacemakers that
will be licensed for routine distribution and use would have to te designed, manufactured, tested,
and quality controlled to assure that radiation levels from pacemakers will not cause unacceptable
radiation exposures to the patients or the public and that plutonium will be contained in the
pacemaker in nomal use and under conditions of possible accidents or lcss.

()i
2.5.2 Authorization for implantation and possession i 'u

During the limited investigationai use cf plutonium-powered pacemakers, the licensed hospitals
are responsible for (1) the possession of the plutonium-powered pacemakers by the patients (2)
the maintenance of contact with the patients for continuing accountability of the plutonium
sources, and (3) recovery of the plutonium sources upon the death of a patient or the removal of
a pacemaker from a patient. These procedures are effective and practical d; ring the investiga-
tions because close contact w'th patients is necessary for obtaining investigational data on the
pacemakers . Patients are selected, in addition to their medical need for pacemakers, on the
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basis of their agreerent and availability to participate in the investigation, required follow "p,

and recovery of thcir pacemakers. However, in routine use, relatively large numbers of patients
and hospitals may becore involved. These patients can be expected to lead essentially nomal
lives and be highly mobile, as is the case for the rest of the A"erican population. For these
reasons, it may not be acceptable to the medical comunity, or practical, to have the responsi-
bility for accountability and control of r.uclear-powered pacemakers rest primarily with the
inplanting hospitals and rodical institutions.

Although the r..chanism used for assuring accountability and recovery of plutonium. powered pace-
nakers during investigational use may not be appropriate during routine use, an equivalent level
of cor.crol and recovery by means appropriate to their routir.e use will be inposed.

A regulatory accountability and mcovery system for routine uee of pacemakers wiil consider the
following:

1. establishment of a systen for registering paceraker patients;

2. assurance that patients and their survivers will pemit mcovery and
appropriate disposal of plutonium-powered pacemakers in case of death
of the patient or removal of the pacemaker for any other mason;

3. requirement that patients wear and carry apprapriate identificatica that
they have an i" planted plutonium-powered pacemaker and instructions
t; be followed in case of death or emergency to assure safe bandling
and rccovery of the pacemaker;

4. establishrent of a systen of periodic centact with patients to update
registry inforraticn, to remind them and their families of the
requircrents for accountability and recovery of pacemaker sources,
and to follow up cr. unrecover2d pacenakers; and

5. establishrent of a system for the collection and controlled
disposal of p'iutoniun pacemaker sources af ter use.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The routine use of nuclear power sources in cardiac pacemakers involves three types of potential
risks to the public: (1) the radiation exposure to the patients from the implanted pacemakers
(Sect. 3.2), (2) the radiation exposure to the public from implanted pacemakers (Sect. 3.3),
and (3) the potential release of radioactive fuel frca accidental or abnormal events (Sect. 3.7).

Five nanufacturers* are currently using radioactive plutonium-23d as fuel for pacemakers. Of the
five manufacturers, four are using batteries containing 250 mg or less of plutonium; therefore,
this assessment will be based on pacemakers containing 250 mg of plutonium.t The fif th manu-
facturer's pacemaker contains about 500 mg of plutonium; thus, the impacts for this pacemaker
are double those determined for a pacemaker containing 250 mg.

Assuming the availability of nuclear-powered pacemakers, the decision to implant a nuclear-
powered pacemaker rather than a conventional battery-powered pacemaker will be cado by .he phy-
sician and the patient case-by-case. According to current estimates, 100,000 to 200,000 pa tients
in the United States are pacemaker bearers. Most physicians qJeried have indicated that about
5 to 10! of this population could use a long-lifetime pacemaker (i.e., with a lifetime of 10 years
or more), and this market for long-lived pacemakers will be shared by nuclear-powered pacemakers,
rechargeable pacemakeri, and improved types of chemical battery powered pacemakers. This envi-
conmental inpact assessnent is based on an assured nuclear-pacemaker population of 10,000 patients.
Using the base figure of 10,000 pacemakers, the impacts of the pacemakers can easily be scaled
up or down for other numbers of implanted nuclear pacemakers.

3.? DOSE RATE TO PATIENTS FROM IMPLANTED NUCLEAR-POWERED PACEMAKERS

Derivation of the radiation dose to patients from implanted nuclear-powered pacemakers is based
on a study by Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The radiation doses from a Medtronic
nodel 9000 pulse generator containing 173.2 ng of plutonium of 90.14% by weight plutonium-238
(156.1 mg) and 0.26 ppm of plutonium-236 were determined.1 The dose-equivalents to various
organs from a pacemaker containing 250 mg of plutonium have been liuearly scaled from the
Battelle report and are given in Tables 3.l' and 3.2 fc r pacemakers located above the lef t
pectoral muscle and r. ear the surface of the abdomen respectively. Additional information on
determining patient dose-equivalents has been abstracted from the Battelle study and is presented
in Appendix F. Information on the properties of the plutonium fuel and the fabrication of
plutonium sources is given in Appendix D. Derivation of radiation dose-equivalents to the
patients and to the public is based on fuel centaining 0.26 ppm plutonium-t:6, which is tne
approximate cssay of all plutonium used to date in pacemakers. Should the assay of plutonium-236
increase to 0.6 ppm (the raximum plutonium-236 impurity in the specifications for plutonium-233
by the pacemaker battery manufacturers), the ganma dose rate can double over a period of years,
as shown in Fig. F.5 in Appendix F. The net effect would be an increase by 25 to 50% in the
dose-equivalents (total ganna and neutron) to various organs, as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

3.2.1 Assessment of radiation exposure to patients

There are four areas of concern relative to the radiation ef fects on patients: (1) the radia-
ticn dose to tissues in inrediate contact with the pacemaker, (2) dcse to radiosensitive tissues
such as red bor.e marrow and gonads, (3) genetic effects, and (4) prenatal irradiation.
Dr. H. H. Possi, Professor of Radiology, Radiological Physics Laboratorims, College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Columbia University, has addressed these four areas, and an abstract of his
couments follows:2

s
American Optical Co., ARCO Medical Products Corp., Coratomic, Inc., Cordis Corp., and
Medtronic, Inc.

iThe carketplace will determine the eventual sales volume of the different manufacturers'

pacema ke rs. Also, improvenents in thermal-electric conversion systems may reduce fuel loading.
A pacemaker containing 250 ng of plutoriun is representative of the present market.

3-1
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Table 3.1. Dose equivalents to organs for 5 ,10 ,15 , and 20-year periods
from a pulse generator that contains 250 mg of Pun; and is

located above the lef t pectoral muscle

Dose equivalent, rems (neutron and garra)

Location 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years

Thyroid 3.9 7.9 12.9 17.3

Lef t axiilary
lymph nodes 3.5 7.4 11.7 15.9

Right axillary
lymph nodes 0.48 1.3 1.7 2.5

Sternum 3.3 6.8 11.3 14.4

Lef t pectoral muscle

(base of breast) 1.1 2.6 3.9 5.2

Right pectoral nuscle
(base of breast) 0.45 1.2 1.7 2.5

Heart 1.0 2.5 3.7 4.6

Liver 0.33 0.92 1.4 2.0

Spleen 0.43 1.9 2.7 3.5

Stumach 0.42 1.2 1.7 2.3

Left kidney 0.29 0.75 1.2 1.7

Right kidney 0.27 0.69 1.1 1.6

Left ovary 0.16 0.36 0.59 0.87

Right ovary 0.16 0.35 0.53 0.84

Uterus 0.14 0.33 0.55 0.78

Testes 0.13 0.29 0.46 0.62

Spine (average) 1.0 2.3 3.5 4.8

Torso (average) 1.0 2.5 3.6 4.8

Whole body (average) 0.52 1.4 1.9 2.6

1. Tissues in irrediate contact with p?.erokers - This is the only category in which
the maximum permissible doses stipulated by NCRP and ICRP for radiation workers
might be exceeded. The term "might" is employed since the nuximum for tissues other
than the critical ones is a limit for the averale, organ or tissue dose of 15 rems / year.
These limits have been set with the expectation that effects could not be statistically
detected in a large population. The muscle and connective tissues in inticate con-
tact with the paceraker are considered to be especially radiation resistant.3 There
is a great amcunt of experience relating to the irradiation of normal tissues in beams
directed at rulignancies. Usually the doses employed are several thousand rads,
although, in multiple-portal treatments and near the edge of the beam, lower doses
ray also be imparted. These doses are invariably delivered at far higher time rates,
which should substantially increase their biological effectiveness. The incidence
of neoplasms in such tissues is extremely rare, and it is uncertain whether the few
cases on record are due to radiation. There appears to be an equally snu t i incidence
following surgery," and, in a careful study,5 no incidence of such neoplasms could be
found in individuals irradiated in infancy with acute doses up to 1000 rads.

2. Bone marrow - The rajor hazard of large doses to bone marrow is the induction of
leukemia. However, the dose from the pacemaker is less than one-fif th of the dose
permitted for radiation workers and quite likely near that permitted for members of
the gcneral population.

3. Gonads - Irradiation of the gonads is assumed to represent a genetic risk. According
to current esticates,t ,7 the dose that results in doubling the naturally occurring
genetic defects is about 100 rads. Doubling occurs if the gonads of all parents in a
population receive this dose prior to conception. In view of the srull doses and the
small fraction of the reproductive population that can be expected to wear nuclear-
powered pacerukers, the hazard is miniscule. About 1% of the deleterious genetic

[, 9 I, hhU
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effects are expressed in the first generatior. In this case, only the cose to the
parents is of importance. Calculations indicate (even assuming th3t the pacetaker
is worn 20 years prior to reprodJClion) a maximum increase of 0.2; above naturally
occurring deficiencies in children of pacemaker patients.

4. Prenatal irradiation - During the nine-month gestation period the dose is less than
the limi t recorrended by NCRP.

Aside fron the fact that no deleterious effects have appeared in patients using plutonium-
powered pacenakers, it should be noted that redical radiation exposures are not subject to the
same rariiation guidelines that are imposed on occupational radiation workers by NCRP, ICRP, and
NRC, because of the of f-setting patient benefits f rom the use of radiation for medical purposes.
It ray be noted that the diagnostic x-ray and fluoroscopic examination incidental to evaluation
dnd implantation of any pacenaker will deliver dos 3 equivalents to many organs in exces5 of
those given in Tablec 3.1 and 3.2.

Table 3.2. Dose eqaivalents to organs for 5 ,10 ,15 , and 20-year periods
fron a pulse generator that contains 250 ng of pug and is2

located on the lef t sica of the abdoren

Dose equivalent, rems (neutron and gacr:a)
Location 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years

Thyroid 0.16 0.33 0.62 0.83
Lef t axillary

lymph nodes 0.27 0.72 1.1 1.6
Right axillary

lymph nodes 0.23 0.55 0.91 1.3
S te rn an 0.23 0.81 1.3 1.7
Lef t pectoral nuscle

(base of breast) 0.26 0.Ca 1.1 1.4
Right pectoral muscle

(base of breast) 0.25 0.61 0.93 1.4
Heart 0.55 1.4 2.0 2.7
Liver 0.72 1.8 2.7 3.5
Spleen 0.71 1.i 2.6 3.6
S toru c h 1.6 3.5 5.3 7.2
Left kidney 1.3 3.0 4.6 6.1
Right kidney 0.85 2.4 3.6 4.6
Lef t ovary 1.6 3.8 5.8 7.7
Right ovary 1.1 2.6 3.9 5.2
U te rus 0.77 2.0 2.9 3.8
Te s tes 0.42 1.2 1.7 2.3
Spine (average) 1.3 3.0 4.9 6.2
Torso (average) 1.3 3.0 4.6 6.2
W ole body (average) 0.77 1.9 2.9 3.8
-

3.3 PUBLIC EXPOSURE FROM PACEPM ER PATIENTS

When a pacemaker is implanted in a patient, the radiation level at 'he surface of the patient
(aboJt 2 cm from the plutonium) is 1-2 millirems /hr. Since the radiation level decreases as
the inverse square of the dista' e. at 20 cm (8 in.) from the patient's body the radiation from
a pacemker is less than the ambient background radiaticn. !, ,

t :

The spouses of pacemaker patients will receive the largest radiation exposure, since"their con-
tact with the patients is nore frequent and closer than contacts by other persons. The average
exposure to the spouse from the patient is calculated to be 5 to 7.5 millirems / year, and most
of this exposure is received during the sleeping hours when the spouse is usually within a few
feet of the patient.8 This exposure is relatively low compared with naturilly occurring back-
ground radiation.
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All other individuals associating with pacemaker patients will be exposed to much lower levels
of radiation. Calculations of doses for various categories of people with whom pacemaker
patients are' likely to come into cor. tact during their daily activities are shown in Table 3.3.

The radiation dose to the U.S. population from 10,000 pacemaker patients is 128 man-rems / year,
which is insignificant when compared with about 20,000,000 man-rems / year of natural background
radiation that is received by the same population. This additional radiation dose to the
individuals who are closely associated with patients is of little significance. The radiation
dose to the general public that is attributable to the presence of pacemaker patients will be
negligible.

Table 3.3. Radiation doses to critical groups from cardiac pacemakers
(Assuming 10,000 implanted cardiac pacemakers with plutonium batteries)

Individual dose (millirems per
person per year) Total dose to group

Average dose (man-rems / year)

Natural Natural
Relationship to Group Dose from Medical background Dosa from, background

a x rays radiation pacemaker" radiationpacemaker patients population pacemaker

Spouses 6,430 5-7.5 73 102 42 646

Household members 8,950 1-1.5 73 102 12 912

Work associates # 72,000 0.1-0.2 73 102 10.5 7,344

Nonwork associates # 218,000 0.05-0.1 73 102 14.5 22,378

Total in U.S. populace

not included above <<0.01 73 102 49 21,400,000

dTotal dose to U.S. population excluding dose to patients 128

" Dose will vary depending upon the plutonium content, fuel characteristics, and shielding effects
of a particular pacemaker nodel.

b Integrated dose using 4 Ci of plutonium which is the average amount of plutonium used in any
battery.

#A patient is predicted to associate with about 30 persons during his daily activities.
JU.S. population of 210,000,000.

3.3.1 Public risk resulting from exposure tq pacenaker_ patients

The National Academy of Sciences - National Rasearch Council (NAS-NRC) Advisory Comittee on the
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations (BEIR) recently reviewed the extensive data on human
cancer mortality risks from exposure to ionizing radiation.7 From these data, factors were
derived relating dose to estimated risk for various cancer types. The Comittee's derivation
assumed that the human experience, largely with external irradiation at relatively high dose
rates and high total doses, could be linearly extrapolated to zero effect at zero dose. While
these cancer risk eetimators from the BEIR report have the advantage of being based on human
data, they share w :th the animal studies the uncertainty of linear extrapolation fror high-dose
observations. In order to be particularly conservative, these BEIR report recorriendations have
been used as risk estimators for this Environmental Statemant despite the fact that many

scientists and the NCRP consider these estimators to be excessive.

Table 3.4 lists cancer mortality predictions for exposures to pacenakers, based on the BEIR
report risk estimators. The cancer risk estimator of 50-165 deaths per 1,000,000 man-rems is
used for external radiation exposures. As shown in Table 3.4, the risk of cancer induction in
non-patients from cxternal exposure to the plutonium in pacemakers is essentially zero.

- 4 ,. ,
,

3.4 EXPOSURES DURING PR0"tJCTION AND MAN'JFACTURE
'

The fabrication of nuclear-powered pacemakers is a rultistep process. Generally, pacemaker
rmnufacturers buy the nuclear battery, which they attach to an electronic circuit and then
encase. The construction of the nuclear battery.is part of routine industrial production per-
formed by occupational workers. Pemissible occupational exposures of radiation workers are
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Table 4. Radiation risks to critical groups from cardiac pacemakers
(Assuming 10,000 in: planted cardiac pacemakers with plutonium batteries)

Individual risk

Radiation dose Chance of death
Relationship to (|illirems per pisk estimator per year per

paccruker patient person per year) (deaths per rem) person at risk
-

S po use 5-7.5 50-165 x 10-6 2.5-12. 4 x 10- 7

Household member 1-1.5 50-155 x 10-6 0.5-2.5 x 10-7
Work associate 0.1-0.2 50-165 x 10-6 0.5-3.3 x 10-H

Nmwork associate 0.05-GJ 50-165 x 10-6 0.3-1.7 x 10 8

Total group

Radiation dose Risk (additional
Relationship to to group Risk estimator deaths per

pacemaker patient (man-rems / year) (deaths per rem) year)

Spouses 42 50-165 x 10 ' 2-7 x 10-3

Houst iold members 12 50-165 x 10-6 0.6-2 x 10-3
Work associates 10.5 50-165 x 10-6 0.5-1.7 x 10-3
Nonwork associates 14.5 50-165 x .u-6 0.7-2.4 x 10~3
U.S. populace 49 50-165 x 13-6 2.5-8 x 10- 3

Total 128 6-21 x 10- 3
,

limited by NRC aM Agreement State regulations, a J actual e po. Jres of radiation workers are
usually only a sn311 fraction of permissible exposures. It u uld be difficult if not impossible,
to measure the f raction of radiation exposure to the occupational workers that could be directly
attributable to the plutonium used in pacemakers; however, the workers will be covered under the
dif ferent plam ' radiation protection and monitoring programs.

3.5 EXPOSURES DURING IMPLANTATION AND REMOVAL

The surface dose rate from a pacemaker is about 5 to 15 millirem /hr. The attactnent of the
pacemaker to leads ano the placement of the pacemaker into the prepared pocket usually requires
less than 10 min. The permissible occupational exposure to the hands and foreams of radiation
workers is 18,750 millirems per calendar quarter. Therefore, the implantation or removal of
pacemakers would add only a minute exposure to these individuals. Most of the tirr required
for an implantation involves placement of the electrode leads and preparation of the surgical
pocket for the p;cemake , during which time the pacemaker is not in the operating area.

3.6 EXPOSURES DURING TRANSPORTATION

The radiation exposure rate from a package used for shipment of plutonium-powered pacemakers is
less than 0.1 millirem /hr at the surface and is less than ambient backgrou1d at a distance of
3 f t from the pacemaker. Plutonium-powered pacemakers meet the Department of Transpcrtatian's
requirements for "special form" radioactive material (Sect. 173.394 of Title 49 Part 173, Code cf
Federal Regulations) and may be shipped in Type A packages designed to withstand normal conditions
of transport. Pacemakers are exempt from the prohibition in Public Law 94-79 against shipment of
plutonium by air.

In order to insure a ship'ent for more =an $1000, the package is required to be more than I ce f t
in volume. Thus, for insurance reasons, the package used is larger than would be required by
transportation regulations for radiation safety, and the surface of the package is further from
the radiation source than vould be the case for most shipments of equivalent quantities of radio-
isotopes. The shipment of several thousand pacemakers per year would add only an insignificant
amount of radiation exposure to transportation workers and the public.

f q ,' p7j
Du b _.I J
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3.7 HAZARD EVALUATION FOR PLUTONIUM-POWERED PACEMAKERS

The primary requirement for nuclear-powered pacecuker fuel capsules is that they be designed and
constrtcted to withstand the severe stresses in excess of those resulting from all credible
occidents. For that purpose, design criteria have been established by the Commission that require
each pacemaker manufacturer to cemonstrate that his pacemaker unit, containing a nuclear l attery,
would successfully complete specific tests which provide strusses that exceed those conceevable
from such accidents.

Notwithstanding that fuel capsules, batteries, and pacemakers are designed and prototypes are
tested to standards that assure containment of the plutonium under all credible accidents, for
purposes of this Environmental Statement, certain treaches of the containment have been assumed
in order to assess the radiation risks that would occur in the unlikely event of a fuel contain-
ment breach. A risk-logic model was developed to establish the probabilities of potential
hazards involving such postulated breaches. A block diagram of this model is presented in Fig.
3.1 (see pocket insert on back cover). This block diagram provides a delineation of potential
accidents, potential fuel capsule breaches, source terms, and population axposures for an
equilibrium population of 10,000 nuclear pacemaker patients.

In this assessment of rists, most situations have not occurred and/or data relative to pacemaker
patients are not available. Consequently, calculations are necessar>ly based on approximations
of the probabilities relative to accident situations and notential f uel containment breach.
Annual statistics are published in the United States that give rel1able probability values fcr
the likelihood of the involvement of an individual in an automobile accident. However, for
postulated events of very low likelihood, particularly where there are no data from actual events
(e.g., a plutonium release from a pacemaker), there is obviously no basis for statistical
analysis. The determination o' the probabilities of accidents more severe than the spectrum of
design-base accidents (e.g., a fuel capsule breach) is necessarily a matter of judg-ent and
estimates. In this assessment it has been necessary to postulate numbers for probabilities of
fuel capsule breach and for losses of pacemakers For clarity, these postulated numbers are
enclosed in parentheses in Fig. 3.1.

~.7.1 Risk-logic model

This study assumes the yearly implantation of 1500 nuclear-powered pacemakers to ruintain an
equilibrium patient population of 10,000. Of the 1500 racenaker inplants 1300 are placed in new
patients to balance an equivalent number of deaths and 2u0 are rep acerents because of failurel

or wearout (based on a 0.15% per month pacemaker faiiure rate).

The probability that a pacemaker patient will be involved in a particular accident situation has
been estimated by scaling down accident statistics from mortality tables.3 Accident statistic <
from the 1968 mortality tables were used in the draf t Staterent since they were the most recent
available at that time. These same statistics are used in this final Statement for consistency
because rore recent mortality tables do n-t appear to charge the final assessments of risks. The
scaling factor is the ratio of the number of pacemaker patients to th> total population. Out of
a population of 10,000 patients, 6.6 are predicted to die each year as a result of violent
accidents, suicides, or natural disasters.

The remaining 1293.4 pacemakers removed from the deceased and the 200 replacement implants are
treated on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.1. Of the 1500 pacemaker re ~vals involved in the
annual program,1472 are expected to be disposed of in a licensed facility and 26 to be accounted
fur by burial or cremation of the pacemaker intact. Therefore, the overall predicted probability
(p) of losses involves two pacemalcrs annually (p = 1.3 x 10* ').

For the annual 6.6 patient deaths by violent means, Fig. 3.1 delinettes the major forms of
disasters and the fraction of the 6.6 patients involved in each type of event. Fig. 3.2, an
excerpt from Fig. 3.1, illustrates the progressive development of the risk-logic model.

Prior to a further delineation of causative factors for the death of the 6.6 patients, note the
column in Fig. 3.1 that contains the numbers of annual deaths for specific events from a popula-
tion of approximately 200,000,000 peopla. For example, 53,801 people were killed by vehicular
collisions in 1968.

l
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following the specific c mr af ceatn in thi icpulation, there is c further breakdown of the
number of subevents for .ne same 6.6 patients. For example, the pacemaker patient deaths due to
fire 1: explosion are ineated In four blocks of the logic diagram as (1) private dwelling,'

(2) o*her structure, (3; .n' vbles, and (4) exp'osives. The predicted number of patient
deaths , " year 1. shown .e immediate left of the block, and the summation far the four

blocks J.4 (see Fig. 2).

The subgrouped elements were grouped according to the types of events that could potentially
cause a breach of the capsule. The two najor types of events were classified as mechanical forces
(lef t side of acciJent subgroups in Fig. 3.1) and high temperature and co rosion (opposite side
of the accident subgroups). Tnese classifications are similar to thme being used by the Nuclear
Energy Agency.10

The cumulative number of patients that would be subjected each year to forces that could poten-
tially cause a breach of capsule is shown before each of the boxes involved. Transportation
accidents are distinguished from the other mechanical forces by a separate heading. The effect
of these forces is extremely difficult to assess, because fatalities resulting from transportation
accidents may be caused by a combination of impact, penetration, percussion, and crush and are,
therefore, referred to as dynamic forces. The lethality of these forces will depend upon the
deration, area, and depth o' their thrust. Reports show that the human body has the ability to
talerate crushing loads on the chest between 1500 to 2500 lb wit: out producing even moderate
i nj u ry . l P I ' The flesh of the body may absorb rs: ( 7 this energy, and any real danger to a
pacemaker will occur only if it is pinned between objects (e.g., under a vehicle).

Multiplying the postulated probability of breach per event by the number of patient deaths gives
the expected number of capsule breaches per year (e.g., for dynamic forces, a probability of
0.002 multiplied by three deaths per year gives 0.006 capsule breach per year). A probability was
established for the number of pacemakers that could be dismembered from the patients' bodies. The
pathway to this block on Fi g. 3.1 shows a cumulative number of 26.44 pacemakers. Of this number,
there is an assumed probability that 25.12 would be found and 1.32 would be lost. The 26.44 pace-
makers is an accumulation of 26 patients' bodies that nay be buried or cremated with their pace-
nakers still intact and 0.44 patient's body unaccounted for after cataclysms or disasters.

The probability of a patient being lost in a natural disaster or an accident is based on compiled
statistics of bodies not being recovered after cataclysms.13 Most of the unrecovere.d bodies are
lost as a result of floods or hurricanes, and the disposition of these bodies is assumed to be in
an aquatic environment.

1he risk-logic model indicated that, of 1500 pacemakers removed,1498 will undergo controlled
disposal; of these,1472 will be retrieved and shipped through appropriate channels to a
licensed facility for disposal, and the remainder will be buried. Food and Drug Administration
records of radiophamaceutical shipments indicate that of 100,000 shipments one could not be
accounted for. To be conservative, the probability of loss was assumed to be 2 out of 10,000
(a factor of 20 greater). This factor multiplied by the number of shipments yields 0.3 pacemaker
per year. The lost pacemakers were then assumed to reach channels for bulk refuse disposal, which
could involve shredding ond/or compacting. It was assumed that 5% of the lost pacemakers would
be breached by trash processing.

In sumary, the following occurrences may prevent disposal of a pacemaker in a licensed facility:
(1) failure to remove the pacemaker following the death of the patient, (2) failure to recover
a patient's body following cataclysms or accident or (3) loss in shipment.

If these pacemakers are lost, they most likely will enter nomal waste disposal channels. The
most innocuous form of disposal will be in a sanitary landfill, where he pacemaker is expected
to remain intact in the ground. It is highly unlikely that the integrity of the capsule would
be breached in these environments. However, these pacemakers could be processed through
comercial waste disposal techniques such as incincration, shredding, or compacting. It is
in the realm of possibility that any one of these techniques could breach a fuel capsule.

In the evaluation of the dispersion or movement of plutonium dioxide particulates (fines) into
the environment, " source tem" data are used. A " source tem" is defiud as the fraction and
form of radioactive material that may escape from a breached capsule under specified conditions.
This report uses four source tems for calculating the potential spread of plutonium; these
are for releases caused by mechanical forces, corrosion, high temperature, and waste processing.
Following each source-tem box in Fig. 3.1, the calculated quantity of plutonium dioxide _ fines
is indicated in tems of its mass and its equivalent radioactivity.

~

{l /i

The source terms used in this Environmental Statement to describe plutonium releases were
established using data on breached plutonium dioxide fuel capsules that were developed unter
research sponsored by the space nuclear program (SNP). Table 3.5 represents the mechanical
damage source term G. M ed in an SNP study. Capsules containing sinter?d plutonium di;xide
pellets were impacted onto a concrete surface at a velocity of 84 m/sec. At the time of impact,
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the capsules were at a temperature of 1365*C. A 1.5 mm breach occurred in the capsule and only
0.3% of the fuel was released in the form of plutonium dioxide particulates that were smiler
than 177 um in size. Of the released material,15% was in particles of respirable size,10 pm
or smaller. This study was deemed to be representative for the plutonium capsules used in
pacem kers.

Table 3.5. Mechanical damage source term
(250-mg sintered pug fuel pellet, 0.3% release)2

P91 ease within patients body Assumed release to environmentParticle size Weight
(am) frac ti on ( g) ( Ci) (ug) (pC1)

177 0.00048 120 2040 12.0 204
125 0.00014 35 595 3.5 CO

74 0.00028 70 1190 7.0 119
44 0.00071 177 3010 17.7 301
30 0.00052 130 2210 13.0 221
20 0.00042 105 1785 10.5 179
10 0.00029 73 1240 7.3 124

<10 0.00016 40 680 4.0 67
_

lotal 0.003 750 12750 75.0 1275

The re'.eascd plutonium in the four previously described source terms has pathways to man via the
air, soil, and water. The important plutonium pathways to man are shown in the lower section of
Fig. 3.1. Individual discrimination factors (IDF) are provided for each medium-to-medium
plutonium transfer link and are defined as C1/g*(recipient) + Ci/g (donor) or as a fraction of.ncident contamina tion taken up by recipients. Critical exposure pathways are identified by
calculating the combined discrimination factor,

n

(IDF)9 ,CDF = P
i=1

for intake of plutonium dinxide by inhalation and ingestion. The critical pathways for which the
combined discrimination factor has the largest value are indicated by heavy lines on Fig. 3.1.

The relative importance of each critical pathway is determined by considering the CDF for each
route in combination with (a) the relative amounts of plutonium that might be introduced into
the pathway by the mximum credible environmental release and (b) the relative extent to which
components of each pathway are utilized by the population. Hence, the most critical pathway is
identified as direct inhalation of airborne naterial. The second most critical pathway,
water, is considered significant only for soluble plutonium compoundsl5 (i.e., compounds other
than plutonium dioxide). The discrimination factor for drinking water will be mitigated by
filtration procedures at water-processing plants. The;e plants are believed to remove most
plutonium dioxide fines, and the IDF is assumed to be 10-3 The principal conclusion of Fig. 3.1,
sunmrized in Table 3.6, is that the dose commitment to the entire U.S. population from one
year of availability of 10,000 pacemakers resulting from postulated releases of plutonium fines
is 15 mn-t ems. This is an exceedingly small fraction of the background radiation exposure to
the populace, which is about 20,000,000 man-rems per year.

3.7.2 Accident analysis

3.7.2.1 Cremation

The cremation of a patient without the removal of the pacemaker is deemed to be the incident most
likely to result in the dispersion of plutonium dioxide fines to the environment. Therefore,
this incident was selected to demonstrate the methods used to establish the probabilities and
eventual source terms illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

The possibility of a fuel capsule breach resulting from high temperature will depend upon both
the temperature and duration of the pacemaker's exposure to high temperature. Thermal environ-
ments to which a pacemaker my be exposed are crematory furnaces, incinerators, and building
(or other) fires.

/qb/ j p )7 ()1 U U
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Table 3.6. Plutonium-powered cardiac pacemaker risk assesscent and radiological inpact on run

Integrated dose
Source of Expected Plutonium to pcpulace Dose comi tment

Route of pac ena ker number of dioxide ( 50-year dose from 1-year

plutoniun fuel capsule treacnes released per corri trent per availability,

entry breach per year breach (uCi) event) run-rens nan-rens

Inhalation The rma l 5.4 x 10-2 5,525 205 11

Inges tion Mechanical 1.6 x 10 - 1,275 24 0.4
Ingestion Corrosion 10 85' 10 4

l e;as ti on Trash process 1.5 x 10-2 35,700 241 3.6

Total 15
_ _ _ _ _ .

"Per year.

The probability of fuel capsule breach in a crematory furnace is dependent upon the following
factors: (1) the probabili y of patient death per year (p = 0.13), ?) the probability of crena-

tion af ter ceath (p = 0.08), (3) the probability that the pacenaker will not be renoved prior
to cremation (p = 0.02), and (4) the probability that the cr.matory furnace may exceed the pro-
totype test temperature for a sufficient period of tine to rupture the fuel capsule (p = 0.025).
These four probabilities combine to an overall expectation of one breach in 20 years from 10,000
patients. Figure 3.3 is abstracted fron Fig. 3.1 to show the risk logic for a fuel capsule breach
during cremation.

Using information fron life tables in the United States and age distribution of pacemakerl6

patients.17 the proportion of patient deaths per year is estimated to be 13I; that is, there will
be approximately 1300 patient ceaths per year in an equilibrium pacemaker population of 10,000
pacemaker patients (see Fig. 3.1). If approximately 8t of those who die are crerated, about 100
patient bodies will be cremated each year. Note, it is recognized that the present ace distribu-
tion of nuclear pacemaker patients is different then the age distribution used above. This is
in part due to protocol restriction of the investigational programs. Pacemaker patient age
distributicns are discussed in detail in Sect. 4.

18 show a steadily increasing percentageData furnished by the Cremation Association of America
of bodies being cremated in the United States. Approxinutely 4.4% of the bodies from deaths
occuring in 1963 were cren:ted by renber crematories. The association represents about 75-90;
of the crematories in the United States. Using these data, it is believed that 8; is a high
esticate of bodies currently being crenat.;. However, factors such as a scarcity of cenetery
plots may result in increases in the number of bodies being cremated in the future. In England,
for example, over 50t of the bodies are currently being .remated.12

Although 100 patients may be crenated each year, there is a high probability that a pacemaker will
be removed prior to disposition of the body. Control measures require that pacemaker patients
carry identification cards and jewelry in order to be easily recognized as nuclear-powered pace-
maker patients. The effectiveness of this control program will depend upon the recognition by
physicians, coroners, and morticians of their responsibilities for retrieving and returning the
pacemaker to appropriate authcrities.

Bodies to be cremated are enclosed in a coffin of wood or other combustible naterial and are
placed directly on the firebrick floor of the furnace. The flare jets are generally losated in
the top of the furnace pointed downward or in a trench in the furnace floor angled upward. In
such an arrangenent, with large quantities of air passing through, there is of ten a temperature
differential of several hundred degrees between tna hottest and coldest regions. The tenperature
to whi;h a pacemaker may be exposed depends mainly on its location with respect to the flane.
In 63 c;tual measurements of temperatures in 37 different crematory furnaces, the highest of
62 temperature readings in 36 of these furnaces was found to be 1200'C, and the average tempera-
ture measured was 1120 C. One furnace was measured to be 1370'C, but on a second test this
furnace produced a peak reading of 1150 C.

The usual crenation cycle is 2 hr; maximum temperature is reached in 15-35 min after the start
and is maintained for about 90 min. NRC and NEA criteria require that prototype pacemakers with-
stand a temperature of 1300 C (2372 F) for 90 min without allowing fuel to escape. This is
believed to provide sufficient conservatism to assure capsule integrity. However, on the pre-
sumption of a breach, the disperssl of plutonium dioxide fuel has been calculated using test data
from the space nuclear systems program (see Table 3.7). In these tests, a plutonium fuel cepsule
was breached following 2145 hr of heating at 1420 C. The breach resulted in the release of 0.13%
of the fuel in particulate form, and 7% of the released material was in particles of respirable
size (10 pm or smaller). The temperature- and time necessary to deliberately breach this capsule
are much greater than the temperature and time conditicns of cremation.

f >(.
.
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Table 3.7. High-temperature source term
(250-mg sintered Pu02 pellet, 0.131 released over 1 5r)

Particle size Weight Settling velocity Release into atmosghere
(Lm) fraction (cm/sec) micrograms microcuries microcuries pe-

second

177 0.0002 76.0 50 850 0.24

125 0.0002 49.0 50 850 0.24
w

74 0.0002 22.0 50 850 0.24 L
m

45 0.0002 15.2 50 850 0.24

30 0.0001 9.5 25 425 0.12

20 0.0001 3.8 25 425 0.12
2

10 0.0002 0.92 50 8f? 0.24

10' O.00002 0.16 5 85 0.031
4' O.0000R 0.01 20 340 0.10

Total 0.0013 325 5525

#Respirable size (75 ug, 1275 LCi).
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Assuning release of plutonium dioxide from a patenaker containing 250 mg of fuel to be the same
pc'centage as tne release from the test source. the maximum dose to an individual in the vicinity
of a crenatoriun from the plutonium dioxide released by a single breach is calculated to be
175 millirens (50-year dose comnitment*). This dose would be incurred by en individual exposed
in the gaseous plune at a distance of 200-250 m.

The Gaussian plune model developed by Pasquill and Gif ford is used to calculate downwind ground-
level plutoniun concentrations. These concentrations are calculated from a computer code given
a settling velocity and release rate for plutonium fines.I'-19 A 10-m stack height for the
crenatorium is assumed. Zero plune rise is u ed, since this will resJ1t in least dispersion and
will yield a maximun radiation dose to an individual. Nearly neutral weather stability and a
wind velocity of 4 n/sec are used in the calculatiun, since they are reasonably representative
of averone U.S. meteorological condiu uns. The wir.d direction is immaterial, since the crena-
torium is assuned to be located within an area where the popula oion density is isotropic.

The inha'ation rodel enpluyed to calculate the dosc is a mathenatical representation of the lung
nodel developed by the ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics.'" Not all of the plutonium dioxide
fines in the anbient air taken through the respiratory systen will be deposited in the lung.
Many particles will be filtered out in the nose, mouth, or tracheobronchial regions, while
larger particles may be aerodynamically e<cluded from entering the nose. The quantity of the
naterial deposited in the respiratory system will be a function of the concentration of the
naterial in the air, a depletion factor for the air due to the settling velocity of the particle,
and the fraction of the material deposited once inhaled. The depletion factor is based on the
presumptien that if the fall velocity of a pa, uitle is greater than the velocity of air through
the .ose during inhalation, the particle will not be inhaled. The particles that are settling
sufficiently slowly in the air to be inha ed but are larger than 10 nm will be filtered out and
deposi ted in the nose. Hence, the quantity of inhalable material that may reach the pul"onary
region of the lung is deternined by the nurter of particles 10 m in size or snaller. "" The
results of these calculations are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 and are sumnarized in Table 3.8.

The naximun 50-year dose corritrent of 175 nillirens to an individual exposed to plutonium dioxide
particles is to the Done, which is the part of the body that receives the highest dose from
inhaled plutonium. The average 50-year dose commitment (bone) to individuals exposed to p3rticles
of plutoniun in the gaseous pluie out to 2000 m f rom the cre".atorium is 4 millirens. These
naximum and average doses are wel! below the 5000-nilliren dose an indivilail would receive fro-
back ground radiation over a 50-year period.

Data from Fig. 3.5 on individual dases are combined with data on population densities to calcu-
late the total ra Jiologica n ir: pact wi thin the area of the plume, Population densities in the
United States vary over a broad range, as shown in Table 3.9. The average retropolitan popula-
tion density (1760 people /sa km) is chosen as representative of the population density of cities
in which crenatoria are located. The total 50-year dose connitment (bone) to an average metro-
politan population exposed in the sector dawnwind fron the crematoriun within a radius of 2000 n
is 205 man-rens per postulated breach. The population in this sector is 4500 persons and the
50-year natural background dase to this population is 22,500 man-rens. The population of this
sector is about 0.00?' of the U.S. population, and the dose cornitront to this population from
a breach would be approximately 1 ? Of their anbient background dase.

For the sonnary in Sect. 4, an annual dose comnitment to the populace from one year of availability
of 10,000 nuclear pacenakers is calculated by mu'tiplying the 50-year dose com,itment by the
espected nunter of breaches per year. This would be about 15 man-rems per year per 10,000 pace-
maker patients (Table 3.6). It is noted, however, that crenatoria are usually located in
cemeteries and operated by cenetery owners Consequently, the regico of naximum plutoniun
concentration (200 to 250 m) mb be within the cenetery grounds, thJs significantly redJCin]
radiological consequences to the populace.

3.7.2.2 Transfortation accidents and firearns

Two accident situations in which rechanical forces are exerted on a pacenaker and/or fun.1 capsule
will be discussed briefly: (1) transportation accidents, which acco;nt for nore deaths than any
other group of accidents, and (2) firearms, impact of firearn bullets being the rost credible
accident to which a patenaker ccued be exposed and suf fer extensive rechanical danage and breach.

Although it was not required, several ranufacturers have subjected their pacemakers to firearn
ballis tic tests.2 P2 3 Fuel capsules raintained their integrity in tests usig;l')lj typeiled ')

L . Li 4 t-
*

The 50-year dase corritrent is the radiation exposure that will be received over a 50-year
period as a result of one event, taking into account the retention of plutoniun in the body,
the portion eliminated, the radioactive decay of the plutonium, and the buildup of the radio-
isotopes into which plutonium decays.
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Table 3.8. Sumnary of radiation doses from a
postulated pacemaker breach

in a crematory furnace

Organ Individual dose Total exposure Total exposure from

(millirems) (man-rens) 1-year availability
(man-rens)

Lung 1 0.054

Liver 4 0.22

Bone 42 205 11

Gcnads 1.3 0.070
_

" Maximum individual dese, 175 millirems.

Table 3.9. Population densities

City Rank Density
2(people /km )

Large netrcpolitan area

New Ycrk, N.Y. I 10,188

Los Angeles, Calif. 2 2,349

Chicago, Ill. 3 5,850

Philadelphia, Pa. 4 5,865

Cetroit, Mich. 5 4,236

Average 5,700

Average metropolitan area

Grand Rapids, Mich. 65 1,702

Syracuse, N.Y. 66 2.956

Flint, Mich. 67 2,279

Mobile, Ala. 68 630

Shreveport, La. 69 1,238

Average 1,760

Average U.S. land area

Average 22

',$ l
(1 f| c)

-
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handguns, shotguns, and low-caliber rifles, and they were breached only upon direct hits by
high-powered huntirg rifles such as the .30-06 caliber.

Analysis of firearm-related deaths shows that 85; of the deaths are cacsed by handguns, 8I by
shotguns, s.St by .22-caliber ri fles , and 2.5% by other types of ri fles.'' Almost all of the
suicide deaths are caused by handguns, rost of the fatal injuries being inflicted to the head
area, and 82% of all fatal firearm-related assaults involve the use of handguns. Ten percent
of firearm-related deaths are accidental; and of these, 37" are caused by handguns, 33t by shot-
guns, and the reruining deaths by rifle.

The cost penetrating .22-caliber long-rifle amunition develops a nuzzle energy of 285 J. Since
this energy is well below that produced by handgun (1560 J) and shotgun (3370 J) loads, capsule
penetration by a .22-caliber rifle is highly unlikely.

Deaths from hign-powered rifles account for 2.St of all firearn-related fatalities (approxicately
1.2 predicted patient deaths per year for 10,000 implants). The raximum nurter of predicted
patient deaths that would be caused by high-powered rifles is 0.03 per year. If the fuel capsule
were to breach when struck by a projectile from a high-powered rifle, the frequency of occurrence,
patient deaths times the probability of directly striking the fuel capsule, would be once every
17,000 yea rs . The probability of a firearm projectile directly hitting a paceraker's fuel
capsule is calculated from the ratio of the surface area of the capsule to the vital surface
area of an adult (head and trunk regions). The plutonium dioxide fines would most likely be
confined to the body of the patient and/or his blood and would not spread to present a radio-
logical problem.

Detailed interest has been concentrated on studying the mechanics of the stresses resulting
from severe transportation accidents. For example, theoretical analysis shows that a 700-mph
impact velocity of a patient against aircraf t raterials in the crash of a plane against rock is
equivalent to impacting a plutonium fuel capsule into granite at a velocity of 64 m/sec.M
Energy is absorbed by intervening ruterials on the plane, by the body of the patient, and by the
pacemaker housing and ru terials. Such accidents would rarely occur, and velocities involved in
actual accidents are likely to be considerably less than 700 rph. This example is presented
to illustrate the relatively low energy of the stresses on a fuel capsule in even the most severe
accidents. Three significant points can be rede: (1) even under the most severe hypothetical
transportation accidents the actual inpact the fuel capsule will experience is mall relative
to the apparent velocities involved. (2) although fuel capsules are required to be inpact tested
at 50 m/sec, some runufacturers have tested theirs at speeds greater than 70 m/sec, without a
subsequent breach, and (3) any plutonium dioxide fines that may escape from a pacenaker assembly
will rost likely remain confined to the body of the patient.

In sumary, the design criteria for pacemaker fuel capsules and fuel forn are comprehensive and
have a large inherent margin of safety.

3.8 PADIO3IOLOGICAL HAZARDS OF PLUT0NILM

Before the world's supply of plutonium was as much as 1 g, research on the radiobiological
hazards of plutonium had been started. The radiobiological hazards of plutoniun have been the
subject of continuing research under the atomic energy program, and an extensive body of infor-
nation now exists as the result of 30 years' work by many scientists

Except in highly specialized and relatively uncorron situations, the greatest radiobiological
hazard from plutonium results from its presence inside the body. The most likely routes of
intake into the body are (a) deposition in the lung via innalation and subsequent absorption
into body fluids from the lung, (b) absorption through the skin or entry through wounds, and
(c) ingestion and subsequent absorpticn from the gastrointestiral tract. The route of entry of
plutonium into the body has a significant effect on its deposition and distribution in tissues
(particularly bone).

Experiments with laboratory anirals ha identified the general metabolic behavior of the pluto-
nium corpounds. When plutoniun compot are injected intravenously, they deposit primarily in3

the liver and skeleton; but, when ingested, only very srall q;antities are absorbed and ' deposited
in the liver and skeleton. Inhaled plutonium that is deposi ted in lung tissue is retained for a
variable time period related to the solubility of the inhaled raterial . The material that leaves
the lung is translocated to thoracic lymph nodes, the liver, or the skeleton. Lesser burdens
have been detected in the thyroid gland, kidner, and other sof t tissues.

Existing laboratory animal data indicate that the lungs, the liver, and the skeletal system are
rost likely to suffer either neoplastic or degenerative changes. No significant health conse-
quences have been shcwn to occur in other organc ur tissues. Although the gastrointestinal tract
and the bone currow receive some exposure, the dose commitment to these tissues is 1/1000 to
1/100,000 of that to tne skeletal system, liver, and lungs. /tt q Of -[ 4 U ';

'
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The quantititative estimation of the exoected pathological risks uses data derived f ron medical,
accidental, or occupational exposure of human ( to different radiation sources. These studies

7have been summarized recently by a NAS-NRC comittee and by the United Nations Scientific
r.omittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation.6 Both reports have arrived at comparable -isk
estimates of the expected mortality from radiation-induced cancer, but the NAS-NRC doca,ent,
referred to as the BEIR report (Sect. 3.3.1), presents these estimates in a torn that is more
appripriate to the estiration of risks in populations that include the normal age distribution.
Thei ifore, to be conservative, the BEIR report has been used as the source docrent for this
Statement with respect to cancer risk estimates despite the fact that rany scientists and the
NCRP consider its risk estimates to be excessive.

The BEIR eport was also used to derive genetic risks that might be attributed to irra iiation of
the gonads. Genetic risks are translated entirely from experience with external irradiation of
laboratory animals. Hcwever, the available limited hunan experience with externa irradiatiN is
consistent with these observations.7

The purpose of this section is to deternine whether the ef fects on Funans of pos tulated plutoniun
releases from the use of nuclear pacenakers consti tute a risk. This risk is unfamiliar and has
certain ;nnual features. For this reason, it is a cause of public concern and deserves special
a t ten tion. Among the unusual features of this risk are the ' allowing: (1) control of and
accountability for the nuclear ruterial used in these pacemakers cannot be absolutely assured;
(2) the radioactive half-life of plutonium is long, and risks may persist for several hundred
years, (3) al chough the toxicity of these materials is well denonstrateJ in experiment animals,
there is less direct knowledge of its effects in nan; and (4) such effects as night conceivably
occur will be indistinguishale fron the noma! ills of rankind. Sov of these and other related
concerns were expressed by many who comented on the plutoniun toxicity problen ' ' the DES and
the LMFBR Environmental Staterent." For this reason, nuch of the material in this subsection
is abstracted f rom the LMFER Environnental Staterent.

Since no restrictions will be placed on the novenents of nuclear pacenaker patients, rigorous
design criteria are imposed on the fabrication of the fuel sapsules (Sect. 2.3) to ensure fuel
capsule integrity under all credible accident conditions. However, for redundant protection in
the unlikely event that a fuel capsule would be ruptured, additional restrictions are placed on
fuel forn to mi tig3te any health impacts. An extensive accident analysis was perfomed, and
man-ren dose es ticates were deternined (Sect. 3.7).

The estimation of health consequences, b3 sed on the risk-logic nodel prediction of radionuclide
accumulation in the environment and in man, is an uncertain procedure because of the very low
exposure levels predicted, the lack of direct experimental data on effects at these low exposure
levels, and the lack of any well-established nechanism of effect on the basis of which one night
extrapolate from data obtained at much higi ar exposure levels. Therefore, predictions of risk
have been based on compar: son of credicted radiation doses in man with the dose-response data
f rom animal experiments with plutonium and with +he dose-response data fron human exposure to
other forms of radiation. Relative risk comparisons involving fewer extrapolation uncertain-
ties have been ruda bctween the predicted doses d;e to releases from nuclear pacenakers , exposure
*o porticulate pluteniun from ~eapons test fallout, and exposure to natural background radiation.
These comparisons of health consequences are sumarized in this section.

3.8.1 Ntabolism wd dosinetry 'n nan

With a few excepticas noted below, the assumtions of the International Comission on Radiologi-
cal Protection (ICRJ) are used for nodeling the behavior of plutonium in man and for calculating
radiation doses to crgans.",2 7 M

For the case of inhaled radi)nuclides, the ICRP lung nodel distinguishes between various solu-
bility categor:es.20 For caiculating the dose to the lungs, plutonia, dioxide particles fall
in the least soluble class, thus maxinizing retention in the lungs and thoracic lymph nodes and,
consequentiy, maximizing radiation doses to these organs. In accordance wi th the ICRP, i t is
asstred that 1 x 104 of ingested plutoniun dioxide will be absorbed from the gastrointestinal
tract, and, of the plutonium translocated to the systemic circulation systen, 45t is deposited
in bone and 45% in the liver; the material in bone is retained with a half-time of 100 years
and the material in liver with a half-time of 40 years. All of these numbers conform to ICRP

recorrenda tions.2 8

Using the dose calculation procedures of the ICRP, estimates were ride of the total 50-year dose
comitment to several organs resulting from the inhaled and ingested fractions of the initial
source term. Briefly, the calculations consider the physical decay and biological retention of
the radionuclide, including daughter radionuclides where pertinent, and sum the dose over 50 years
following initial deposition. Dose estinates for lung, bone, and liver are calculated, but only
the bone doses are shown in Fig. 3.1 since bone is considered to be the critical organ.

/ jj nd -/s ,
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3.6.2 Esti ates of healtn effects

The various estimates of exposure to plutonium released frcn nuclear-powered pacenakers are
suTarized in Fig. 3.1. pelating these estinates to health effects rust necessarily be done
indirectly, since, :n spite of the occy;3tional exposures to plutoniun discussed in Section 3.8.3
belcw, there are no observed health effects from transuranic elements in man. Tre relationship
rust a!so be quite uncertain, since the estinated levels of exacsure are far 1caer than can be
studied experi entally, and since no croven theory exists to support the predicticn of radiaticn
effects at such levels A nuder of conparisons have Leen rade, honever, that give an indicaticn
of the probable magnitude of the effects (ref. 26. Appendix II.G.5).

3.8.2.1 Comparison with current levels of alpha emitters

Radiation doses f rom the naturally occurring alpha-emitting radiCnuclides dwarf those from
either fallout plutonium or predicted pacenaker releases.29 The average, lifetime, dose-
equivalent to an individual from internally deposited naturally occurring alpha emitters is
about 1 ran-ren, corpared with lifetire dose comitnents of about 0.01 ran-ren from
postulated pacemaker releases and plutonium f allout f rom wearens tests.26, 30

Compared with the gltbal effects of plutonium fallout frcn weapons tests or naturally
occurring alpna emitters, the effects of plutoniun iioxide released fron pacenaker brancn
in a cre atoriu would be restricted to an area of about five acres and could involve as
many as 4000 to 5000 pecple. The dose connitrent to these individuals would be approximately
equivalent to the dose ccTitrent resulting frce global plutoniun fallout.
These comparisons provide no reasure of the absolute risk of health effects of plutonium
releases from paterakers, but they indicate that such effects will be small compared with the
effects of fallnut plutoniun- They also suggest that any effects from paceraker releases
would be obscured by a larger incidence of effects resulting from naturally occurring alpha
emitters, if any ef fects are to be expected from any of these sources.

3.d.2.2 Co parison with anir al tovcity studies

Direct infor~ation on the to<icity of plut9ium is available only from studies of experinental
animals. Literature sujgests that tre biological effects observed in such animal experiments
will approxinate those that would occur in ran if exposed under tFe sane conditions. For this
reason, it is justifiable to lock to the results from extensive anical experinentation for guid-
ance in estinating the health risks from exposure of nan to transuranic elements.

These studies (revtewcd in ref. 26. Appendix II.G.3) suggest that, bone and lung cancers are the
most important effects of exposure to the lowest levels of radiation from transuranic elenents

studied.' The levels e ployed in these studies were much higher, however, than the estinated
exposure f ron pacemaker releases. The icwest average radiation dose to tissue that has shown a
significantly increased carcer incidence in experirental animals is about 300 rems to lung and
1500 rens to bone, doses that are about 10,000 tires the estinated average lifetire dose to a
resident of the United States fron plutenium releases frm pacemakers. The dos to any given
individual nay be largcr or smaller than the average but is, in any case, ruch Ic-er than the
smallest doses that have produced observable effects in animals. fo extrapolate over this range
of doses without a proven theory relating dose to effect is clearly a very uncertain operation.
At ; resent there is little choice but to conservatively assume that health effects are linearly
related to dose. Such linear projections were used in obtaining the cancer risk estimates

sunrarized in Table 3.10. The data on which these estirates are based are surrarized in ref. 26,

Appendix II.G.5.3.

The reasonable agreement between statistics relating to the few species for which data are avail-
able, particularly with respect to bone cancer incidence, lends sone credence to the usefulress
of the risk estinates in Table 3.10. However, qJantitative extrapolation of the results of ani-
nal experirents to man is uncertain. For example, in the case of radium-226, where c!ncer risks
can be conouted for both experinental animals and n*n, the risk to ran per rem is only one-tenth
of the risk to dogs or mice.32

Animal data on liver cancers are too limited to permit dose-response estinates, but liver cancers
seen less probable than bene or lung cancers. Despite the relatively high radiation doses to
thcracic lyrph nodes, there is no indication from animal studies of significant tunor proJuction
in the lymphatic systen.

I l i i e'! ''- * - U1a



Tacle 3.10. Cancer incidence predictions based cn plutonium toxicity studits in experimental animals

Animal datad Predictions for pacenaker releases

Pu compound Per postulated Fer year of
and route of Increased cancer release availability

Animal administration incidence per rem Man-remsb C a nc e r'' Man-remst Cancerd

Bone exposure
Dog citrate,

intravenous 7 x 10 5 205 1.4 x 10 2 11 7.7 x 10 "

Mouse citrate, 2 x 10 s 4.0 x 17 3 2.2 x 10 4 w

intravenous k
Lung exposure

Dog oxide,

inhaled 7 x 10-s 1 7 x 10 5 0.6 4.2 x 10-5

Rat Pu-238 oxide,
inhaled 7 x 10 " 7 x 10 4 4.2 x 10-"

" Condensed from Tables II.G.5-9, Appendix II.G.5.3, LMFBR FES. WASH-1535.
E From Table 3.8.

" Product of columns 3 and 4.
i

' 3'- " Product of columns 3 and 6.
rJ

>
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3.8.2.3 Corparison with human cancer risk data

The National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council Advisory Comittee on the Biological
Ef fects of Ionizing Radiations (BEIR) recently reviewed the extensive data on human cancer mor-
tality risks fron exposure to ionizing radiation.7 Frc7 these data the comittee derived factors
relating dose to estimated rist for various cancer types Their derivation assuned that the
human experience, largely with external irradiation at resatively high dose rates and high total
doses, could be linearly extrapolated to zero effect at zero dose. While these cancer risk
estimators fron the BEIR report have the advantage of being based on human data, they share with
the animal studies the conservatism of linear extrapolation from high-dose observ3tions.

Table 3.11 lists cancer rortality predictions for pacemaker releases, based on the BEIR report
risk estimators. The rather close agreenent between these estimates ind the estimates f nam
animal data in Table 3.10 should not be taken as evidence for the absolute accuracy of the esti-
ma tes The agreement more likely reflects the assumptions made in the derivation of both esti-
cates, especially the assumption of a linear nechanism of effects. Nevertheless , the agreement
increases the confidence with which the results f rom animal experirents are applied to the
prediction of health effects in human beings However, to establish the validity of this
application requires further animal and human dJta from comparable exposure situations.

3.8.2.4 rpryarison with genetic risk data

The genetic risks include the full spectrum of genetic defects that occur in the United States
and other nations. Their effects upon the carrier may range fron lethality at or ne3r birth to
minor retabolic consequences th3t may be nearly undetectable. The genetic spcctrum ranges from
dominant single-gene mutants, whose effects ray be categorically recognized, to subtle genetic
contributions to disease conditions that are predoninantly of environmental or nongenetic origin.
As a constwerce, it is not appropriate to compare or equate estimates of jenetic risk directly
with the cancer risks. The latter are health consequences where case incidence and case nortal-
i ty are s ubstan tially one-to-one. (This is certair.ly the situation for the lung and bone cancer
risks described in this Staterent, though it is not the situation for many other cancers that
are known to nave a lower risk of nortality.) This disparity between genetic and cancer risks
is further clarified by noting that the genetic risk estirate incorporates two distinctly differ-
ent types of genetic defects. The first relates to categorical or specific genetic conditions
usually attributed to single genes; and, the second type of genetic disability Concerns the
diseases of corplex etiology, such as congenital anomalies and constitutional or metabolic dis-
eases, that have an obscure genetic comocnent. The uncertainty of risk estimation has a tenfold
range for both types that is a function of the uncertaiM r of the oagnitude of the genetic
doubling dose. The second type of defect h3s an additiGual tenfold uncertainty (100-fold total)
attributable to the lack of precise k ncwledge of the magnitude of the genetic component. Some
of this uncertainty may have been resolved by recent data reported by Newcombe. who suggests a
total risk of hereditary defects of 20 x 10" per nan-rem. 3 3 Table 3.12 lists predictions of
genetic defects attributable to plutonium releases from pacemakers, based on the two BEIR cate-
gories and on Newcombe's rore recent data.

3.8.3 Human experience *

Over the years a number of workers in the nuclear industry have rcceived exposures that have
resulted in detectable plutoniun deposition. Sune exposures have led to deposition at or above
the maximJn remissible body or lung burden. In spite of uncertainty in measurerents of deposi-
tion because of technolc]ical difficulties, studies conducted on such workers represent a valu-
able infor ation resource. Relevant data for this Transuranium Registry are now being accuno-
lated for later study. These investigations are described briefly in this section.

Estirutes of the average accurulation of plutoniun in the world population from previous and
current atmospheric detonations of nuclear weapons are also presented here.

3.8.3.1 Followup studies of plutonium deposition cases

Personnel e>posures date to the period shortly a#ter the discovery of plutonin three decades
ago. One group of persons who were exposed at the Los Alamos Scientific Labor 3tcry (LASL) has
teen studied at intervals since 1945 and is of sufficient interest to be described in soa< tail.

* Abstracted in part from GESMO (ref. 34).
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Table 3.11. Cancer mortality predictions for plutoniun pacemakers based on human irradiation experience

Tumcr Risk Cancer deatbs Per pacemaker breach
type nodela per man-red' Man-rems in crematory Fer year cf availability

Adaitional cancer ceath F Man-rems Additicnal cancer deaths 2

Lung Absolute 16 x 10 6 1 1.6 x '0~5 0.08 1.3 x 10 6

Relative 110 x 10 0 1 1.1 x 10'' O.08 8.8 x 10 6

Bone Absolute 2 x 10 6 205 4.1 x 10 " 16.6 3.3 x 10 5

Relative 71 x 10 6 205 1.5 x 10 2 16.6 1.2.x 10-3

Liver Absolute 1 x 10~6 / 4 x 10" 0.03 3 x 10-9

Relative 7 x 10 6 4 2.8 x 105 0.03 2.1 x 10-7

"The different assumptions of these two models are explained in the BEIR report and in Appendix II.G.5.4
of WASH-1535.

The risk estimates for lung and bone are taken directly from the BEIR repcrt. No risk estimate for
liver cancer is given in the BEIR report. The values listed were derived by procedures described in
Appendix II.G.5.4 of WASH-1535.

#Product of colunns 3 and 4
dPrcduct of colunns 3 and 6.
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Table 3,12. Predicticns of genetic d>fects

_

For pater,aker braact Per year of
in crematory availability

Incidence Man-rers Geretic Man-rems Genetic
Type of risk per ran-rem to gonads" defectsh to gonads: defects?

_

Specific genetic defect!
Lower limit of estimate 50 x 10 6 1.3 6.5 x 10 5 0.07 3.5 x 10 6
Upper limit of estinate 500 x 10~6 1.3 6.5 x 10'" 0.07 3.5 x 10-5

dDefects with corplex etiology

Lower limit of estimate 10 x 10 6 1.3 1.3 x 10 5 0.07 0.7 x 10~6 {
TJ Upper limit of estir. ate 1000 x 10~6 1.3 1.3 x 10 3 0.07 0.7 x 10 4 "

Newco,2e estinate of total~

genetic defects'' 20 x 10 6 1.3 2.6 x 10 5 0.07 1.4 x 10 6
-

O
C

(ft Fron Table 3.8.
N tProduct of columns 2 ard 3.

#Product of columns 2 and 5.

Estimates from BEIR Report.

#Estimate of H. B. Newccrrbe.
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The group ccnsists of 25 Nie subjects who worked with plutonium during World War 11 under very
crude working ccnditions judged by currcnt standards. Twenty-one of these men have recently had
corplete physical e m inations at LAEL. In addition to pnysical examinations and labcratcry
studies (complete blood count, blocd thenistry profile, ad urinalysis), roentgerograms were
taken of the chest, yelvis, knees, and teeth. Chromosor es of lyr;hocytes cultured f rom peri-
pheral blood and cells shed from the rulrcnary tract were also studied. Urine specimens assayed
for plutonir yieldod calculated body burdens that ranged fro- 0.025 to 0.42 Ci . These esti-
rates of body burden were generally higher than earlier estimates based on radioassay of urire
samples perferred rany years ago, perhaps reflecting uncertainties in the models used to estinate
boJy burden f ron excre tion dita.

To date, none of tne r.edical findings in the group can be attribJted to internally deposited
plutonium Except for the aileents that one would expect in a group of men who are nost!y in
their earl., fiftics, all sunjects examineJ were in reasonably gccd realth and were actively
working. Of to cri;inal grou;, one ran had previcusly suf fered an ecclusion t;ut recovered.
Another of tM orijinal group died in 1959 (at age 3L) from a coronary occlusion. Another had
a tenigi , _ "a tca of the lung, which was renoved surgicallj w'.thout complication in l?71 A

third haf a r .'ij, ant relanora cf the chest wall, the regional ly ph nodes shoaed no nalignancy.
A fourth h33 a L artial gastrectory f or a bleedir; ulcer. Several have nild hypertcnsion and
roderate ctesity, and one has p ut.

3.8.3.2 Analysis of plutcnium in tissues not inc!uded in the Transuranium Rmistr2

The collecticn and analysis of tissues from the gerera: and non-registry worker ?opulaticn is
conducted Ly Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) ard LASL. Tissue analysis has t een corpleted on
about 376 autopsies at F1 , all on individsals who died in the Richland area. Los Alanos
Scientific Laboratory has obtained tissues fron 512 autcasies in several geograpnic areas. The
fo; lowing are the locations and nu-bers of 3 2topsies for which s;ecimens have been analyzed at
LASL: Los Alamos area, 173; New Fexico, ot*er than Los Alancs,104; Colorado,173; New York,
236; Savannah River area, 21; Chicago, 6; Cak Ridy, 2. In addition tu r. embers of the general
pope'ation, these autopsies included 169 workers at Hanford and 75 at Los Alamos, so e of who-
were exposed to plutoni e in their scrk. Since tnese e~ployees were not enrclled in the registry
prior to death, they are et incluJed in the registry statistics.

No ef fects attributable to plutcniun have been observed in any Of the hnan populations :tudied.
Ho ever, the studies are r' cognized to to inccmplete in vies of the brief follow-up period
(30-year raxirum) and the s all numbers of humans definitively s tudied to date.

3.8.3.3 Plutonie levels in tre g neral pcoulation

Plutonium is currently presert in extrrely small q;antities in various organs of the human body.
Although dissenination uf rost of the w1acly distributed plutoniun resulted from atmospheric
testing of nuclear weapons by several countries prior to the 1963 limited test tan, so-e raterial
fron conterporary atrospheric weapons testing by China and France ra, added to the total human
burden. Currently, the redian plutonium lung burden of persons in the United States is estimated
to be about 0.4 pCi (1 pCi = 104 2 Ci). A rough estimate of the average amunt in the entire
body is about 5 pCi. Estimates of the total release of pluttnium f rom weapons testing vary. A
value of about 0.5 mci (1 mci = 106 Ci) probably is quite reasonable. Of this anount, very I tle
(about 10") has founJ its way into the population (3 x 103 people). The fraction of the
estimated quantity in the bicghere to be found in an individual hurJn is about 10-17

3.8.3.4 Plutonium hot-p3rticle 1ssue

Orr the basis of available evidence, the hRC believes that irradiation
of the lung by particles of plutonium is not likely to be markedly more
carcinogenic than when the same activity is uniformly distributed.3 5 Af ter 30 years of experience
with plutonium in laboratory and production facilities, there is no evidence that the lung
model on which occupational radiation protection standards for plutonium are based is grossly
in error or leads to hazardous practices. Currently available data from occupationally esposed
persons indicate that the nonuniform dose distribution fron inhaled plutonium does not result in
denonstrably greater risk than that assuned for a uniform dose distribution. Thus, s.rpirical
considerations lead to the c nclusion that the ncnunifcrm dose distribution of plutonium
particles in the lung is not more hazardous and may be less hazardous than if the plutonium were
uniformly distributed and that the mean-dose lung model is a radiobiologically souru basis for
establishment of plutonium standards.M
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For adcitional infomation on this subject, the reader is referred to ref s. 4, 35, 36, a-; 37

3.9 TERRORISM AND DELIBERATE DISPERSAL

The use of plutonium-powered pacemakers for redical treatrer.t has been questioned in some of the
coments in Appendix A because of the hypothetical hazard of deliberate dispersal of the plutcnium
fuel by malefactors who would illegally obtain such a ;3cemaker. Implied risks may have
intensified public concern with regard to the use of plutonium-powered pacemakers.

The alleged toxicity of plutonium (Sect. 3.8) and its use for terrorist purposes is overstated
by sore conrentors. For perspective, this sectit n will discuss the following issues qualitatively:
(1) plutoniur fuel used in pacerakers has no nilicary significance; (2) the conversion of this
fuel into a dispersal weapon is not a sirple procedure, and a person attempting such a conversion
may place hinself in the greater danger; and (3) regulatory controls on these racerakers will
offer safeguards. The requirenent that the feel form be as nondispersible and Gntransportable
as possible and the fact that the quantity of 'uel is limited will deter any subversive attempts
at dispersal.

3.9.1 Mili tary_weaccn significance

The plutonium fuel in a pacemaker (about 90t bj weigh 6 .Autonium-233) has no nilitary weapon
significance. At least 25 kg of plutonium-233 dioxide would be needed to achieve a critical
co n fi g;ra ti on. This amount of Nterial ger.erates over 12 kW of heat, an amount that would present
themal engineering problems of a nagnitude that would eliminate practical explosive devices f rom
consideration. For example, the 256-g plutoniurs233 radioisotopic thernoelectric generators for
the space program develop te peratures higher than 1300'C. In essence, there are far nore
practicable alternatives.

3.9.2 Di s pe rs al

A plutonium-233 fuel capsule is of high irtegrity, but, given the " tools" and sufficient ^+er-
mination, it can be breached. However, opening the fuel capsule without contaminating oneself
would not be easy, even using specialized tools. In response to a corrent by a review?r, an
experiment was perforred to test the resistance of pacemaker fuel capsule cladding materials to
inorganic acids. H In summary, the data show that successful dissolution of tha cladding from
a pacemaker fuel pellet in a runner suggested by this comrentcr would never occur. Seven samples
of different fuel pellet cladding materials were exposed,11 vigorous mechanical notion, to
solutions of concentrated aqua regia for over 300 hr and over 100 he to solutions of aqua regia
and sodiun rluoride, it is concluded from them test results that plutonium pacemaker fuel
cladding could not be readily dissolved in inorganic acids. For pellets clad with platinum-
iridium, it is virtually impossible to dissolve the capsule even in heated aqua regia with
sodium fluoride add d.

The calculated penetration rates are small, requiring a long tire W3n to dissolve fuel pellet
cladding, but this may not be the limiting fa tar in discouraging such attempts. Handling of
ccncentrated acids is hazarduus and nust be approached carefully in order to avoid acid burns,
especially if spills occur. Noxious hydrogen chloride fures are given off in the handling and
use of hydrochloric acid. A nechanical failure of the hood used in this experiment required an
irrediate temporary evacu3ticn of the laboratory.

Metals and alloys used in the fabrication of pacemaker fuel ca;sules to give them substantial
r,echanical and high-tennerature strength also provide very hign corrosion protection to the fuel
pellet even in the event of deliberate attempts to dissolve tFe cladding. T h ', 5 does not imply'
that it is impossible to open a pacemaker's fuel capsule using inorganic acids but that it would
not be a practical choice.

Assuming that an individual has cbtained a plutonium heat source from a pacenaker, even by an
act of murder as postulated by the conrents, and has manag d to breach the capsule, it is
important to note that the fuel is in the fom of a solid gressed and sintered ceramic pellet of
plutonium dioxide. At this stage the only identifiable potential casualty would be the person
opening a pellet's cladding. Distribution of the contents, to be effective, would require con-
version of the fuel to inhalable fines, a task that would orobably be more formidable than the
initial opening of the capsule. The method proposed by ccmentor 41 would not be feasible
because of the relative insolubility of plutonium dioxi9 sintered pellats.3 3
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Any significant dispersion of fuel from a Lreached fuel capsule that might interact with can
would require the fuel to be in the form of fines less than ICs in diameter, since the primary
d ecge mcde is through inhalation and retention in the lungs. Plutonium diovide has low solu-
bility, and tests have indicated that ingested particles pass through tte gut and are eliminated
wi th minimal e f fects. Thus, the breaching of the capsule per se is not as significant as the
amount of inhalable particulates released. Studies show that of intalable particulates released,
only a smil fraction (2 x 10") would be taken up by ran." Hence, the cost taxing problem may
be the dispersal.

For plutonium dispersal to be effta.tive, it must reach a group of people without their knowledge.
This essentially eliminates the dir.trsal of plutoniun with explosive devices. Any personal
injury by this method would cost linely be caused by the explosive.

af there was a threat of pluttniun dispersal in an enclosed building or public gathering area,
such as a coliseum or stadium, the air conditioning system could be shut down and the area
evacuated. Also, the people could be instructed to breathe through several layers of a hand-
kerchief cr clothing, which guld mitigate, if not prevent the inhalation of plutoniun.

3.9.3 S a fen a rd s

As discusseJ in Sect. 1, the guidelines of tne Internat1cnal Atomic Energy Agency exempt
plutoniu containing nore than E0t of plutonium-233 f rrr the safeguard requirements normally
imposed c1 fissile material that have teen set forth '.n agree it between the IAEA and nerber
countries in connection with the Treaty on the Non rroliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Also,
by-pr educt nuclear materials and small quantities of special nuclear materials, such as the
plutcaiuc ced in the manufacture of pacemakers, are considered to h3ve adequate protection
against sabotage or thef t, which could have high levels of consepence. The rules governing the
protectica of these naterials are set forth in 10 CFR part 20. In substance, these rules require

that acces. ?.o the materials be controlled, that materials in storage be secured against
unauthorized removal, and that thef ts or losses be repcrted irrediately to MC. The application
of nore soc!fic physical protection conditions is not considered neces: 3 y at this tire. The

regulatory process providcs for reriodic review of t9ese requirenents, and regulations will be
modified acpropriately if a review indicates a need.

One issue that is generally taken for granted by so e comentors is that plutonium pacenakers
are easil) c b ta i n ed . Al thou jh it is recognia d that it is not impossible to cbtain such a pace-
maler, gaimng posse,sion of a unit my be an arduous task due to stringent controls that will be
implemented to govern their handling, transpodation, storage, possession. -d use. The nalicious
removal of 3 pacemaker frun a patient will require prior identification of the patient as a bearer
of a plutte n-powered unit and will involve an act of murder. To acquire a plutonian pacemaker
by other rdhods will require knowiedge cf the handling, accountability, and security of the
different institutions using these pacevkers, and it would be improper at this tire to discuss
present precedures.
There is no past experience of terrorist use of radioactive materials for subversive
purposes; hence, discuss of any such 9 in the future is purely speculative. Althoughi

terrorist use of plutonium is suggested in ce of the comrents, deliberate dispersal of
plutonium obtained frun a pacemaker is not belined to be a viable threat to mankind for
the reasons lready discussed (Sect. 3.9.2).

An additional point of primary import nce, which is of ten not taken into consideration, is that
any detr4 ent al health effects from 1.1aling plutonium will not manifest therselves for a nzter
of years. Tr(re is a 15-year lotency period, at the minitun, before sonatic health ef fects, if
any are ircurred, can be diagrosed. Terrorist threats have not, in tht past, involved a
threatenej ac tion with such delayed results.

There are clearly far rore practicable and ef fective alternatives than using plutonium fuel t
a pacemaker for terrorist purposes

3.10 ENVIROMENTAL CLEANUP COSTS

if"a pacenaker fuel capsule is breached accidently, plutonium dioxide fines may escape into
the environce %. The routes of entry were discussed in the risk-logic sections. The most
likely situation in which plutonium dioxide would reach the environrent and possibly require
decontanination is the airborne release postulated for a breached capsule in a crematorium

(Sect. 3.7.1.2L

In the unlikely event of a capsule breach occurring during cremotion, it is calcalated that
only 0.13% of the fuel would be released in tL fem of plutonium dioxide particulates. Of

49; q,
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that small fraction, more than 95% would be deposited on the ground within 350 m of the
crematorium stack encompassing an area of approximately 5 acres. This area may require
decontamir.ation. Estimated costs for 20 people, equipment, and transportation to
decontaminate the area is of the order of $4000/ acre, or a cost of $20,000 per event. Such
an event is calculated to occur once every 20 years.

At distances further than 350 m from the crematorium stack, the calculated amount of plutonium
dioxide particulates deposited in the area would be too low to warrant decontamination.

3.11 IffvENTORY CONTROL

To ensure that the possibility of pacemaker loss will be minimized and that they will be properly
disposed of in licensei facilities, the administration of uniform procedures for their account-
ability, surveillance, recovery, and disposal will be implemented Details of control programs
appear in Sect. 2. A central registry of pacemaker bearers will cost likely use a computerized
system.

The estimated cost of operating a central computerized records system is based primarily on the
cost of operating the Commissior's Centralized Ionizing Radiation Exposure Records and Reports
Systen. The types of data kert by the contractor, the Oak Ridge Computing Technical Services,
a e somewhat similar in nature and covered 203,210 monitored individuals in 1972. The operating
cost of this contract for 1973 was about $25,000. With the increased amount of data required per
pacemaker patient, a proposed six-month periodic mailing for data verification, initial
programing costs, etc., it is estimted that the average yearly cost for 5000 riew or deleted
patient entries would exceed tnis $25,000 contract cost by a factor of 4. Therefore, it is esti-
mated that $100,000 would be required for the average yearly uperating cost of the centralized
records system far the first five years. For 10,000 pacemaker patients, this cost would translate
to approximately $10 per year scr patient. The initial programming cost may well make the Lost
for the first year's operation exceed $100,000, but tre cost should average out over the first
five-year period.

In the present investigational program, the cost of record keeping is the responsibility of the
hospita's and the manufacturers, and these costs are included in their fees and charges. If
this system of record keeping changes for routine use of nuclear pacemakers and a central
computerized system is implemented, as discussed previously, these costs would be covered by
registration fees that would be included in the purchase cost of the pacemaker.

3.12 REC 0'vERY AND DISPOSAL

The recovery and ultimate disposal of nuclear-powered pacemakers will be the resconsibility of
the manufacturer and will be regulated by the NRC. No additional costs are calculated for
recovery and disposa|, sirce they would be included in the purchase price of the pacemaker. Also,
pacemakers, when returned to the rarufacturers, may have some recycle value, whicn would be
reflected in the manufacturers' price detemination.
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4. ALTERNATIVES, BENEFITS, AND BENEFIT-COST SUMMRY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The service life of a pacemaker is dependent en the life of its batteries, failure of electronic
components, and integrity of the package. Component failures are random (tire-independent) and
sometimes occur before battery failure, but their occurrence is so infrequent that the limiting
factor on the service lives of pacemakers with conventional chemical batteries is current drain,
which is dependent upon the pulse-generator design, the lead used, the impedance of the interface
between the electrode and tha cardiac tissue, and, in the case of demand pacemakers, the fraction
of time during which the pacemaker is inhibited by the natural pulses of the heart. The random
failure rate of conventional pacemakers, including premature battery wearout, is typically 0.151
per month. P3 The principal power source for implantable cardiac pacemakers has been nercury
batteries (mercuric oxide-zinc). Improvements are being made in mercury-battery-powered pace-
makers, but, until 1973, their service lives were generally 1-1/2 to 3 years.*-

Cardiac Datatorp, Inc., Philadelphia, provides telephone monitoring of pacemakers of all types.
Their analysis of data on 4111* pacemakers nonitored frcm 1970 through September 30, 1974,9 showed
1179 rer.uvals for all causes, including 642 elective replacements. Excluding the elective re-
placements, 433 of the remaining 537 removals (81.6%) were due te battery depletion, and the mean
time to removal was 25.3 conths. The total of 1030 reocvals for battery depletion and elective
replacements, performed for the most part on the basis of the manufacturers' re onmendations or
anticipation by the physician of 1 npending battery depletion, accounted for 91.6% of the total
removed. Of the remaining 2932 pacemakers, there were 462 units still functioning past 24 months,
averaging 31.37 months. It is noted (cor.rient HNS-A34) that this is not the average for all pace-
maker lifetimes but is restricted to those still functioning in excess of 24 conths.

Patients are examined periodically by their physicians to have their pacemakers checked for signs
of impending loss of battery ef fectiver.ess. Wren such signs are evident, the patients return to
the hospital for surgical imolantation of a new pacemaker. To avoid the necessity of frequent
replacement surgery, and its attendant risks, costs, and inconveniences, pacemakers with longer
service lives have been and are being develuped. The nost desirable pacemaker would be a unit
that would function without replacenent for the renaining lifetime of the patient.

When the development of nuclear-powered pacemakers began in 1966, existing pacemaker batteries
were lasting about 18 months.M The use of improved electrodes, improved microcircuitry, and
adjustable output circuitry has reduced the power requirenents of pacemakers and extended the
service lives of chemical batteries used in pacemakers. Electronic and telephonic analysis of
pacemaker f unction permits the continued use of a pacemaker until an "end-of-life indicator" is
observed, thus obtaining a longer paceraker service life than if elective replacenents are made
on a predetermined schedule, which sometimes results in the replacement of pacenakers that still
have a considerable remaining useful life. Concurrently with the development of nuclear pace-
rakers, during the 'ast ten years, there have been substantial developments in other types of
pacemker power supplies. Improvenents have also been made relative to the reliability and
longevity of pacemaker electronics and electrodes.

New power supplies currently being used in pacemakers include lithium-iodine batteries, recharge-
able batteries, and improved cercury-zinc batteries. These are discussed in Sect. 4.2 as
alternatives to nuclear-powered pscemakers.

Results of the current clinical investigations of nuclear-powered pacemakers are presented in
Sect. 4.3.

Some of the comments received on the draf t Environmental Statement expressed the opinion that,
in view of the availability of nonnuclear pacemakers with long useful service lives, nuclear-
powered pacemakers are not needed. In order to appraise the need for, and choice of, long-lived
pacemakers in medical practice, a questionnaire was distributea to a number of physicians through-
out the United States who have extensive experience in the use of cardiac pacemakers. The
questions and a sumary of the replies are given in Appendix G.

Deceased patients with functioning pacemakers were not included in this analysis.
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4.2 ALTERNATIVE FACEMAKERS

4.2.1 Pacemakers powered _bL mercury batteries

While most of the experience and longevity data for conventional pacemakers powered by mercury
batteries is based on pacerukers using Mallory RM-1 Group I cells, a new and improved RM-1 Group
II cell has recently become available and is used in pacemakers now being nunufactured and
implanted. The lifetime of pacemakers with the RM-1 Group I cells was generally in the range of
1-1/2 to 3 years (Sects.1.1 and 4.1).

Documented failure mechanismsll for mercury-zinc batteries include dendritic men cury growth, zinc
oxide migration, leaky separators, and corroded welds. Most of the failure modes are traceable
directly or indirectly to the mobile, corrosive, liquid electrolyte (sodium hydroxide). Prem ture
cell failure witn shorting of the cell frequently occurred before the chemical capacity of the
cell was exhausted. The addition of a second barrier in the RM-l Group II cells has all but
eliminated premture failures and is said to hava more than doubled the life of the rercury-zinc
cell.12

According to recent data from Medtronic, Inc.,z pacemakers with RM-1 Group II cells have projected
replacement times ranging f rcm 30 months to 114 conths. Supporting clinical data relating to
these batteries are costly less than 36 months old. The pacemakers (pulse generators and leads),
for which replacement times are projected, include 13 models of pulse generators and 11 models of
leads. While many pacemaker systems are available, rost of the pacemaker systems implanted have
reco~riended pulse generator replacement times near toe middle of the time range (fron 60 to 76
months).

Although improvements in electronics and electrodes have reduced the power requirements of pace-
makers and extended tne service lives of chemical batteries (Sect. 4.1), some of the high-power-
requirement pacenakers, which have short service lives even with the improved ne-cury cells, are
needed to heet the pacing requirements of some patients. The pacemakers with low power require-
ments, and, thus, long service lives, are not suitable for pacing all patients.

Since mercury batteries release hydrogen gas, they are not hermetically sealed. Most mercury-
battery pacemakers are encapsulated in epoxy. The epoxy acts as a barrier to salt ions but does
permi t the passage of water, Consequently, the pacecaker circuitry operates in a wart-water
environment, which is unfavorable for electronics reliability (coment HNB-A34). The newer
pacemakers discussed in the follcwing sections are, or can be, hermetically sealed to prevent the
entry of moisture into the electrical system.

4.2- Nuclear-powered pac _emaners

cenukers using plutonium-233 and promethium-147 power sourc es hava been developed and are nowa

ender clinical investigation and evaluation. An advantage at these r.u w sources is t%t pace-
makers wi th a relatively high current drain, as well as pacemakers with average . mlatively low
current drain, can be powered for longer times than conventional-battery-powered pacemaker 3. Si,

is due to the higher avaiiable energy dencity of nuclear sources as compared with the chemical-
fuel batteries and to the fact that nuclear battery output decreases with the decay of the radio-
isotopes rather than with the consunpt%n of a che9ical fuel.

4.2.2.1 Plutonium-powered pacemakers

The plutonium-powered pacemakers considered for routine use in this Environmental Statement use
encapsulated plutonium heat sources and thermoelectric converters to produce electrical power for
the pacerukers. Plutonium-233, the principal isotope in the plutonium fuel, has a half-life of
87.8 years. Experience has shown that the decrease in electrical outout from plutonium batteries
used in pacemakers is proportional to the radioactive decay of the plutonium fuel aro that there
is no observed degradation in the thermoelectric converters at the low operating temperatures
involved in pacecuker power sources. There has been no wearout mcde observed or postulated in
these power sources other than the radioactive decay of the plutonium fuel . Because of relatively
long half-life and relatively law radiation from plutonium-238, these power sources can be built
for any useful life desired by using an appropriate amount of plutonium fuel to allow for its
radioactive decay during the designed life of the power source.

The Model 9000 isotopic pulse generator manufactured by Medtronic, Inc., has been in clinical use
in Europe since April 1970 and in the United States since July 1972. The " Semiannual Clinical
Evaluation Report" submitted by Medtronic, Inc., to-the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission in May 1975
cantained data cn 324 pacemakers implanted in patients in the United States between July 18, 1972,
and May 12,1975, and on 677 pacerukers inplanted outside of the United States since April 1970.
In the United States, one pulse generator failure occurred (because of a defect not related to the
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battery) in 5292 device-months of clinical use, and outside the United States one pulse generator
mcifunction occurred (because of a random electronic component failure) in 9227 device-months.
By combining these worldwide data, a random failure rate of 0.04; per month was determined.
Medtronicll interprets these data to nean that 901 of all Model 9000 pulse generators would still
be operable after 263 months (21.9 years). The power output from the battery is projected to be
greater than 150 t.W at 20 years, and the energy output per pulse from the generator is projected
to be greater than 30 J at 20 years. Medtronic considers this pulse generator to have a 20-year
service life.')

The ARCD Medical Products Conpany claims that their NU-5 pacemakers will remain within specifica-
tion limits for 40 years. b In October 1975, this pacemaker nodel had accumulated 1598 unit-months
of clinical use. One pacemaker was removed because of a rate shift caused by a substandard
capacitor; another pacemaker was removed because of an electrode failuce and was found to have
the same rate shif t and substandard capacitor. ARCO claims that these failures are not random
and that their cal.ses have been corrected by inproved quality control procedures.

American Optical Corporation's Model 281343 pacemaker contains a nuclear battery manufactured by
Hittman Nuclear Battery Corporation. The electronic components in this pacemaker are predicted
to have a mean time to failure of about 40 years. Acerican Optical has arbitrarily selected 201
voltage reduction as their cutoff point fre replacement and calculates that this will occur in
28.8 years. The circuitry has a test mechanism to determine the point at which 20; voltage
reduction has occurred. American Opcical statesl5 that the battery is expected to provide for
the power demands for the systen for a mininum period of 20 years.

Coratomic , Inc. , has reportedl 5 their calculation of random failure analysis for their nuclear-
powered pacenaker using the nethods documented in the . ' a R.rg h ' ~ - ',,

(" Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipr..ent " MIL-HDBK-2178, 20 September 1974). These cal-
culations project a reliability, from randon failure, of 0.98 at 30 years for the electronic
module and 0.95 at 30 years fcr the isotopic battery for a combined system reliability of 0.92 at
30 years. Coratomic has also calculated, from the Cumbined electrical parameters of pacemakers
dsse.dbled frCm production batteries and electronic noaules and from the radioactive decay rate of
the plutonium fuel, that wearcut failures due to fuel decay will begin to occur af ter 28 years.

4.2.2.2 Pronethium-powered pacemakers

In a promethium battery, decay electrons from promethium-147 directly excite a semiconductor to
proauce electrical energy by the betavoltaic conversion process. The promethium pacemker battery
is limited in design lifetime by the power decay of the relatively short (2.62 years) half-life
of promethium-147 and by the amo;nt of promethium that can be used because of the radiation
eni tted by promethium-146, a contaminant in promethium-147. The ranufacturers of the promethium
battery and the pacerukers using this battery claim that an eight- to ten-year lifetime can be
e x pec ted .

The cunufacturer of the prometnium battery has recently announced the discontinuance of this
battery. Therefore, this pacemaker is not an available alternative at this time. The draf t of
this Environmental Statement indicated that a separate statement on promethium-powered pacemakers
was under prepara tion. However, since this pacemker is no longer manufactured or available for
use, preparation of the Environmental Statement has been stopped.

4.2.3 _L X hium battery-powered pacemakers

Batteries containing lithium have been developed for pacemkers with the objective of producing
a longer-lived power source for pacemakers than Can be obtained from conventional nercury
ba tteri es .

The model 702-E lithium-iodine cell, mnufactured by Wilson Greatbatch, Ltd., has a rated capacity
of more than 3.5 A-hr with available energy of 8.75 Whr, calculated at 2.5 V. The nanufacturer
has calculated, using extrapolations based on chemical content and accelerated rurdown data, that
this battery has sufficient chemical capacity to last more than 12 years before the voltage
decreases to 1.8 V (their arbitrarily chosen end-of-life indicator) under a 30-LA load. A later
lithium-iodine battery, rodel 743-A, has been developed K ,17 by Greatbatch that has a rated
capacity of 4 A-hr and 10 Whr of available energy, calculated at 2.5 V. This battery has 63t of
the weight and 58% of the volume of the model 702-E.

The life-limiting factor for the original single-anode lithium-iodine cell was a decrease of
voltage due to internal resistance buildup in the lithium iodide electrolyte, which resulted in
a gradual linear rate change of the pulse generator. The later-codel double-anode cells are
life-limited by iodine exhaustior. The change in pulsing rate with the decrease in cell voltage
can be used as an end-of-life indicator for a pulse generator.
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Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc.Iduses lithium cells manufactured by Wilson Greatbatch, Ltt , in thei.-
pacemakers. Th ;y re port that the theoretical projected longevity for their pacemakers, under
the conditions of 100% pacing and 500-chm luad, is 14 years. This value is calculated on the
basis of performance characteristics of the lithium-iodine cell and does not take into account
unknown premature battery f ailure n=ct misms. No such premature battery fa lures have occurred
in more than four years of testing, h from over 5000 implanted CPI li thium-battery pacemaker
implants indicate that these pacemakt.. . Should attain 911 survival at six years with a 95%
confidence level.

Dr. G. Frank Tyers of the Milton S. Hershey Medical Center (HMC), Pennsylvania State University,
repo r ts ! '. hat the HMC pacemakers, with Greatbatch lithium-iodine batteries, will have a 95
longevity vf 18 years for fixed-rate pacemakers and 95t longevity of 14 years for demand pace-
makers. The HMC pacemakers are not yet in production, and these projections of longevi ty appear
to be calculated from the investigational rechargeable pacemakers discussed in Sect. 4.2.4 and
from the electrical capacity of the lithium batteries.

Notwithstanding their calculations of electrical capacity, the absence of any experienced or
postulated sudden-failure mechanism: and zero failure of these batteries in clinical use (begun
in H1rch 1972), Greatbatch does not make eny statistical claim beyond six years for their bat-
teries (coment WG-Al28). They believe23 that six years is a conservative estimate based on
sound statistical evaluation of documented performance and that other projections of longer
perfomance are based on theoretical extrapolations of chemical capacity that do not take into
account the possibility of packaging failures that may occur and have typically occurred in
other chemical batteries.

ARCO Medical Products Corpany's model Li-2 pacemaker uses two lithium inorganic batteries con-
nected electrically in a parallel fashion. ARCO claims h that the projected longevity of this
pacemaker is about ten years, based on accelerated tests of the lithium batteries over a two-year
period. They state that the actual longevity, however, remains to be proven since lithiun
pacemakers nave only been in use for ,about three years.

4.2.4 Rechargeable ;)acemakers

A rechargeable paceraker was first implanted in Sweden in 1958. Others were implanted in England,
the United States, and Japan, t>ut all of these early rechargeable cells, which used a corrercially
available nickel-cadmium ceII, failed in a comparatively short tine, because of a decrease in
energy storage capacity when the cells are operated at body temperature.21

Work has been under way since 1967 at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory and
School of Medicine, and since 1969 at Pacesetter Systems, Inc., to develop a rechargeable pace-
maker that will not require replacement during the patient's lifetime.21 This pacemaker uses a
hermetically sealed nickel-cadmium cell of the type developed for space applications.

The Pacesetter Systems, Inc. (PSI) pacemakers, using the rochargeable nickel-cadmium cells
developed at Johns Hopkins University (JHU), have been implanted in patients since February 1973,
and, through December 1974, they report 1000 clinical implants with only one known malfunction
(due to a transistor that was not part of the rechargeable power systen).

The capacity of the nickel-cadnium cell is suf ficient to oper ate the pacemaker for six weeks
wi thout recharge. The normal regimen for recharge is for the patient to r. charge his own unit
at weekly intervals for 90 min, using a mcharger that attaches to a Velcro vest worn over the
patient's chest. Sone patients are recharging their pacemakers at monthly intervals using a
correspondingly increased charging time.

Information furnished by PSI 22 claims that their battery has a projected reliability of 95.5% at
30 years, with a confidence estimate of 60%. The pacemakers containing this battery are claimed
to have a projected 30-year reliability of 91.5% with a mean time to failure (MTTF) of 71 or
74 years (depending on the model).

One of the corrents (HNEH-A39) states that there is a "nemory" effect problem related to nickel-
cadmium batteries that could prove to be troublesome. Low discharge rates cause crystalline
growth in the cad 11um electrode, thereby decreasing its ef fective surface area and making the
battery progressively nore dif ficult to charge. Elevated temperature tends to increase the
severity of this effect. To allevaite this problem, the battery must be periodically discharged
at a high rate, which is difficult, if not impossible, with an implanted pacenaker. This coment
also states that, while this effect may or may not prove to be a difficulty with the rickel-
cadmium batteries presently being used in pacemakers it indicatus that present judgment on the
lifetime of this power system may be premature. PS !'z l states that this effect has not appeared
in more than five years of intensive cycling and testing of PSI cells.

' >1 ,) ;
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The January 1975 draf t of this Environdertal Statement stated (Sect. 4.2.3.2) "It has been
reported that one elderly patients cannot be relied on to recharge their pacemakers and that
physicians cannot, in many cases, burden such a patient with the responsibility of rechargine, 'is
pacemaker" (emphasis added). This statenent was not intended to indicate that the rechargeable
pacemaker was not an acceptable and appropriate pacemaker for many patients; rather, it was
intended to indicate that the rechargeable pacemaker was not acceptable to physicians to such a
complete extent as to preclude the usefulness of, and need for, other pacemakers.

Two coments took strong issue with this statement of non3cceptabili ty for sone patients, and they
state that the acceptance of the rechargeable pacemaker by the patients has been very favorable.
However, these coments also acknowledge that there are some limits on the acceptance of the
rechargeable pacemaker; this acknowledgment of such limits on acceptance is not in disagreement
with the above quoted s tatement in the Draf t Environmental Statement.

Alfred E. K1nn (PSI-A109) stated:

In challenvng your presentation, I do not contradict the existence of the conviction
by a large amber of physicians that recharging is undesirable or unacceptable.
There are a number of opinions underlying this feeling and it will be a matter of
time, education, social and oeer pressure, and patient demand before this argunent
will be put into proper perspective and cease to be a factor. In the meantime, one
appro3ch to eliminating the objection is the extension of time tetween charges and
the reduction of the charging tine. Significant progress is being made in both of
these areas 50 that much of the opposition will ultimately he laid to rest. For
example, in an extensive market survey of this setject some 75% of the physicians
indicated that given a six-month recharging interval they would consider the systen
suitable for their entire patient population. This resuit compares to only 25% of
the physicians who wo"ld consider our systen for the majority of their patient
population with the present regimen of weekly or conthly recharging.

In a paper enclosed with coment JH-A57, the Johns Hopkins University stated, as disadvantages
associated with the rechargeable pacemaker, "P3tients who are rentally unfit and who have no
assistance from others are not suitable candidates for this systen," and "The mental state of a
small minority of patients may be such that, even though they are able to perfom the charging
function, they might resent the corparatively short time each week that is required for that
purpose."

In the responses to the questionnaire on the need for, and choice of, long-lived pacemakers,
me, lat t o 2??, of the responding physicians indicated that the rechargeable pacemaker was
not acceptable for m, lat two all, patients. Varinus coments were made on the reasons for
such unacceptability, including dependence on patient and family for recharging, the constant
reminder of dependence on pacenaker, patient reluctance, patient inccnvenience, brevity of the
recharge interval, and inconplete reh3bilitation of the patient.

Notwithstanding the coment that present judgment en the lifetire of this power systen may be
premature, it is accepted for purposes of this Environnental Statenent that the rechargeable
nickel-cadmium pacenaker can ess1ntially provide lifetime pacing for the patients for whon it is
s el ect ed. Nevertheless, by the acknowledgment of the developer and manufacturer of this pacenacer
oower source, it is not acceptable to all physicians and all patients; thus, the need exists for
other long-lived pacenakers in addition to the rechargcable nickel-cadmium pacemakers.

It would be inappropriate to restrict a physician's decision on chice of pacemakers by the
arbitrary limitation of alternatives such as would occur if nuclear or rechargeable pacemakers
were denied to the medical corrunity without adequ3te cause or basis

Dr. G. Frank Tyers of the Milton S. Hershey Medical Centcr, Pennsylv3nia State University,
l*repo r ts ttut 12 hermetically sealed pacenakers developed at Penre lvaria State University wi th

rechargeable silver-mercury-zinc cells have been tested in aniuls and clinically for over two
years. Longevity estimates, based on rapidly accelerated tests of b3tteries, which sinul3ted
200 years of pacing; mdestly accelerated tests, which sinulated over 50 years of pacing; and
real-time tests, which continue af ter 6 to 7 yeirs without failure; indicate a pacemaker longevity
greater than 20 years with 95% reliability. Dr. Tyers provided addi tional information in a tele-
phcre conversation with an NRC staf f nember on Septenber 11, 1975. The mear, tiue to run-down,
without recharging, of thirteen test units was 4.3 years, and the recharge interval is not
cri tical . Of thc tour units now in patients, two are recharging daily for 2-1/2 min per day, one
is recharging weekly for 20 min, and one has not rechsrged for a year and is deferring recharge
until needed. Of the eight units being tested in dor, three are being rectarged wcekly, three b'
monthly, one every six months, and one is not being recharged until the battery is discharged.
This recharge 3hle pacemaker is not yet comercially produced or available for clinical use;
however, if a reliable rechargeable pacemaker wi th a long recharge interval becomes availablev
for routine use, it may well be chosen by physicians for many patients.
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4.3 RESULTS OF CLINICAL IWESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEAR PACEMAKERS

f rom July 18, 1972, to November 5, 1975, 389 Medtronic Model 9000 plutonium-powered pacemkers
23 that as of November 5,were implanted in patients in the United States. Medtronic has reported

1975, these pacemakers had accumulated 7183 device-months of use. One pacemaker failed af ter
12 months of service, at which time there were 2504 accumulated device-nonths of use. The
failure resulted from a void in the plastic potting material, which allowed body fluids to enter
the pacenaker around the output tab and to corrode the tab. The device failure was not related
to the plutonium power source, and quality assurance procedures have been revised to prevent
recurrence of this mode of electrical failure.

ARCO Nuclear Company has reported (enclosure A of ref.19) the inplantation of 91 Model NU-5
plutonium-powered pacemakers since April 1973. As of October 1975, these pacemakers have accumu-
lated 1593 device-months of use. Two of these pacemkers failed after 166 and 303 days in service,
respectf vely, because of an increase in rate to approximately 90 pulses per minute, due to
delamination of a capacitor. ARCO has corrected this problem by using a capacitor that has foils
made from a special alloy of gold, platinum, and palladium to preclude delamination.

During the period from Sept. 1, 1974 to Oct. 20, 1975, 92 Coratcmic Model C-100 derund pacemakers
were implanted. This pacemaker was designed to be insensitive to electromagnetic interference
and to electrical signals from skeletal muscle contractions; however, this design caused a problem
in that the pacemker f ailed to sense the r-wave of natural heartbeats when the r-wave had an
unusually low amplitude and long duration. Seven of these pacemakers have been renoved from
patients because of this sensing problem, and Caratonic has discontinued the distribution of this
nodel. All of the removed pacemakers have been returned to Caratomic, Inc., and are still
(December 1975) perforning to design specifications, with no component failures.

This model failed to meet the reliability reqJirerents for possible routine use because of a
design-judgment error rather than because of electronic or mechanical failure of the pacenaker or
its components. The recuining pacecukers implanted in this series are continuing to be followed
under the investic;tional protocol .

Coratomic, Inc., is now distributing Model C-101 pacemakers, which have a revised sensing circuit
that overcomes the sensing prcblem but are otherwise identical to the Model C-100. Twenty-five
Model C-101 pacemakers have been implanted with an accumulated experience, as af December 19,
1975, of 42 pacenaker-months, with zero explantations or failures. The investigation of this
rodel continues, but the number and duration of implants to date is insufficient for statistical
analysis.

The reported clinical data on the Medtronic Model 9000 and the ARCO Naclear Model NU-5 pacenakers
have been evaluated by the statistical method described in Sect. 2.4 and Appendix E to determine
their reliability. The performance standard adopted for these devices specifies that testing
must demonstrate, in not more than 25,000 device-nonths of experience and with 90; confidence,
that the randon failure rate is not more than 0.151 per month, which is the norm random failure
rate of conventional pacemakers (Sects. 2.4 and 4.1 and refs. 1-3).

On the basis of one failure in over 7000 device-months for the Medtronic Model 9000 pacerukers
(an observed failure of 0.02; per month), it is statistically demonstrated with 90 confidence
that the failure rate is no nore than 0.15t per month. Medtronic has also reported 23 that
more than 700 Model 9000 pacemakers implanted in Europe have accumulated 13,000 device-nonths
of effective experience; there has been one pulse generator rulfunction due to a random failure
of an electronic component. The European data are consistent with the results from the U.S.
clinical tests. By combining data from all Medtron.c Model 9000 units implanted worldwide, a
randam failure rate of 0.03; per month, with a 951 confidence, is calculated.

The 1593 pacemaker-months of clinical experience, with two failures, of the ARCO Nuclear Mdel
NU-5 pacemaker are not sufficient to dencnstrate with 90! confidence whether this pacemaker
will achieve a failure rate of no nore than 0.15; per month. The clinical investigation of
this pacenaker is continuing.

Since the plutoniur battery, with an isotopic half-life of 87 years, has such a high theoretical
life expectancy (greater than 20 years), it should fJnction as a nondepleting power sourr.e for
many years following implantatioq. As long as no systematic failure or wearout mode occurs, the
cumulative probability of generator failure will t;e solely dependent upon randon component
f a i l u re s . No systematic failure or wearcut mode has occurred, and experience with thernoelectric
conversion of nuclear decay beat to electrical power in the space nuclear systems and Navy under-
water power systens programs has denonstrated that this type of power source can function for
periods in excess of ten years. These other power sources have power levels many times higher.
than the power levels of pacenaker batteries. q, q, ,
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4.4 MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Implantation of pacemakers for treat:nent of various types of cardiac arrhythmias is a widely
accepted medical procedure. BeCause the procedure is relatively new (about 17 years old),
surgical techniques and pacemaker hardware are continually evolving. Ideally, this evolution
will make available a pacemaker that will function with minimal raintenance and follow-up
requirements for the remainder of the patient's life. Achievenent of this ideal deperds on
the medical requirements of ; acemaker patients and on developing the technology of pacing systems.

4.4.1 The patients

Perrunent cardiac pacenakers were implanted, initially, in patients with indications of cor-plete
atrioventricular heart block (1 ik of coordination between atrial and ventricular contractions).
Although heart block (complete, incomplete, and intermittent) remains to be the major medical
indication for pacemaker implantation, physicians have recognized the utility of cardiac pace-
makers in the treatment of other types of cardiac conduction disturbances (e.g., sino-atrial
blocks , Sundle branch blocks , various arrhythmias). .a+-^ A detailed analysis of the indications
for pacemaker implantation in a study of 579 patients is available to th3 interested reader.*-

App roxina tely 120,000 persons underwent primary paceraker implantation between 1953 and 1972 (an
average of about E600 per year), and about 90,000 of these persons were estimated to be alive in
1974." The current (1975) annual rate of primary implantation is unknown, but likely exceeds
the older average because of increased diagnostic awareness and the diversity of indications for

,

pacing.

The age distribution of pacemaker patients differs from that o' the general population of the
Uni ted States. Table 4.1 gives typical age distributions for pacemaker patients. The first
distribution (column 2) is based on a study of 1939 patients and is typical of age distributions27

reported up to 1973. 9 3; A trend toward a your3r age distribution is developing $1 and is
evidenced by a recent, less comprehensive (579) patient study (column 3). L A breakdown of the
patients, in the more recent study, according to the type of power source used shows that nuclear-
powered pacemaker patients (column 5) generally have been younger than patients with chemically
powered pacemakers (column 4). However, this may be artificial due to the restrictions of the
investigational research protocols.

Many pacenaker patients are expected to iead relatively normal lives; that is, to engage in
activities norrally carried out by persons their age and to have the normal longevity patterns of
their age group (refs. 4, 5, 10, and 30-34).

4.4.2 Paceraker systems

A paceraker system consists of three components: the power supply (battery), the electronics,
and the leads Each component is impo* tant because it nay determine how well the entire system
f unctions and may limit the useful |i fe of the -ysten. Battery systems were discussed in
Sects. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

4.4.2.1 Electronics

The electronic components of a pacemaker are encapsulated with the battery in a pulse generator.
aeveral types of pulse generator electronic circuits are in use. Asynchronous (fixed rate)
generators have a stimulating circuit that delivers electrical pelses only at a constant rate to
stimulate the heart. Demand pacerakers sense natural contractions of the heart and either in-
hibit the pacing pulse or deliver the pacing pulse in appropriate synchronization when a natural
pulse occurs. When a natural pacing pulse does not occur, the deTand Jacemaker delivers a pacing
pulse at a preset rate. The most comrnn type of demand pacemaker senses natural ventricular
contractions and inhibits the pacing palses. Other types of demand pacemakers sense atrial
contraction and deliver triggered ventricular pulses. Most pulse generators are the demand type
and are noncompeti tive." Descriptions of av..ilable pulse generator functions are available
in the literature.24 Additional useful functions are being developed, but their successful
application will depend cn the capacity of available batteries. As the sensing and stimulating
functions of a pulse generator are increased, the power drain on the battery increases. Power
drain is a limiting factor for the life of chemically powered batteries but is not limiting for
nuclear-powered batteries and may not be limiting fc rechargeable units.^ h

f q, n/r
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Table 4.1. Age distribution of pacemaker patient
population

bPercentage of 1972-75 patients
Age group, total population by power source, %

years 1963-722 1972-79 Chemical Nuclear

1-10 0.5 0.7 1.2 0.3

11-20 0.5 2.8 0.8 4.3

21-30 0.5 6.7 1.2 11.1

31-40 0.7 6.0 1.6 9.6

41-50 3.1 13.1 3.1 21.0

51-60 8.9 25.6 14.1 34.6

61-70 31.1 21.4 27.4 16.7

71-80 39.1 15.9 33.3 2.1

81-93 15.0 6.7 14.9 0.3

91-up 0.6 1.0 2.4 0.0

Average age,
years 66.8 57.6 69.0 48.7

' Source: Medtronic, Inc. , renefits cs:dtir; frm the m of the
I arcria P.Jec aner2= r, December 17, 1973, with enclosure, "Long-
Tem Eurvival of the Bearers of Cardiac Stimautors," by Marie-
Francoise LeFebvr', Attachee au Centre Hospitalier Regional de Lille,
January 1963-July 1972. Includes 1989 patients.

t v
' Source : Medtronic, Inc. , .Ycitmif" i pMcMa s.mac1 Isotgic
P.dce Generatce, a:re .:-A u ? 'te l hh : 3233, Fc rth Sc-l-Av.:r:l
Clin en Ev:: < ~ ticr. m et t-o th.? Unit . t xtes w:c:r =cpla tory

Comisaicn, May 24, 1975. Includes 573 patients; 324 nuclear and
255 chemical.

4.4.2.2 Leads

Several co nents on the draf t Environmental Statenent have expressed the belief that lead life
would limit the useful system life of pacemakers. Two factors that are important to the consider-
ation of the influence of lead problems on the useful life of pacemaker systems are the history of
lead development and the causes of lead problems.35

Until recently, leads were not considered to be limiting factors on pacersker system life. The
major limiting-factor was chemical battery depletion. As a result, special attention was not
given to the development of long-lived leads. Steady improvements in lead reliability have
occurred since 1965, and continued improvements can be expected as availabil'ty of longer-lived
pulse gt.nerators is realized. A pacenaker patient follow-uo clinic has observed that lead
failures in their patients were the cause of 16% of the pacemaker replacements in 1967, 8% in
1963, 3.3% in 1959, and 5.7% n 1970.7

Lead problems are frequently reicrted to be the cause of complications in pacemaker patients.36,37
Most of the problems are not cauied by the leads themselves, but by the techniques of lead inser-
tion and attachment (Sect. 4.4.3). Problems attributable solely to the leads are largely
restricted to f-acture of the lead or loss of insulation.

A recent survey of lead fracture t yperience3S shows that 1.9% of 2361 leads have fractured. The
average use time of these leads varied between 24 arid 40 rEnths, with the longest use tims
between 70 and 146 months. (Use t me is the reported uuration of use, not the time to failure.)
Annual laad fracture rates were between 0.15 a-J '.2% per year.

' t
!:
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An analysis 33 of lead fracture data from detailed clinical follow-up of 579 pacenakers implanted
by 109 physicians between July 8, 1972, and May 12, 1975,M shows that 7 (1.3%) of 553 leads
frac tured. The annual rate of fracture was about 0.5%, and cumulative lead failure estinates
indicate that about 80% of the leads would be functional after 10 years of use.39

4.4.3 Surgical factors

Physicians consider the surgical procedures used to implant cardiac pacemakers to be simple and
ralatively free or risk. However, any surgical procedure, no matter how simple, may have
unexpected consequences such as medical complications and even death.33

Patient mortality rates from surgical pacemaker-implantation procedures, including early
postopv ative follow-ug, of 1 to 40 have been reported (refs. 4, 28-29, 32, and 39-40). A
recent survey of physicians (Appendix G) indicates an expected mortality rate of approximately
0% for routine reimplantati'n procedures.

Complications do occtr, and historical data on complications are surrarized in Table 4.2; no
attempt was made to distinguish between abdominal and pectoral implantation or between nethods
of lead insertion. These reported values reflect a wide varittion in clinical experience.

Since the definition of a complication varias among physicians, the reported values are meaning-
ful only in that they demonstrate the occurrence of complications and indicate their frequency
of occurrence. The complications mentioned in the litcrature vary in severity from those requir-
ing little, if any, treatment to those requiring a reimplaat procedure. Some complications have
resulted in mortality. Most physicians, in responding to th? recent sua vey (question No.12,
Appendix G), indicated mrbidity rates between i and 5:

4.5 COSTS

Both societal and private (to patients and their families) costs are incurred from the use of
plutonium-powered pacer.akers. The potential societal costs, which arise largely from the presence
of plutonium-238 in the pacemakers, are discussed assuming (1) dat 10,000 pacemakers will be in
use at all times and (2) that 1500 pacemakers will be implanted per ??r (Sec t. 3.7.1).

4.5.1 Radiological

Potential radiation doses to the whole body of a patient (Sect. 3.2) ( e estimated to be between
0.52 and 0.77 rem for five years of use and between 2.6 and 3.8 rems 20 years. Doses to the
gonads vary from 0.13 to 1.6 rems over five years and .62 to 7.7 rems over 20 yea s. Patients
who receive these doses would have freely chosen to do so in anticipation of benefits received
from use of a plutonium-powered pacemaker. This is a private choice and would re; ult in little,
if any, somatic health risk to the patient. If all potential patients of reproductive age wore
a pacemaker for 20 years prior to reproduction, an increase in genetic deficiencies (a societal
cost) by no more than 0.2% cver naturally occurring deficiencies is predicted to occur in their
children.

Potential annual population doses to groups of persans from pacerrawers implanted in patients were
discussed in Sect. 3.3.

Disposal requirements for exp' anted pacemakers would involve additional costs. Records would be
kept of each pacemker from the time of runufac are until the time of disposal (Sect. 3.11). If
a centralized records-keeping system were implemented, it is estimated to cost about $100,000
per year or $10 per year per pacenaker. This cort would be included in the purchase price of the
pacemker. The costs of recovery and disposal of pacemakers, uffset by values for reuse and
recycle of pacenakers of their components, would also be reflected in the purchase price (Sect.
3.12).

Environmental cu.tamination could occur if the fuel capsule of a pacemaker is breached. The
extent and the cost of such a breach is highly site-specific and is discussed in Sect. 3.7.

Although not discussed explicitly, alternative batteries may also produce societal costs that are
qualitatively similar to those considered for plutonium-pow? red pacemakers. For example, some
of the materials used are chemically toxic elements, as indicated by suggested mximum ambient
environmental levels given in Table 4.3."

O 067
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Table 4.2. Sumary of data on complications
resulting from pacemaker reimplantation

Complication Patients affected, %

Infection 2.6," 12.2,b 0-20,# 2 4,d 10. 5,# 10,I
0.15 G 5.'P

Hematoma, bleeding 1.0," 4.1,b 1. 5,5 4.2d

Extrusion of pacemaker, skin
erosion, etc. 0.9," 2.0,b j4,),f 0.3,9 0.7,A 2.4,J

16,4 5.5l

Malposition or component
movement 2.0,b 11. 5,# 3.0,6 1. 5 , A 6.3"

Sensing problems - threshold,
competition, etc. 2. 2," 8.2,b 3, 6,I 1.1,* 17/ 6,I

. .

10.9,' l 7 n 4.3J

- Miscellaneous 10.4," 0.3,# 10.4,h 4.8,A 3. 6,#
1.6,' 12.9'I

Electrode related (excluding
fracture)

Displacement 2.2," 16.3,b 3.3,# 8,I 3. 7,5 i 9,k 1.51

Ventricular perforation 0.9," 0.7,5 1. 2,J 9, 6.3"

Extrusion 0. 3," 10. 2,b 0J
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attachment to letter from T. Stewart and B. Griffin, Medtronic. Inc., to
J. R. Mason, NRC, September 25, 1975.

n
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189: 87-91 (1971).
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d . L. Grove, M. J. O'Sullivan, and R G. Fosbring, " Demand onF

Fixed-Rate Pacemakers?" J. Tnorac. Cediou. Stav. 67: 142-147 (1974).
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4.5.2 Medical

Selection of a pacemaker for a patient should be based on the patient's needs and the physician's
judgment with respect to the optimum pacemaker required to fill those needs. Factors that will
influence the selection process include the patient's physical condition, expected longevity,
and mental attitude. The pricu of a pacemaker and its implantation are not usually the determin-
ing factors in the selection of a pacemaker. However, estimates of these costs are presented.

Monetary costs arise from the price of the pacemaker, surgical procedures, tospital and medical
costs, complications, and loss of work (income to the patient and productivity to society).
Table 4.3 sumarizes these estimated costs. Pacemaker costs are based on 1975 prices. Surgical
and medical costs are based on those supplied by physicians. Hos i
average per diem charges as reported from almost 6000 hospitals.d tal costs are based on theCosts associated with complica-
tions are based on the assumptions that 2.57, of all implant procedures will be followed by com-
plications, which will require an average of five days of additional hospitalization, and that 5%
of the patients will require additional surgery (at $425 per occurrence). Loss-of-work costs are
associated with the length of hospitalization (5 to 10 days for surgery and 1.5 days for complica-
tions) and outpatient recovery (14 cays). The time loss from work can be adjusted to a five-day
work week using an average incone of $60 per day (based on an annual income of $15M00) for
patients in the work force; however, many patients will be retired.

Previous considerations (Sects. 4.2 to 4.4) indicate that rechargeable and nuclear pacemakers
may have comparable lifetimes (20 years or more). At current prices, rechargeable battery-
powered pacemakers have an initial monetary cost advantage of about $3000. This is somewhat
of fset by the need for medical supervision and, frequently, the use of telephone monitoring of
recha rgi ng.

4.6 BENEFITS

Plutonium-powered pacemakert fill the need for a long-lived pacemaker by providing physicians
with a unit that is capable of long-term maintenance-free pacing of cardiac patients whose life
expectancy exceeds the useful lifetime of chemical batteries and for whom the recharging regimen
of rechargeable pacemakers is unacceptable. Benefits to the patients from long-lived pacemakers
are derived from the elimination or reduction of the need for surgical implantation of replace
ment units because of pacemaker battery wearout. Avoidance of replacement operations eliminates
or reduces the following:

(a) Exposure of patient to repeated surgery and hospitalization.
(b) Pain and suffering (associated with surgery) of the patient.
(c) Complications to patients. The severity and frequency of complications increase

with repeated implantations since a reopened " pocket" has more problems with scar
tissue, wound healing, infection, inflamation, etc.

(d) Damage to pacemaker leads. The manipulation of leads during their removal from
worn-out pacemakers and attachment to replacement units increases the likelihood
of lead fracture or darage.

In addition to the benefits derived from the avoidance of risks associated with pacemaker

replacement operations, an additional important benefit of long-lived pacemakers is the avoidance
by the patient of the anxiety associated with the anticipation or contemplation of pacemaker
wearout and replacement surgery.

In the questionnaire to physicians, they were requested to reply to the question ";Aat {s the
cala to the patient to avoid or extend the interval between pacema%r replacements?" One
physician (respondent 104, Appendix G) replied as follows:

0
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Table 4.3. Monetary costs associated with pacerrder implantation

Item Cost Dollars Bases

Pacemaker

Long-lived (>10 years)
Plutonium 5000 1975 cost

" "
Rechargeable 2000

" "Medium-lived (8-10 years) 1500
" "Short-lived (4-6 years) 1000

Initial Implant

Surgerj 850 Physician responses

Hospi tal 1270 Average cost per day
in -4000 hcspitals,
10 days in hospital

Medical 270 Fhysician responses

Compl i ca ti on s 20 Occur in 2.5% of
cases, require 5 days
in hos9 ital, 51 require
add: .onal surgery

Loss of work 1080 18 days at $60 per day

Total 3490

Reimplant

Surgery 425 Physician responses

Hospital 635 5 day hospitalization

Medical 270 Physician responses

Complications 20 As c ove

Loss of work 780 13 days at 160 per day

Total 2130

"The value to the patient of avoiding or extending the interval between pacemaker
replacerents is almost incalculable. While the operation is a small one and a safe
one, it is surgically inappropriate. It is the nature of a surgical procedure that
it be definitive and hopefully provide a cure. The concept of a patier.t returning
repeatedly for repetition of the same surgical procedure is not readil/ acceptable
either to the patient or the surgeon. Apart from the inconvenience Tnd the discom-
fort and the cost to the patient there is a real psychological factor involved.
Patients are unusually and unexpectedly reluctant to undergo these small repeated
operations and all of them in ny experience would welcome a single procedure and a
li fe-time pacemaker. I think it is fair to say that this is the overpowering
concern, namely the avoidance of repeated operations, of any patient who has a
permanent pacemaker."

The satisfaction and sense of "wcll-being" of patients with imnlanted plutonium-powered pace-
makers was expressed in several of their letters to the NRC (see Appendix A) in response to the
DES.

Another benefit from the use of plutonium-powered pacemakers is their impact on pacemaker
technolc gy. Since nuclear decay is a predictable physical process, nuclear batteries are not
subject to chemical anomalies, and power output is not drain-limited during their useful life-
time. New or additional pacemaker functions, which may require higher power drains, could be ,

, [ Q,frore readily incorporated into a unit with a nuclear battery than in a unit with a chemical ,
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battery. Such additional fur.ctions may also be acconnodated by rechargeable batteries but,
currently, would most likely shorten the interval between recharges or lengthen the recharge
period.

Rechargeable chemical batteries require a continual recharging regimen but may provide a long
service life. However, some physicians (Sect. 4.2 and Appendix G) consider the recharging
regimen to be unsatisfactory for some patients becauce of physical, psychclogical, or emotional
factors. These factors are very real to these patients, and, therefore, rechargeable pacemakers
are not Considered to be acceptable or suitable for all patients that need long-lived pacemakers.
Plutonium-powered pacetakers can meet the needs of such patiants. Thus, the availability of
all types of long-lived pacemakers would permit physicians to choose the system that is best
suited to their patients' needs.

4.7 CCST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Direct nonetary costs are only associated wit- ourchase prices of pacemaker units, redical
charges for implantations (and replacement implants), and cos'.s incurred for the environmental
cleanup of any released power-source raterials. !n a cost-benefit analysis, the cost advantage
of any or.e pacemaker model is derived by comparing it, over a period of tine, with the alter-
natives.

A cost-benefit determination for plutonium-powered pacemakers is derivea frcm the elimination or
reduction of the reed for surgical irplantation of replacement units because of battery wearcut.
Currently, plutoniumspowered pacenakers have a higher initial price than nonnuclear alternatives;
however, this price is partially or compiciely offset when one or more replacement implants of
alternative pacenukers becones necessary. For example, the ccst accrued after a replacement
implant of a redium-lived pacemaker [$1500 + $3490 + $1500 + $2130 = $8520 (from Table 4.4,
Se:t. 4.6)] exceeds (even neglecting inflation) the cost of initial fmplantacion of a plutonium-
powered pacemaker ($5000 + $3490 = $8490). The additional costs incurred due to postulated
environmental contamination, about $2 per pacemaker (Sect. 3.10), are of minor irportence
when compared with the cost of the initial implantation of a plutonium-powered pacemaker.

4.8 SU4?RY

Benefits, cc3ts, and 3afety and reliability requirerents associated with the routine use of
plutonium-powered pacemakers, which are identified and discussed throughout this Statement, are
listed in Tables 4.4-4.6 and, where possible, are quantified. Sections containing discussions
ci each item are indicated.

Plutonium-posered pacemakers will brcaden the basis for the physician's selection cf the proper
redical treatment of pacemaker patients by offering them a mainte'ance-free lifetime unit. There
are alternative pacemakers available with varioes performance characteristics; however, these
alternatives are not always preferred or acceptu5le and do not always offer the best treatment of
a patient. The decision 12 necessarily the choice of the physiciar, Plutonium-powered pacemakers
are acceptable to the medical corrunity, as evidenced by physicians' corrents on the draf t
Environ ental Statement (Appendix A) and their responses to the physicians questionnaire
(Appendix G). These physicians, for the most part, considered the plutonium pacemakers' higher
initial cost to be the rest serious disadvantage. However, in the selection or prescription of
a medical treatment, when life and health are at stake, monetary costs are not necessarily a
limiting f actor, and the lowest cost alternative is not necessarily chosen or required nor doet
it recessarily offer the best treatment.

An advantage of using plutonium-powered batteries in soae types of pacemakers is that power
drain requirements of the pacemaker's electronics is not a limiting factor on the life of the
unit, as it is with chemical-battery-powered pacemakers. The electrical sensing and stimulating
functions of the pacemakers can be increased or additional functions added, as is desirable for
some patients without sacrificing the service life (or decreasing the interval between recharges)
of the unit.

Plutonium-powered pacemakers are, by statutory authority, regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission because they contain special nuclear material. It is only af ter a satisfactory
appraisal of safety and performance considerations that the Commission would allow them to be
available for routine medical use by appropriately licensed and qualified physicians. An evalua-
ticn of tne cumulative experience with plutonium-pcwered pacemakers, from the investigational
programs, indicates satisfactory performance capabilities.

'
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Table 4.4. Sumary of safety and reliability requirements

. .
Section

Requirement referencc

The nuclear-powered pacemaker is the only type of pacemaker that is 2.2, 2.3

required by the Federal government to be designed and tested to
standards that assure that the material contained in its power
supply will not be released to the environment under conditions of
nomal use or accidents involving a pacemaker patient.

Medical institutions that implant nuclear-powered pacemakers anti 2.3, 2.5
patients who are bearers of nuclear-powered pacemakers are required
to comply with specified administrative procedures to assure that
the pacemakers are accounted for and that they are recovered for
controlled disposal upon the death of the patient or upon removal
for any reason prior to death. For routine use, regulations and
procedures for licensing will be developed to provide equivalent
requirements for pacemaker accountability, recovery, and disposal.

Procedures have been developed, based on statistical techniques, for 2.4
evaluating the reliability of nuclear-powered pacemakers using
infomation obtained from the investigational programs. Any pacemaker
model being evaluated in an investigational program or any new model

o introduced will be required Lo demonstrate acceptable perfomance
before its routine use will be authorized.

Table 4.5. Sunmary of benefits associated with the routine use of
plutonium-powered pacemakers

ecdonBenefit re ference

Plutonium-powered pacemakers have suf ficient longevity to eliminate 3.7.1,

tne need for surgical replacement operations that are necessitated 4.5, and
by depletion of chemical batteries. The avoidance of such 4.6
replacement operations eliminates or reduces:

1. repeated hospitalization of the patients;
ii. patient pain and suffering that is associated with surgery;

iii. patient anxiety associated with anticipated pacemaker
wearout and replacement surgery;

iv. complications that can develop af ter surgery, and
v. damage to pacemaker leads that can result from manipulation

during surg 9ry.

Plutonium-powered pacemakers can provide long-tem maintenance-free 4.6
pacing to patients for whom the rechargeable pacemakers are physically
and/or psychologically unacceptable.

Plutonium-powered pacemakers will provide physicians with an 4.6
alternative choice of medical treatment for patients who require long-
term pacing

The use of piutonium power sources will have a positive impact on 4.4, 4.6
pacemaker technology. New or additionai pacemaker functions that
have high power drain requirements can be more readily accommodated
by plutonium-powered batteries without significantly reducing battery
life. Such additional functions may also be accommodated by rechargeable
batteries, but, currently, would most likely shorten the interval between
recharges or lengthen the recharge period.

7 '')
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Table 4.6. Sumary of environmental impacts associated with the
routine use of plutonium-powered pacerakers

Impacts assuming 10,000 implanted cardiac pacemakers Section
with plutonium batteries reference

poential radiation doses to man from routine use, man-rems / year
patients 1,650 3.2.1, 4.5

Spouses 42 3.3, 4.5

Members of patients' households 12 3.3, 4.5

Associates of patier.ts 25 3.3, 4.5

Remainder of population 49 3.3, 4.5

Postulated accidents 15 3.7

Environcental contamination clean-up
cost, $/ occurrence 20,000 3.10

Since no restrictions will be placed on the movement of plutonium pacemaker patients, rigorous
design criteria are imposed on the fabrication of the fuel capsules to ensure fuel capsule
integrity under all credible accident conditions. However, for redundant protection in the
unlikely event that a fuel capsule would be ruptured, additicnal restrictions are placed on fuel
form to mitigate any radiological impact on the environment.

A comprehensive risk assessment was performed to determine the environmental impact of routine
use of plutonium-powered pacemakers, and it was concluded that the radiation risk from these
pacemakers would result in an insignificant additional radiation exposure to the public. These
radiation risks are so small that, even if the benefits are less than expected, the routine
use of plutonium-powered pacemakers is still justified.

The benefits to patients of avoiding or extending the interval between pacemc'9r replacements is
almost incalculable. It is the nature of a surgical procedure that it should be definitive and,
hopefully, provide a cure. Apart from the inconvenience, discomfort, and cost to the patient,
there is a real psychological factor involved. Patients are usually and expectedly reluctant to
undergo repeated operations, and all of them would welcome a single procedure and a lifetime
pacemaker. Both the rechargeable and plutonium-powered pacemakers have the potential of offering
a patient lifetime service, but the treatment of pacemaker patients with the rechargeable unit
is considercd by some physicians to be " incomplete rehabilitation" of the patient, due to the
necessity of and dependence on periodic recharging of the unit.

Since pacemakers are chosen to best meet the medical needs of each individual patient, all of the
different types of pacemakers are needed. In view of the regulatory requirements on nuclear
pacemakers, which do not apply to other pacemakers and the higher initial cost of nuclear pace-
makers, it is not likely that nuclear pacemakers will be used frivolously or that they will be
selected for use by physicians or patients except in those cases in which the longer maintenance-
free service lives of the nuclear pacemakers offer a significant advantage in the medical care of
the patient.

i[!
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Pursuant to 10 CFR PArt 51, Sect. 51.25, the Draft Gacric Enviruental : tatennt on the Wide-
scale Usc of Fatot.im. Pcucred Cardiac luccd srs was transmitted with a request for coments to
the following:

Council on Environmental Quality
Department of Comerce
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Transportation
tnvironmental Protection Agency

This Statement has been sent, with an invitation for coments, to the Agreement States, companies
in the nuclear industry, and the Association for Advancement of Medical Instrumentation. An
announcement of the availability of the Statement and a copy of the sumary and conclusions have
been sent to the state clearinghouses. In addition, the NRC requested coments on the draft
Eavironmental Statement from interested persons by a notice published in the Federa! .wgister on
January 16,1975 (40 F.R. 2863), and the Council on Environmental Quality published a notice of
availability of the draf t Environmental Statement in the Federal riegister on January 24, 1975
(40 F.R. 3799). Coments in response to these requests were received within the specified 45-day
cocinent period from the following:

Sheldon Meyers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
W. E. Caldwell, U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
James W. Bibb, Department of Administration, State of Kansas (50K)
Adriana Gianturco Executive Office for Administration and Finance, The Commonwealth

of Massachusetts (COM)
Joseph S. Golden, Office of Planning and Progranming, State of Nebraska (SONB)
Don N. Strain, State Grant-In-Aid Clearir.ghouse, State of Oklahoma (S00)
Harald H. Rossi, College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University (HHR)
David L. Frank, Fresno Comittee for Scientific Information (FCSI)
Karl Z. Morgan, Georgia Institute of Technology (KZM)
R. B. Kershner, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (JH)
Herman R. Levine (HRL)
Dean E. Acrahamson, University of Minnesota (UOMA)
Stephen R. Parchner (SRP)
Sidney M. Wolfe and John Abbotts, Public Citizen Health Research Group (PC)
Nicholas P. D. Smyth (NPDS)
L. Douglas DeNike, Zero Population Growth (ZPG)

Connents were received af ter the expiration of the coment period from:

Charles Custard, Departnent of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)
E. E. Maroney, Departnent of Administration, State of Florida (SOF)
Bruce D. Arkell, Office of the State Planning Coordinator, State of Nevada (SONV)
Terence P. Curran, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS)
Stephen N. Norris, Office of Urban and Federal Affairs, State of Tennessee (SOTN)
James M. Rose, Division of Planning Coordination, The State of Texas (50TX)
N. R. Arthur, pacemaker recipient (NRA)
Evelyn Bauer, pacemaker recipient (EB)
Marie Colbert, pace.'aker recipient (MC)
Peter M. Jacobson, Coratomic, Inc. (CI)
David L. Purdy, Caratomic, Inc. (CI)
Stephen Cookston, Cordis Corporation (CC)
Gregg S. Everhart (GSE)
W. Hunzinger, Department of Radiological Protection, Federal Office of Public Health,

Switzerland (FOPH)
Simone Fouquet, pacemaker recipient (SF)
J. K. Frenkel (JKF)
Ron Guenther (RG)
N. W. Hauser, pacemaker recipient (NWH)
Thomas S. Bustard, Hittman Nuclear Battery Corporation (HNB, HNBB)
Fred Hittman, Hittman Nuclear Battery Corporation (HNBH)
F. N. Flakus, International Atomic Energy Agency, Austria (IAEA)

'
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Mary P. Jackson (MPJ)
Patricia Joralemon (PJ)
Martin J. Krauthamer (MJK)
M. R. Lawler (MRL)
Bobby I. Griffin, Medtronic, Inc. (MI)
Martin Sonenburg, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSK)
Donald P. Geesaman, University of Minnesota (UOMG)
W. Albert Sullivan, University of Minnesota (UOMS)
T. D. G. Richings, National Radiological Protection Board (NRP3)
J. G. Speth, Natural Resources Defense Council. Inc. (NRDC)
Derr"ot A. Nee, pacemaker recipient (DAN)
Victor Parsonnet, Newark Seth Israel Medical Center (NBI)
R. Marriner Orum (RMO)
Max Spieler, Pacemaker Foundation, Inc. (MS)
Alfred E. Mann, Pacesetter Sy tems, Inc. (PSI)
Richard B. Spohn, People for Proof (PP)
Juliet Phillips, pacemaker recipient (JP)
Roger G. Powers, pacemaker recipient (RGP)
Stanley J. Runsky, pecemaker recipient (SJR)
Allen C. Nadler, Scientists' Institute for Public Information (SIPI)
Loyetta G. Wheelbarger, pacemaker recipient (LGW)
Wilson Greatbatch, Wilson Greatbatch, Ltd. (WG)
L. Douglas DeNike, Zero Population Growtn (ZPG)

Consideration of coments received and the disposition of substantive issues involved are
reflected in part by revised text in other sections of this Final Enviror.nental Statement ard in
part by the following discussion. Reference will be made to the coments using the abbreviations
indicated above. All coments received by October 20, 1975, are included in Appendix A of this
S ta temen t .

5.1 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON SECTION 1

(UOMA-A76 NRDC-A102)

This final generic Environnental Statement has been prepared in accordance with the procedures
in 10 CFR Part 51 of the Commiss;on's regulations. Part 51 implements published guidelines of
the Council on Environmental Quality pertaining to the preparation of envirnr. mental impact
statements pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

5.2 RESPON5ES TO COMMENTS ON SECTION 2

(EPA-A3, HEW-A4, SOF-A7, UCMG-A70, UCMA-A76, NRDC-A102, PSI-A103)

The DES does not discuss in detail the regulatory franework that NRC will implement to govern
the routine use of plutoniun-powered pacenakers. Thece regulations are currently being drafted.
When completed, these proposed regulations will be available for public cuirsaent, and a notice to
this effect will be published in the Ferm: Re f Mer. In the interim, the existing controls
program (discussed in Sect. 2) will remain in effect.

5.3 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON SECTION 3

More infornation has been added to many of the subsections, and two new subsections were added.

5.3.1 Radiation doses to patients

(KZM-A31, UOMA-A76, NRDC-A102, PC- All5)

It is acknowledged that the absorbed radiatico dose to patients was somewhat underestimated due
to the use of a smaller plutonium ioading as reported in the PNL report, but the differences are
not large enough to cause any changes in the conclusions drawn in the draf t Statement. The data
reported in the DES were based on 173 mg of plu+.oaium in a Medtronic pacemaker. This has been
corrected in Sect. 3.2 by calculating the absorted radiation doses on the basis of a pacemaker
containing 250 mg of plutonium, which represents the average quantity of plutonium used per
pa cema ker. All subsequent risk analyses are also based on this quantity,

i\| '
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The absorbed radiation doses ure also based on 0.26 ppm of plutonium-236 impurity in the fuel,
which is the approximate assay of all plutonium used tc date ir pacenakers. The decay of this
impurity accounts for a najor portion of the emitted gama radiation. Should the plutonium-236
impurity be increased to 0.f ppm (the maxinum plutonium-236 impurity in the specifications for
plutonium-238 by the pacemaker battery manufacturers), the gama radiation component would double
over a period of years (Appendix F).

The plutonium fuel available in the future may vary up to 0.6 ppm of plutonium 236. If antici-
pated needs of plutonium-233 fuel are known in advance, the plutonium-236 component in newly
produced fuel can be allowed to decay before it is marketed.

Because of the relatively low amount of radiation emitted from pacemakers, the suggested future
isotopic enrichment of plutonium-238 fuel to nearly 100; assay is not anticipated. In tems of
cost effectiveness, such a high degree of enri:hment is not warranted. On the other hand,
because of tne radioactive impurities in olutonium separated in power-reactor fuel reprocessing,
the use of this fuel in pacemakers is not justified or contemplated. High-grade plutonium-238
fuel from separated and reirradiated neptunium is available, and its cost is minor compared with
the cost of source encapsulation and other fabrication processes.

5.3.2 Exposures to persons unde- 18 years of age

(HEW-A4, KZM-A31, HRL-A61, MRS-A63, UOMG-A70, UOMA-A76, NROC-A102, PC-All 5)

It is acknowledged that younger pacemaker patients will receive a comparatively greater accumu-
lated radiation dose because of their smaller size and longer cumulative exposure. The accumu-
lated dose for children nay be 2 to 5 times as large as for adults, which is still within
acceptable limits.

Approximately 0.5% of all inplanted pacemakers are implanted in persons under 18 years of age.
This is an extremely small percentage of the market, even if nuclear-powered pacemakers are used
more frequently than conventional pacemakers in minors. The medical conditions that require
pacemaker implantation are more prevalent in the aged than in children.

In medical diagnosis and treatment using radiation and radioisotopes (e.g., diagnostic x ray,
radiation therapy, and nuclear medicine procedures), occupational and population radiation
standards are not strictly applicable because of offsetting medical benefits. Studies have shown
that nonradiosensitive sof t tissues, such as muscular tissue in close ccntact with implanted
pacemakers, can receive several hundred rads of protracted radiation exposure without manifesta-
tion of somatic effects. (Additional information is given on those topics in Sect. 3.2.1.)

5.3.3 Occupational exposures related to plutonium production and disposal

(UPMA-A76, NRDC-A102, PC-All5)

Section 3.4, " Exposures during Production, Manufacturing, and Disposal," has been added to Sect.
3. However, the purpose of this Statenent is the assessment of the effects on the environment
and population from the routine use of plutonium-powered pacemakers. Occupational workers are
routinely covered by the radiation control and monitoring programs of individual plants, which
are already under State or Federal control.

5.3.4 Accidents involving pacemaker patients

(JKF-A30, MRS-A69, UOMA-A76, NRDC-A102)

Additions have been made to Sect. 3.7.2 that discuss patient deaths due to firearms- and-
transportation-related deaths.

5.3.5 Plutonium toxicity

(NRA-AIS, FSCI-A30, JKF-A30. RG-A32, JH-A57 HRL-A61,
MRS-A69, UOMA-A76, UOMS-A100, NRDC-A102, RMO-A108,
PSI-A109,PP-All3,SRP-All3,SIPI-Al25,ZPG-A130,AP-32)

Section 3.8, "Radiobiological Hazards of Plutonium," has been added, which discusses the aspects
of plutonium toxicity in detail. { } { j' y
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5.3.6 Relative risks of plutonium 238 compared with plutonium-239

(RG-32, SIPI-Al25, ZPG-A130)

It is acknowledged that one gram of plutonium-233 is potentially more hazardous than one gram of
plutonium-239 due to differences in specific activity (curies per gram). However, all risk
assessments were based on measured radiation emitted frem actual pacemakers or on the number of
microcuries that could be released in postulated accidents.

5.3.7 Somatic and genetic effects of radiation

(KZM-A31, MRS-A69, UOMA-A76 NRDC-A102 PSI- A109
PC-All5, ZPG-A132)

Sections 3.2.1, 3.3.1, 3.8.2, and 3.8.3 have been added. They discuss the somatic and genetic
ef fects of radiation exposure from plutonium-powered pacemakers.

5.3.8 Terrorism and deliberate dispersal

(GES-A28, JKF-A30, FSCI-A30, RG-A32 PJ-A60 HRL-A61,
UOMG-A70, UOMS-A100 RMO-A108 PP-All3, SPP-All3, PC-All5,
SIPI- A125, ZPG-A130, A131, A132)

Section 3.9, " Terrorism and Deliberate Dispersal," has been added.

5.3.9 Patient identification

(KZM- A31. HRL-A61, UOMA-A76, NRDC-A102, ZPG-A130)

Patient identification jewelry and wallet cards are for the identification of pacemaker patients
by proper authorities in the event a patient is involved in an accident or needs emergency help.
Such jewelry is in comon use by persons with various types 3f cedical problems rquiring
special attention.

There identifications are sufficient for authorities to identify a patient's body in the event
of his demise. If this identification is missing from a body, a coroner will notice the scar
and bulge of a pacemaker under the skin of the body. Tattooing a patient is not considered
necessary, and a tattoo can be obscured if the patient is burned in an accident.

On the other hand, the pati nt's jewelry could serve as identification if sought out by a
terrorist; however, there will be very few patients in the U.S. population, and similar types of
jewelry are used for other medical purposes. It should also be noted that medical records on
nuclear pacemaker patients will remain confihntial, as is typical with all medical records.

5.3.10 Nuclear gadgets

(PC-All5, ZPG-A130)

Plutonium-powered pacemakers were developed for specific medical treacment of cardiac patients.
Any new uses of radioisotopes will be licensed only on the merits of their proposed use.

5.3.11 Estimation of contamination and cleanup costs

uI]j(50TN-A13 MRS-f? UOMG-A70, UOMA-A76, NRDC-A102, PC- All 5, p
ZPG-A130, A132' ( ,} ,g,

A correntor suggested that estimated costs of cleaning up environmental contamination from a
patemaker breach should be based on the costs of the cleanup of plutonium from incidents at
Thule, Palamares, and Rocky Flats, and from the contaminated residence of Karen Silkwcod. The
Thule, Greenland, and Palamares, Spain, incidents involved the dispersal of metallic plutonium
fcom a military weapon in a foreign country. The Rocky Flats, Colorado, plutonium release was
caused by an industrial fire and involved a much larger quantity of metallic plutonium. The
estimation of cleanup costs is based on plutonium dioxide and not on metallic plutorium. The
postulated releases discussed in Sect. 3.7.2 involve a very small amount of plutonium dioxide
that is ccnfined to a relatively small area. Cleanup costs are based on these considerations
(Sect. 3.10).
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Costs due to deliberate plutonium dispersal are not considered because of the difficulty
ass 7ciated with the conversion of the plutonium dioxide used in pacemakers to dispersable
fines. ( Addi'.ional infomation is given in Sect. 3.9.)

5.3.12 Accountability and disposal

(SONB-All, NYS-Al2, KZM-A31, UOMA-A76 NRDC-A102)

The regulatory framework governing the use, accountability control, and disposal of plutonium-
powered pacemakers is currently being developed.

Prior to disposal, the plutonium heat sources may have soae recycle value, and if a manufacturer
dces choose to recycle his heat sources, his recycle procedures will be regulated by the NRC or
a, Agreement State. The disposal of plutonium fuel from pacemakers will be done in accordance
with iegulatory requirements in existence at the time. It is contemplated that the Federal
government will be responsible for the management of such wastes.

The plutonium-239 content in the pacemaker-grade fuel is imnaterial when it is disposed of
p roperly. If a pacemaker is lost, it would be difficult to determine its fate in several

hundred years. It would most likely remain buried, and any fuel capsule rupture would add an
insignificant amount of plutenium to the terrestial environment as compared with the estimated
inventory of plutonium currently in the biosphere. (See, for example, Table 3.10.)

The intended routine use of plutonium-powered pacemakers, enabling a patient to move about and
carry on daily activities without regulatory restrictions, is predicated on rigid design and
construction requirements for the fuel capsules and fuel form. In other words, a pacemaker could
be lost o' Jaoged without significantly affecting the environment. To date, no losses of or
releases : rom olutonium-powered pacemakers have occurred.

The cost of pacemaker control and accountability is based on record-keeping systems presently in
use. If a centralized record keeping system is established such costs may be recovered from
licensing fees or registration fees. Presently, the accountability of plutonium-powered pace-
makers is, by protocol, the responsibility of the participating medical institutions ard
manufacturers and no additional costs have been incurred by the Comission other than the cost
of reviwing the regular semiannual reports.

5.3.13 Other comments related to Section 3

(50TN-A13)

Absorbed radiation Gses are given for both individuals and groups for normal and postulated
accident situaticas. The calculated risks are a cornposite of the yearly group exposures.

(EPA-A3)

Dose comitment data from postulated accidental plutonium releases have been corrected to
facilitate comparison and are redefined in terms of exposure from one year of nuclear pacemaker
availability.

Patients' absorbed radiation doses to the lungs were not considered in the draf t Statement.
However, absorbed doses to the axillary lymph nodes were considered because of their prcaimity
to a subcutaneous implant above the pectoralis muscle. The dose to the lymph nodes would be
much higher than the lung dose.

The lungs are spread across the chest cavity; hence, there will be a variation in absorbed dose,
whicn varies approximately as the inverse of the square of the distance. The integrated dose-
equivalent for ten years to a patient's chest region is shown by the isodose curves in Appendix
F. The lung dose will vary from less than 1 rem to approximately 10 rems for a ten-year exposure
from a typical pacemaker.

62! 080
5.4 RESPONSES TO COMMEN U 9N SECTICN 4

A major portion of Sect. 4 has been rewritten to reflect new information and coments from
reviewers. New information was obtained from literature references cited by reviewers and from
a physiciat ' questionnaire sponsored by the Comission. The physicians' questionnaire we.;
initiated to obtain information from the medical comunity regarding the need for, and choice
of, long-lived pacemakers. The results of this questionnaire are sumarized in Appendix G.
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It was also suggested in suae corrents that the alternative of "no action" should be considered.
"No action" would involve a Continuation of the present investig3tional licensing of pdcenakers
in which limitations have been placed on the number of nuclear pacerukers that Ny be distributed
and on the n eber of nedical institutions licensed to use the pacerakers Suf ficient inforru tion
is available to rake an assessxnt of the rcutine use of plutonium-powered pacemkers. It would,
tnerefore, be unf air to deprive pa tients who could derive redic al benefits from plutoniun-powered
pacerukers of the opportunity to receive such benefits and to ueny manufacturers the oppartunity
to cormrcially distribute paceirakers that have been denonstrated to offer impro/ed perfortunce
and a long projected lifetime nitn low environnental risk. Consequently, the alternative of
"no action" is not considered reasonable and is not recocmnded.

5.4.1 Need for_plytonium-powered pacenakers_

(UOMG-A70, PSI-A10), SIP 1-Al25)

The need f or a long-lived plutoniun-powered paceruker becane apparent in 1966 when the concertual
design of such a unit called fcr ten or nere years of service life.

Notwithstanding the rapid developments in pacemaker power-source technology, the need stil; exists
for the long-lived pacemakers for the lifetine treatment of pacerWer patients. Two types of
paterukers are currently (1975) available which ray offer patients lifetime pacing. However,
neither pacenaker has a proven longevity and it will take several years of clinical experience to
empirically de termine a verage raceruker service li fetires. (Pluton 1un-powered pacemakers are
presently subject to licensing restrictions under a carefully regulated clinical investigational
program regul a ted by the Corriission. )

Pacenakers will be selected to ful fill a particul.2r r.eed in the medical treatment of pacemker
patients. T he re fo ro , there is a need to broader the choice of pacemakers to include nuclear
pacerakers so that the physicians will be able to nake the best selections for their patients.

Time, rurketing f a:. tors, and new paceraker developrents will determine the eventual acceptability
of any lifetire paccruker. For plutonium-pacerakers , routine use invol ves physician acceptance,
higher unit costs, and soce degree of radiation risks; for the rechargeable paceruker, physic'an
and patient acceptance are prerequisi u., since these units derand continuous naintenance on the
part of the patient.

5.4.2 Patient selection criteria

(HEW-A4, MRS-A69, UOMG-A7v, U0tO-A76, NRDC-A102, PC- All5 )

A' thougn discussed in the corrents, regulatory restrictions are not anticipated to be placed on
the selection of patients receiving plutonium-powered pacemakers. This i s a riedi cc. . decision,
and the physician must use his best judgment and preference in selecting treatment, for each of
hi s pa ceru k er patients, from the available alternatives. In view of the regulatory requirements
on nuclear pucerukers, wMch do not appiy to other pacerakers and the higher initial ( ost of
nuclear pacenakers, it is not likely that nuclear pacerukers will be used frivolously or that they
will be selected for use by physicians or patient! except in those cases in which the longer
maintenar.ce-free service lives of the nuclear pacerukers offer a significant advantage in the
medical care of the patient.

5.4.3 Alterm tives

(EPA-A 3, HEW-A 1. USCG-A6. 50TX-A14, JH-A57, HRL -A61, MRS-A69, UOMG-A70, UOMA-A76, NRFB-A100,
NRdC-4!D2, PSI-A109, PC-All5)

New inforru tion has been added to Sec t. 4.2, "Al ternatives. "

5.4.4 Leads and electronics

(HEW-A4, SONB-All, UOMG-A70, UOMA-A76, NRPP-A100, NRDC-A102, PSI- A103, PC-All5) - .-

1 . ,

Section 4.4.2 was added to discuss lead and electronic systems.

Any failure of hardware, either paccruker or leads, will require additional medical treatnent to
correct the condition. Most random failures are associated with the electrenic components of the
paceruker, while problems with leads usually occur in the early months af ter implantation or af ter
a replacement operation. (Lead problems will be discussed in a later paragraph.)
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The iGC is presently monitoring the performance of plutonium-powered pacemakers to determine
whether the overall reliability and longcVity of the entire pacemaker system can make ef fective
use of the long-lived plutonium batteries. A computer program has been developed to de'ec t,
statistically, the developnent of any systenic failure modes associated with the di f ferent models
of pacemakers. If any such failure modes that would make the pacemakers unsuitable for use are
detected, the particular pacemakers will be removed from the market until the situation is
corrected.

It has been argued in some cements that radiation damage to the electronic components would
represent a failure mode. However, experience with space satellite hardware and radiciostcpic
thermoelectric generators, tagether with other data on radiat'on drage to semiconductors,
indicates otherwise. Plutonium pacemaker manufacturers are aware of these data, and there is no
reason to believe that radiation damage will occur to the electronic compunents at the radiation
levels involved in pacemakers.

Lead failure is an independent variable and does not limit the useful lifetimes of all long-lived
pacemakers. Most leads in service have exceeded the lifetime of any conventional pacemaker. Mast
l es i failures are caused by stresses on the leads that of ten cccur in conjunction with removal
and reiPplantation of paCenabtrs , ra ther than by wearou t f rom flexion. Therefore, use of longer-
lived pacemakers, which would rot require replacenent, would reduce the possibility of lead
failure.

Modern leads, in accelerated flexion tests, have demonstrated an ability to withstand arf average
of 500 million flexions (equivalent to 15 years of pacing) and as rany as one billicn flexions
(equivalent to 30 years of pacing). The lifetines of leads have been extended b3cause of irrprove-
ntnts in lead desian and improved surgical techniques.

5.4.5 Mortality and comolication rates

(HEW-A4, FSCI-A30, HRL-A61, J0MG-A70, UOM-A76, MDC-A102, P51-A109, PC-All5, SIPI- H 25)

It is ackncaledged that the rortality and conplication rates for p3cemaker rei plantations quoted
in the DES are outdated. The corrients are supported by the responses in the physician's question-
naire (Appendix G).

In the light of these conrents and questionnaires, the approach of assessing benefits on lives
saved has been retracted.

5.4.6 Cos t considera tions_

(EFA-A3, SONB- All , 50TN-A13, JH-A57, UOMG-A70, UOMA-A 76, MPB-A100, NPDC-A102, PC-All5)

The cost analysis of Sect. 4 has been recast to reflect new data and corrents by reviewers.
(Factors such as assigning a dollar value to a year of life have been drcpped.)

The justification ior allowing the plutonium-powered pacemaker to be 'arketed, considering its
addithnal Cost over an alternative.ucemaker, has been questioned. The purpose of this Statenent
is to determine whether plutorium-pcwered pacerakers are safe and reliable and whether they offer
unique advantages that cannot be satisfied by an alternative pacemaker. Comparative costs are
presented for all pacemakers for the purpose of gaining perspective.

Also, in the selection or prescription of a medical trea ment when life and health are at
stake, Costs are not necessarily a limiting factor, and the lowest cost 71ternative is not
necessarily chosen or required.

5.4.7 Eey fi t and be afit-cost considera tices n

" '"'(EPA- A3, UOM-A70, UOMA-A76, NRPB-A100, NRDC-A102, PC-All5)

<sessrwnt of benefits and cost-benefit considerations have b(en redraf ted in Sects. 4.6 and 4.7.

All significant costs are taken into consideratior either directly or indirectly. For exarple,
the purchase price of plutonium-233 fuel will include costs due to occupational rsonnel
nonitoring, health benefits, etc. If the pacemaker manufacturer is responsible for disposal of
the unit's plutonium, this cost will be built into its purchase price.
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5.4.8 Risks f rca chemical battery-powered pacenakers

(WG-Al28)

The risks f rom plu*, onium-powered pacemakers are discussed in detail in Sect. 3; however, the
risks from chemical battery-pcwered pacemakers have not been discussed. Accidents in which
pacemaker patients may be involved (Fig. 3.1) are also applicable to chemical battery-powered
pacema ke rs . How ev e r, this is where the similarity ends. Probabilities of pacemaker rupture,
source tems, environnental discrimination factors, and dose-response curves will all be different
in a risk analysis of chemical batteries.

Qualitatively, probabilities of rupture will be nearer to unity, since chemical battery pacemakers
are not required to withstand the same prototype tests as the nuclear-powered pacemakers. Given
the same prototype test conditions, all chemical-battery-powered pacemakers would rupture and
release their contents to the envircnment. A detailed analysis of the risk associated with
such a rupture is beyond the scope of this report, but any significant risk from chemical-
powered pacemakers would tend to enforce the conclusions drawn in the Draf t Statement.

n i
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Appendix A

LETTERS OF RESPCNSE TO THE CRAFT ENVIRONFENTAL STATEM NT

Contents Contents (antinued)
1. Sheldor. Meyers, United States Environmental Protectico 18. Peter M. Jacctsen, Ceratomic, Inc. (CI) A-18Acency (EFA) A-3

19. Peter M. Jaccbsce Coratoric, Inc. SCI) A-192. Charles Custard, Department of Heslth, Education, and
Welfare, (FEW) A-4 20. David L. Pa d y, Corstomic, Inc (CI) A-21

3. W. E. Caldwell, Depa tment of Transportation, United states 21. David L. Purdy, Coratoric, Inc. (Cl) A-22Ccast Guard (U$CG) A-6

4. E. E. Maroney, Department of Administration. State of '

Florida (50F) A-7 23. Gregg 5. Everhart (GSE) A-28
5. James W. Bitb, Department cf Administration, State of 24. W. Hun 2inger, Department cf Radiological Frotection.

Kansas (50K) A-9 Federal Office of Public Health, Smitterland (F0Fh) A-29
6. Adriana Gianturco. Executive Office for Administration 25. Simone Fouquet, pacemaker recipient (SF) A-29and Finance, The Comorwealth of Massachusetts (COM) A-!O

26. J. K. Frenh al (JkF) A-307.
',h Joseph 5. Golden. Office of Planning and Programing,

State of Nebraska (50hB) A-10 27. David L. Franks, Fresno Corr ittee for Scientific >T ,) Inferration (FCSI) A.30 18. Joseph 5. Golden, Office of Planning and Programing,"

State of Nebraska (50hB) A-ll 28. Karl Z. Mcrgan, Georgia Ir.stitute of Technology (KZM) A-31

9. Bruce D. Arkell, Office of the State Planning Coordinator. 29. Ron Guenther (RG) A-32State of Nevada (50NV) A-12C 30. N. W. Hauser, pace m ker recipient (NWH) A-33g 10. Terence P. Ci rran, New Ycrk State Departinent of Environ-
mental Consen stien (NYS) A-12 31. Thomas 5. Bustard. Hit:1 nan Nuclear Battery Corporation (MB) A-34- i ,.

11. Don N. Strain, State Grant-In-Aid Clearinghouse, state 32. Thomas 5. Bustard, Hittman Naclear Battery Corporation (HN86) A-38
of Oklahoma (500) A-13

33. Fred Hittman, Hittman Nuclear Battery Corporation (HSBM) A-3912. Stephen N. Norris Office of Urban and Federal Affairs,
State of Tennessee (SCTN) A-13 34. F. N. Flakus. International Atomic Energy Agency, Austria

(IAEA) A-5613. James M. Ro e, Civision cf Planning Coordination The
State of Texas (50TX) A-14 35. Mary P. Jackson (MPJ) A-57

14. N. R. Arthur, pacemaker recipient (NRA) A-15 36. R. B. Kershner, The Johns Hopkins University Applied

15. Evelyn Bauer, pacemaker recipient (EB) A-15
37. Patricia Joralemen (PJ) A-f316. V2rie Colbert, pacemaker recipient (MC) A-16

38. Martin J. Krauthamer (NK) A-f017. H. H. Rossi, College of Physicians and Surgeons of
ColumLia University (HKR) A-16 39. M. R. Lawler (MRL) A-61



Contents (continued) Contents (cortinued)

40. Heman R. Levine (HRL) A-61 54 Man Spieler, Pacw aker Fcandation, Inc. (MS) A-IC8

41. F.ott y I. Criffin, Medtronic, Inc. (u!) A-E2 55. Alf red E. Mann, Pacesetter Systms. I r.c . (PS1) A-109

42. Ma-tin Scnen' urs. Mercrial Sican-6.ettering Cancer 56. Stephen R. Parcher (SRF) A-II3s

Center (ESK) A-69
57. Richard 8. Spohn, Feeple for Proof (PP) A-113

43. Donald P. Geeuman, University of Minnesota (UOMG) A-70
58. Juliet Phillips (JP) A-Il4

44. Desn E. Abratarson, University cf Minnesota (UOMA) A-76
59. Roger G. Powers (PCP) A-Il5

45. W. Albert Sullivan, University of Minnesota (U08*5) A-100
60. Sidney M. Wolfe and John Abbotts Public Cittzen (PC) A-115

46. T. D. G. Richings, National Radiological Protection
Board (hRPB) A-100 61. Stanley J. Punsky (sJR; A-124

47. J. G. Speth, Natural Pesources Defense Council, Irc. (NRDC) A-102 62. Allen C. Nadler, Scicntists' Institute for Public

Infomation (SIPI) A-125
48. Dermot A. Nee (CAN) A-102

63. Nicholas P. Snyth (NPCS) A-126
49. Victor Parsonnet, hewark Beth Israel Medical Center (NB!) A-103

64. Lcyetta G. Wheelbarger (LGw) A-127
50. Victor Parsonnet, Newark Beth Israel Medical Center (NBI) A-104

E5. Wilson Gre ttatch, Wilson Greatbatch, Ltd. (WG) A-128 351. Victer Parsonnet, Newark Beth israel Medical Center (%EI) A-105 e

66. L Douglas CeNike, Zero Fcrulation Growth (ZPG) A-130 N
52. Victor Parsonnet, Newark Beth Israel Medical Certer (NBI) A-106

E7. L. Douglas CeNike, Zero Population Growth (ZPG) A-131
53. R. Marriner Cr um (RMO) A-108

68. L. Douglas CeS t ke Zero P^pulation Growth (ZPG) A-132
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) ft 1. L.ur s dos es are not calc alated er discuaned in section 3.UNITED ST ATES ENVIRCNMENT A1 PROTECTION AGEN #
gg This done could be subst ant ial f or t he pulse ger eretor located abe.e

# W a 5Hf NG TON DC 20aW y , the left pec t oral musc le. It should al m be not ed t ha t Jose e t o
y1 p tissues adiacent tothe Pacemakerceul e ,reater than 'a merear.

^Y
*'y . , .

6

2 to page 3-44, it is not prorer to esfine an annual doseg
5 V ' '375 co==1ts-at by takins c--f if t iet h of t he so-year do.e commiteent

. sq
times the enrected cu6er o f b reaches per year. This does not

V N ccrount for anneal dosee from previous breaches. At equilibrium
4 the annual dose c onma t t aen t la t he tot al 50-year dose commitment

Mr. Bernard Singer, Chief D f ree one breach times t he espec ted n a r cf breaches per year.u

Materiala Branch This gives a population dose 50 t is.e s larger *han reported here.
Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 3. The cost benefit analys t s in t he draf t statement addresses
niashingt oc , D.C. 20515 the cret s t o societ y F ut does not appear to include the coste to

t he individaal using the pac em4 k e r . The draft statement does not
Dear Mr. S in g e r , factor go the cost analysis the additional eurense to the individual

of a Pu' pwered paremaker which, if incladed into the overall
The Environmental Protection Agency hAs reviewed the draft COEI CEO Ed b 8 * dIIE'I'UC'*e

* ger.eric envirewent al statement on the wide scale cae of plutontias
powered cardiac Facemakers issued on Ja*uary 16, 1975, and our 'g u Th* value of each sattttenst Itfe saved as a result of
cocenent s are enclosed. the Pu pa<emaker i s com u* cd on t he basis of income potential and

the value whic h i s s eed la the average vali;e (515,000) for U.S.
The Nuclear Regulatery Cocutission st af f la to be complimented population. This value seees unrealistic in light of the fact that

on the detailed an al yg t e of the possible accident modes which could %!!51 of the pacemaker rectplects are between the sees of 60-90 yeste.
result in the release of pluronium from the pacemaker. However, the The average yearly income for peaple in the age brachet 60-65 yeare y
draft s t at ecwa t dees not discuss the materiala protection program is ac tually closer t o $8,000. e

that would be inst it ut ed at hespitals c,r the disposal f acility. le W
5. The AF.C c ospatat ion acc rues the benefits over a 14 yearour opinice the materiale secarity measures involved in the program

should be discusseJ in the final statement. teri d (aversee additional expected Itfettae of pacemaker recipient)
while t he cost glifetime of Pu' gre figureJ only ovi a ten year period ( easa ge s t ed

Our other com: t s discuss t he need f or aJdit tenal information paceaaker). To calculate the coste over a 14 year
am! cctrections in the cost / benefit snalysis and additions to the Perl 'I wculd involv* add tr'E in t he a ddit ional cost of secor>d pace-
discussion of alternatives to the plutontum powered c.ardiac racemaker. maker implant. The cest anal ys is te t ** final statement should be

recalculated to loclude t hese changes.

In accordance with EP4 procedares, we he>e clamelfied the project
"1.0" (lack of Ob?ections) and reted the draf t statement se "Categary
2" (Insufficient Information). We will be pleased to discuss our
c osame n t s wi t h you o r menee rs o f your s t af f .

, Sincet ely yours,

I'd hNn Cf%!

" Sheldon Meyera
Direc t or

Office of Federal Activities (A-104)
- Enlosure
uJ
.~mv-

b%
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Connents of the U.S. Favirortmental Protec tion Agency on the Dr af t f "-3
ceneric F.nvironmental Statement on the iiidr-Scale Une of Plutonta - i^

f[ h :Powered Cardise Paceaabers C$tPAF rMENr or HEALT64 E Duc a T K')N AND WELF ARE
ce%a r ,m m mg.

Introductt * M 2 01975
The Envircement al Prot ection Agency has reviewed the draf t

generic environmental states.ent on the wide-scale use of plutonium ,, , ,/'
s -

0 (-powered cardiac pacemakers issued by the hclear Regulatory Coe- %

mission (NRC) on January 16, 1975. Following are our general g'
I 'b* "''"*** Fuels and Materials "

1. The informat ion presented on the radiolc,gic al harards from
wide-scale use of t he plut onium puered cardiac pacemaker appears ggg
to be comprehensive.

W>
7 4

jar W. Sin w : ,
2. The statement does not disc uss the need f or mat et tels seru-ity

for the plutonium pacemA ers while in storage at the hospital or We have reviewe1 the Generic Craft E n v i r or. men t al Impact
disposal sit e. The final stater.ent abould discuse the materials St atevnt on the enviror& ental considerations relating
protection aspects of the pacemaker program. M tM Ulic-Scale t'se of Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pace-

makers. rm the basis of our ravlew, we offer the folloeing
Alternar1ves cornent s :

The section discussing alternative pacemakers should be expanded 1. We f ound no stsecific trention as to the possible
to include greater detail cf the developmental stages rf other power adverse health effects on patients that might result
sources f or the pacemake r. For example, a pacceaker utilittag a trom rac:1ation dase. A l tho u g h the avera7e age of
recharFeable chemical bat tery has been implanted in humana recently. the Istlents as over 66, as shown in Table 16, page >
nis bat t ery, a mercury u tiver one, has been subjected to accelerated 4-12, it may also be san that they have sufficient hlif e tests and is predic ted to be able to operate for three years life e xpe ct an cie s daring which to accumulate dose.
between renargirts and f or 20 year s bef ore replacement is needed. F'u r t he r , those relatively few young patients, a ge
This should be considered as an alternative. ~0-15, w x ld probably be s*alle r i n st ature than the

model within which d3se rates were measured and thus
Sti'.1 anot5er pacesa.er which uses a aechargeable nic kel-cadmium w % ld ac m alate dose at a greater rate than am adult

battery is beginning its third year of tests. N re than 1,20n patiente person. As a group, children would tend to be more
have worn this pacemaker successf ully. The tot al cost of the recharge- rad e nsitive than adalts. Dese factors should be
able pacer is about $2,200 in addit ion to the cost of once-only surgery. addressed in creater detall in the final statement.
Rechargirg is accomplished in a 90 minuta, once-a-week session and
is done through the patient's skin. Estimated total life of the 2. The control and fir:a1 disposition of the plutonium
device is estima:ed at greater than 25 years. residual in these devices present s the ma jor potential

environmental impact to humans f rc4n radiation.
Part 2.5.3, page 2-19, describes a proposed system for
account ability and recovery, b ut only in outline. We
suvest that physicians and norticians be well informed
with regard to the identification of the nuclear device
beater, and be required to report the dis cove ry o f the
nuclear device in a cadaver to the appropriate authorities
f or arpropriate dtsposal. Disposal of the radioact ve

"
material is an important a s p-e ct for safeguarding thee,

public an3 the environment in the wide-spread use of
[Q the plutonium pacemaker.

.4
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Page 2 - Mr. Singer Page 3 - Mr. Si nge r

3. We disagree with the assumption that batte ry decay to the older population group (i.e. that with a
is the only systematic failure mode. For non- shorter life e x;e ct an cy ) f rcm a replacement operation
he rmetically sealed pacemakers , moisture absorption could tend to redace the cost di s a d v an t a ge to the older
over a period of time can eventually result in failure group.
of the unit.

Th an k you for the opport unity to review this draft statement.
4. Page 4-9 indicates that pacemaker patient mortality

rates due to natural attriticn are the s ame as those Sincerely,
of the U.S. pop ul a ce o f t he s ame ages. We found no =- a

data presented to confirm this statement. j
5. Page 4-4. The data en the rechargeable battery appears Ch a r le s Custard

out-of-date, as many recent publications have indicated. Di re ct o r
Office of Enviror. mental Affairs

6. Page 4-15 lists the li f e erpectancy as 14 years.
Elsewhere in the document, at is stated that 13% of
the population was a s s ame d t o die each year. This
may be a s tatist ical problem, as the figures are
impo r t an t in calculating the benefit. The actual
life data f or pacemaker recipients is needed.

7. Pa:e 4-25, Pecommendation 62. We feel that the
reporting of all f ailure s should be required, at all 22
t ime s , not only during the investigation phase. s

Additionally, in th e risk benefit analysis, a r an'iom LD

failure rate of 15t/mo. is assumed. This figure is
base / in a large extent, on the manuf acturers published
fig,res. However, some investigations have shown the
ac.ual f.silure rate to be up to .4 5t/mo., and one

I ' __)
ranuf acturer has advertised a random failure rate of
.37/mo. This implies that the projected figures for. _ _ ,

conventional powered racemakers used in the analysis
woald be seriously affected. Also, if the same
random failure rates are assumed fer nuclear powered
p ace rs , a 10-20 year lifetime would not be accurate

([[) f or the majority of the pacers.

b) ) 8. The draft s t a t e men t does not mention the fact that with
(~ ;) the average li fe expectancy (average age of 66) be ing
_

about 8 years, ve ry few patients would have more than
one replacement of a 5-6 year life chemical battery
unit. However, the possible greater than average sisk



og to DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION ne Departr.c nt of Transportarion 19 e no uher cotr.ments to offer. It is

T.*T. ...=E(C WS/73) re@c sted tMt the fmal statement a Mress the wncern of the Coast Gt.ard.N UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
\ e a ses esia ,. . . . . . ..'Itt> 7 .s

h rs . DC pe

W Y- / d, (202) 426-2262 Re orgorturary to review tfue gene nc draft statement is apprecsared.-

/ <

.,e Q 3 ? FIS B75 Smc crely,

aY Umw4
Mr. Ik rnard Singer e

*'N
Chief, f.taterials ! trench /, t

Directorate of Licensing
,#' E' C,A' 0%nte

Atomic Ene rgy Comrrdseson ,' A
W a shingt on, D. C. 205 45 OG 'i i i Maring

. JemDear Mr. Smger: 9y du ck f CunrnaMart'

This is in res;mnse te your letter of 16 Jaaaary 1975 addressed to Mr.
Henja min O. Davis comerrung a Gene ric Dra't Environmental Statement
relating to the wide-scale use et pha;ruum powerest card 2ac pacemakers.

He 6once raed operating adminigrarum s and staff of the Departmen; of
Tran ymrtation have reviewed the material stdmurted. The Coast Gua rd had
the fouowing c omment s to offer: (iheOfh e of t tr rhief Medn al Ctficer).

>
' Platonium poweint cardiac n emaker s du Mve a great advantage over

t

the (onventional powerni tardiac pacema ker in that the IJe of the plutonium &
Josender is approunate:y fu e time s a s long a s c ua rent tutteries in present
pa t e nw ker s. It s main disads antage is that it doe s emit gamma rays and neutrona,
and wtule it is consafetal inconsequential at the present time, 11 may nci be
c onsiderei so at some f uture date. We have many examples of t!as in medical
literature when radiation was considered safe and then proven to be not so 20
years later. Suc h an example is radiation of thymus in children and now we
have mc rea sed ancidence of thyroid cancers in these individuals.

"Pe t t.aps the U. S. Atomt e 1.nergy Commleion .hould compare its cartbac
pacemaker to tN nic kcl s adtmum battery that is implanted in the pstient's chest
wall and t an be r es ha r ge l through the skin. To i Mrge the devne; the patiers
puts on a 1:ghtwetghts,1 Jat ket, plugs it into a tan with cle-tronic cottywments
whxh in turn plugs into ordinary elet tric sot het for 90 rninutes daily. It is
belieted it2s tuttery wiu last for 25 years. It is understood tMt over 1,000 of
these batteries h.n e been implanted.

' h
- 'Tased en c urrent s( sent ific tiara, at appears that the pisonium powered

I '_d
pace makt r would 1:e math less desirable for runy reasons when compared ta tie
na kel cadauum battery whis h was developed a s a refinement of space satellite__4

technology.
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EPAR1 MENT OF HE ALTt4 AND RE NABILITATIVE SERVICES ' -e -' i Defartment of Abministration

,
, , ,

| 's a
U IU MPnor Notif cation and Rewarwe~ ])ivtsion of Sf afe Planning ysism

, "_ O.1 W mn. uni. o o. 4.ae, ag 'eso a i=ei e.,s , . mas em EelN ur w_
=- --Jc '<v o t. nz L "i -

L U.A TIM E E UI"''" W %
Earl M. Staraes

-

3N
. .n...... i w. . _. m

'(904) 488-2371 N PEMORANDUM

Vral 17, 1975 i ,y _

% 4

TITLE Draf t cencric rnvir - .=,til cratemnt en widescale t se of'

Mr . Bernard Singer, Chief y{ j| Flut onium Q r diac l aceraaner s
Materials Branch y , 3 APPL.lC ANT ti . e . A+mi-- rnerm rn-l u i r n
11 . S. Atomic Energy Connaission g i,,
sannirgton, D. C. 20545 k #, D

/ sW TO. Kenneth Ireland. Seoetary
Department of Ar1 ministrationDear Mr. Singer,

E . E . Ma rc,ney ,
runctic.ning as the state planning ar.d develo5 eent cleari.nghouse Atta: XMrnX5;tteCr eef

con t e:rtlated in ti. S. Cf fice of Maragement and Pudget Circular A-9% we Futeau nt lctergovernmental Relations
0.1 m mhave reviewed the following draf t envirorsental iss act statements

FROM Ld.:.lMbM"Tecretary
Atomic Energy Censu sston: Wide-Scale 17se of Plutonium Department of Hestth and Rehab htatme Services y
Cardiac Pacemakers (sal No. 75-ll29F). g

During our review we re f er red the environarntal 1svact s t a temen t to
the following agencies, which we i hntified as interested: Depar*aent of

SUBJ NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO APFLY FOR FEDETAL FUNDSHealth and Achabilitative Eervices, Ervironmental Information Center, and

the De& ar tnerr t cf fe9al Affairs. Ager.caes were requested to review the
statenent ard connent on possible effects that actions contesplated could The protect identihed atvive has been reviewed in accordance with O M B.

have on statters cf their coricern. A let ter of corsnent on Lhe statement is Cncular A 95. Action racommended.
enclosed f roas the Dry artarnt of Health and Fehabilitative fervices. tso
f urther consner,ts were received. O The protect is consistent with the . nd oo#ectives of the

Department of Health and Rehabihtative Services. F avorsble
In accordance with the Countil on Fnvironmental Quality guidelitsee mn is retwWM

conce rning statownts on g rctosed f edez al an.-t ioris a f fect ing the envirotunent ,

ID as re pa red by the Natic,nal Environmental Folicy Act of 1969, and U. S. Office
# CU " ' *** "* ' ' "

e 3 of Management and Bt.dge t Ci rcular A-95, this letter, wit.h attachments, shou?d
8' # be attended to tre final enTironmental ingart s t a t e me n t on this project.

-* Coscents re gariing this statement and pro yet contained herein or attached
Conference with apphcant is requested.

bereto should be addressed in the statement.

lea re ques t that you forward us copies of the Gnal environmental issact O The pro.ece .i >ot coni steai w in the va's .nd oenectives f ihe
statemert prepared on this project. Department of Hea:th at Re5abrhtatme Services. Approval is

not recommended for reasons desentmf en the attached.
Q Sincerel

Q j / Attachment (s)

c
F. E. Maroney, Osief
Bveau of Irtergover ntal Eelations

Enclosures
cci Mr. O. J. Faller DH COMMENTS ATTACRED

Mr. Robert Shiver
Mr. Willias Partingtre

-
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F , , .. |sveev Ofstats op 'trA on

of these pacemakers of between ID and 20 years. The present requirement
DEPARTMENT OF HE ALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERi1CES q J u- 575 . of these pacem.aers increases. ,t av b i n ossible f or institution to

"
^

j maintaln adegaate records due to the nability of patients, also due to thePriot Notification and Review S,ste n |

O.3 %% |
ptct.,o i closing of certain licensed instituticns, and passibly dae to future legal'

g no,_
decisions which may nullify the informed consent ag reement oristnally signedb '

'_.] |_ _ ___ by the patient.
-

Secretary Date r'eb ru a rv -2 4, 197J _

MF v0R ANOll'A

REF.NO:DHRS SPDC (SAO 75-1129r

TITLE Dret cer " ic " vir - -t,) etate ~ nt nr: t'ida-Scale 1:seOf Pluto *i; C CdIG1dC rcCL7arers
APPLICANT ti . % - Armic w ra - c--i3=tm
TO: Robert H. Browning. Chief

Bureau of Comprehens.ve Rehabiletation Planning

F RO*A: Federal Programs Coordinator. Devmor' of. "T"'

The proposal identified above was reviewed by:

Thwes W. hrris P@lic we 1th PAvstefar III March 7 1975
Heviewer's Name ano litie L> ate beviewec 33

* Q),, , '.i. ,,f ,'. . . . ..
/ 8

C1")
Reviewer's Comments: (Use add.teonal sheet if rceded)

The draft "Ceneric Environmental Statement on Wide-Scale Use of
Plutonium Cardiac Pacemakers" is well done and covers all conceivable areaswhich may affect the environtient.

The Itadiological and Occupational Health Section of the Division of
Health of the State cf Florida in cooperation with the Materials Branch of
the U. 5 Nuclear Regulatory Ccemi s s i on (f orme rl y U. S. Atomic Energy
Co mission) has issued two radioactive materials lice ses in Florida authori-
sing the distribution of nw leur powered pacemakers to medical institutions
icensed by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission or Agreement States.

ahis Section has also licensea 14 institutions authorizing teplantatica of
nuclear powered pacemakers in patients. All areas of scncern have been
thoroughly emplored and it is felt by this Sectien that adequate safeguards
have been provided for the use of nuclear powered cardiac pace.akers on an"h investigational stage basis. The draft " Generic Environmental Statement on

f.3 Wide-Scale Use of Plutonium Csrdiac Pace:N iers" on Page 2-19, Sec tion 2.5. 3'''

Accountability and Recovery, discusses the methads by which accountuallity~ and recovery are presently accomplished. It , the opiniot. of this Section
that a National regulatory accounta511;ry and recovery system should be
established with appropriate regu's .ons prict to wide-scale use. h manu-
f acturers of nuclear powered v aac pacemakers are predicting a normal ife
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P R. Schlot -t, u.D. . reen of Resee r -h . Kenses 1,niversity bedical Center

DIVISION Of Tttf BUDGET T g,,,~1e e rir.ghou se hu;t - A;;11 cant 3

sY ATDu A44 - FirekA casea ,

1037 in.9 E(ES) U.3 a txic . . . , r .7 3 coce.i es t en'(bjj k f.g
Pr -e- 5'.eFebruary 6, 1975 . Ar N Itare ted 7112 g let FnM ro,'rael ! * nent on the Tide .Soals l'oe of'f.?'N @

$.N 3 * g
/.

5 3 -.u.ma a re..re: re +. L>c Po e. c e r_

"} $ f 7 LT:M $ 3 LATEP "' w.
Wr. Bernard Singer, Chief 7 d ja i Petarn to ;1 v i st ar. c f t t.* B.c s et , ?, pe rimen t o f Admini s -

(''.\ g
' FArw ri 7, 11?' j p atten 1 st Flecr * * er s , . Te pee , Kanss a (E612butorials Branch
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Acting Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials/Atomic F.nergy Commission p Directorate o f Licensing . RegulationWashiria t on. D.C. 20545
U. 5. Atomic Energy Commission

Re : A-95 Review of Draft EIS on Flutonium Powered Cardiac Pacemakers 9 * * '

State Clearinghouse Identifier 75010642

>
"*' "' ' I"8 " ' bProject 75 01 31 38

Plutonium Cardiac Pa cemak e rs O
The State Clearinghouse in accoriance with the provisiona of OMB Circular

A-95 and M *t ional Fnvircnmental Policy Act , has reviewed the above cited Draft
Under the provision s o f OMB Circular A-95, this office hasEnvironmental Impact Statement on the Wide-Scale Use of Plutonium Powered Cardiac
ccnducted a state level review of the generic draft environ.rac ema ke r s .
mental statement en the wide-scale use of plutent um powered

t'erments were requested f rom the Depat ta,ent s of Natural Resources and Public Cardiac pacemakers.

Health and t he Of fice of Comprehensive Health Planning.
The prcposed program does not appear to conflict with any state
level comprehensive plans. No adverse comments were receivedThe De pa r tner.t of Natural Resources is sat isfied tnat the Draft FIS adequately
from state agencies during this review,treats the subject. Ne other cormacn t s have been r ece ived t o dat e. Any coupents

we may receive in the f ut ure will be f o rwa rded for your information.
Sincerely,

Sincerely, / 97g g _
. C, /

W e14 % 61 tc U Ct<* 4o e h 5. Goldenj
Adriana Ctanturco " " $ "

Acting Directer of State Plannina g.
AC/FS/b

cc Mr. A r tbur Br swuill, DNR
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To Dept of Attn p ancellcr_ h arks C MM" h
O hur Remmmendatum

U " Drs. Eltot & Ozindzio Cardtovascolar Medicine O Pleaw Return
Etc*?rtrer;/ Entist/ ttice Cf Ad$fYat!Tity cfIererfirraf t C YN h*OF F tC E son o4 os smr ( wTca l iNc.ci N Nt BA Asn A eMo tam a F1

Envi rarnental St O Dmt hply| OF
% u % _ .aterent c9 the hide-Scale l'_se of Plutonium __._-_- _ n Cat bon copy for our fues'

PL ANNING pL S A cc t ,y,,_, r - _ _ _ . . _

ANo un st. ' a New
PPOG R AMW NG '/ - Memst

h o

9] [ Tee following is a list of cur opinions as to the usefulness of the pistonf um poweredMarch 4 1975
+ pacemakers:
i.c~; ~p

, p/ 'lf's ,#
1. Although the plutonium units Fave tc.-siderably longer periods of pcwer supply,

this does not retoecile the f ac t trat other sections of the pacemaker unit.
g />g.g \ 1.e. the pacenaker wires, are still a prcblem to be reckoned with and will require

reitplantation at a frequency of five years er less. This reans that the patient
will have to be exposed to surgical reemploration for insertion of the new pacemaker
wtres at atsut a five year or less Interval regardless cf whether plutonium or a

Acting Deputv Director for fuels and Materials conventicnal powered pace aker unit is f rserted.
Directorate of Licensing - Regulation
U. 5. Atomic Energy Commission 2. We are interested in the cost analysis of tre plutentum pacenaker versus tN tradttional
Washington, D. C. 20545 pacemaker tattery units. Considerir<g the lifespan of the patient with complete

heart block and pacemaer and tre nurter of years regaired to maintain this patterit
Dear $1r: versus the insertton of a single expensive unit would be kterestirg. This bas not

been shitted with the staterent and we consider this an tnsdequacy that should te >
Project 75 01 31 38 considered. 1
Plutonium Cardiac Pacemakers a

3. The need fcr a unit lasting 90 years is ducious since most patients with synptomatic
The enclosed ccmments frcm the University o f Neb ras k a Medical complete heart block requiring a sace+aker unit certainly do not last tF:. long and
Cente r were received a f t e r corroleti on of our review of the live probably an average duration around ten years. This can be easily accomplished
gene ric draf t environmental statement on the wide-scale use of with two of the rewer pacemaker power units. The 60+ years supplied by the plutoniss
plutontum powered cardiac pacema te rs. unit are superfolous.

These comments are forwarded for your information and use in 4. Probably the most importent is the dif ficulty of disposing used plutonium units.,.

- the final statement development. Plutonium maintains ability for particle emission in the range of several thouswds

[ J cf years raking safe disposal corsiderably difficult.
Sin:ejrly.

[J
' 4- powered cardiac pacemakers for the soove reasons and if wide-scale use is to t>e

Su rary: We are not completely convinced that there is any need or use fcr plutonfue

considered feasible we would like to have the Mwe questions more completely answered.
eph 5. Golden

O human Resources Coordinator BSD/1gk

C JSG:rp

h cc: Conny Nelson
7ECEIVEJ
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t. Ecrrnni Strcr, Chier /

bU.S. At<r.10 Dervy Cerrdssion
Wrst.1syton D.C. 2ry}s5

Nte:'. ear Regulatory CasnissionU. 3

hashugt on , D. C. 20545
TE: tEAF"" DWIMM?CAi, IA"LM2C LN W"t. SCALE USE OP IUTTJNTJM

K1WUE FAMAUM SAI # W 7'W0001f> AIDNILA: Actirg a puty l'1 rector for Fuels ard Materials
i irettor ate of 1.tcensing Regulation

Dear Mr. Circr: ik ar Str: )
e

"brk you for tre opicrturdty to r* view the at= ve rrntiomi pmject Re St at e c.t ',ew lor k he ux"; leted it s rev iew of the Comission's "

";Ta f t i:er.eric Inv1rs rywntal Statwent on the hide-Scale Use of N

h State Claarir @ are hu preesst.1 t he r rtpcal an1 tas rua carent. T lut or i sa F owered Card tac Face.aker s .'
cm .taire j trein Arx1 tM rtcporn s cr irremstMtvinM on tre ir.fu ut ' 3:

prties, tre p rotoel ;rtjNt is, hs of tr.is Me, f:m! ra.:t to te in D.e draft statment Jacusses m considerat le detail the procedures
eurflict with t!e State's p Luc,, pvsis or objectives, ior Leer us tr ac k of t he ;mer iier' and recovt ru,g t he } acmaker for

cor.t rulled d rqwsal . Re pcter.t 241 prol lens of wh recovery, inclialirg
the pr ot lem of c rerat ten of a tody cont a tntng a pamer.iker, was adequately

S11rervly youns, reviewnt t y the I'r af t Statement .

based on the predis t ion of a populaticn of 10,000 patients there,' / /' ,

W' ' o.p b,,[' / sould tc 1, J 5:aumkars recovered esery vrar hath up to 8 curies ofm
i utmlun in an u. in iltal ramaker. Ris would anount to approximatelyJ,W 43 l"*i

lu,tto cur ses of g latonar per year to te dis;osed of in an accet tatle
Brwe D. Ariell unr.e r . Re dratt generic environr.cotal stateent did not identify in
State F1&r:11w; Cooritrator the rel'crt the method et ultimate dis;rsal that would be used. It is

recorriended that the f uul generic environnetcal statment specifically
identif y the nethod cf ultinate disposal and discuss any possibility of
recycltrg the pluttnitet.

Ve truly yones,

ErvA:bw ./, / [' |lWQN - 'W
Terence P. Curranpg
Direttor of Irvirornwntal Analysis
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March 7.1975 '

4 >
Act:rg D puty Direc tor for Ih

- A.-
:

Fuels and Matertala ( ' , -g. .

Di rectorate of Licensing - Ne gu;ation M . Bernard 5enger, Chief
U, S. Atorm c Erie rgy Commtssion Materials Branch g

'

W a s hi ngt on, D. C. 20545 Fuels and Materials ,

Directorate of Licensing
RE: notice of Availa bt hty of Ge ne ric Dra f t Environmental Sta'ement on clea r g atog Gmmission

the Wide-Scale t?se of Plutontum Pow e red Ca rdiac Pa c err ak e r s Washington, D. C . 20545

Dea r Sir: . env ec Dran metal Statement
Plutoneum Powered Cardiac Pacemakers

The draf t environmental statement on the above project has been
reviewed in ac corda nce with OMB Circ ula r A 95 and Section 102 (2) (c ) ' '"9' >'''

I

c,f the National Enviror:me ntal Po hcy Ac t by t he sta:e a ge ncie s c ha rged
wit h enfo rcing environmer.tal standa rd s in Oklahoma. As the designated State Clearing %use for Federal developrrent programs, we have y

reviewed the summary and corKlusions from the above captioned draft statement.
Ihc s t a te a g e ncie s , c omp ri s t r.g t he Pollutton Cunt rol Coordinating

Boa rd, ha ve reviewed the pre gesed projec t and ag ree tha t no adve rse Tem hen d Pwa NA Nw d hpw W %qq
e nvironmental impact is anticipated. T he re fore , the state clea ringhouse Heatth, addresses several areas regardmg the subject materf al, namely;
require s no furthe r review.

I Item 2c, page vai - From the anformation available, it does not apf, ear that
Stnc e re ly = nuclear powered cardiac pacemakers should be considered as items exempt

from licensing requirements .

2 item 3f, page Ix - This stem appears to give an average or weighted cost[
for clean-up of a spill or the radioactive material from a pacemaker. The" I'''"

cost for the cleanwp of c3 spill involving plutonium fror. a pacerNker'"'I #

should be considered
f,j DNS:ms

3 Item 3a. page vu, and item 3e page ix - Does the "te'a' dose to the U S.~
population" include the calci.''ated " total radiation exposure to man from
acc 6 dents involving .iuc teer pacem, ster patients" Also, does the fact
that the two " totals" differ by only a factor of approximately 125 indicate

Q a relatively large numoer of accidents involving pacemaker wearers, a
very substantial dcse to per*ons near an accident, er some other factors'

V
4 No data were found to indicate that the original and replacement cost of

nuclear and corventional pacemakers were includd in the monetary
values of benefit-risk comparisons.



Mr. Bernard Singer, Chief
'

March 7,1975

Page 2 .

~,.

These substantsve cornments merit your responsive f.onsideration in finallration OFFICE OF T;lE GOVERNOR
of the environmental staternent. Therefore, me request that a response be made 44 5 #

to the areas acktressed by the above comments in the final statement. $,$,Y,o DivlSION OF PLANNING COORD, NATION

March 20,1975 A

We appreciate the opport.anity to review this prepnsal. We, or other revsewing
y _

authorities, may wish to comrr ent further at a later time. If our office, as the u ,

State Clearirighouse, can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to con- { % i

*qM s. ce
tac t us . n b

S l at '"' Y - Mr. Bernard Singer [
Chief, Materials Branch ,h .o

#

fuels and Materials Directorate
+4 gg of Licensing - Regulaticn

The United States Atamic Energy
Stephen H. Norris Comiss t on
Grant Review Coordinator Wash ington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Singer:
SHN;mn

A sumary of the Draf t Env .ronmental Statement, titled, "Draf t Generic p
Environmental Statement of tne Wide-5cale Use of Plutonium Powered e

Cardiac Pacemakers" prepared by the U. 5. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) *

Ahas been rev tewed t:y the Governor's Dtvision of Planning CoordInstion
and by the Texas State Departtrent of Health as provided for by the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

The Temas State Departrent cf Health (TSDH) stated that they had no
objection to the widespread use of the plutonium powered pacemakers;
however, it was felt that recent developments in battery technology might
oliviate the riced f or plutoniam powered pacernakers.

This Divisicn suggests that the AEC take note of the cofrunents made by the
TSDH which are enclosed for your use. If we can te of further assistance,
please let us know.

i nc erely, _

bb
JAMES M. ROSE

\ Director

O J'6t /Is s
Inclosuresc.

' - cc: Dr. James E. Peavy, T50H
.-
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Mr. Bernard Singer, Chief

{k j .,Materiale Branch
Nuclear Regulatory Camission

1/- ',washington, D. C. 20$$5 g . g
-.

Deer Mr. Singer, ,;g,.i,
M ._s

During my 15 yeare am a nuclear reactor physteiet, I Kr. Bernard stager, Chief 4 N
learned to respect the benefits and hazarde of nuclear radiaties. Materiale Branch 4Puclear Regulatory Cesumission 4pNow, as the recipient of a nuclear pacemaker, I believe I as United States Atoaic Energy Commissica j4p
in a unique poettien to amaese its benefits and hasards. Washington, D.C. 20$$5

The major benefit, aside free the fhet that la le keeplag Dear Mr. Singers
me alive, is the longevity of the device. A replacement rs'e >

I have been informed that your Commisoton la interested la hearing 8

of ten years means that I will have to undergo surfory caly all poista of view regarding the nulear pacemaker.
"

t.T1
once every ten yeare instead of eve y year with a conventional

I received my pacemaker on June 13. 1973 and have found it to bepace make r . While I do not know the failure rate for surrery of very satisfactory. I ha ve been very active and have had no problece
this sort, I know it is nct Lero. With the naclear pacemaker whatsoever. I shoul4 think that this paceaaker would be beneficial

I as not enosed to the hazard of yearly surgery. * **"I * *#**

Another benefit is reliability Very few things la natur' Very truly yours,

@ are as constant and predictable em cuclear decay. Conventional

[') batteries, even the newer types, are subject to manufacturtag [g h [hl/
~* error. A conventional racemaker, therefore, would seem less Evel Bauer

-,.,1. t m th. ..e..r devic. .

The only hasard that I can see veuld result from a major

Q catastrophe to me, such as being blown up be a bcab, that would

Q rupture the pacemaker and disburse the plutonium into the esv-

CD tronment. I as well aware of the highly tonie nature of plu-

tonium, but I as also aware of the outremely low probability

that a catastrophic accident will harpen to se or to anyone

else wemrieg a nuclear pecemaker. And note that only a esta
metrophe of truly sarnificent proportions la Itkely to rupture

the device.
Ist me entend my heart felt thanks to tBose who develope 41

th* 'uclear pacemaker, and to the AIC for its foresight la

licete:ng the device.

- Ut t)
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Barnard Singer t

Chef. Mate rnals Branc h i

%ciear Regulatory Commte ston , M f [g
.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Dr. Bernard Stager

W a s hin gto n. D. C. 200 5 5 U.S. Atomic Energy Commiselon
# Washington. D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Singer: J-|-\'''

Lear Dr. Siegert

This t o in r e sponse to a letter rec eived from Dr. Nicholas Smyth, la response to your request of January 16 19 75 I have reviewed your
my surgeon an three pace maker operations, the last of which was Drst t Ceneric Environmental Statement on the tilde-Scale l'oe of Plutoalum
nuclear power td. Dr. Smyth stated the re were nume rous unfavorable Powered Cardiac Facemakere issued in January 1975,

comment s and opposition to the nuclear pace make r.
Within my area of competence most aspects of this document are

M r st. I would hke to say that Dr. Smyth is a very good eurgeon. I senerally satisf actory escept for one major problem. This concerne not

have the utrnost confidence in his abthty to make decisions as to the only the particular document under discussion but involves a broad issue
which should be of basic imoortance to the Noclear Regulatory Commission.

type of pace maker his patients should use and the posetble dangers, This is the subject of risk benefit balances as carried out in Section 4
if any, that may be derived from its use. of the document.

I had my nuclear pace maker implanted December 5.1974 So fa r 1 Apart f rom any philosophical or eral objections that might be raised,

ha ve had no problems at all. I think the longevity and the rehabihty this type of analysis is compromised by a f undamental esficiency of the BEIR
of nuclear pac e maker s t re very impo rtant to the patient recipient, report of the National Academy of Sciences. A recently released statement >=

No one knows wnat it means to have a pa e maker replaced every 18 of the National Council on Radiation Protection (NC17 seport #43) examines 8

months but those patients that have to have the surgery. Prio r to the this subjec t 1 some detail and of f ers the conclusion that the figures la y
the BEIR report are highly uncertain and very 11' ely groes overestimatess

use of the nuclear pace mrker, all you can foresce in years ahead are of radiation hasards at low doses. It might be argued that thie is not
trips back and forth to the boepital for replacement due to run down important in this particular instance since even use of the figures pro-
batte;te s or other rnalfunctioning; anxiety and f ear on the part of the posed in the SEIR report leads to a balance which is well in f avor of intro-
recaptent and their family, the hasards of havLng surgery so often- duction of the radiation producing devices involved. However, once NRC has
at can really get you down mental 4 I speak not only for my self but committed itself to the use of such calculatione it will be expected to adopt

them in ether instances under conditions where the balance is more craticalfor my brother. who is not fortunate enough to have the nuclear devtce and the concluatone drawn elaht be erroneous. I have no doubt that thisbut has to have two pace rnakers due to medical complications. could readily occur. In an environmental assessment report on the per-Fortunate or noCme're bvth glad to be ahve due to advancements in formance standard for diamnostic m-rey systems and their major components
the medical sciences. It t e fa r more desirable to be a hve, useful and (21 CFR 1020.M-1020.32) the FDA comes to the conclusion that certaia in-
productive than to die or become a f:aancial burdon to your family * provements la diagnostic s-ray equipment should be carried out on the basis

of a eisilar risk benefit calculation. Here assin I agree with the reces-

Pe r sonally. I beheve the nuclear pace maker is a very promistng mended action. However, the risk bene fit balance is much more delicate in

device as it gives hope and encouragement to those people who are this case and if more realistic risk figures were to be employed it would
come out in the opposite direction. i.e. against improvement of radiationfortunate enough to receive one. I certainly would not Itke to see Lte

curtat1 ment or abohehment due to the "not so knowledgea' ole public
or g roupe." g 3r , x

b {[]Sincerely yours. A

eg hL_ c IA 8Nht g %s

3 (Mrs.) Ma rie Colbert
Patient R ecipt ent # g

ep

CD
4
O



pr. Bernard Singer pa ge 2 February 18, 1975 Dr. Bernard singer page 3 Feb rua ry 18. 1975

aafety features. 1 believe there are also indications that toe introeuctici
M such calculations into the practice of radiology and ecclear medicine on page 3-5 the first sentence should be changed to "All of the organ

q could quick.ly lead to til-advised actions. done equivalente are below 0.5 rea/ rear which to the maaimum permise1ble
dame equivalent for non-occupational amposure of the whole body and the

k3
For the above reasone I strongly recommend omieston of the risk benefit critical organs including blood f srains organs and gonada. -"

calculations la section 4. I en aware that this involves e major policy
eecision. In the 4th line f rom the bottom of this page the word " wee" suddenly

appears while "la" is used throughout the sentence.

One additional comment of somewhat lesser importance concerned the
cerninology in dosimetry c.nd specifically the use of the empressive " gam A dose equivalent of 660 mres can be incurred by airplaae crews only

if they spend all of the 960 hours at an altitude in escess of 40,000 feetdoce" anstead oi " absorbed dose due to gamma radiation." Current national
and intet natior31 recommendations do not recognise the term "doce" to at magnetic latitudes beyond 50 degrees. Even then th f e number represente

the mansmum .e'actic rate. The ov=rall eserage is less. It seene gotterepresent a physical quantity. The propneed change may be considered unduly unlikely that airpaane crews exceed 500 mren/ year.formal aacept that a regulator e agency might take the position that it should
esploy strict t e rmino lo gy .

On page 3-20 the table refers ed to in the third paragraph to pre-
In the footnote to page 1-5 the term "barnes" should be replaced by

"barna" la two places.
Io the nemt line the term " integrated done" is undefined and la line

" I *I do no t understand the reasone for the restriction to 1 gram of
plutonium under 2.3.4.1 (came 2-14) . This corresponde to perhaps two pace- On 3-22 the reference to lead aprons mimnt be misleading ef ace thesemakers which seems to be a peculiar limitation.

are desigaed to substantially absoro only a rays at modest enerdies.
w

At the end of the first paragraph on page 2 16 there is a sentence *hurs dwarebwhich would appear to need clarf fication since 1 do not know what la meant "
by " frequency significantly greater '.an the norm." N

@ On page 2-17 and in various other places throughout the document
g g ggj . j reference le anda to a monthly conventional pacemaker f ailure rate of 0.15I. gg ,g gI would presume that this applies to the device esclusive of its pwer ocurce

HHR:Isb" (even then it seems surprisingly low). Whatever the meaning this needs to be
specified since 1 cannot believe that it applies to the entire devi:e.

On the same page the first sentence under 2.5 might well be challenged
_ ,a,and I would suggest that the word "demonst rates" be reptocod by "indicatee"-

C On page 3-1 the term " radiation doses" should be replaced by " absorbed
doses" (if desired one sikht add "of radiation") . Corresponding changes3

should be made throu@out the document.

On page 3-3 the last sentence in the first complete paragraph would
better be concluded by "- - e*nc e tissue at tenuates the neutrono emitted
more effectively than the ga.una emiselon.' This is necessary eloce neutrono
are not always more effectively absorbed by tiesse than gamme rays. - ) x
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Septemt.er 5.1975 hot only ts the quantity of fuel In cur Isetopic pacertaker very small, but the
design of fwel cell in our pacer has evolved daring the past ten years to becorte
the safest 1sctopic cuntainment knowfi.

The 9eaders Dicest article is hst a surrary of Dr. Lapp's corrents. ! Pave
Issu s, in which Lapp analyzesalso ecclifel a t,cioITet ertitled. Neer's %c?eir e

Mr. Bernard Singer in detail, and then disproves manyWtt e ad ersarTeMrgaments.
Chief. Materials Branch
Otvtsien of Materiels & Fuel The last article I have enclosed d'es oct treat alleged plutocic hazards, butCycle Facility Licensing instead discusses a more real shcrtcoming cf aaother preposed long-life pacemakirgU. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Ccsuission -- t>e NiCd rec >argeatle. This is an item from the Pittst g Press, andsystecWashington O. C. 20555' it conceres the dif ficulties elderly patieets have in cFeckT5 tTetr pacemakert .

This is a corron occurrence, and it tn part.esplains the reluctacce of many
Dear Mr. Singer: physicism to utilize the device with older patients. Tte other disadvant49e. of

I have come across several published items on plutonie '.afety. These may course. is that te patient is re-inded of his ailment and his dependence on a
be of interest to the public with regard to your forthcomirg evaluation of machine once per week, with clock-like regularity.
radioisotope-powered pacenakirq systems. I have enclosed ccpies of these I f eel these ideas are critical in a f air evaluc tion of tre wide-spread useitems, and I suggest these be placed in tre Public Docrent Room. cf pluteriu i powered cardiac patenkers, and ! feel ycu shouH make them availablea

These articles demonstrate that the Parards of plutonium have been to tre psblic. he are proceeding with cor fcrmal co-rents on tPe Draf t Generic
grossly cver enaggerated in the adversaries' corrents on the AEC Draf t Environ- Environmental State-ent and will make these available to you shortly.
certal 5tatemert. There is an item enclosed written ty Henry W. Pierce, a
Pittuu gh Post-Gazette staff writer. It reviews a report ty Prof. Bernard Cohen. Sincerely.

r b
Directar of t E c W el uclear Physics Laooratory at the University of Pittsburgh. ,p** h j i

-

Cohen's report concludes that a release from a nuclear reactor, which would involve g
many orders of magnitude mere f el tnan a pacemaker breach, would not be anywhere c ter M. Jactbsone
near as disastrous as has been claimed. Applicatiors; Engineer

Ore of Cohen's mest strikirq cornents is this: "For those who fear that
the earth may becc<e cortaminated with pluton 1ur'. It should be pointed out that FN:dm
there is almost as much radium in every meter of depth of tDe earth's crust as
there would be plutonium in the world if all the world's present power were Enclosures (5)
derived from fast breeder reactors." Radioisotopes naturally occur in the

& environment in quantities comparable to the nest extensive nuclear programs con-
I tea 1 plated, and man has developed positively for tens of thousands of years with

this natural radiation integrated into his envirorcent. Also enclosed is a
y rebuttal by Dr. Cohen to L. Douglas Desike on a letter DeNike presented to

"Nacle sr News" Cohen's an,wer is scientifically clear and responsive.

Dt Ralph E. Lipp is another experienced nuclear scientist who has care-
_ fully examined plutonium safety. Dr. Lapp is an erergy/ nuclear consultant to

government and industry, ard a Senior Memter of Ouadri-Science. Inc. Enclosed
is an article of his, published in the April,1975 peeders Dicest, entitled:
" Nuclear Power Peactors: How Dangerous?" lhis is a good seriary of the advantages
of nuclear reactors, and an equally good demonstration that the grotsiy exaggerated
fears of the nuclear adversaries are not fcunded on facts.

N Lapp shows that reactors are safe. The Coratomic pacer program involves a

Q miniscule amount of plutonium by comparison. Fany cf Dr. Lapp's coerent' on
-

reactors could be much more strongly stated in terms of the plutonic in pacemakers.



The f ollawing onclusur e s were subsit ted wit h letter ho. 6) ami are swallable OMTO MIC' INGfor e xa mi n a t ion in the .u Lear Regulator y Creet salon Public Document Room, ,

, _ _ _
1717 H Street, 'ashtegton, I' . C .w

,

1. R. L. Cohen, "let t e r s " Nuc lea s News, August, 1975.

L L. 3. DeNike " Letter. ' Mac lea r hews , Ai gust , 1975.

3. R. E. L.pp, "N uc l ea r Power Peacters: Ho w Danger ou s? " P eade r 's D ige st , 'ep t er 12, im

April 1975, pgi. 169-174.

H. W. Pierce, %:ard s of Plutentum 1.ess Than Be l i e ve.1 Prof Says," , g g
Pittsburgh Post-Carette, June 6, 1975 p

a o5. T. R. Van Dellen. Pac emmi e r Ne c s are l it t s%rgh irres, August 7, 1975.
Washirgton. D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Singer:

Recently, I subritted several putif sFed articles to you. Theseh reviewed a techrisal asrect cf tre isatepic pacer: they demcastrated that
, widespread use of pluteniu involves only entrerely minor risks to man andm

the envirement, doe to tre radioisctopic fuel. Aaother article I had
ecciosed puieted cut an impcrtaet advantage of our isotopic pacemaker,
especially in concarisen to recha geatle systers -- the patiert is rio longer
cerstartly retinded of his disease.

3=
This issse C# pa tient cotfcrt , bC th physical and ment 6l. is very b-' incortart, aad is a rajcr factor in evaluating tFe ef ficacy of a pacemaning g

syster. Although patieet attitudes are dif ficult to quantify, a sincere
effort should te rade to irtegrate tnem irto your forthccring evaluatice of
plutanium pace-akers . ,ii th this in rind, I am s&ttting several published
articles, which discuss patteets' reactices to the Coratamic C-100 pcce*akers.
Since this is an esser.tiel part cf the public reaction to isctepic pacemakers.
I also rewest that you place these articles in the Pub!ic DocWFert Room.

Patients and physiciaas tend to stre s certain features of the Coratomic
pacer in trese articles. The small s12e, light we'ght aed streamlined contour
each echance tre pattert's physical corfort. Several patients were happy to
find that the Coratonic pater dcesn't restrict t*eir physical activity like
the la rger and hea vier, less advanced pacers trey cece had to wear, Mainly,
however, they value t*e long prcfected life of the pacer mest highly. All
patients under 73 years of age at 1rplart can statistically espect their
Coratoric cacer to save trem at least ene reimclant operation. Mary of these
patients realize t*at their Coratoric pacemaker will prCtably last their life-
tim, with weey little mor.itorirq or Cther attention. They are rot t orced to
a*ticipate t*e physical disconfort c' a replacement operation, as they were
with a conventional ba ttery-powere j pacer aker. Nor must they te regularly
rePinded Of their ailmert, f or they don't need to strap on a recharging vest
oece a week.



riO2
Pr. Bernard Singer -2- September 12,1975 ' ne to11 ewing e- ' sure. wer.- .ut e: r r 2 -Leh letter so . e s and ar e availabl-

far esaminaticn in the NAlear Aeg4 ey c ommi s s t ^c P ab lic k>c ument Room,
1717 H Street, Wa shingt on, D .C .

The isotcpic pace-eker gives the patient a measure of secu ity and peacer

of mind which t'e cannot gain f rom any other racer. Pacy patients know that t " A t on i- fa <=4ker* !arlaated." reat,r tte, sa S t rgtgn _ggerital Cent er
their isotopic pacemaker has been designed t0 far more severe standards than 17(l). ik t c Ler 1974
any other system, and they realize that teetr pacer is extremely safe and

& a ter Lie f e nJ. ho Pl ut on i um hea r t , letters to the edi t os , J_herugged because of this. No other racer is so carefully designed, and of -

course, no other pacemaker has teen so extersively te.ted. Most patients =apojygten S t a r. , April 10, 1975
learn this when they agree to use a Coratomic paceraker, and they remain

Fn t_ygype fourna !-ca set t e .5. "Lut he r a u to 1= plant A - rewe r ed P o e a.o e r rmore secure because of this, fcr the lifetime of the system.
August 9, 1975

Please consider this in your evaluation: To our knowledge, no
patiert who has been told he is eligible to have a CoratomTC isotopic pacer * Miller, "h ar l ea r Facemaker Uperation 914, of itses Mere ' Syn-Tattler,

irplanted, has then chosen any other pacer. H s 11 Twoo+1, F 14 . , August 25, 1975.

Heartbeat, New lie pe Denver Pest , Ma r c h 10 , l'J 7 53 1 % * i m.th .evSincerely,

(7 i rhe lp.r h field t'nton,e se. Iyre et ratems,er, sew 1. t f r ter si sag p, , ,Q
sprtagfself. 4... sept emt er 4, 1975

g

Peter M. Jat bson
7 News r=1 ase Allegnen, cenerai aospital, ette,$ura5 en. ot r ot er 1, 1976Appl 1Cattons Engineer

3. A. T4ge "I s ** w 4 n d a ho y Givei Nuc l ea r l'ac e ma ' e r . Buf tsia Fventrr News,,

PMJ:mb
P4y 1 1975.
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C ORATOMIC, INC. me f o ueiy -ie.m e. .ere .uineawah iene, w . a .a .r e ...u.u e

ler cuatnation in the hx lear Regulatc r y Cmnmissian Publtr D0c ument Room.
SOA 434. IMtuha. PtemA I s101 isIh Mlall 1111 M Street, koshington, D.C.

September 12. 1975

1. t rvirone mt al l arac t_1t at ew. nt_ Lysyy September 12, 191%.;

N. we t ne r , T yst een 54f e:y Analysis ct N atlear f ac e=ake r s. ' a papes'

delivered at the Second Anr.ua l 'v st eam Safety Soc iet y Con f e r ence , s4 n
Llegu, Caltfernia, July 24, 1975

Mr. Bernard $1nger
Materials Branch
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulation Comission
Washington. D. C. 20545

Cear Mr. Singer:

In your forthcoming analys ts of the widespread use of radiotsotope-
powered pacemakir.g systems, we espect you will concentrate on a risk-beneff t
comparison of currently available systems. Weir.er Associates of Cockeysville.
Maryland has pe'-formed some applicable work in 1974. Although their study.

is based on the ARCC/AEC RPCP NU-5 the cost-benefit analysts is generally
applicable to isotopic pacemakers.

[Q The Weiner report finds that 1sotopic pacemakers demonstrate quite a
large teaefit-risk ratio for all patients with a life expectancy greater >~^ tr,an ten years, at implant. This includes seventy percent of all implantees.

k.We have enclosed a brief sumary of this report, as well as a copy of
keiner's document. We ask that the sumary and original document be placed

s in the public doCuFent room.

C Coratoric is proceeding with a more detailed risk-beneff t analys?s
y based on the C-100 Series pacemakers, which we will make available to you

shortly.

Sincerely.
/ /|

Om <t l'/GkWfu
David L. Purdy
President

DLP:mb

Enclosures
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aca asa moiAna. ponessa Isrei ieir see isti g
Caratomic Nel in food or water supplies is regligible. In addition, the risk due
to buried plutoniu+238 is shown to be practically nil.

The point cf all this is that the plutonium in a pacemaker would not make an
effective terrorist weapon. Dr. Cchen sarrarizes this in his conclusions:

"Since r.earlf all fatalities causel by plutoni c dispersal are via
cancer, it is pertineet in this study to ccesider the terror engendered by

Mr. Bernard Singer an tecreased cancer risk. Teese carcers gererally occur 15 to 45 years
Materials Branch af ter the exposure, and in ricst victirrs the increased risk is less than
01 vision of Materials and 10 percent. T*e coreal risk of cancer death in the U. 5. is 16.8 percent.

Fuel Cycle Factlfty Licenstr.g and t*is varies consideratly =tth geograp*y. For rentucky, Tennessee,
U. 5. hoclear Regulatory Coenission Alatama, and Mississippt , it is 14.7 percert, whereas in New England,
kashington, D. C. 20545 ft is 18.4 percert. It is highly doubtful w* ether this added cancer

risk cf 3.7 perceet is giver any corsideration ty pecple moving tretween
Dear Mr. Singer: the two areas.

In our letter of Septemter 5,1975, we sutoitted several pubitsbed tters ven reports first rescred the public of the cancer risk of cigar-
on plutonium safety. These 1ecluded references to a report by Professor ette smcking, millices of A'ericams were suddenly informed that they
Bernard Cohen. Director of The Scisfe Nuclear Peysics Laboratory at the Pad accrued at least a 10 percent increased risk cf cancer death.
University of k ittsturgh. Sirce t*at tire, we have obtaieed a ccpy of cat ensued can eardly te described as terror. There was even little
Cr. Cohen's criginal paper, "Ibe karards of Plutoeism Otspersal" The paper sign of terror anong those very teavy smckers =mese risk was as high
develops a comprehensive risk ic;tt medel for accidertal or deliberate dispersal as 50 percent.
cf reactor fuel in a variety of credible sce9arios. Using techniques Cohen >"It tm s seers reaserele to conclude teet inducirg a ri;k of cancerdevelcped, we hsve cons tructed a parallel risk assessment for dispe: sal scenarios u

invclving the fuel capsule in a Coratomic pacemaker. trat =Ill net be fulfilled for 'S to 45 years is not likely to prove an b
ef f ec ti,e way to cause terror. ro

he results are striking. Discersal of all the plutonium-233 on a pacemaker
fuel capsule would ncst protably certaminate orly a small area, less than 100 square Ceren's paper, ard our parallel aralysis are tased on the most probable
re t e rs . This would te low-level coeta. inatice, with a carcinogenic risk less than cortination cf circumstances. They are corservative, however. fe (Pe seese that

t*ey are based en realth pe s tcs -odels with ccrsiderable built-in conservatism.0.001. If the fuel were released in a crewded city, tre carcinogenic risk would r
still te low, 0.0C8 if the dispersal tock place in daytime, cc 0.04 at night. Cre conservative assumpt*cn used is the "Itnear-co threshold" theory of the car-
h en if the release took place in a packed sports stadium, the risk of a single cenogeeic effects cf low radiation doses. This is discussed triefly in an attached
cancer teirg induced is still only 0.22. The additional risk cn the =f de areas surrary of the Linear Dtrapolation Theory.
outside the city wkere dispers al took place is almcst neqligible -- at.out 3.4 m 10-5

The ff ga es given in this letter were calculated in the Plutocir-238 Cispersalr

The must hazardcus credible scenario is dispersal tP reugh the ventilatin9 Risk Assessmert, which is attacted. It ccrresponds to Dr. Cchen's calculations,
system of a large t>uilding. If no warring were first received, the dispersal of and refers to tre original paper by page efter Ccries of Ceten's pa;er are also
all the fuel in a pacer migPt res;1t in as rany as 1.5 statistical deaths. Cohen enclosed. Please place a copy of each of ttese enclosures in *.he Putlic Document
manes two comrents in teis ccrmection. Tre first is that rany more easily chtain- Room.
able materials would be equally lethal . including rerve gas and biological agents.
The second coment ti that plutenium cispersal in a twilding ventilation system Sincerely,

_}could not t'e used as a blackrail threat, fce such a t*reat could te imediately , ,/ '

J /,/(4 2'defused by shutting off the ventilation system or cutting cff power to the building. ,,
t e o,6

|he e**ec ts of pluter.f un dust inhalation cout $ be redaed substantially by Cavid L. Purdy
treatnert with DTFA (diethylere trianine peeta-acetic acid). Cohen estimates President
this would reduce carcirogenesis by a f actor of two. If a warning were issued,
as would te linely in a ter crist attack, Cohen estimates that this wculd further otp:me

3 reduce the effects by a fact ' a'
Ecciosu es: "The Hazards ca Plutonium Dispersal', by Bernard L. Cohenr

I ~') Samary of the Lirear [atropolation Theory
Plutonium-238 Dispersal Risk Assessment

.

cc Mr. f. Mittman

s
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Sep te ctc r 25,10M 'cr '.t e tecre sse d risk cf i a rrer to tr a t-<ric e r...* J 4tirr espeseJ tc Ic dose

r a d i a t i:'n 'ta '.CEP r e s.cr t po ir t s i A .tc.n *, r**to'< cF **e EflR perc et erahes
(oken's ft1vres are protabl5 t eraerva tive.

Ccrer's talo,latinas of t*e sirit'c ef*etts of f la tcei'm are t ased ce

the 45'>w"rt1]e t*at tre effects rf ra d t a t t ori et lo- . lase rates ea < t e deteri-ined rar Al m4119 o th 9e s n ary av t9 % t i t 6 C v"

et t're te r e'ers ' - the m t ressoret.f e art er "ir taa te eerivedtj es tr anc litia, f v esta ta6*r a M gh ,1m a rates '*is "Ifrear-no teres %.1-
f r 'r lirear estrarclatfori f rr M :* 1,ses ie ' d"a rates, e*1d rcttr ;ry * is t ear- aldel) criticized n '.r* hall t* [ * n ts cere.r'tv. S'any c f thee

er' tic 1' m Pave teea ,, -irited :n t** ?.sti,ril Car.il re RJ 114 tie n Frc tec t'ae * * t t wth a Fr red sra retessariff es t i, -i t es t** .ictial ris6 4t las

a n't ''* F ar aa ar t s serc e t , M 41 doses an1 dosa rates

we ' .r p p smirts e st it **r- r mt .W ' * F-r t. <1c **at * trae c sr r- tr a ,r ed.

'*" "L e t t v - ,1 : ene. i i.ti r u vmg cri ic'211 r a t t er il and f eere tirrat er , **ueene st ated the

'# I8I' # It ' " 3 I I " # I" M ''7'' f ''il' '' '' v i da l s , a n *"{rtble , of il , s e r i t.i t t y c .irc i m rnit risk esti-ites P. n e

' 2b"''" r v vifitt: r rrc1 -irsticatessr eu tic g r ic tica c l're? estr s ' mn is cserestimattrq

"F ile tr e res ul * ; e t ' tcraa rer re ve i, e , ,r r r aatN , t**y are alvt he ri s i . L **n tha e='r 'r liti. e is r t ' e ' r o- the rtsirq 4rdt

>
fsirly linear par tien c ' t * * #e f f ec t rela t t ersMe , tesed or **at is t @lf rer t ,r t red a s a r " serviti$c *veter is t*e lirear a

r0
entreralatten theory. "ATP* shc rt:ctiriq c f i f a*ar est a.olat is tP a t i t does ne t retoqcitea

thresholf effects. It 15 =>idelv h'Id feat imst, if t,t ,* 1 1 t. e c t e maric rrccasses
e.,

involve mal ti-e ver t rec *acism TTese Pi et inr1 A cell-btllire (;r tis',,e dis-
,
.

._.A Organizatier to stl*ulate or erceL-a&> rell prolt'eratur. Gew'* effe:ts se't

as h0r vaal Or 1 TuaclOgical balar es 4re % qet to t,e ( r i t l C 01 Ihe r'' r t i s

that Orl/ 5 Vall percentaee t f J i,l a t i ? n r a " o. e ? 90 % frses C f radia tic 9
~6

tII Piva7 a'rea:f esptricated the s ente, abr ve >P ic" regire greater d;ses,

C.w r e cre , orly a 5-a11 p e rc-e t4 3, c' t'e rcralit'cr e rosec tra 'cw emes cfe r

redi2t19n wt?1 .**valri ciecers i m e s aller t erree'ea than e,cul d t'e

ind t r a tett 19 entrarola*ing froi b P.c V .e ef* r s

.p.
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In rela ting Dr. Coh n's trea treet cf reac tor fuel disrersal to pacer fuel cEartCo F / M D 2 D Pot

dispersal, it is necessa.'y to urpare the t=0 tyres of fuel. The specific

slp*a activity of the redical grade plutcol# Carattric uses is 13.8 Curies / p,
11.R Cu ,

a factor of 22'] greater tnar the Pa 1'1 Cc ica's rarer, an1 a f ac tor cf 41 8IP4 a r. ivity M fuel- "
- 220 m Pa

greater (Pan the " reactor-P." in (cher's pare - lh* rean alp a energy of the
'

t g-

medical-grade fuel is also creater than too fin re 'er F . , t'y . Factora

of 1.07.

Iba fuel useri on the f.. rat <w,ir pn er wou lt! st ill t'c le u daruercus than at1 i10 4 **eg, .1) 1,0* N
, ry

C ) hen's "r eac tcr.P j" wFre rolcased a rtto t we e rw i rc rt,ent , however This is due

t > its nird drtered ccrm e orm. ihe fuel rrilet r ?iem enty a very vallr

percer,tage of fines or part 'cles vallrr in site ttan ten rdc rens, due to

atraston curing a violent a.ciient, t @e a catio tts the tro&.s tien of fines '7pg,y,,,g,,g, 7,,,

D IJIn reactor-Pg ta be 50. Tne Ngqitude of fires re ic.isci f rnr F 0, f uel
e- 3:n

I
si+ilar to Ceratomic fuel his been stajied by t*e Srte ? clear systers branch fNJ

cf Urtted States Ataric Energy t w issien, s cre.75J 4- cf f uel wa s irrc ted

San ila and les Alros $cteettf fcat 250 feet per second. The data ottained D3
Percent fir s 1% ;[

Laboratory between 1972 and 1974 (*4.1.nl:*enN rq) in.114 a te t ha t app oa let tel y '
r; , re,cter-Pie

0.II ty vaignt of the fuel is released in fints of ten than ten rit rons di -

ameter. This is a f acic" of 0.002 less than reactor-Pu.

These factors relating (cratt-,1c fuel to the fuel (M en trests are

s e arized ir the tat.le on the following page.

,3
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Pelating Co en's Parara in Plutentr m Dispersal, to Face *a ker fuel Page 11: Tee LC-50 figu e f or Pa if also re14:e1 ty this factor:u r

-4 3to t.1 - 0 36 s .C22 M. 10 r ;/ r 2 3"'" aPage s. Pa 41 pea particles are 1.01 ti-es as energetic as # Pu alpha
3 23g

shcet-te m- 1.8 a .022 - .04 c Pu

2 'Q , , . ';/r 'rarticles. >> the tctal d.'se to the l eg is (2CC1 m 1.07) 2143 re/;.Cf.

g,,g g 3 g
iteilarly, t*e Jcse rate to tcre is (R1 a 1.07) = 87 rem / year-vCt.

g 3g
1% eased tracceticrally, to ore :eatn se? (.022 a 79) 1.7 Lg Pu*

1. C 7 ) = l.2s10'0/ year-ran-renPage 6. The risk cf liver carcer is (6.7 m 10 a

Pa ;* 14 - Ctteo's Table 11 is % dtfied ta incl,de t*e carcer-caustro dcse toFloTotal carcer risk per ricrucurie of " s'u intaled irto t 4 1 # 9 is:
t9 etabe of 2 P~P u :

youth: (9 x 1.07) = 9.E"
, ,p 21 ( 2 39 ,p

a.etage: (4.7 a 1.0 7) * 5*
Ioh lation ?N .33 5.92FPage 1. The r.ct er of dea ths rar LCi e r w inhale;1 into the lunq is

f rj. c tic n into tio< ds' ream 78 G l.1
{.C47 m 1.C7) 05 cestas p r i.Ct. Tre r -ter of ceatrs per 9q cfu

(in as ti f ,t i t a is nc t ePrli atte fer th 'esolutie F A furi fere)2PPu is then: '

7p
Fa9e !E !f all ??S r;7 cf Tu 'n a Cirat rit s a +-aher . f.et aps le <ete

rel 4 sed, the rat k cf lettat trev ed mass ta rass releasej =ca h; te0, M T_5 , 13.8 il ?$ fraction - 0.1/s
d' O retatred f"

'

6lung , 59 I
2.62 x 10 33

,

2.25 a lo *

ro2BPage 10. The cancer <ausieg irtaistion d0se of r is then:u (gy,.,n s fibres e and 5 t rJii. ate the av ea it which the let*> l dme would

ha receive 1. dua to an verestricted f.el cap vle treach. Omrieg the dayt9e.
l/ (0.11 destes /;q) 5.9 ug/ death4

it would be a strip amt 7 reters wide and 11 reters icnq -. 80 m .

CcFen's calculated lethal lirit fer t r%Ied "rc h ter Pu' is 250 Lg and appromiratoly the floor area e' a two-cie gira e. A t r. i g- t .wken a tres p*er ic
2Nfor Pu 1400 t. ; . Therefcre, the lathil on e cf Pu is (5.9/?f M. 022. corditirns are cmre stable t** 1etbal ese wa 'd te rece'o u * a 4 |arga-

tiras as sell as the fiqare fer reactc. A . and (5.9J1 M ) > 0:4? tires area, abcut a.00 square reters , entending C re'ers omrwird TPis is aboute+*- as smalt as the figure fer /14Pa.
fee area cf tre end tore cf a fcot"all field

fee 5Fr rt ter*n dea tn doses c' Pu are r educed ty tais factcr:
Par:e 19: If a unifcrm ,.slaticn d'5'r t o ' oe en te ads CCC me te s oc.c.ind, the

6; ray >. 12003 a 0" 270 u. u *veet- al r -ter cf camer deat*s. urten to eNath n (1) ie (ca.en's repor t.s u
2381 year: 1900 a 0?? 41 pl Pu . W1=

is (1 + 2 in p 13.24 tires the pcpulaticn ir tte h r? le t*al area.=a

16 Lg 'P u3 years : 700 n .C22 =

C- ) 4 rige ci ty pcimlation darsi ty h atne 10 2 2. se a release at ra-dam of/r

C3 Jll the Fu in a pa''er c.1ps ul e ,uld iniuce a single carcer in the lethal

. J. ~4*



area with a pecbahnlity of C.8 and a total of 11 cancers to tre city- since tre lethal reass is 5.9 .h. distersa9 in vi.r'ilcting sys te=s

At rif t, the e'eIcase cf all tre p!wtonte in a .in;1e ca;su'e vcaid =cuid cawse 'k5' 1., statistical de4th . cr ricer fuel cacsaie
trace cancers in 5 cecple in the letral area, ad a total of Sl reorie div esal. If 4 .arr in g .ere i s s.ec , a s u e Itnelye $ ' * err ri s t.

fPese figu es e e groisi, icflated, sirce te*y assee tnat 3tti 6 09en est'eates tre risk is ref ae3 by a tacter of 10, to .15.in the citf. r

all of tre fuel wuld t'e released.in particles ' Taller than 10 ricrcns, P a ;e 27 T e a nime re ris 2 it le cc.r.c ea- ra t ;' e cf r le air for err *str'cieda

s 12'1 CtM This is 7.2 = q 'w 'cr , a erssed overA Ithe upper size lieit for particles carried airterae irto the lung. As ese

was iAntiOned preWlOysly, COrattric f.el is highly resistant tc the pro- Ore ejr iir ] (Omen 's rudel fc r IP. r s3;ceMi'm (Ors tar : f, th* a l l ow -
,

d ctian of fires ard even in violert f q ac t , leu than 1.1 cf the fuel atle gr an d c nne.*c t re tica for tae first serr is ^ M L C ''' *"e ' K re sches
.c ,1

esca;es as particles 1raller than 13 e t r s om . Ihis yie1Js ' dispecial 11 the alin.atle lesi is 17 , a N Tak r; irt3 a: r w t C#ea'si

ef ficieacy f ac ter vf .C31 Cchen also oc'u3es a fntar of C 8 to descrit>e ce < cverar ef f1c tence of li t'e dis; * sal cf the ; 1r cf .I"

dis;.ersal dif f f culties with Pd d.st. Iris yields a trtal di s r ers a l co ,acer f.a1 t a r s.le =cd1 certa-' nite t ; O O p '7 a e 'e t-ter- t asi s,'ny

efficiency S r CorateH e fuel of U l t. t s re ses t*a t tu ms t protahlt ed M r] en a iceg term basis

risk of r.docer Le to a s tr';ie fuel cap wle t ranh in a tcr alate 1 city 1% Pn H for 5*crt-ter9 contsN 9atice t *- total N 1*kaled is
A I 3(11 x .CL, 39 during the day cr Kl x .C2 3) - C1 at rigPt. These 1.? , 19 - gw a ecq a o+ air traaled rer year. 'k's 1 073 _,

lew rvters da r]t T rclude the sF is ih r t ef fec t e t t utl?f en, ce t*e dose- sinc e tr, 1*tta! d;se is 5.1 W , t"e sacet-tem -lu cF ce.vicrieg c urer 32
i

N
f rt*tr is 05/5.9, or at h* me in l L" ", e r 3 1ry ter+, r *eeu., the gr etcieg ef f ect cf' i dbaece marric Js ' Oben d;es I*M e h > 4l0 J

reLce the risk ty a f acter of 15-; ' etst increases by a fact:r of ter, tc aN t ve in 1i03. iMs assres

If the release were as:& rlioed i, a crc.9.1 area, uh as a large t r a t tt'r person 4en fs all hia t'*a in the ruat t-in s ted area, ar d allens

srcris stadic with 4 Ic?ulaticn dmit/ cf dc t in ran Ger shire f'e ter , r3 credit fcr tre f ac t t*1t t"e Cera tm toe' is wery resittaet t0 t *e

fren the f ac tor [I * 19 (U C)) is re k ed tJ aN.t 3. 3, M (*e tota: . isk pro oc tic'i of in* iatic fires . . e ' n- fires a.e tr nca. tre reserersion

rf c wcer is to , e a .on ' c.n rn s, re icase ir a c r,..:e3 s tav reef rici,et , cec re3s s, .nic*, ce mese, r . es to rio r r recer he

..er* mali, ee et:oir9 to irr.alation **is et nicerati<r i * r 'nces t- - .: ers i. e et + 1c mcyald Gely prCLce a Ore-in-five c ince e' cre cer -,sr

e - r ated are3 te ar gt t1a cancer. f4: IF uf CCI ael re%ces t*e rcr

fggi 2), l# D ra * C'''il f#l wer* C 5f * Red in tM bFt1Ia t ''l % ) 5 W GI 8 IMO bM O' I"A N #N d 5' C d

# fuel 'ntrIej t< 4 s t r0l * I''ra c n v t a l d btr u i l d i r g , *re IC ta l 4"C"M t C p ppp , g, ( p ,,q. , ,p y,g p_,,, ,, y , 9p5 p, g , ,,

.CT8 diyersal ef ficiency a 3 fraction inhaled rer perser * fisper sed over a m ute area ts re t;ced ' a re death se' 'O< 02U * 6 A q*

%
.22 gm * 8.8 n g Ir e r i sh e t dea *.'i t>er p ac e,- f..e l 1 ad !s thec NJf.h) C34, !.rfr) tre'

3
.

*#en t h += d i ',, e rs a l 'ref f ic ' enc y fac'er cf .CCl,* f irs t yt.a r a f te" rM ess r* ,

s l '. t e c i s 'a d . t r .* e t' h 1. l.4 II ' L* l s I ss 'd I1ci te t pro lg t lDe c f f'no

~# .$. .5.

me.e.*%



ify in W11ch the dispersal tDok place The f ollowing enclosure was sube tt ted with letter No. 61 and is available fotacarly regt h;itle Ihr risk if t he t
e14mination in the Nuc lear negalat ory Cenni ssion P:,h l ic DocJoent Roet.

(cage 30) is red ced in 10'4 Cch*n ;t'rds out the effects fc11ewtag 117 H street, washinscen, o c.

the first year af ter Jtspersal are negli jitle,
l. 8. L. Lohen "The hazar ds In Plutun14e Dispereal, l'n t ver s i t y of P i t t sbur gh,

Pen s nws that 50 cr 6C bitc- es of plutcrium in scluSle form Pitt. burgh, Penrevivante, July 1975.vaic JI- I.: a

are rea,1 red to tasse canter t*rcuge poiscairg cf food er mater supply.

Inis was1d involve stout 65u C:3 race aker fuel capsules, each containtog

225 r; 2339u.

Page !! *e en td i)ity of c arcer Inductico for a man diggir; cp #3"Pu which

Fas tren torie 'er a sbert ti e is atcat 24 ti-es (chen's tstteat? for
3 -i

Po - itout 1.e s io ris 4s < ,- i.atie to 1 e a . s trctae,iit, cf

r te.] t*e time be is werking.accice9tal death Joe to e ther (s.ses , cu

Page 11. cs Co*cq re i r.f s cu t , - e s t c' t 6e os decays witFin 20C years. so

the Ir g. term rish cf puer fuel is neqll)fble.
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commniselon Ac t ir g Deput y Dire c t or for Fuels and Materia'.e
Washiugton, D. C. 20541 Di ret t orat e of Lic en s irg-F egul at ion

t'n t t e d S t a t e s At om ic Energy Commission
attention: Act ing Teputy D1tector for Fuela and Materiale Washirgton, D.C. 20545

tirectorate of Licensing - Regu'6 tion
Dear Sir:

Gentlemen: I would like ta pr ot e s t ageoinst the prop osed use of plut o-
The Ccrois Corporatice, a reccantred zeader in the development and nium-p we re d he art p ac e ma ste r s . If c rpanica like F e rr-McGe e cannet
manuf acture of cardiac pacesa.ers, most heartily concure with the

safeguard their plutonium, h ow 1s sve little old lady t o de
purpases and conclue1oes eluc idated in your Dr af t Envi ronment al better' It seems t hat they w eul d he urnec essarily endangered

and a l m a end'.c g.e r the rest of us. Arparently the draft environ.
Stat ==ent, issued in January 1975 mental sr-tement d,es not even disc uss the possible illegal uses

We are in particular agreemert wit h t he St at ement 's cone ' uoton that o' pli.ontum and how a*d if they might te evoided. I thirk that
this sh:.uld t e c ons ide red and would we igh st ronly against suc h

benefit s to be derived f rom the uce .of piutonitas pos-r.J raidiac

pacew her* far outweigh any subsequent risks to the environment and, dev ic es . >
as a consequence of thte renclusion, wide-scale utilisation of Please inform me as to your pr;grese in this matter, keush power should be authortaed. Co

Sincerely,The enving and protraction of human life le prima facie conalderation !for all manuf ac t urers of cardiac pacemakers and any conseq uent
.

.hQ' i, ' ' ) '

'

maturetten of that e t et e-o f -t he-ar t to indeed a welcome asset if it - \' , t,

Whelps to meet that anal and la withis the riste parameters of safety Gregg S,.s Rve rh a rt
for all. Box.65LB\ '

S t anf ord ,' DA 94305
Cordia Corporation for seme time now has conducted 'eassbility
studies at 6 *ct rolled clinical investigatione of a plutonium powered

cardiac pecemaker under Badioact ive Materiale License No. 464-3. Such
investigat ters have Mlped to (or roborate the findi age and conclustoon
reached in our Draft Environmental Statement.

Cordis Corporation would like to complement the Directorate of
Licenatng for tFe very f act ual present et ton contained in their Draf t
E.nv "onzaent&l Statemert. The magnitude of such a report will become
apparent and fully appreciated with the introduction of never and sure

'D edvanced products which will benefit all humanity.
r. S
8 v 5 ocer ly,

-. 9|
/

Stephen Cookaton
Market 1Lg M nager
Nuclear Pectng Prerram

SC/ BAS-

.~



d. esrosa=Oss'acass oses=casosaur / Jura 1,1975 g) . -ssavics esosmat ce t esvoisess eusLIQua
stav.rio esMaais settleisme eusettca *

Sektion for Strahlenschutz ?Section de la redloprotection g
6

Sea.one selle rad 6oprotezione j
Mr Bernard Stnper, Chief

ruguemshe iia ,

Maternais kranCh, huClear hegulatory toCKiss10D Q'y
_ _ gw d ,e Richard E. Cunningham United 5tates Atomac Errrpy Commis sion ),

r
am s seeces as 4 gg Assistant Director for Washington, DC 205$5 y

e usi .ycle*
Civision of Faterials and

y Fuel Cycle Facility Licensing Dear Sir;

f a s h i n g t o O. C. 20555 1 have teen ene cf the patients recipient of te nuclear Facemamer since,

/ -

July 24 1973 and in my cratituk I must errre + ay admiration for this. s
,

g tmited States af Americe preat inver lon. In trios * 23 onrthe . have h.u no discomf ort nor attacks.
.

' ig I can clieb two or three filytts of stairs which I could not do with the
other pacemers that I wore t+fc re. The other pacemauers had to be changed. .._ ~ 19.3.41.,. tne 1Cth March 1975~

e~ - H/d4 within *wo years and for a person my ase, the surgery ir.volv?d was exhaustins.

In the 'irst year that I wore the Durar t nuclear facemauer, I we.s in touch
--

every ween with ':.e Cardiovascular he4earch Center to recor=2 av W via
telephone. ihe second year, the telepr ose checks were r M ed to once a
month. Durir;g ey last check-up v isit, wilen visits tu e place every six
months, I was informed that t he monthly telephone recordings were no longer

Oear Fr. Cunningham, needed. it was Analcated that the Doctors were conf tdent of the regularity
of Lt e nuclear Facemaker,

p
I1 have received a ecpy of the Draft Generic E nvironmental State- In January 1975, I had LFe great sorrow of losing my dear husband of 46 years. N

ment on the Wid 5; ale he of Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pace- Keedless to say that , during his two month allness with cancer, I experienced @
great anxiety and grief. Af ter returning from a two months stay at my son's,

makers with ena n y thanks. I am now coping with the domestic tasks, sroging, etc. , which were once tagen
care of by my husband. An my life I have had many difficulties and at 69 yearsgM of are, I feel life hangs by a very thin thread but concerning siy cardiacA First glance et tre report showed it to be a marvellous r i s ,'7, '
ailment, I feel perfectly safe and secure,

analysis, syste mtic, complete and convincing. JtW L pray that this testimonial will taaen in all the seriousne ss it is given.
For elderly persons sucn as mywelf who need it * lasting and steady regulation.

A am S u rg 17 WIll S d r v tl d5 d eccel for risk Jn41ysis, 8.111 to the nuclear f aceauer must be praisel for the great service it offers,

be Jana for many other prcJucts enrtaining radioisotope a n r1

cistributed throughout the population without control.

Respectfully yours,
fs

aine rely na .Lf

Simone Fouquet
,1 %agp 2206 Colston Drive

s

Cr W. Hun 21nger Silver Springs, Maryland

Chief, Depart ent of Radiological Protection
FE0 TRAL CffICE OF PUbLIC HEALTH



J.K.FRENKEL.M D C C ' r a 3 c m e s o mT & PG t* FF! 5 N T' T ' F F rn o v i T *n y

* * * " " " ' " " ' ci a Departrnent of Chernistry Nhh| 3Cahfornia State l'niversity, 'resnoovveumo em maae eeaor
''

Fresno. Cahfornia 91710 i

acaA coos ein e4e esso _/ , ,. . <

r[ breh $, Ifd5i

W e

Ma etM4, 1925
'4 Acting Deputy Director for Fuels and t'aterials

. -e-
/

~* , , s

p Q Directorate or Licensing and itegulatir.n @ p ,.g

U. 5 Atott.ic Fr.ergy Cons.insion g t d'
{ g g g

.2 washington, 0.c. 20%$

Acting Deputy Director f or Fuels & Materials b T-- d( ? C'
i

" dire f

Directorate of Licensing - Regulation db $ y
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission c, M*

N oe e r.ts an n re ctei toward the %rart Ger.eru invi roruntal Staten,ent
y y on tn. .u,-W.ie t ,e o r F lutonium F*ere.1 wiec f amers," dated January,Washington, D.C. 20545 g

N7 J ,"fs \ \( 1973.
'

Dear Sir The toxicity an i railvaetive potency of the e l emer. t Flutenium make its wide-
gread use absolutely irre gor. sit.le ana intoleratie. I' tr.is program is ag revW,

This is to protest use of Plutonium-238 or -239 in cardiac p or mre peeer ncments .ill each te caripr g a half-sram cr Flutonium-

pacemakers, under review in a draft environmental s tatement. 238. This k am .tity is enew to ErIEg a.1 square miles or a city to levels
This material i' too toxic and too permanent to be dies emi- cr semi-rerur.ent evacuatiers, er.ougn to 1, duce trwands or cases or lurg cancer

if tre naterial is erriciently dinersa in a 7 pulate1 locall .a a rea (such as
nated f or public use. Since adequate pacemaker batteries are

' ' '*"' "# " '' # ' ' **'*
available, there is no clear-cut need for this scientifically
and intellectually interesting, but practically dangerous secuer. tai release or this plutoniur. may te rerrt e. D-li te ra t e release, r^t

application. considere.t ty t he A .' C , is in rr.y cr inion a fa r w re prmt.,16 risk. Te rrc r is t s >
would have access to 11- * i riele sources er Flutonium, since each pacen.aker b
ncitint is w wear an 1:er.ti rication tracelet. Ary or.e or these 1%K) or o1 am concerned about o rdina ry h.ases, violent des truction of a:cre sources could previde er.curh Flutonium ta nahe a super-lettel weapon with

the apparatus in airplane crashes and fires, as well ey criminal which entire sncial sy>tets could be tlackmailed,

abuse of the material. Certainly the benefit to the pitient
should not be associated by an inordinat e risk to 6cciety, n.= Frogram is even rc r e at rageous wher. cr.e car.siurs the 'ter:e ri t a f rr>m sw h

a frtject! tra t the $ terval telween win-flap surgical creraticns might be
ler.rtrenM t to years rather than the two to rive years representing the

Sincerely yours , useru li s er conventicnal t.at t eries. Such a tenefit appears incersepentiat
- ~_ ;~~.. comprM with the enorta>us risk in vo l ved .

3 um ). - ~

.y 3
, It is unt nirkatle that the U. L. Atoc.ic irergy Commission would er could violate

the putlic trust an1 sa re ty t y irresN>nsibly ar; rovir.g ny prg ram wnich could
J.K. Frenkel, M.D. e alize1 use of the Lig ay y toxic * elemer.tlea 1 to the wide-scale,

ilutonium-23 8 Sinee rol7
JKF lw fg h (

Lavid L. Frank, Th.D.

Chairie rson
e.Leductions from latle 2-2 or FM . cat 2 tit diu s anila reguaris, killrich and?

~aylor (Isallirige r, 197.'., p . 2 5 ) . Al t" .:,h
_

tt n1 r-life e r Pu-233 is shorter that
,..eFm s. .- .q... .,r.

~Ffid ks Maa "OJ''*M *T~'
< G**=a ***ad

AN /55'H M t sFr W'T'3 SENTISIS'!NSIlI'JTE FOR PUSUC INf0RMAil0N
s3 D...~..o.......

Gese.c .m u.
..o-..m,.,o~

- o

h== b.na. Pt D t h.oe*.r.a==s. m O . rs D ire-.on,
F .a".

30 Eaia Larv*shth Street
SOaED OF DIRE CTotsNew York, New York 1 A 21

Tetephone (212) 249 32 JO D=== E a**ahaa==. u D Fs D. Des * torkan

O.. U.T.'.,'o" ".^,sI,,"U",0Cable. ilP:NFO
..

-.soeu.se.. %. r
D ee_ _ , some m p.=*.s Ph D.

kmmed Gertat Ph D.

c$u.YE;N. rs.a. s.t st.ssur.a..r.Magavie Of ticei Putni.catios,
.
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e /gf,[GEORGI A INSTITUTE OF TEbHNOLOGY gg., gg g Of fice of Nucle 9r Material Saf ety
o n . v. ca c ~ a ma on4 s,g,gu,,g,

Feb rua ry 26, 1975
,,m ,",Z..$ .. a February 2f., 1975 Page 2

3 6 /

cf -fffAl # I do not believe it is safficient f or the person to carry a card and
-f

,

bracelet indicating he has in his body a t idioactive pacemaker. It seests to
se in addition, he enould have tatooed on his body near the groin smething

Of fice of Nuclear Material @ y Q like "Ra dioac t i ve Pac ionaker - ph*e 202-408-6618" in which the phone number
would be scene of fice of the NRC (Charles Eason's Record Department) thatand Safeguards
would be on call to provide instructions.U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Caussission

Washington, D. C. 20555
it seems to me it is not suf ficient f or the hospital to keep recorda

Centlemen t of patiente having these pacemak er implante. These records shouid be in dupli-
' ate with copies maintained in Mr. Charles t.ason's NRC radiation records.

Dr. Dean E. Abrahamson sent me a copy of the draf t " Generic After all, records of a hospital can be destroyed by a fire.

Env i ronmen t a l S t a t emen t on the Wide-Scale L ee of Plutonies Powered Cardiac 238 239
Pacenskers.' I have reviewed thi s doc umen t rather hurriedly and would like In c onc l u s i on , I believe that Pu with 101 Pu is not a wise choice

238Puto coussen t se follows: I t h ink a very serious ef f ort should be made to obtain relatively pure
because of its low yield of m-

andg Po and thelow sg taneous fission, and rela-
rays,

' u (with its daughtertively short half life. Both thePerhape my greatest concern about this proposed cagdiac pacemaker
3*Pu. nis will prodq* s) int roduce serious prob 1me. Why not develop a mass separation ofly9of the Pu by weight will beprogram is the fact that

correspond to 3110 C1 of Pu in a new pacemaker. My concern to emphaetzed th e u7

by the ta g that this device is designed to contain the fuel f or only 10 halflives of ' OPu (or 8% y) in seawater. Giote that It woulJ be wise to encourage or require th o s e having pacemaker ins.the helitse preseg in a
nis would reduce the Pu to plants not t o conceive children--especially if the generator is implanted incapsule would bq gonsiderable a f ter 804 y. )

0.0981 but the * Pu to only 97.5% of the original activity (i .e . from 3110 th e abdmen . As a precaution perhaps such persons should be sterilized. '%'m

wCi to 3030 .C1). Bis g9not much help when it la recalled the present occu- I

parlor.a1 body burden of Pu or of 23bPu le 0.04 Ci and I have shown by the I hope the above ccmanen t s will be given appropriate consideration. 3S
enclosed paper this occupational level, when based on the total skeleton as
the critical body organ, should be reduced a t least by a factor of 240. Of Y re truly,
course, the non-occupational levels of Pu should be much less (e .g . 1/240 m j , [f'

f [*t -0.04 x 0.01 * 1. 7 x 10-6 Ci = 1,7 pC 1 ) . We should not f orget also that ,n
'+'. ',23 Pu the 'Du risk has not The tccepletely gished.af ter 10 hg lives of

f ,N 2gisnowdown to 8500 uCt. In 100 half lives of Pu (i . e . / arl Z M gan8.7 Ci of

8640g the Pu would be to a negligible level (i .e . 6.9 x 10-I8 pct) tut tely Pr esent v'

[ ') th e Pu would have dropped only to 2360 ci, nus it seems to me two in- (provemen ts should be made in the pacemaker: 1) the 239Pu should be reduced K 7M :1sg
Enclos ure''

2)ge f uel capsule should hglJ up inconsiderably below 101 by weight and
'3Pu orseawater for more than 10 half lives of P (14.4 half lives of

2O cc: D. E. Abrahamsun1417 y would reduce the activity in a pure Pu capsule to I" gC1, a more
1417 years f rom now staseone is this capsule

100 ,,Ci ] pefully,
acceptable level).

a will treat it wi th some caution.u containing

* '
Of concern also is the amount of Am, Os, and Pu that

iT would be contained in a new pacemaker should pqwer gactorgrade plutonitas ever
be considered as fuel for the pacemaker. Thq ,^'*I 2e As content would have to
be very low to keep d wn the N-dose and the ^**Cm con t ent mus t I s low to re-
d'.c e th e neut ror m.ti s sion . I hope serioca conJid& ration Vill a fver le b VM1

to such a '* low cos t" pacemaker.
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Bom 107 tie. 2 alcatas t reriti n f<r 'ta r . o . v .i l .r p, ort .f gi v eull acteet-
higeweter, Werylsno ne ana =v a naen4 w .
21O'37

gli of t i. . i te vr s n .. l l e e nrigene, e vi believe me I needed con-
h- '.'7, lo75 fi4ence arte tsvir a w e.rt b.'t 4 .* t> 4 per 1. i nti t e . I

m 1e 6 54 vaars o l .1 nt t've r,Ile,= ,f mobility or restrtetten=

'.. hyJDi r ee tc r3 t e of Licerai- *rnird Singer eue.nt over ir ine ttit ans m n mv are han.
Chief, Waterials Pr= .c Repulstory c mmi,,,en - ,o
Crt i t ed Stitas Atoair anismion . i', - I Ple=S. irrept thia 'etter i* ss Itvman's vote for cuntanuei uneg
Wsshington, D. C. "o*'' * of the nuclear race nik er .. , ,? -

N rl * CDJDe a r Mr . Singert P Tour = vary t rti l y .*
A* * ,) pb g M. ' *Co n r i a e ne . -

\. . . [.4! h .s ve been s user of - s c e 9 , lsera =im. by f 1470. My ninth '- N.Y. ifajeer
n,ece ig , Weltronic u .1 e l 9000 i=otmgie, Scre'l *4R00n%7

It big come to *v ittenti,n th it vor tre interested in henring
-11 r-inta 'f view on the giib f ec t of Ltomte Pa c e r s .

My reicti^n to from the p.ittent* int-r f-vice I finilly fe,I
c,afitanca in mv .res<nt iseer.r

1. [ . = f rtunate an<u"5 tn v i .< s t th a We.itr~nic Pl a n t s in
'.f i r n = 1 -lis in 'ert<*b<r, 1174.

'- Pr t ur Tva ma r .nf i t e ne r in '4 e,l t r e. n i c s $bility to out
nt evea11<nt pr.*orta t F ii r eu rb l y checked and c unter-
checked.

"- Ik i th. rivilege of beire infr 'oced to Dr. Aenneth A. >
,r:, = .. rur etar if r.n .* i n c e r ' - - Paaam4 *r rystens Dr. wr. pee a v. .. hiet-rv f -d proi etro ranect,tton* of W

the W :l e l *)OOO , plvine me even m ire e n nf i d enc e.

1. Vv =tfa mi i m "t e n 1 1,1 '' ' mile trin throuch Canada's
m .i i n t , n i t,, V ier. u v e r !=1nnd then d t.wn through vgshtrgton,
r e c <. e, ritir,rne, 9 tis Ciliforni.6 in1 back on thr, orb
* r i m n .s , t',ik n ,t ry,miar before heading h 'm a . I oos n,t

11 1 t. t 1. e t$ is trip witt my other "p cer9" brewo*e
..f sle,toiesi ith r *, u~ini non9 | nt over 9000 feet4

ith n., mi te rfe.rtm .irivica n' ter home.
5. Th e ability of the 1 ce r wh in ' lied the 4)iel 9000

incre9=e.1 my canft f<nce. W \t -n t = P.D. lmyth did an
excellent job and his f o 61 n = e d up cli=elv =ince the im-

"% ~ l , e t .itien.

A. T. .4 n c t e r * Hri v ' i 4 if tr'*ie/ G'Str"rnternlor191 ani3' th r 31 <I H. H4= f i e l 9, krecon. tm t h of the l'h v 9 t e i an s Office
..-a Poilttee ,t the wi=hinat , Pc=-se e n t e r, aree that with-

it mv 9 *' vnn P' c e r I old va = =tsined twv
mtirr ="rg,- cTl o p e r s t i c,n s tb t a ild tras year in iL

. h t. r t reriod of time. On Frbru,rv ;7, 1775, I h:id morrery
for the re,nvil of in e n t. ' I t ' s of sv left leg Y r n.'s th e"
knee d >wn 9.svare my left font. On Msv 7, l ') T S , I had an

-.
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75-N H247 -2- April 2,1975
Refer to- Com wm m
75-N B2 47 April 2,1975 3utr30 raco

i 4 Letter fron; Publ:c Citizens, Stincy Nt. Wolfe and John Abbotte,
an' - March 10,1975
d .-

5 Letter f rom Zero Population Growth, L. Douglas DeNike,%

_ ',

January 31 1975p n

Washington, DC 20545 6j ' [4 '
lNuclear Regulatory Commiasioi O Q Indeed, it should be rwted that Dean Abrahamson,11. Jack Geiger,s

Dan W. Lufkin, David A. Sw etland, Margaret Mead, Barry Commoner,^s< Dona 1J Dahlsten, Allen C. N adler, Glen Paulson, and Martin SonnebergAttent ton Acting Deputy L trector for Fuels and Ma
Directorate of I acensing - flegulation IllQ are all menters of both the Scientists Institute fur Public trJormation and

the Fresno Commit tee for scienttf ac IrJo rmation. Based upon the similarity
f terms utilized such as " skin flap surgery,' " nuclear gadgets," etc. it

Subject- Comments on " Draft Generic Environmental uld not be surprising to find that the same group of persons was in essencewStatement on th. Wide-Scale Use of Platonium resp nstble fur the subm:ssion of all five of the above listed submittals.Powered Cardiac Pacemakers" It perhaps reflects the efforts of a small group of persons, urmier the guise
f numeroua organizations, to retard progress in the cardiac pacemakerGentlemen: area. However, this is important only as it relates to the quantity of the

adve rse comments received rather than their quality,
W? have read with inte t -st manf of the comments you received on the
" Draft Generic Environmental Statement on the Wide-Scale Use of Pluto- in terms cf quality of the a1 verse comments, we were impressed by the p
nium Powered Cardta Pac e m akers. ' The adverse comments made can sparsity of quan*itative scienufic arpment, There was much personal e

be categorized into several a' eas auch as pacemaker longevity, nuclear fecairg expressed an,1 a good bit of arm waving was in es adence, in most
safety, plutonium toxicity, e tc. W e intend to analyze the adverse com- matances, tnere was an appalling lack of knowledgeability with regard to
ments and submit our " comments on the comments'a"ers is a highly crucial

to to speak, accord- implantable cardiac pacemakers. Scientific data and sound analyses wereing to these categories. As the langevity of pacem k alm at tetally absent.point affecting the benefit-risk as alysts, it is the area which we ntil address
initially. Enclosed you wt11 find our information regarding pacemaker As previously st ated, this submission is resti teted to our initial category
longe vny* of comments, that of pacemaker longevity. Fudher submission will be

made in the near future. We are tak mg this approach due to the fact thatWe could not help but nete a striking similarity of terminology in the ur a naly ses will necessarily be voluminous. We hope they will be con-following dxuments which yoa received, sidered in your fina; determination regarding plutonium powered cardiac
pac e make rs.

1 " Comments on Draft Generte Environmental Statement on the
Wide-Scale Use of Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pacemakers," Sincerely yours,
Dean E. Abrahamson, March 8,1975

2. Letter f rom Scientists' Institute for Public Information,
Allen C. Nadler, March 7,1975 Thomas S. Bustart Ph.D,

President
3 Letter f rom F ec. a Committee for Scientific Information,

% David L. Feari, March 5,1975

I u) Enclosu res
-4
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P Arf 3f AM ER f oNGF'VITY producer recommen tatuen or phys 4cian fear of ampending battery depletion,
ha i a me in hfe of 24 to M mond s an l therefore currespond closely 13 the

batte ry dep|ct nen nu mbers. 'Ihis lend s c re lence to the f act that the power
Ont ct' the rnost d.ffic d t a r e as to c ua mify in the fiel l of dmplantable soart e rtil' represant s the Itic limitmg f actor in cardiac pacemake rs.

ca r diac pac em ake r s is that < f limgevity. There esist a my ria l of power
sour (c4 presently in us or c ei emplate * for u se. Tbc manuf acturers of Perhaps more pe rm me to the sutgect a the bretime of the pace-
these pu ver suur ces cr the p- emake r m nufactu re rs utils7:nc them make makers whi-h were not removed and were still functwnal at the time of
numerous cl aims M e ! UNn what they thmk they have or will have in the the report. These are as folMws-
' near f uture. The issue is f ur ther clou *c 1 by phy sicia ns w ha pubitsh data
on their pe rsonal e <pe r ie nce w C h sm ill humbe rs ef a spccific pacemaker,
Most of these non-<1vantitative claims ar e cloudej by a vested mterest of Heport Date
one no r t e r a r.ot he r.

Our analys is and com ri nts with rega r j to pac em ake r long ev ity is 12/31/73 6/30/74 9/30/74
sapa r atci arao sev er al top u - These are pwer souri es, catheters or
wires, ani elect: nics The p we r source s sect wn is further c ategortzed Average Pace maker 31 months 30,6 months 31. 4 months
to discu s s several c f t he neci!,6 'ac e" (be mical batte rie s that have rec ently 1.tf e t i m e
come into use,

Note that thou numbers a re not the average Idctime of the total pacemaker
A, Power Durces p putat e>n, but a re res t r weeIT tt ose still functionirg. This is significant

m that the umt; rrevn osly f ailed or elec tn ely remove 1 have not been con-
suere i to 1as. m r t a n ' 1 t he a ve r age lifet; Tie. The mc st pe rtinent pomt

11 is generally ic e !r i t hat p rior t< > the .i l s en t o f t he plutunium is that P t i ca g lifetime of t he pac emak ers still functioning did not in-i

rep rern e l t*.c life limit mg c rea se sig n 'ir mtly 1.e t w e e n Dece mbe r 31, 19 73 and September 30, 1974po,cre ! p re m n e- t h it the p w er s urce

f a c tor. Tre mm i e w na n p A c r : m rt e ot titzed w a s the Maller y it M-1
% "certifrf ( tu s 'n' ou: cell. S i r.a a nd pre ahiy . s a siirect re- 'I he d it s fram ! a r lix Datwerp v/ould in11 cat e that tne Nuclear F egu-

sult (fi i r:t i v i o of f u pl u' mu m pm e red pac em aker, a myrial of latiiry Com mionan w u m e rly gt unistic with regard to chemical battery y'pg
"n w" p iw er s ,u rr e s ha v e a ppe a re" d any lofty c la tms a re m. ele for tnese powe re t pm e mal er hf etime m the t<e nefit-risk a mdysis, Indeed, the data, e

d e v ic e s , a'.1 of w hic h a re c lut ed b y nan-sc.c ntif.c d at. and vested intere st. * ha h cove rs me re t..on 10. 3M p atient menth of monitoring an1 over 4000 (A- - - *

WpacemM ers wouli indwate an average pacemaker lifetime of less than 30
months w ith 80 percent t f the f ailu res being due to battery depletion. These

1. P rc e.<otiv Availchle Pscemakers'- data u oull in.hc ate a g rea ter bene fit-rt--k ratio in fa vor of plutonium pow ered
c a rd s a t pacemakers than that given in the " Draft Generic Environmental

The crJy firm, e tau stic ally t.ignific ar t pacem ak e r longevity data of Statement on the % tde-Scale Use of Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pacemakers.,
which we are aw are and which is generally available taay be obtained from:--*

Cardiac Datacorp. Inc 2 I ithium P< 4 ered Pacemakers
Pacemaker Evaluat tan Systems
1705 Walnut Strect Prior to 19 '1, almost all pacemak e rs were powerci by the Mallory
Phila %1phia. Pe nns ylvania 19103 R M- 1 "certifi rJ ' me rc ury-t me ox ide batte ry. Smc e that time, m a ny

n (215) f 65-0700 othe r r h e m e o , er wurces have been co nsidered for use. Perhaps theTeleph
mo s well kn anu w ilely utilized "new" che mical battery is t he lithium-i

n . 4 tires m telephor.e rnonstor mv of pacemakers of all ioch ie cdl ma r ket< 1 by Wilson G reat',atc h 1.t f. of Clarenc e, New York.This co mpany . .

ty pe s. Att v hmen - 1, 2 an ! 3 of this semittal a re data obtained from The pacem ers meuf ac tu re.1 by Carj aac Pac ers Inc. cf Minneapolis,
C a n di v D it ac u p 1. e t he pe rio ls r nJ ng | >cc e rr.be r 11, 1971, June 30 M mnesota use this p< wer sourc e exclusively,
l'3 7 4, a n d fi ptembr i 20, 1"71 T he dat a c < we r t hou saaJ s of pac emakers.

Seve ral of the ah erse comments en the Draft Environmental Statement
Note ? "li. hag clor t m repla e m eni s. 80 tv 81.5 percent of all were direciel tm wi use of the hth.um system as a viable and less risky

pa c e rna k e r rc ~n nel s w e r e f, . r 5 !!c ry ,4 p t io n. The me.en time to removal alte nate to the plu onium p< <wered pacem k e r. Indeed, the comn.ents from
for battery Jeple t i m v a ried t olv s1.c htly iri m 2 4,9 to 25, 3 months. The Putdic citin n see w I e r itic al th at Jia type device ha,I received greater

whrh ar e ma le for the most part by pacemaker exposure tv d ate th in t he plutonium pow ere ] ; st e m:. k e r. Perhaps thiselectn e a c, e emio 3

grot.p is unaxare of the t estraintc that are placed on plutonium powered

2



pacemakers as compared to the tutal non-regul.ition of other types. Be patie nt and P w er is transmitted through the skin to the pacing circuitry,

that as it may. Abr a ha m sun ind ic a t es tnat the expected lifetime of these In M arc h 1"?3 there w cre 46 patient s w h; h. I be co contmuously paced
pace makers is 10 y ear s o r g reate r. lie f u rthe r c riticiz es that the 10 year for more than live years arrt an im re i.ble four w ho hai been paced for
li e w as not etdizel in the benefit-rid analysis but rat hee the 60 to 76 mot e than IC y( irs to tw s ystem w it hout ope ration. Curiously, thisf

months for the imprqs c<t mercury cells was employed. systern w as ni t menti..re t in t he 1)ra f t F av a ru ament al S t..te~1ent nor in
any of the ( m ment 4 < i to Statement. The reawn for t:.as a of c ou rse.

The fact that it is impossible to prove that any of the newly developed ihe s mall nm ur of pat wnts utdizig this ces a e whic h rel.tes directly
chemical power systems wdl vperate ter a perial of 10 years with only to it s med u a! ac cep ataty M any N y sicians do not wish to have their

3 years of climc al expc rience do es not seem to have ha t any affect un any- , at tents c a r ry n e ntern .1 p >we r upply a at retard s medical rehabilita-
ones' judgment in this rep r i wit h the e xc eptien of the ma nuf act u re r. Note tion. The same is true of rec hargeable pacem 4 era to sorne e <:*ent.

that ta the letter f rorn W dwn G reat batc h t<> Mr. Melvm Shupe dated
M arc h 6, I M S. D r. G reathr.tt h pomis out that the word w ell in "w ell beyond We ar not qu alit.cl tu s umm< nt on me fic al acceptability and will

the six year etajec hve" on Pqe 4-4 of the Draf t Environmental Statement leave that , the physic ian u mmu ity. Ilo w e v e r, w e int iuje an artic le as

should be d eletc), lie gaes on to state that Wil+>n Greatbatc h 1.td. m ak e s Att w hment 5 to this whmitt al w he re Dr. Seyme su r l'ur ma n o' Montefiore
no statistic al claim (for the lith it.m - tu li te bat tery ) beyond the six-yea r limpital in New h rk w ho hir exper.coce with these de vices aM gives
lifetime, surne patiente view points.

Other examples of the logevity of tr e lit %m pow ered pacemaker
can be given. Att.s hme:,t 4 to it.is s imitt al is une suc h public ation. Note 3. -Miwc ellee. .u s Powe r %u rce =
the unic rline l conclas ton t hat per haps t he b attery w dl not power a pac e-
maker for even five years. Uther pow er snurt es such as bnalvanic rue zoelec tric, etc. na . e

t,een pro,< s e 1 for use w it h impl.mt sble c a rdiac p ac e m a kers. R ec e ntly, s
"new" r e< 6 ,iaide pai m .a er uc mg a merc u r y - s d ver batte ry has been

3. RecharreaHe Pacemakers giv en s >me pnad a ity 51st too long go General Electric was exto!!ing
the r uitum-bt r mne pow e r s urc e for pac en ak ers. All of these units

Ech publietty has treen given over the last several years to rec hargeable are v ery new ani have yet to reach clmical trials,
pacemners Perharr tne foreme t cf toese umt e w as deveb ra d at 'l he
John s tier kins Applicd I'r y sie s Le c ratory. This dev ic e is prutoc c i and

fmarkete l by P:t e ss ;te rs lar . of Sylm ir, Calif r nia, fle re is yet another H. C a thete r n
example of an unproven pow er sou rce for w bach extendei longevity clatms y

are beng ma te. Tne first s uc h unit w a s impla nt el in Feb ruary 19 73 or m
only slightly mu ? than two years % Smt e that time, more than 1200 Presently, as sht c. n by it e inc ludei data, pov er sources continue to
of th,se have been implanted with only tw o failures reperte l by the manuf ac- ba the Itfe limit m ! f a ctu r an pm emak er f adu re, livvever, it is fact that

turer. This is indee l an enviable record of pregress but it must be pointed sc me pm . raaker s A m.df ur cium bec ause of the cath < ter breaking 1. it t l e

out that chemtcal ba'te ry f ailures are rmt s tatistically "ra ndorn. '' their d ume nte i d at i an e a r in the lite ra ure re g a rding this fa dure mec ha ms m.
fadu. c mode is one of ''w es r out. ~1 h..t is, oper atir.g 1000 unit s successfully Att w hme rit r. ' th.s wb m iu 41 i s t he t+ 3 t o wc c o f doc u me nte d d ata con-
for a year Joe s n< >t prove ih.it one umt w ill last for 1000 y ears. F u rt he r cernarg this p.c n' mena th st w e w e r e able to find. Nc te that the data indicate
climc rd data n necessary to prove their claime l longevity. that tra nsves u , i 4 I eters are mu e siahle tna i myocardial and that stain-

le ss steel c oil c athete r . t an be e xpm te I to have a s 2gnificant life *ime.
Aret her no mt to be ma le. w ho h is a poh c able to both solti state and C ert a inly it is .n ex c e s s of at y of the po we r so irc es prevbiu ,1y discussed

reek argeable p acemake rs is t hat their b atte ries w dl w ear ou t due to c hemic al
d e pic t io n. It v oul1 seem then tnat lor s it y c oill be p re.l u t e 1 by eu mining
the inte rn-d s tat e of the b 2 ery a ita rep a r 1 ta c hemit al rt ac tivity. Despite C. Elec t ronic s
carefolly se arc h mg the literstare, now here is there a cros i sectional
picture of these type battei ses comparmg en operated umt to one as goe3 as

P..cemaker electromes reliability have suf ferei f rom the environ-new.
ment in wNth they are rewre ! to r pcrate. % st comme rcially available

Another s enaideration with regar i to the rechar geable pacemaker has pre ma k er s re epmy enc apwlate 1. The epmy itself contributes to the

*g to da with its medic al acc entribddy . Certa rdy the record for pacemaker hostile envirs nment. Att ac h r^ent 7 io this sub mitt al is a description of
~ lo nge v it y se hell by a device dev(lope ! by a givtc of physicians at Queen how a n l wb v. I u rther while tr.e + pmy act s a s barrier to salt ions. It

E n l a n 1. This is the inductis ely coupled does pe rmit t he pas s qe of w ater. T he r e fo r e, the parernaker electromeIV 1:he acth Ilsspit al in ittr m mgnam, c
p ac e maker. That is, the battery power svurc e is w orn ex ter nally by the circuitry cr>ls up epe rat mg under egh uress in warm water. This is not

_ _ .
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a problem with chemical battery powered pacemakers in that the electronics, The f ollowir.g es osures were submit ted wit h let ter No. 3d sad are available
despite the hostile enysonment have: not represented a life limiting factor, f or examEnat ion in t he Ec lear begu1a torv CC 'am t s s ie n Public Doc ument F me ,

1717 h Street, Washington, D.C.
Newer pacemakers, includir.g several mcatels of the plutonium powered

variety are hermetically sealed. Thar negates the previous .~ac tors. Fu rthec
some of the mnre advu.ced models are beginntr.g to employ high rellaotllty, 1 Analysis ei the ve t a c r. 4,11_I Pacemakers, Cardiac Datacorp, Inc .
hybrid circ uitry, These f actors will inc rease the pacemaker electronic re- septesaer 30, 1974
liability. liewever, even at present, under adverse condittons, no one has
pacing circuits which will last for 10 to 20 years. Ana a vsis et the cata on 18 35 f ac esker s, Cardiac De t ac o r p , lac . ,7

lune 30, 1974

D. Summary I Anal ysi s cf the la t a on 3,0g Fay ema k er s , Cardiac Datacorp, Inc.,
ec est e r 11, 1973.

We hope that this submittal has shown that many or perhaps all of 4 J. J. uebney. Cardia Pacemakei Lucapsulat ion I n ve s t i ga t i on ,'
the adver se comrnerits receivel en the Draft Envirenmental Statement con- 81p;me4t c al Nineer tyg, oc tooer 1971, pp. 458-462.
cerning pacem Aker longevity are without foundation in f act. It would seem
that many of the adven se commer.ts were made in the vein that af plutonium 5 k. Fester an1 H. 4 >o t y , o l id a t a t e Pa t t e r ie s f o r Cardiac Pac emake r s ,'
powered pacemakers were released to wife-scale use, that they would be M .1 ' .a _1 If st r yment qion 7(l): I / 2 175, May- Audust 197L
nh eraally adopted. We do not believe this to be the case. In fact, it is
our anticipation that only 10 to 30 percent of all pacemaker patients are 6- ' New Pace uker toes on and on , ' Me.31 c a l 1.o r l d New s , fe rua r y to, 1975,
guitable candsdeles for tne nuclear untt. Attachment 8 is a short study per- PP. M-2 7 -
fartned f ar us by Dr. Victor Parsonnet :ndicatir:g this to be a valid range.
Larger percentages of the pacemaker pattent populatten are probaoly more / V. Parsannet, L. G11beit, and 1. d. zusLer, "The N4t ural Hist ory of

suited to the solid-state, rechargeable, and mercury bat *ery powered devices. Pa.emaker i. i r e s" ( pra e ssed ), eptitment M Surgery and CarJ todynamic s

We d., believe, however, that in certain cases, a plutonium powered pace. of the s~4 r k hth hrael Medical center, Newark, New Jersey.
maker will te more suitable than any other type and that a positive berief at-
ris't ratio will be present in these instances. A t. P4r u net, 'I'tcenttal eattent w r of o d io. ge theraonuclear

r.en,r a t o r ' Ictt r aMressed to F. H t t t man , n t ober 13, 197:e

Several items of inforenation lead us to believe that our conclusion in w9. Articles repted fr a tent (referem e not gtven) as follows: Nrh this regard is sound. Fir s t, many of the pacemaker prc#icers are develop-
ing a varied Itne of systems which .nclude all the different po aer sources.,V These include the plutonium powered pacem9ker as well as the solid state J. v. D.s v i e s , ' Pacemaker Powtr ' urces, Fast . Present, and Future"6

W Great taa t c h , "Chemic a l Powe t ' applies for Implantable Cardiac Pac ema ke r s"and mercury battery powered units. Second, we are inclu ding with thisw
'- "'' $ 'nne t et al- ' t he -eveloTment of R tiolsetene Power sources f orAttachmerit 9 which is a series of papers on pacernaker energy sources

f>ac ema k e r s in t he Cn if e ' States"from the a th International Symposium on Cardiac Pacing. Note particularly
f- l.aurens et al. " Clinical Result s of the implantation 4 of aa I so t o p icthe discussion at the eral of this attachment amongst some of the leading

pacemaker authorttles in the world. Id(***k''
- . * o. ' UY and R. W. we h:.e r t , '' B iega l va n ic Ene r gy S wrces"

7. K. Cywinski et 41 '' E t o ga l v e ic Power Source i.
A 1 J. M t am and u . < 411 ! L a'as 1xpcrtey e wit h t he Inu ctively

Q7 Laple,. cardia. ra e mo s e r betwe<n February 1960 and February 1972'
L. u.m illi et al F.F 1mpu sem Tr eselsstan: clini< al Result s and

Cor. ens Status"
t. . lek k e r et al. " Dis.ussion Emergy % urces

5
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[ ') Deraman The rollowing encicsure was submitted with letter N. 41 and is available for

[C '--]b o[U $ $}o- - ~ ~ "aj saucteer W examination In the % clear Regulatory Conumission Pubite Document Roca,
'

p.

' Corporence 1717 H Et reet , bashingt on, D.C .
9190 Red Bram bed
cc.o no.a uerrw 2t045r

Refer to. ***
75-NB 2 51 Aprtl 10, 19 75 6. " Pac emaker Li f e : rhe Price Is Right , teJJg a l_yor l d News , Ma rc h 2 4,

19 7 5, p . 61.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Waehtngton, DC 20545
A t'n * Acting Deputy Dire: tor for Fuels *nd Materials

Directorate of !.nensuy - Regulations

Subject: " Draft Generic Environmental Statemerit on the Wide-Scale
(*se of Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pacemakers"

Dear Str;

On April 2,1975 we submitted comments on the at;bject document pertain-
ing to pacemaker langevitY, Si nc e, an arttCle has appeared in the " Medical
World New s" dated Marc h 24, 1975 pertaining to pacemak er longevity.
This article, enclaned, also indicates that pacemakers are presently last-
ing 24 to 36 months. 3=

I
We thought this might also be of some interest to you. w

CD
Sincerely yours,

!/ k5 -.-~

Thomas S. Uustard, Ph. D.
President
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301/730-7000

Y
August 21, 1973 Mr. Bernwd Singer

W. Bernard Singer, Chief We believe it importont that the Enci environmertal datement emphostre the fact thct nuclear
Materiofs Bronch pacemakers are contemplated for use in a very specific portion of the

lent population andv

Directo*de of Licensing the based on toda/s proiections this will reprmnt a small fraction o Se ovwoll populsion.
(1. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Conwnission The benent onalysis should then reflect the rewards to tMs specific patient popufotion as com-
Washingerin, DC 20555 pared to othar of ternatives and the negligible attendant risks to the general population.

D** W . $1nce" we fully agree with the conclusion contoir.e4 in the " Draft Statement" the recommends the
wide scole use of plutonium powered cordiac pacemok er, under ceoin adminierative and

we eN oelieve that atter th. intense teding program peArmed on nuclear
Considerable time has now pued sirsce your imuance of the * Draft Generic Environmental pxe s imn,e severe than that for any conventional pocer) that the NRC should move os quickl

i;c,ns;ng corgrols, y
Statement on the Wide-5-o.e Use of Plutonium Powwed Cardiac Pacemakers" in January of
1973. We believe that certoin new and more complete ir formorion should be considered for os pouible to allow pacemol'er patients to benefit from this development. Further delay in
inclusion in your final datement. In addition, we consider it impodont to address ourselves carrying o.,t your recommendations v ould not or'y devroy the capability for production of such
to sevne of the comments mMe on *ke *Dreft Statement" ar=1 its conclusions and recommenda- devices, but unfortunately prevent the youngest and healthied members of the pacemaker

bearing population from ever t,enefiting from this unique development.flere, sinre its issuorre,

Aporoximctely 1400 nuclear pocemakers have been ir planted in humans since Aprilof 1770 Our commenti are prese *ed in the enclosed tremorondum entitled Comments on the Nwlear
Regulatory Commission " Draft Generis Environmental Statement on the wide-Scale Use offabout one-third of them in the United States), without a single battery failure. The median

oge of the nuclear powered pocemoker recipients to date is enroximately 46 years. The life Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pacemakers." If there is any clorificdion required m the data
expectancy of the rnodion oged nuclear pacemoker recipient is 29 years (based on the latest presented, please feel free to call upon us. >
U.S. life expectancy and enortolity dato). The nuclear thermoelectric technology upon which Sincwely yours, Onu lear betteries for pacemoken are based was developed prirnarily in the United States, sincec
1955, and has aeon utilized in nuclear space power supplies wherein one of the earlier nuclear e6

betwies (SNAP-3) has been producing power in o TRANSIT satellite for 15 years. The per-
formonce his*ory to dote gives credence to ths projections of expected nuclear battery lifetimes
of 20 years or more. It may, In fact, be pouible to ultimately produce o pacemake power G U"m.un, 1
supply that will ooerate for the lifetime of the youngest patients. Choirman of the Board

Nevertheless, it would be unrealistic to contemplate that all pacemaker recipients should -

receive nu:| eor powered pacemakers. This has never been contemplated. However, fur
ff -- * g' ** ' ^_ A (.patients in the young * on. prwp with long life expectancy and fre. from known mobr
Thomas 5. Busiard, Ph.D., 'gs -

P.E.disease such devices should te avoilable for the free choice of the physician and pottent.

Presidere
Q Independent studies indicate that based on today's pat:ent population no more than 15 percent

of the patient population would be suitable candidates for nuclear pacemakers. improved
IC rnercury cells, lithium cells, rechargenble botteries, etc., as well as nuclear batterles, will p

oll play a role in satisy. ing the varied needs of future pacemoker patients. No single powerw
supply is a panaceo. ast as there are many a:fferent types of pulse generator and pocomaker Enclosure
models in use today, different gewer supplies shovid be availdle to optimize the solution of
the paring problem of the patient.

The leeriovi administrative burden imposed on nuclear pacemakers by regulatory and licensing-- *

restrictions has, and will detw frivolous use of nuclear pocemakers. Allowing the medicalf.g ccommiey the freedom tr. choose a nwieur pacemoker for their patients will . woke certoln that
IV this technoicagical odvance will not be denied to patients lwst arved by them.



COMMENTS ON THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION COMMENTS ON THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

* DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT *DufT GE NERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STAFEMENT
ON THE WIDE-SCALE USE OF PLUTONIUM POWERED

ON THE WIDE-SCALE USE OF PLUTONIUM POWERED CARDIAC PACEMAKERS
CARDIAC PACEMAKER 5*

Benefit Analysis - Pocemaker Pop.;Iotion Considerations

As the primary benefit of a plutonium powered pacemoL er is its long life, all foctees

affecting the benefits resulting from longevity most be carefully considered. One of the

more important of thew factors is the age of the patient populatium. Figure I shows the age

frequency of typical pacemaker bearers from four surveyed populations.(1) Thew populsions
TABLE OF CONTENTS PAGE

ore for all pacemaker beaten and probably represent primarily mercury cell puwered pacers
genef5, Analysis - Pacemoker Population Coruiderations . I because the data was pelished in 1973. Shown on Figure 1 are the monimum and minimum

Alternative Power Supplies fw Pocomake, 7 percentages of the four populatic,s for each of the 10 year age groups. Of particular noe.

is the fact that below oge 40, ther e is no to yew grouping with a level of even t percent.
Podiological Coruiderations . to

Figure 2 shows the normolized age group of the 8 asr ocpulations previously discussed
Terrorist Considerations 15 I2)with the assumed NRC frequency utilized in C.. ,,.enefit analysis. Also shown on Figure 2
Comparative Scfety Considerations 17 is the age frequency for nuclear pacemukers an esperienced by Medtronic Inc.(3) It is

Patient Consid orions . . 18 important to mte that the age frequency for nuclear pacemakers is for a much younger

" Weak Link" Considerations. . . 39
Pdien' pmulation than either the surveyed pnpulations (Figure 1) or the NRC assumed ege y

distribution. This is more readily apparent on Figure 3 which shows the distribution of the 1
Technological Development and Other Benefits . 20 Ooge frequency. Note the distribution assumed by the NRC and the four surveyed populations

Monetory Coruiderations . . 22 (Figure 1) are identical. However, the age distribution for the nuclear pocemaker popula-

tion is markedly different. The median age of a conventional pacemoker bearer is 68 yeon,
25Summary Conclusions . . . .

while the median for a nuclear pacemder bearer is 46 years! This represents an enormous
27References . . . .. . . disparity when considering longevity benefits.

Also shown on figure 3 ore two isolated points for conventional pacemaker bearers.(4)
ATTACHMENTS-'

These represent the latest available data on age distr;bution. They are on indication of a
"A" Whet to do with Used Mercury Batteries . A-1 M WW b N h k6m d d ph
'8" Paris Newspoper Asserts Brezhnev Uws Pacemaker 8-1 bearers is decreasing.

"C" Doctor Defends Her Plutmium Her rt . . C-1 The ramifications of these data will have considerable impact on the benefit anotysis.

=D= Expenses Per Patient Day - American Hospitol Associvion Dato . D-1 The NRC onolysis utilized a conventional historic poc-maker popul* ion for the direct com-

parison between the nuclear and non nuclear devices. We believe that this does not present

aa occwate up-to-date pic.urs. The N2C's benefit onolys,s shovid reflect the fact inat

long-lived pacemokers are implanted in a much younger patient pcpulation group than the

historical data for chemical powered pacers presents. The nuclear pacemaker age distribv-

tion experienced should be utilized for the cost benefit comparisons rather than the
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non nuclear pacemak er oge distribution. That is, the nuclear pacemaker is o speciallred

device opplicale primarily to younger patients. Therefoes, to reasonably ones its

longevity benefit, it is the younger patient nopulation ther must be stwiied and compmisore
- -- --

, . - - - . -

In this some regard, it is the yomger patients who will derive the monimum benefit
_

because of their increased longevity and life expectoney. This is clearly shown in Figure 4

which indicates th-w the 46 year old median nuclear pacemak er recipient has on empected
| C 'fremoining life of 2? years while rbe 68 year old median historical conventional pacemaker

pot;ent has on expected remaining 1 fe et 13 years. The ef fect of increasing life e=pectancy g9
bis further emphosized when observing the death roles over the post number of yece s. Since

*d""* *' ''* ''
ICO, tk mortal;ty rate for the 65 to 74 year o9e group hos decreased from 52.5 to 36.7 pO Distiration

'

perc ent . People are living ic,nger than ever before and the trerd is continuing, in using

^j p7the life e=pectoney and mortoliry dr*o publi Aed by the U.S. Pu!.,lic Heotth Service (6),the NRC ond Conventional Pocemaker Distriburlon

assumption was enode thot is generally occepted by the medicol pecfenion that on other4.ise j

hoolrby pacemaker recipient hos the some life expectoney os the general population. k d6
Some of the comments en the "Dreft Statement" questioned this essumption. in ottempting .!
to ossets this assurnpfion, * e were able to obtain some further insights. Apparently the bos*c of >
cause requiring po<.ing differs in the older versus the younger patient. Ischemic Feart j 5.,

% N
disease is present much more ohen in the older pot:ents. The mortality rote in the older 99
patient groups is 27 percent in the 2 years ofrer receipt cf initial implant. Once the older

potlent survives beyor.d this point, the mortofity rote is apparently similar to that of the a5 ldest Available Doto on Pocemaker Population
overall population. In the younger patient, free of ischemic heart disease, pocers are most

likely required because of congenital beo t block or os o result of heert surgery. This o,t --

younger group, of which the nuclear foremaker bearer is represcetatise, should have o

locgevity os great as the general population. In foct, since pocemaker bearers are af
- .

examined regular!y, other problems such as high blood prenure, diabetes, and tumors are

cought and treeted earlier than in the general population so that this group's life espectancy y 7
-

may octually be greater than that of the general pcpulationP O /o Ae 3c ' ' ' J C' 'O 70 PC 90 /C#
Age - Yeon ,

it is our believe thot the nuclear pacemoker is inest beneficiol to younger patients P sr Distribuim
ord that a free marketplace would reflect this fact. That is, even wi*hout NRC vestriction, Fipre 3

^ ' ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

the nuclear pacemaker would be o " specialty" product reserved for the younger and healthier
-- ~~~ ~

pnrtion nf the pacemcker pooolation. This was reflected ;n o stud [ perfcened for sn bw

Dr. Victor Parunner, Director of Sagery at Newark Beth Israel Medical Center.

Dr. Personner reviewed 100 typical pacemaker patients on a retrospective basis and fomd,

,+,

-
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m
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in his judgment, thor il to 13 of these persons wuvid ha-e been suitable cendidates for a

nuclear pacemoker. Most of the 87 to 89 exclusions were based on lack of expected patiert

life e9ectoney. More recently, Dr. Pononnet presented o paper (9)of the Society for
- - - - - - . - - . _. - _ . - . - __

Voicular Surgery, reflecting on his emperience with 62 nucieor pacemaker im,,lontatiers.
'

The overoge patient oge was 50.1 yeon with a range of 12 to 76 yeors. This compares
_

favorably with the median age of 46 y wrs experienced to date by Medtronics in its nuclear
pacer impiants.i

,ce- --. -- -

le is clear that the primary benefit to be cesived from the nucleor pacemaker is its

9,, long life, in order to ochieve long-lived pocing, not only must the pacemaker function

properly, but the pottent must also survive for a significant number of years. In this regcrd,

p we believe the longevity benefit analysis pedormed in the " Draft Statement * was bacd m

the wrong patient population. The benef;t comparisons should not be made using historical

_ conventional pacemaker age distribution ond cor, poring the nuclear units to the conventional

[ unit s . The age distribution utilized for such comparisor:s should utilize the chorocteristics
e
> of the nuclear pacemaker bearer population.

__

.5
c

} ,

\ Alternotive Power Svoplies for Poremakers

et
Ten years ogo when serious development began in this country and Europe to provide >1 a

o nuclear power supply for pocemak ers, the maior impetus was the poor performance of the y- No

Si e thor Wthen existirig chemical betteries which on the overoge lasted about 18 months. n
w

y, time, spurred on by the successful development of nuclear botteries and their successful

implontotion in humans beginning in April of 1970, a whole series of new power supplies

7Jo- has been under development and ic some cases used clinically. As mentioned previously,

to date opproximately 1400 nuclear pacemakers have been implanted in humans throc@
\/o the world, the earliest of these has been successfully operating for 5-1/2 years and all

have operated without a sing e foilure dt e to the nuclear bottery. h any developreene,l

- -O such as o new long-lived power supply for pacemak er application, considerable clinical
o so 2o Jo dc 50 4o 70 BC 90 /0 experience must be atoined before any claims con justifiably be made. Decisions shi

#7N Age - Years be moda on the basis of facts gathered over a period of time rather tho., on peomises and'

I
Eyected Remaining Years as a Function of Age (5) predictions of wonderful accomplishments to be realized in 'he future, in that respect,

"
-- --- figure 4 - . the 5-1/2 year period since the original human implant of a nuclear powered pacemaker

O've; censiJerebic ccnfiden:e 'n the eo,ty O'oixt'o'r of odie"Inc a lifetirre in e=ceas cf
10 years. It is otso importone to nore that the success to date th nuclear gemakers has

come despite the prob! cms inherent in the development and use of this device by the
8arr uous testing program ond,adminierot;ve and licensing procedures that had to be followed

C^



in the preclinical tests and in the clinicci protocols. The non-nucleor, long-lived poww chemical capacity los pre.iously discussei), the octual life c,f lithium-iodine batteries will

supplies were not under such restrictions and did not require the severe testing prior to use, not be ele to be determined v*il large numbers have b+en used to deoletion. Internal

that hoe been imposed on the nuclear pacemaker. pag;ng ,,,,.g,;, y,y g g ,g, g;,p;
could cause premotore failu e in much the some manner thct mercury migration causedr

As mentioned in the previous section, the advent cf the nuclear pacemaker initiated
premature failure of the VM-1 cells. The largest manufacturer of this type ceti, Wilson

the development cf a number of pocernaker power sources other than the Mallory RM-1
Greotbatch Ltd., based on laboratory dato, shows that these cells will probably have a

mercury cell which had been the stondord of the industry for many yeois. The most promi- lifetime of on the order of 6 to 8 years, despite a theoretical lifetime of over 13 years.
nent, in terms of utilization to date, are the lithium botteries produced by Wilson Groot- This matches to some exte,,e the fact that initially mercury cells used in pacernokws which
batch, Ltd., the rechorgeable cell produced by Pacesetters Inc., and the ' improved"

have a theoretical tit.tirne of 6 years actually performed in the range of 1-1/2 to 3 years,
Mollory mercury cell. Other power sources still in the learotory stage, recently announced le should also be pointed out in the * Draft Statement" that there is no suchin clinical use.
as long-lived poww supoly possibilities for pocemakers, are the General Electru sodium-

thing os a generic lithium battery. In addition to the lithium-iodine bottery, there are cur-
bromirse, the University of Pennsylvanio silver zinc, ar.d a host of other types of lithium

rently of least 6 different types of lithium cells under development, most of which will be
c ells. Some of these uniti may eventvolly prove to be viele power systems for cardiac

considered as possible power supplin for pacemakers. These cells oil use lithium, but vary
pacemakers and enay well prove 'o outlast the Mallory RM-1 mercury cell,

In type of electrolyte used,
le is premature to make o . dgment on the useful life of any of the new power sources. Nickel codmium recharge *le batteries wee considered for pacemaker ese since thetu

Men the RM-1 was initially used, its pred;cted lifetime was 6 years. Its actual life turned
beginning of the pacemd e indvory, opproxime+ely 15 years ogo. Both in Engf ond and

out to be 1.5 to 2 years. This w'as due to the fact that the life estimate was based upon Sweden small rsumbers have been built. Wide scole use hos riever developed from these
copacity cons;derdions, but the uni.s foiled primarily due to internal shorting while a large owly effets. Mme recentfy, in this country, Pacesetters Inc ., utilizing a recharge 4le
chemical capacity still remained. Most chemical batteries have failure modes leading to Ni-Cd sycem develo,)ed by the Applied Physics Loborotory of The Johns Hopkins Univushy, f
lifetime limiteions other than theoretical capacity limits. Corrosion, reduction of effec. has been manufocturing and marketing a pacemaker using a N?-Cd rechorgeable power supply, p
rive electrcde surface arcos, build up of internal impedance, or shorting, are all factors Mat the octual life of this system will be, only time orid use will determine. Your initial
that con becor,e the octual limits to battery life. Such phenomeno could well exist in so,,, re in medical references which consider it difficult to"Dr it Steement" referred to cs c
of the neww power sou ces and become the life limiting factor. re' Ailitate patients who are externally rechorge dependent. In addition, there ore specialr

Coll,'ar, the nuclear bottery a "battwy, is in a sense a miinomer. It is really o goblems related to Ni-Cd ciat'eries, which if not solved in the power pockoge currently in

generator, convert,ing beat to electr,c,ity on a ccetinuous bas,is. Its output folls w,ith t,me pacemaker use, could prove trevblesome.
Se.erol popers(y y( hroblem relates to the " memory" effect in

i Thisi

p
due to decay of the nuclear heat source, it gets its long life because of the long half-life low dra,in Ni-Cd systems. hav, been publised relding to this

(87.8 years) of the Pu-238. Therefore, the type of failue, modes possible in chem,icol e ffect . Apparently, low discharge rates cause crystalline growth in the codmium electr<de
batteries and the "dro.in, ond shelf life problerns , inherent to chem,ical cells are not ,in evi- thereby decreasing its ef fective surface area. This mak es the battery progressively more.

dence in " nuclear generdors." difficult to charge. Elevateo temperature tends to increase the severity of this problem. To

One of the more promis;ng long-lived power sources for pacemakers, in addition to alleviate this phenomena, o high rate of discharge must be periodically effected which is

th- nuclear generdors. that hos been developed end put into use in the post several years quite difficult, if not impossible, with on implanted pacemolier. While this effect may or

is the lithium-iodine battery covered in your "Droft Statement." Although the clinical may not prove to be o difficulty w;th the nickel codmium rechargeable botteries presently

testing of this bottery has proceeded since 10 2, it has not os yet reached the fotol lifetiene being utilized in pocemakers ;t serves os an enomple to indicate that present judgment on

Because the I.fetime of this power system may well be premature .experience c4 5-1/2 years to date och;eved by the nuclear powered pacemaker.
the failure mechanism of chemical botteries is noe necessarily related to the theoretical

'
8

%
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~
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Th silver zinc system is newer than the lithium-iodine or nickel codmisen cells thermal stresses, crush resis+once, and high temperature resistance including cremation at

previously discussed. However, it is interesting to note that many years ogo when this cell 1300 C, prior to its releme by NRC for clinical trials. Ir is therefore difficult to under-
was formulated or a secondary battery, it was found that mercury addificn improved its stond some of the comments orw, in our opinion, unreolistic concern relnting to the radio-
charging chorocteristics. As more mercury was added, the recharging become better and logical safety of the device. Little cognizance seems to have been tak en by sorne of 'he
better . This subsequently resulted in development of the mercury cell. critics of the very stringent test criterio imposeo on the nuclear pacemakers by tb NRC

The c6ove discuuion is not intended as being critical cf any of the newly developed W to oU wing r e in c nic s- Im st Ppws m U som d de Wwen

mwNd Aap on 38 is N y 'elem , m N h *"e cont In o paper 4 "chemical pacemoker power sources. Rather, it is given to esemplify the fact thct these

devices are still new and unproven. Their reliobility cannot be estimated from having The odministrative controls placed on nuc. ear pacers by the NRC were also cited by
large numbers of units operating for short time periods as is the case with electronic cir- some commentotors os exo nples indicating the horordous nature of the pocemakers. This
cuitry. Chemical botteries generally fait due 'o " wear out" insteW of at " random." This was panicularly true with regard to eecovery of the units upon patiet demise. We would
is clearly evident from the fact that battery relisility is chorocterized by a Normal or Chi- like to point out that recovery of these units accomplishes several purposes, only one of
Square distribution. Rondom fo| lures are chorocterized by on Exponential distribution. which is related to radiolog: col safety. First there is a mcior benefit to the pacemaker
Therefore, more rirre will have to elapse prior to enoking a final judgment on the true life- mondocturer in giving him an opportunity to examine the units after extended operation.
times and viab;lity of the new chemical power sources for pocemakers. This enables upgrading the device offer procti;ol application. Secondody, because of the

long half-life of the nuclear %el @7.8 years), there is no reason that the sources cannot be

ed e a reWve Ws. Even den 20 yws d use, wch a source wWRWiological Considerations rec yc n i

have lost only 15 percent of 'ts originot heat production capability. AJJitionally, tb
This subject must be looked at in two ports; the radiological safety from a radiation

7,,,,,,ed sources con be reprocessed and upgroded offer their .pecific power falls to on
emonation point of view ond the safety of the fuel capsule and fuel form from a contomina-

ept& W1. This Ms wconr would certainly minimize the total quantity of f
don Point d vie,

plutonium necessary for nucleor reocemak ers and conserve o valuable resource in limited hDin the product produced by us, the ATOMCELL nuclear generator, we have token smply .

great pains to reduce the amount of fuel utilized and to put such fuel in a chemical and
Other commerts received cv he " Draft Statement" related to the toxicity of plutonium,P isotopic form minimiz:ng both the above mentioned radiological f actors. First, nur nuclear

Some were .tored in emotional terr,s such as "the mnst deodly material known to man." As
[ ' .) ger erator has, to the best of our knowledge, the luwest fuel leMing of any of the currently

the NaC is aware, this is tardly the cose. Many nerve gases and biological ogents are for* manufactured davice.. nominoily 140 mgm of Pu-2h or 2.3 curies. Secondly, we use
more lethol the plutonium. Authrities such as Chauncey Storr, Dixie Lee Roy and

this plutonium in a chemicol form proven to be most inert, i.e., sintered PuC with ay Bernard L. Cohen have all recently commented on the toxicity nf plutonium by compari-
melting point of 224C C. Additionally, we utilize " medical grade plutontwn," or plutor Nm

son to other toxic moreriols. Dr. Rey indicated that botul;sm is one million times; dyptherias greater than 90 percent Pu-238 w;th the Pu-236 con;ent held of less than 0.3 parts per
one billion times; and muscorine ten times more toxic rhon plutonium. Muscarine is theN m;ll;on as produced. Add;tionally, the normal oxygen in the PuC s c nvwted to

2 toxin found in the relatively common mushroom. The rnost cogent considerot'on, however,
C ".) oxfgen-I6 to further reduce the radiation level. The pressed and sintered pe!!et of Pv0

2 remains the fact + hat to date there is not a single documented occount of a F: olity due to*

which is very hard and has a theoretical density greatet than 95 percent, is ther, hermeticolly
plutonium poisoning. This is either o strong tribute to the skill of the numerous organizcr-

encapsuloted in the nuclear pocemaker within four welded and hermetically sea'ed con-
tions which handle this mornial on o routine boeis, or pe hops the nlutonium is not qui's *o

toiners fabricated from high strength, high temperature, and corrosion resistant metals.
deadly os some of the dverse comments would lead us to believe.

The nuclear pacemaker fuel s opsuls has been tested to demonstrate its ability to with- %, ,g gg gg ,, , g ,
stond corvier., high velocity impact (including being hit by a high velocity rifle bullet),

10 yy



naturally finds that the nuclear pacemaker falls into the " low level Marion cwerwervy* Perhaps the best method of putting the radieion levels from the nuclear pacemaker

Most of t e nuilear pacemakers pres- In context is by encrnple. The following low level every day sources of rodlotion are citedhbecause of the minute amount of rodiatinn it emits.
erely licensed for clinical trials have radiation levels on their surface between 4 ond 5

from Reference 15. The rcdieion dose to even the closest member of a nurlear pacemaker

millirem per hour. This level will increase offer 10 to 14 yeers to about 8 to 10 millirem beer, his spouse, is taken from the NRC's " Draft Statemere."

per hour and then begin decreasing. This phenosaena is due to thc growth of daugf ter
Source Annuot De in Millirems

products from the decoy of the various plutonium isotopes, primarily Pu-236. The radiation
level falta very quickly with distance dropoing to less than 0.01 mrem at 50 cm in air. Nuclear pacemaker bearer's spous. 5 to 15

By any stondad, the radiation emanating from plutonium powered pacemakers is low. Sea level cosmic (odd I for every 100
I"' 'I 'I'*#I "I #

The total Integrated whole body dose received by the pattent per year is on the order of that ng air (U.S. average) 5re
received from o single dental F ray. We do rn believe that we con resolve the low level 25er memge
radiation controversy in this document. However, we con point out that the linea dose living in a brick hom 85

extrapolation rneory* is not wpported by any base of scientific information, it has not been
i

.
One transcontinentol jee flight 4

The only thing that con be sa.d with ony degeee of certainty is that the linear dose
.

150proven . One chest X ray
extrapolation theorv is a worst c ne condition. Josed on the evolutionar/ ospects of enon in One gastrointestinol tract X ray 2000
a naturel rodiation env.ironment where great mental and phys.ical improvements have taken

p ace over tens of t%ovsonds of yeo , .t is proochly on extreme worse cose. These are relatively common sources of odieion ancountered in our every doy lives as partl

Aiother ospect of the radiation emonating from o nurlear pacernoker not realized
of our natural environment. Persons residing in Denver, for instance, receive on additiona4

by thc loymon and sometimes even by nucleur empero is thus it is so low it is difficult to
53 millirem in o year due to the inuemed elevation. Does this make Denver an unhealthy p

Determination of this low a rodiotion level to areasonable degree of accurocy is orea in which to reside ? Indeed, it is generally regarded as being jud the opposite. g
eneosu o.

a difficult vrw.|ertoking for a number of reasons. First and foremost is the fact that the ecda- Therefore, placed in the proper context, the plutonium powered pacemaker radiation

tion dose level is extremely Icw and consists of a mixture of gommas and neutrons. Second, levels should not be of concem. We previously submitted a f airly entensive report to

the plutonium sources are physically very small (ours is a cylinder 0.34 inches in diameter, the NRC showing that based upon oli the experimentel evidence we were oble to find in the

0.30 inches long) and the rodieion dose is very sensitive to the distance from the source. literature that there would be no organ ef fect frcen rodiation up to 25 millirem per hour (cia

Therefore, if a reasoncbly sized TLD chip or piece of Kodck Type A film is placed on the a 30 year exposure. This is summarized in Figure 5 of this submittol .

surface of the pacemaker, they will be nonuniformly dosed and are thus difficult to read. The only other item to be mentioned concerning the radiation level, which also impacts
They must be scanned to pick up the ma=1 mum dosa point. Therefore, even the low rad.ia- the radiological safety consideratican is the plutonium inventory in a r vclear pacemaker.
tion levels reported for plutonium powered pacemakers occur only at a sing e point on the. Many of the examples cited in the NRC * Droit Statemer t* utilizerl a pacemoker containing

. l ir

surface a,d the dose rates at all other po. ts are significantly less. 8.3 Ci of plutonium-238. This is a ypical of nucleor pacemakers and again represents a
in

, .

worst case condition. Most plutonium pacemakers have an inventory for lower than this

value including the Medtronic, Cordis, and the American Optical units. The inventory in

The 1:near dose extropolcion theory expounds the notion that the measveable damoge done
these units is 2.3 to 2.8 curies. Further, these ore (;rst generation devices and should the.

to living organisms con be linearly entropolated to low radiation doses. This results in the
nuclear pacemaker prove successful in the mariietplace, the curie level will undostedly

conclusion that any radiction will do some damoge. This is in contrast to the threshold
decrease as more efficient units are developed.

, . , s

theory that below a certain level of radiation, living organisms will be resistant and incur
. v
_,

no dennope.
13
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Org.in i b n. tie. In the environmental impact onessment of the NRC's " Draft Statement," a very
- Destroyt et thorough job was done to evolvate the radiation emonating from o nextear pacemaker and
~-

its effect on both the patient and the general population. We concur from our own exper-
~

lence in the conclusions that these levels of radiation do not represent doses that shoofd be

f[
of concern.._ 3

>

Terrorist Considerations10 T- @
SI ILnge of A ev ice of the comments to the "Droft Statement" addressed themselves to possibleb s3 o

Elicct p-

Threshold d ten rist oc6vnies utilizing the plutonium contained within the nxlear pocemakers. Theseg- 7 comments regarding the possibility of terrorist octivity utilizing plutonium extracted from o
~ '

nuclear pacemaker ore difficult to oddress because logic does not apply to such beh<rrior
- and one even hesitates to discuss it. Many of the " scenarios" postulo+ed in the comments

on the " Draft Statement" appear to us at least os unrealistic. There are, however, certain_
/e

/ , physicot aspects os to what detr', ental effects could be induced by terrorists utilizingE 4
_

f10o
3 : nuclear pacemakers that con be hypothesired.,

.
~ / '

; _
' One of the improbable scenarios is the corstruction of a fission " terror" weapon from

3 -
, the plutonium gathered from a number of the nuclear pacenakers. First, Pu-238 is not

g - / fissionable in the some sense os Pu-239. Its fission cross section is not well established, y

D
_

/ but definitely is not as favorable os Pu-239. However, even if a woopon could be con- [g
' structed from os I;ttle os 5000 grams (approximately elever pounds) of plutonium-238 which N

is the estimated amount required for the more eosily fissioned Pu-239 , 30,000 nuclear
3*o 10 -

pacemakers would be required. That is, the terrorist or terrorist group would have to billI-a'N -

enore than 30,000 persons in order to collect sufficient plutonium to construct a weapon.
I' 3 -

They then would have to metallurgically process the Pv0 2 uel to plutonium met I ndf
- ~ ^

Orgaa Ibncho.u fchricate the weapon, oil the time being hunted by police. This is not only illogical, it
- tinaffected

would be physicolly impossible to tro<.k down and murder 30,000 persons on a selective

basis without being caught.
_

Another " terror scenorio" is that of terrorists obtaining nuclear pacemokers, etttingd 2
10 them open, grinding up the plutonium, and subsequently dispersing it in a crowded or popu-0

-

lated area. Not only is such a sc.enario highly improbable, but it most probably wouldn't
~._ result in " terror type" results for a nunber of reasons. As in the weapon exceple, the

- Range for terrorist is faced with locoting and killing numerous persons in order to collect the pIv onium.e

.1.3urface To get even a gram of plutonium-238, he would require no less than seven victims. Next theg p p Af0MCELL powered pacemaker
. Dose H ate maximum point sufoce dose terrorist is faced with the task of cpening the pacemaker to entract the plutonium. This

Criterion

1 I f f H !!!! I 1 1 1 if!!} ! f I ! i til 1510
0.1 1 10 100

Dose Rate (rent / day)
Figure 5. The Dependence of Dose and Dose Rate

Regarding the Destruction of Organ IJu nc tion s
u
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Paties Considerations Dr. Dunham cleocly indicates that she is well aware of *he technical aspects of the

in the issuance of the " Draft Sea ement * and the comments ther,on, the patients P u'NIum Po*Med Pacemd" 0"d she e=povnds e stounch defense of these devices. Her

have had the vncile:t vnice and they are perhaps the most enncerned grovo. The patients rese nse is initised with the paragraph, "I wont to protest Ralph Noder's recent column
n s e Head ed h coWes wn Se paragraph,1 regrete ,'ore not on organized group and the large maiority of nuclear pocemder bearers are not

owore of the licens;ng and regulation process nor even the existence of the " Draft State- that the Noder article on plutonium use for devices to assist the human heart is not based

' # "8' "#''* '* " *ment . " They do rot review the f ederal Register on a regular basis nor are they prc6 ably *" '' "

owore of the continuing so-called " nuclear controversy.* Dr. Dunham is obviously on otypical pacemaker bearer. She is well educated and

It would pem that addit.ional emphasis should be given to the role of the patient . very well informed regarding the technicol aspects of the nuclear pocemoker. Most signifl-.

en

cant is the fact that she is a speciolist in concer epidemiology and discounts in her articleselech.ng the ry,)e of pocemaker to be .emplant ed . The e. kA.,enefit analys.is must cons. dern i

the impact on the pat.ient of repeated surgery versus the use of long-l.ived pacemokers. the possible carcinomo effects descr, bed by many of the adversary comments on the "Droft

Statement . "Pacemder replacement enoy be ,minur .urgery, to the surgeon, but it is v.iewed entirely Another significant poiar is that Dr. Dunham did not adopt on ottitude of,

different by the patient. The onmiety crewed .in the pat.ient .in cor templat. ice of their pace- "I have my nuclear pacemdw; let other people worry about getting theirs."

maker power supply beicg depleted, os well as the surgery required to replace it, undoubtedly The patient population most important to consider with regard to nuclear pacer.,akers

is a burden of considerable significance which connot be easily or c6iectively measured. It is that group of persons who are relatively young and healthy, but who will require a pace-
is ir9eresting to note that nuclecr pocemakers have been chosen, despite the administrative maker in the near future. These persons are os yet undefNed. As Dr. Dunham expressed
controls ploced on the patient by current licensing procedures and the score toc *ics of nu. the sitweion in her article, "Five months ago I had the entirely unonticipated experience
clear opponents, by people who because of their social and economic position can get the of having a cordiac pacemd er installed in my chest." The only way this group con abrain
benefit of the best medical ndwice and treatment . Additionolly, o nurnber of these patients the benefits of a nuclear pacer is by oilowing their physicion to mde availcele, and p
ore alsc scientifically or tecnnicol!y tro;ned to mde a raost rational decision by themselves, recommend when indicoted, the free choice es to which type of long-lived pacer they pre- g
Such pohents include a female physicion who is on e = pert in the fields of concer epidemiology fer . If these penons do not wont nuclear pacemd ers, it will quickly become apparent in (O

ond the relation of concer to the envi,on, ent; o former chairman of the Pacific Section of the o free and competitive marketplace. If not needed, the nuclear pocemder would dis-
Americon Accdemy of Sciences, age 68; o graduate femote chemist, age 32; and as hos been "Ppeor os did the "Edsel" outomobile and numerous other unwanted or obsolete oM non-

repe ted in the January II,1975, issue of The New York Times (copy of article enclosed a, competitive products. Ho vever, the only mechonism for determining the need for plutornum
Artochment "B"), no less a personoge tho, ,nid 1. Beerbnev, the leader of the Soviet pacemders is to allow a free choice when the doctor recommends, and the patient desires,
Union, age 69. It therefore oppcors that when patients of this type have the free choice, such a device. This con be accomplished nely if the devices are released for use as was

'x regardless of age, as to wbot type of pacemder to receive, that at least in these imtonces, recommended in the " Draft Srovement."

they chose the nuclear pocemoker; recognizing that whatever the slight risk they may incur

In having a tiny nuclear source implanted in their body, that the rewords outweigh the risks. Wed link Consideratiev>s-

There is an interesting ponient reaction to on article puulished in The Washing +on Star Some of the comments on the " Draft Staternent" questioned the need for a long-lived
recently entitled " Plutonium Makes The Heart Beat" which was attributed to Mr. Ralph Noder, pacemaker power supply on the basis that other components such as the electrical leads and*N The article was read by Dr. Lucio J. Dunham who ;s o specialist in the field of cancer electronic components would not lost the design life of the nuclear power supply and

'' epidemiology and beneif a nucleor pocemaker bearer. She responded to Mr. Nader's therefore abrogate a neco for such a power s,piy. This is not a valid argument. In etre
article which The Washington Star olso published on April 10, 1975, under the title post, before the advent of long-lived power supplies, it was not necessary to have electri-

1 " Doctor Defends Her Plvennium Heart." (See enclosure, Attachment "C"). In her response, col leads that would last 10 or 20 years, nor for that matter electronic components that
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would last much more then 2 to 3 years, since the maior ade of failure was depletion of in o free marketplace is the ideal way to rnoke certain that the best per.sible solution to the

the mercury-rinc batteries powering the vast majorities of pocemokers. In addition, problem is available to the medical profession and the patients. Cerrent nuclear battery

because these mercury cells had to be vented to get rid of the gases generated in their technology married to improved electronic components in t e pulse generator make ith

discharge, the entire pacemaker was encapsulated in a biocompatible si!astic or epoxy r,isible to podoge o nuclear scemak er smaller in weight and volume than mose cham. colly

materiol which wnuld " breath" out the gmes. Fortuitously, it was found out that these powered devices. Also, because of the low weight and density of the nuclear bottery, it is

scrne epoxy morerials, although possing water and worer vapor, did not allow the solts in possibie for the monvfocturer to oes;gn a pocemoker packoge minimizing the discunfort to

t!.e body fluid i 'nterfere with the functioning of the d;screte electronic components in the patient and the possibility of extrusion through the skin . All nuclear pacemakers being

use of that time. produced ore in hermetically sealed metal cons, thereby olding in ochieving maximum
frelisility and life for the electronic components and in the shielding of the circuitry romReccenliing the reed for improved lifetimes, the pacemaker industry worked on

"I'"''*"'***"cethods of reducing the power decin on pacemakers by the design of better circuitry using

solid state electronic compcnents and smaller surface oreo electrodes to reduce the power From our advanced development program, we definitely believe that it will be pcnible

required to pace. These more modern and ieliable long-lived solid state electronic to develop and manuf acture o pacemaker in the not unforeseeable future whose total weight
Spowered models whichcomponents, however, most be enclosed in o hermetically scaled container very much okin would be in the 60 grom range m compared to current ATOMCELL

to that developed and pioneered for use in every nuclear pacemaker manufoctured. In suo a are in the 80 gram to 120 gram range. The size would also be further reduced. A pace-

a se^ ting, with current technology for electronic components, there is every assurance that maker density opprooching that of body rissue (*hich is ideal for petient comfon), has
Ethe pulse generators will lost as long as the long-live power supplies powering them. ofready been ochieved in ATOMCELL pcwered pacemaker u its. In fact, research workn

INh i been done thot indicates that ultimotely a pacemaker may be possible to be designed
In the area of leads, ogoin in the post, it was not necessory to use technology for

.
that requires no electtical leods, but would ochNve the some ourpose by the whole pac e-

loods prom. .ising lifet.imes longer than that of the power supply. Much successful develcp- p
podnDe Wn9 0"M into ** heod N5ck h5*U tWs mMng as CIme os pMde em

ment work hos been accomplished in the lead creo over the post years os longer-lived power
* " 'P"''* ' ' d'

sources have become cvoilable and because of the use of pacemakers in younger patients. O

Leads being implonted at this time hove o heart " beat empectancy" greater than one billion For many years the pacemcker manuf acturers have been developing pulse generator

t;mes, based on laboratory testing. This is equivalent to a 30 year lifetime for leads. In circuitry and smaller oreo pocer electrodes requiring less and less power. This was done in

conversations with our pacemoker customers, who monvfocture the leads, it appears that on ottempt to minimire battery " drain." As the nuclear powered generator is indrpendens

none of them consider this o major problem and thereby a weak link in the use of long- of " drain," it moy become the ideal power supply for such pacemaker medels os the

termed pacers. In order to get the latest avoitable dato on leads, we would advise that Americon Optical ''Bifoco!" (which paces both the atrium and ventricle) and the Cordis

the NRC get in touch with the manufacturers of leads to obtain any corrc6erating details "Arricor" (which is on atrial pulsing unit t, wherein more power is required , in addition,

required . work hos been proceeding for some time on "pocer der;brillatori" which would continuously

enonitor the heart, pace when necessary, and defibrillate the heart when necessary.

Technolor:ical Development and Other Benefits Such on irnplanted defibr;tlatc< might oiso benef;t from the unique capabMities of a nuclear

gener i f. IfPower droin is no problem, self-diagnostic features could also be included in
Technology is continuously moving and it is most d;fficult to fairly compare various

P'" ' '' " " * " ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' '' *
alternotive solutions without a full knowledge of not only the current status but the future

circuitry, thresholds, etc. in other words, there may be enony beneficial features the con
potential af u port.wula dev.ue. W.e have ol|uded previously to the fact that the develep-

be added to o pacemaker that have not been considered to date so os not to foreshorten its
ment of a nuclear pacemaker power supply st.imulated the improvement of ex. t.is ing chem.ical

lifetime by dio;ning power from its chemical botterici. Such ideos become feasible with a
Such technolog.ical competit. ionbatteries and new primary and secondcry chem.icol dev. ices.

nuclear generator which is not power drain limited,

21y
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le addition, because of our work in nuclear batteries, we have been contocted by As on enomple of our suggested opproach, we have prepared a cost analysis using
physicians with interests in so.ving other medical problems requiring long-lived electrical some recent data and certain aswmptions. In this pomple, we onsmed that the rouclear
power within the body . These include power wpplies to be used in brain pacemakers pocemaker would have on effective life of 15 yeon and a current price of $5,500 and
curiently under development, and in some cases clinkel tess, whereby victims of cerebro! compare it to a long-life chemicol bottery powered pocemoker of the hermetically sealed
palsy are helped to leod acceptable and meaning ul lives as well as in the use of type, using C-MOS circuitry, with a projected life of 7 yeon and on estimated current pricef

implantable hearing aids for heoring problems which connot be solved by the vsvol extemol of $1,800. Approximately half tne cost of a nuclear pocemaker is the nuc' eor generator.
type hearing olds. This eternert of cost should not increase os fast as other pacemaker curmonents in the feun

It is therefore important to recognize that the nuclear pacemaker power wpplies have because m production rates becc me rwe than nom;nal, certain cost elements should decreme

only begon to mak e their contribution and that to restrict its use unnecessarily would be o A3Vonnum ncolatim fu nuclear pumaku me was euefom utilized in canpwism to a

diuetvice to mankind. 5%fonnum escolation for chemical powered pacen whose costs will more likely reflect the
inflation role hoped for in future years.

Monetwy Considerottms it is prchably also true that tFe ropid increase in hospitol patient e=penses over the

in our opinion, monctory considerations should not be a moic.r factor in selecting the Pmt yeon was due to locge increases in Notch up" lober costs. Hwefully, this rate of

incre se will a deree. However, in ovr own State of Maryland, the regulatory agencyoppropriate type of pacemaker for o particular pctient. However, in the cost comparisons

that are mode between nuclear pacers and conventional pacees, neveral facton seem 9"em 9 I r 'M RCen'l/ PP'oved a bnha incmme te 'nmt hospitals of ovu

9 ercent for 1975. Neverthelo.2, in the cost comparison . omple presented herein, anPimponant .
8 percent per year escalation rate for the next 10 yeon decreasing to a 6 percent per year

first, monetory comparisons should be based using a spon time reflecting the life rate from that point forword, wcs assumed for Fcnpitol cost esculation. Hosoitol cats at
expectoney of the patient population most likely to receive a nuclear pacer. This should

date of implant were mwmed to be the some as those used in the " Draft Statemert," p
then be compared to the best chemical long-life system ovoilable. Reasonable extropolo- i.e., $1200 for the initim impicnt and $500 for the replacement. W
tion of pacer lifetimes, bned on experience to date, should be used. Additionally, since "

the related surg;cc.I, medicol, and hospital expenditures c e o sizable amount of the total " "IC '""* *** ' "'' "" 3 **" '*

Indeses published by the U.S. Department of Labor retc.ted to tonsillectoer.ies and Wenoidectom-costs and s.ince these costs have been increasing at a faster rote than our overall inflat.ion
n, c cm we t m e muy 8 pucet pu ene 6rate, medical and surgical cost escolation factors should olm Le considered. The importance

of this mpect con be seen from the trend of empenses per patient day in American hospi*als 1969 to 1975. We wem noe able to se useful dato on historical pacemaker implant charges
" * P"C "' "' " ' ' ' " # # 9 ' ' "P'"'" "'"*"P'*'on pchlished by the American Hospital Association (see Attochment "D") as compared to the

GNP "deflotor" published in The Wall Street Journal, August 11, 1975. se ning w the W wrpol fee fu mynol implet ncolated to $850 for 1975 costs
and the $400 charge for re-implant used in the "Droft Statement * as the 1975 starting

Number of Hospitals Espenses Per GNP " Deflator"
Year inc lWei Peticet Day Percent increene finflntion Rote) Qwe fa A.s elmnt f cmt . We also swined Act Se oAer %cdicoF expenses used

1969 5,853 $ 70.03 --- 4.8 percen, in the Troft Statement" would be escolored at the wme rote (6.8 percent per annom) as

1770 5,859 81.01 5.5 'h* "'9 C I C"I'-I

@ 197I 5,865 92.31 4.5 We further assumed that the overrge patient receiving a long-life pacer would b.
N IF2 5.843 105.21 3.4 43 y,an of ogc (el e e.,iapo:. e o' the e to 59 rc.,gd. At ogt 40, Losed c,n t%e Tife envec'on:y9.0-

1973 5,891 114.69 5.6 dato prev;ously presented on Figure 4, this patient would have o remaining life expectancy of
11.6

1974 5,977 128.05 10.6 27 yeon. Even if thi life expectancy is somewhat reduced, in view of the discussion pre-
OVEltAll 82.9 v;ous!y pre ented, our examp e still would be . sentially valid on a comparative basis.l
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Table i presents our tabulation of cumulative costs based on the assumptions stated, The d:fference in total dollar costs for the enornple cited is $5,196. Of cosese, this

as fc4|ows: amount to be e= pressed in 1975 dollari should be discwnted to reflect the 21 year overall

I AU ' I " ' '' "" 'h' P"i d. Na rate is d& d t to wodmh U one mwmes M
TABLE I

EXAMPLE CALCUL ATION OF CUMUl ATIVE such rate overages e percent, the sevings in 1975 dollon is $2,280. Assuming o 5 percent
PAllENT COSTS OF LONG-LIVED PACEMAKElts inflation rate, the savings in 1975 dollon is $1,865.

(Costs bove been escolated in occordonce
with the assumptions presented in the text) Chemiccl If the nuclear pacer losts for the entire I;fe of the patient, as may be possible, the

Powered
Nvclear Nuclear Cumu- Chem . Bot t ery Cumulative savings is ($25,057 to $7,800) = $17,256. This saving discounted at on overoge rots over

Occurrence & Yeer item of Cost Pac er, $ lotive Costd Powered Pocer,1 Cost, $ the 21 yeon of 4 percent is $7,573; at a 5 percent discount rate, it would amount ta

initial implant, 1975 Pacemak er 5,500 1,800 $6,194.

Hospital 1,200 1,200

Surgery 850 850
5"** 'Y C "' I'I "*

Other medical 250 250

7,800 4,100 Based upon our studies, we conclude:

1. The benefits resulting from o nuclear pacemd er are primarily derivedChemical pacer
I 5Is Performed in this regard''** i'' I "9 ;'' "d 'h''e f o'' "Y onI''E * Y'

982 Pacemdw -- 2,533
should consider the younger patient population (medion age 46 to 50

gy __ g$7
years) which wif t receive nuclear poceeders.

5 - 634

Other medical -- 396 2. The alternative to.y-lived power supolies have yet to be proven and if 32
a

4,420 8,520 successful will not eliminate the need for the substantially longer life vi

nuclear powered pacemders.

Chemical pacer 3. The radiation emanating from nuclear pacemoLen is very low and willreplacement implant,
1989 P cemdc -- 3,564 produce inconsequential ef fects on the bearer ord his c.losea associates.

Hospital -- 1,710
4. Possible terrorist octs using the very small amount of Pu-238 in nuclear

Surgery -- 1,005
pacemders would be almost impcssible.

Other medical -- 628

6,907 15,427 5. Besed on a duous testing, the nuclear pacemakers licensed for clinicel

use are bighly safe and will pose very little risk to the environment.

Nuclear pacer 6. Patient considerations have been largely neglected in all studiesrepfoceent implant,
1990 Pacemd er 8,56' performed and although somewhat subjective are very important.

Hovital I,748
7. Present pacemder leods are prcbably sufficient to lost for many yeon

Surgery 1,073
ond data to this effect is available from the pacemder producers.

Other medical 671

12,061 19,861 8. Further important technology innovations are possible in pacemders
. .x' and other medical devices when considering rauclear powered systems.

[' } Chemisal pacer
9. The monetary sovings to a younger po'ient will be sdstantial from oreptocement implant,_,

1996 Pacemd w - 5,015
""'I'"' Pac'mak" m compared to WJe cWcol pacen.

Hospitol - 2,028

Surgery -- 1,592 25
Other medical - 995

_-

9,630 25,057
,
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in summary, we ogree with the conclusion contained in the " Draft Statement" that REF ERE NCES

recommends the wide scale use of plutonium powered cardiac pacemakers under certain

administrative end licensing controls. We also consider it only fair that offer the intense 1. Tholen, Hilbert J. Th., Cord;oc Pacing - Prncec<tinm ef the 4th Internationelg
' ' " '''#* '"P "I' ' ' 'Ftesting'progrom (more severe than any conventional power supply was ever subjected to)

that the NRC move os quickly as possible to ollow pacemaker patients to benefit frora this 2. Nuclear Regulatory Commission facemnker Industry Meeting, December 18, 1974.

development . Further delay in reaching this conclusion wovId not only destroy the 3. Al% M. et 4 *A Plutonium-238 fueled Cardioc Pacemaker," P. clear Technology,
copubility existing for production of such devices, but unfortunately most probdly stop Volume 26, No. 3, July 1975, p. 317.

the whole base of technole;y and its benefits to mankind. 4. Telephone Communication, F. Hittman and R. Griffin of Medtronic inc., July 1975.

5. U. 5. Public Health Service, Vital Statistics of the United States, Deaths and Decth
Rat es: 1920 to 1970.

6. U. S. Public Heoith Service, Vital Statistics of the United States, E pectation of
Life and Mortolity Rates - 1969

7. Telephone Communication, Dr. Hilbert T%olen and F. Hittman, August 12, 1975.

8. Letter, Dr. Victor Parsonnet to Mr. Fred Histmon dated October 13, 1972.

9. Parsonnet, Victor et of, " Clinical Experience with Nuclear Pacemakers," Society for
Vascular Surgery, Boston, Mossochusetts, June 1975.

10. Perwnol Communication, Dr. A. Solkind, ESB incorporated, and Mr. F. H;ttman,
July 1975. 1=

s
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as seriouCv t,ased retmrt .: not to arauments about the plutonaum

name these mrse and Gw tc 1 'e,r P*.em.d er. asd a plutarinum gxnree-
ed brast that has h ce cocasdcredmensdered sr.oremer ts. .hve cir tr r

on!v ene n.ames and sta e i e es of but as not manuf actisted or to use.
ameretnis wrwi on genev al prmi g es are presented as if ihe artif actaJ

heart m >6tt alreaJy he a f act, its-

optwse the use of ru trar m x rs m
haurds tr$ red. and trs safe;y fourdtJ propic

a, siant r.c The surrwir snakes no mes>
- gF At tNs punt. I must kicnnf y ras tuus of the carr.lu;.y contru:!cd tatu>

tra nang anJ es;$ r'c*m e as s i tt'e ratcr) s'ud es of the safety of the

,-,.h., - -
the retal ve sh p of ( a

-

fields of c an er em iceme and plutr inam paces,,ahrr devices hosh
e r to it f or their bearers and for future

ni h s a ru,'e" , wasuvmment t n e en I generanons )
= had the errirely uriantaapaird es

per core of having a carJoc po e Gy The pfuromorn powered de >
. maker itntaMed m trv s hest t his twe is lerat le.ed Tks unproves its ,

.a,-n
was a heath restorire and esen tue'umess anJ the tortet of the m'****h fua 14fesasne mra aemm saw swert Though the epct arwei l2r g

**TE - Mj_'
, 1 gm hev c hos eH a ea a i.m a a remsertion .s suit man y aie mient-

pai.e m a k e r (lar u hmh my c ase emng. #1 es of ten unpleasans and
a:.a s s wiy

n i- i (3 T his pacemakre n nst sensa*- -ag W ItWe to s:OppMe of chssige Of pace
I I e hen e s posed to encerom gnet.ca

L _ "dL| forces, as are the strxdy eactronx
"

. ,,
pacemakers *; ear by blasting, sia

crumave osers. and so ne devaces
3,, g* ,' used an hospital operatoria rooms

** II* aA are e aamrice of s st h safluetects
,1 ff y H > 1 he pacemaker is ratremely
,

sm.a;l azul be;ht m weight
I'l G t h l he vadsuat tne material in

'\.,-, t he pn. emakee remains the proper-(y
bw._ f - ty of the L rused Wates goserrament

-#C
E le whs h it as returned whea the pa.

tient suCger aceds s.
Pc'lets of P'siaa=**8m 23s peau a-

It mirbt be rvra ke char ther, g,rpawmakev trors thas cartndse N ard M m W w pw
forc e s, sed afrat erhat 33 really

fortunately prove J ebcMe > m as eminirrant as bew men uw thres For
hawd on a mmicsi sanderstanding of ea4mpir the sun. and fere. can be
the desyn and manula sme of tNa omrmg 'he m<est tenef tial of forces,
devic e Tl'e quatry e mtrol me, wnie se m an t rei n,arsh, wch it in
segnalar to that de marhjed ed ernf ru to f are cosly handled if se. the
ypen a f ashioned f or use uf Int pu+ssibthty .srtwg that ggther force
N A.sA space procram Rch safe'y mul serenusiv damase bm
standancs ter. for 'abrwars and a recret that tha Na*r article ce
use rs of the wnets were in erlect. lP u'omum use fue devwes to aw.ag
just as for nui.near tiuwerrJ matru- r%e hum ,n heart as not based se
aarsats is the is AhA papgam enanni santdec reportmg and thus

des a 4,sservve le the tNaning
B-I Amencan puNor

lanc a J Dunhans M D.
Bethesda. ht

&l
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August 7,1775 Imar Fr.Nnninshu, , A

Sank you verv =4ch fer ycur letter, d.n te j PS Pe I9I d

the cr py cf the trsft 1*n e ri c t'rviimnmental S tstemen t on the wide-Srale
Ms. J. Griffin One of Plut n twa P+wered es rd i a c Fa c emak e rs .
Mittman Associates, Inc.

9190 Ped Branch Road I fint tFe rem rt v e ry in terestine and est useful and I d) not have

Columbia, Maryland 21045 ey speci f r e c aw=en ts t o offer. T = su;d very arach appreciate receiving
a enry o f the f. mal vers k an o f this rep >r t wtan i t bocca*e available.

Dear Ms. Griffin
Wi th kindest regards,

Here are the fis ares you regmsted for bor pital egenses per patient
day and per a dj .stei patient day , l's 4 1774 The se fis2res pertain

to "nonfe teral, short-term, general and other s;ecial hospitals". >Basically, these t.ospitals are "co:r.aity her; it als", plus a few hos-
pital unita of institutions. C i r.r e re l y h

e
Kuiter of Expenses per gk
hospitals Experses per fercer t adj uste d Pe rce nt

Year i nel d* i ratiert dav incecare attar,t day increa.se F.T.Flakus
03'i''#" "I I''' W ''I '"

1%9 5'953 $ 70.03 $ t.k.26 %v t r .nsen tal Protec tiong

1770 5,85) 81.cl 73.73
13.9 13.2

17/1 5.86 5 92.31 83.k3
14.0 13.k

1972 5,S43 1c5.21 94.61
9.0 7.0

1773 5,991 114.69 101.78
11.6 11.2

1974 5, 777 326.05 113.21 "r.R.Mann t neam
taclear Per21s tory Comission

overall 82.% 76.2% Division of waterials and
Pael cycle Fscility Licensing

" Adjusted patient days" are an aspegate measure of iciatier.t care plual Washincten. D.C. 20555
an estimate cf the volure of outI ntier.'. services in units equivalent to (CA
an inpatient day in level of errert A cutlete definitial is available
in the ecTy of Msr ital S tatistics you have ordered.

p
Sincarely

4 .

David M. Kozak
Bureaa of flesearch Services

D-I
. . _ .

y

Q um e .s.s o.
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Q.
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

Mr. Bernard Singer. Chief * '

Directora te Gf Licensin9 Attention Acting fier u t y Director for Fuels and Materials.Materials Branc.h
Nuclear Regulatory Corrnission Directorate of Li ensirg - Regulation

United 5tates Atcmaic Energy Consnission Peference ' Draft (er.eric I nv t ror: men t al Staterent on theWashington, D.C. 20555 wide-Scale t%e o f plutonium pr.wered Cardiac
pacerakers. January 1975. L' . S. Atomic EnergyOear Mr. Singer:
com i s s i on . Tuels and Materiala, Directorate
of LicensingI understard that you are interested in coments about the

a tomic pacenaker. I think it is an excellent racemaker as it
(;en t lemen .

lets the patient go for years without the need for more wrgery.
This letter is in response to the Atomic Energy

Yours sincerely. Com i s s i on 's letter. dated January 10 1975. which scalcits
c orr e n t s on the "Eraft Generic Invironmental S'atement on >w sq f. #t / i+ # the 51de-S' ale t's a o f plut on t um I'ose red Ca rdi ac r a c et a k e r s .
Since the Applied physics Latoratory has had considerableMrs. Mary P. Jackson y
,.perience in the deseleprent o f cardiac pacemakeres and in
the tevelopment and nse of plutonium posered, thernaelectric
gynerators for satellites, me feel tnat we a re c orre t en t to
c once n t on the above referenced Draft Enviror. rental Statement.

f.nclosed for your informatten is a reprint of a recent
publi ca t ion wh ic h desc ri be=s in detail the design and trany per-
forrance features cf *he rechargeable pacerr.oker t hat was
develorad at this Laboratory. To h urJr a r17 e the wont gertinent
results: As of March I. 1975, thete have bean more than 1200
rechargesble racers implanted in pattrnts over a period of two
years, with only two failures of any kind. neither of which
cause1 a patient fatality. Thert* are no known patient deaths
due c1tter to pacemaker ralfunction or due to the patient's
failing to recharge the pacemaker.

L in page 4.4 of the referenced Draft invironmental
Statement the following is stated:

; It has bean reported that some elderly patients g
' cannot be relied on to re''targe their pacemakers

and that physicians cannot. in many casas, t.u rden
such a patient with tr e responsibility of re-
charging his pacemaker.I3

.

%*
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This Laboratory has obtained both references cited in tbla medleal technician cr nurse in the doctor's office at six-
quotation. The first of them (Ref. 12) was written by a manth intervals, eith c recharge time of too to three bours.
group of doctors in the fashington, D. C. area who, to the It is expected that this ievic? mill te available to the
best o f our knc.e ledge, at the time of publication, bad never public in less than two years an' should answer any objec-
used or had any experience with the rechergekble pacemaker, tiocs relative to the alleged inability of the patient to
Contrary to their findings, none of the patients known to us recharge his own pacemaker. e

has failed to recharge hih pacer because of a lac k of capa-
bility to do so. Since the publication of Pef. 12 one of In addition to the .crk on rechargeable nickel-cadmium,
the d. actors who uns a co-author of that paper has now begun battery powered pacerakers which is being aceneplished at this
to use, and continues to implant the rechargeable pacer in 1atoratory, Dr. O. Frank T>ers of the lie rs h e y redical Center,

nome of his patients. Ref. 13 from the above referenced nas developed a rechargeable racer using a mercury-silver cell
Draft Fnvironmental Statement ans found to be an extract from which is able at the present time to be recharged at six-month
a Wall Street analyst's report. p re s um abl y , it was written, ur lorcer intervals.2 A February 1975 publication 3 indicates
not by a person experienced in medicine, but rather by a that too of these pacemakers, with a claimed capability of
financial analyst. It is doub''ul that a ficancial analyht telog recharged only once every three and a half years, have
would bare sufficient expertim in the area of the psychology been implanted in patients at the Eershey Wedical Center.
of f act saker patients to be authoritatively quoted on this
subject. Furttermore, a study currently being performed by A significant consideration in thin matter is the
a trained professional in the field o f patient psychology addi t lar.al me dic al cost that the 5ublic will have to bear if
has indicated that in 47 patients who are using a rechargeable nuclear posered pacers are allowed to te used extensively in
pacemaker, the vast majority, 941 either were unconcerned the t'nited States. The aveeace cost of a nuclear pacer system
about recharging. or actually looked fcruard to the process. t o ct a y is $5207 (Soce are a few $undred dollars less, some

Many elderly patients b;ve reported that the recharging process - fea hundred dollars enre.) The cost of the rechargeable

gives them a feeling of security that their heart pacers are raceraher system is $2200 The difference in cost, therefore, ("
operating properly. Is $3000 per 1rplantation. Since inflation tas increased the un

cost of all devices of this sort by approximately ICT a year, 00
In the Opening Address to the IVth International it s'ould not be urreasonable to a s s a.*e that the difference in

Symposium on Cardiac Facing, held in the Netherlands in the cost would increase in years to r are t y atout the inflation

spring of 1973, Dr. paul Zoll, of the Harvard Medical School, rate. Unwever, even tased en a fixed difference for years to

ut > s regarded as one of the world's leading authorities in (oce '' $1^o0 per implant, the addittenal cost to the Crited
tte field of electrical stimulatten of the heart, explicitly S t at es public Ser ten thousand irplants would be $30 million
stated a preference for rechargeable pacemakers in clinical use per y =a r- a mos t appreciable sum. It has heen estimated that
as c omp ared to those that are nuclear powered. In a February there will be 75,0^0 pacera teplanted in the t'nited States km
1975 publication,1 Dr. Zoll reiterated his perspective on this 197E. If half of these were nuclene powered, as cpposed to the

mat ter by stating: rechargeable pacer, and even assuming no inflationary rise in
ihe cost di f f erer.ce . the kdjitional dollar burder to tha public

ts Radioisatepe-powered cells are being tried would te $112,500,000 each yr_ar. In these times shen the
clinically, but at present rechargeable nickel- medical costs are already excessive ihis additional expense

[~ l cadelum cells appear to offer more clinical does not appear to be marranted.
advantages._ , .

T
Any possible objections to the rechargeable racer as 'O. F. Tyers, R. A. Foreman, Jr. H. C. Hughes, Jr.. II . A, To-m a n ,

raised in Refs. 12 and 13 will, in the near future, be relieved ' Comprehensive Studies to Achieve lo ng-Te rm Internal Cardiac

by a new rechargeable racer that is com operating in the labora- racemakirg Without Frequent Rerg e r a t 1( n . The Journal of Thoracic
* tory. This new design is capable of being recharged by a and er,d;ovascular Sug ery. Vol. M. No. 57h ede^r~TM,

p. 16-.51.g,
P. M. Zoll, ' Countershock and pacenaking in Cardiac Arrhythmias, "New pacemake r Goes Cm and On , Wedical World News, February 10,

,,,,
Banpital practice, February 1975, pp. 125-132. 1975, pp. 26-27.



TSSD-5008 rhe ec 11<,wirs enc losure was submit ted wit h letter No. 13 and le available-

7 Warch 1975 tar ensainatto, in tb wlear I:e ga is t c r y C. =mi e s t en Pub lic De c ent Room,
1711 4 Street, i.a eh tn gt on , 0.C.

_ ,

L st . f. Flechell, F. E. Lewis, and J. 6. Love A Lorg-!!ved Deltableg

31 "IIt*U * J * ' d l* l* *- E' * * ** "" "MII*u ****
Because there are also some potential risks in the -

'''*"''?* "I"' * *"8' 'I '" * ""*#*' "* *

wide distribution of a radioactive and highly toxic resterial
such as Plutonium 238, and since there are viable alternatives,
it would appear that the wide scale use of plutonium powered
pacers is not in the public interest.

If you would like any further inforrcation on this
subject, please contact Mr. Robert E. Fischell at this
Laboratory on Extension 3091.

Very truly yours,

i',

/( // g -.,

R. B. Kershner
Assistant Director
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. dy n ko A Gw & >m o ,- N c INac lea r 5.E J u la' ary Cremission
Ogf'Wsshi ng t on, D. C. 2d$4% *

Ohk0%W "
At tent ion Acting fw-2uty Directork[ '

Mat er ia l . ''ae l Cycle l'acility Licenstrr)

(, Vg Dear Sirs:

It ha s c- *e ta my at ter.t non t *ia t there is a r ura.. r that neyat ive twent a haveWhV, leen rece, . .a ty the tra 8 ear mequ l at or y r. se n s s t r.,n in regard the wider scale
h usele e. f ..uc l e a r 6%wered gacerasers. i wruld te a n t er est ed in knewing if this

! Es actually true er af ' h n s qua l t f le , as anr>t her " ruumi r "Q 33 a

"'her e is r> > 2e s t ic,n cf ilue n a '2m pr >we r e 3 ur:1ts have a defirate risk. As a
, Qb*

l t.ysic i an ver y P'a h i nve,1 v ed in 13; 1ar.t t n.J g a;em4k er a I t h ir.h that each c ase
(

*

f ear h or.* did not ,er t hi s h t:ad of inda v 11 411re.1 care . Accordingly, should a

?.a s t o be ?.a nd l e 1 (r les swn eerst. I viuld ta < bor t ch.anq Lng py Iat t ent s if

( %d2R g.e r son test te ten a f ited , t r. ry tit r. tor Ly an a mir s e pwered ur it I would

kd$$ f
"- ho; e tha s e h w:uld te availahle a' s 'r,* te n r t in t he fature s html d I wish tog% ,

uttitre c'r e T' .= 4.t ua l te st of suc h unit s ray te a qT eater "def te st" in their

h use nn an crgott , t,asas 'han the "r isk" of t he a'omic fuel.

O 5.hr>uld t he re te any way that I coul3 an gst an f ut ure a tivolvemen' in relation
- to the nwlear icwered units, 5. lease do not he.s t rat e to cont act me.

W Pespectfully,

w c>- 4w \ w -an m 2.x s ~. o~a
Martin J. FJ a $t hamer , M. D

y La.I d MJK CY Z (S t an*J Ly secretary to easedite mailing.)y

v, \~.
s-
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ha ch 5, 1975,

Y ! Denuty Director fer Fuels and Materiale
g ,C 01 rect orate of Licensing j&

'JUN 2 4 t37V tntted scacea Ato-te Energy Coe 1seto.
' $.

-

*
,

? Washingtoc, D.C. 20545 ' '

%clw kegulotory Commlalon N b I
'. , ' ~, , 8 'q gWo hington, D. C. 2C515
'w / 4\

.

W# Dear Sir:'
Atten%on: Acting Ceputy Director

Materieft Fuel Cycle Focility se:"A.E.C. 1ssues Draf t Generic Pmvironmental Statement on Wide-scale use
Licens[q of Plutcmlum Pcwered Cardiac P ac ersa s e r s" as re leased . E. R.D. A. , weekly suennary,

wrsh ending January 22, 1975.

Gentlemen:
1. Paragrap h 2 gives incorrect information. Contrary to what to stated, we

m eve emut1Na pacemaWe W bat tedes dat can h charged la attu, m bAfter eatensive end length 7 experience with clinicof fmplanterion of cordioc poco.
ou t periodic surgical replacement.makers, etis comment is sent to you to encouroge continued clinical investigation

of t e use of nucleor powered cerdiac pacemokers. Particularly in our oreo, we 2 ne time-lag between esposure to radioactivity and cancer develcpment
6

find many po6ents who are unnb!, orundepenootle such that not on!y do they foil ceuld be 20 to 30 or more years. ne hazard to young persons who will be receiving@ to return for follow up visits at prescribed in*ervals, they are uncble to setwn icy les tera radioactive esposure to plutonium pacemakere has net been t. searched for
{Q replacement until symptone return and it is highly doubtf l that they would be able long enough periods to consider this paceanier a esfo or desirable substitute fcr >u

to remember to rechorge when necessory. There is on increa'irg number of yourser emestional racemakm., .

patien's in the teen oge ce early edult oce group which leod very oc tive lives and 3.
hows need for o small lorv; lasting pacer wi* which they con carry on full activity De surgical procedure required for taplanting racemakere is a very simple

one and does cet pose a risk to the health or saf ety <>f the patient er to the
and travel without ph sical or mental concern wl'h the porophernatio of rechorgirg. env i r onme n t . Any temporary discesfcrt f rom repeated transplatt o (if required)y

in many patien's, of coune, on initiol nucleor pacemaker would outlost their life certsf aly makes up f or possible f uture detrimental radiat ten ef fects to the patientj
span and never beve to be replaced. and the environment.

P
4 W pm nel inwiry c,f pmas in charse of antvities in moetuar1*e andp Your continued support for clinical investigation in nuclear pocars is encowoged.

crematories in San Antonio where I reside, revealed a total lack of knowledge or
c onc e rn regarding the need f or special precautions required re: plutonium pacemakers.
The general at t itude was that the radioac rive material &n plutecium pecemakers was
negligible and of no Teal cor. sequence. However, I did seneg that there was interest

Sincerely, in any prestous metals that could be salvaged f rom pacemakers. n!s reveals e

e . /a temptation to strip such metals f rom the pacemaker. In view cf the " thousands of

M.( / p ac emak ers"t ha t have already been implanted in patients, thf e stattsy tewards plutoniumy

Marion R. Lowler, Jr., M. . pa emaker hazards demonst rates that educational ef f orts by the A.E.C. have been
ineffectua1.

In slew of this record, the widespread use of plutootum pacemakers could compound
the probles of negligence.

Mitl/l, The news media, with information provided by the A.E.C. and the plutonium
pacemaker producers, is partly responsible f er this attitude, since they repeatedly
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reassure the public that the plutonium pacemaker is completely safe and innocuous. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cournission 'v ,f

(fo m rly U. S. Atomic Energy Conunission) A se V
5. In view of the above. It is. in my serious judgiunt, essential that presently Washington. D. C. 20545 l'1 IN1mplanted plutonium pacemakers be researched f or damaging health ef fects for the

meat 30 years, before licensing them for widespread use. In the meantime, conventional
Attention: Ac ting Deputy Direc tor for Fuels and Ma terials,

pacemakere may contina to give oefe, ef fective help for cathac patiente.
- dMQ

Centlene n:

',6 eincere your . In response to the notice published in the Januar 5 1975

b . ', . (kt. Federal Register (V 1. 40 No. 11. p. 286 3). Nd .ic submits
the e nc lo se d c onrne nt s on the "Dra f t Generic Envis intal Statementg 9
on the Wide-Scale Use of Plutonium P0wered Cardiac cemakers'
prepared by the Cocunis sion's Directorate of Licens t

Medtronic, a leading manuf acturer of cardiac pacemak including
the &dtronic'* laurens-Alc atel Model 9000 plutonium y seed pulse y
generator, agrees with the Draft Environmental Statee: s cor.;1u- m
sion that the benefits to be derived from the use of pl conium N

powered cardiac pacemakers are substantially greater U.an the risks
to the environrent and that wide-scale use should be authorized.

Medtronic has been conducting a controlled clinical investigation
of its Model 9000 plutonium powered pulse generator under a Special
Nuclear Materials License (SNM 1156). Since July 18, 1972 311
Model 9000 plutonium powered pulse generators have been firplanted
in the United States under this clinical investigation.

Medtronic compliments the staf f of the Directorate of Licensing
for the tremendous task of collecting, organizing and evaluating
the information presented in the Draft Environmental Statement.
'Ihe pacemaker indus try and me dical community which it serves
deeply appreciate all the ef forts that the Statement represents.
Medtronic is hopeful that the results of the ef forts of all con-
cerned will be the introduc tion of a superior product to serve

% the needs of mankind.
9
4

[ Sincerely,

v2 JfRONIC. INC

0$$f k
BobbyI.Criff[n'

S. Nuclear Programs Manager

(,f | RTn/be
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Comments by Medtronic. Inc. The monetary comparisons contained Ln the Statement may be mis-
on Dra f t Environmental Statement understood because they do not reflect substantial intangible

March 10 1975 benefits s uch as these. Medtronic feels that these are algnifi-
cant and substantial benefits.

B. Future De ve lopment s :
.l . Suma ry and Conclusiona

Although the Statement makes an analysis of alterna-
The Draf t Gene ric Environmental Statement on the Wide-Scale tive oecemakers under development, it should also point out the

Use of Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pa c e ma k e r s , is sued January, 1975, potensial benefits of plutonium powered pacemakers resulting
(" Statement") represents an attempt to evaluate and set forth in f rom f uture research and improveme nts. The plutor.ium power
a comprehensive manner the benefits and costs to the public and source offers the pctential for substantial reduction in the
pacesaker patients of plutonium pacemakers. Me d t ron ic feels that, size and weight of pacemakers, for higher output units with long
o ve rall , the Statenent succeeds in making a fair and objective service live s , and for the sophisticated circuitry that may be
analysis. and Medtronic is in basic a g re e me n t with its conclusions needed in new eDplications of pacemakers in the fight against
and reconrendations. The concents that follow are intended to heart disease. These potent ial bene fit s rennot be gaantified
assist in preparation of as accurate as possible final Statement or predicted but offer another reason, in addition to the benefit-
and not to detract irom the overall excellence of the Statement. risk analysis, why Medtronic supports the wide-scale use of plu-

tonium powered pacemakers, subject only to the requ'*sments of
In addition to the General and Specific Comnents s ubmi t t ed ac c oun t ab ilit y , recovery and disposal.

below, Medtronic has at tached an Appendix A with errata which
came to its attention in reviewing the Statement. C. vwnership Af ter Death:

II. Ceneral Comnents t pon t he death of a plutonium powered pacemaker patient,
it is unclear under the various state Irws who has title to the y,

A. Conservative Approach: device and who can convey marketable title. The next of kin, s

heirs at law, heirs under a will or the executor or administrator Ch

While Medtronic recognizes the needs in preparing an of the deceased patient's estate may each claim some interest or
Environmental Statement to take a conservative approach, it feels right in the device. Sinc e there will be economic value to the
that the Statement assumes a " worst case" analysis. That the recovered device, the manufacturer may be willing to pay the cost

c ps benefits still outweigh the costs under such an approach only of recovery or otherwise pay value for title to the device. This
demonst ates the tremendous value that plutonium powered pace- would assure proper handling and recovery of explanted nuclear,

3 makers represent to pacemaker patients. Medtronic wishe s to pulse enerators. However, unless the regulatory scheme for'

e

point out and emphastre that, if m're moderate as sumptions were accountability, recovery and disposal of the device clarifies- - .

made, the benefits f rom plutonium powered pacemakers in restoring the question cf ownership, the manufacturer will be reluctant to
health and prolonging life in man.would further exceed the environ- attempt to acquire title to the device because of the various
mental and societal cost s associated with their use. possible claims on the device that cloud the title and make it

uncertain, or at least dif ficult because or the numerous parties---.

_;g In addition, no attempt is made in the Statement to quan- in vol ve d , to acquire clear title.
tify the possibly most important benefit s of reduc tion in pain^.,

- N and suf fering associated with replacement surgery and reduction Medtronic recommends that the regulatory scheme anticipate
in anxiety associated with anticipation of repetitive surgery, this potential dif ficulty in recovery.

2.
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III. Specific Comments E. P. ix, paragraph g:

A. P. iv, Section 2 tot paragraph, last sentence: This cost could be passed on to the patient by
requiring an initial registration fea. Therefore.

In order to be consistent with terminology recom- not all these cos ts need be borne by the public.
mended by the Association for Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation (see Medical Instrumentation. F. P. ix. paragraph h-
Vol. 7 NJ. 1. p. 22, 1973), the words " pulse
generator" should be inserted in place of " entire This cost could be of fset. in some cases, by the
p ac e mak e r" Medtronic recommends that all terms recovery value of the plutonium pulse generator
in the Statement be consistent with the. standard and therefore is a conservative estimate.
definitions adopted by AAMI.

G. P. x. paragraph 4:
B. P. vi. paragraph c :

Mention should be made in this summary that no
The second sentence listing the specific tests attempt was made to quantify the very substantial
for credible accidents should also include refer- bene fit s in reducing pain, suffering and anxiety

ence to the corrosion test to be complete (see because of the less f requent replacement surgery
Table I. pages 2-6 and 7). with plutonium pacemakers. Since the majority of

pacemaker patients are elderly (the median age of
C. P. viii. paragraph d: a pacemaker patient is over (6), even the thought

of minor surgery creates severe anxiety. The summary
Public and worker exposure to transporting radio- of benefits should make reference to these intangible
pharmaceuticals and radioisotopes may be considered benefits which were nct quantified. Although these
by some to be unsafe and therefore not a valid com- benefits are difficult to qurntify. Medtronic also 32

fn.
parison. The S t a t eme n t should point out that the feels taat an attempt should be maJe (see c ocnent 7).
expomure is well below safe levels and is allowed 4
under the Transnortation Safety Act of 1974 for H. P. xi. paragraph 6:
passenger carr .ryg airc ra f t as long as it meets
the packaging v ad labeling requirements of that Act. The Food and Drug Administration should be asked

to c omment on the S t a t e men t to insure that require-

D. P. ix. paragraph e: ments for plutonium pacemakers are consistent with
medical device labeling regulation. Federal Avia-

In order to clarify calculation of total costs to tion Agency should also be requested to comment on
the public of $295.000, it is suggested that the safety of transporting plutonium pacemakers on
following clause be added to the last sente nce : passenger carrying aircraft if properly labeled

and packaged.
.and, at a risk value of $250 per man-rem."

is valued at $500 per year." 1. P. 1-1, Section 1.1 first sente nce :

Medtronic suggests usteg " essentially normal" in
place of " normal" as a more accurate description of
the expectant state of Feelth of pacemaker patients.

@ 3.
Tx)
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J. P. 1-1 Section 1.1, 2nd paragraph, last sentence: "A pacemaker failure is indicated if. for any
reason, a pacecaker needs to be replaced due to

This sentence describes an atrial synchronous pulse unavailability of normal pacing pulses from the
generator. A more common type of demand pacemaker p ac e mak e r . "
by far is the ventricular inhibited pulse generator.
tkdtronic recommends that this sentence be redraf ted O. P. 2-16, last sentence which continues on top of
to describe the more commonly used demand pacemaker p. 2-17:
as follows:

Medtronic feels that the appropriate criteria
" Depending on the electrical circuits used in a for failure rste should be "not significantly
paceraker, the pacemaker may sense the natural beat greater than the norm" instead of "significantlyof the lower chambers and time its electrical pulses less than the norm."
to contract the lower heart muscles only in the
absence of a natural contraction or the pacing pulses P. P. 2-17, line 3:
may be delivered at a fixed rate, not synchrontred
with the natural beat." Footnote to asterisk is omitted. Medtronic exper-

ience indicates that a random component failure
K. P. 2-3, line 7:

,

c on f idenc e level is a conservative standard for
rate of 0.157. per pulse generator month with a 90%

in order to be consistent with the last sentence of conventional pulse generators. It is recommended
the first paragraph of Section 2.3.3.1. the word that "0.15% pacemaker f ailures per montF" be re-
" suggestions" should be replaced by " requirements" stated as "a tandom component failure rate of 0.15%

per pulse generator month with a 90% confidence
L. P. 2-7, second footnote: l e ve l . ' (See "Medtronic Produc t Performance Report".

MC 74 551, Medt ronic, Inc., Sep t e mb e r. 1974, p. 6). 2>Example in parenthesis should read:
8

Q. P. 3-5, 5th sentence:
On" .(8 mci maximum from an initial 8 Ci plutonium

source that weighs 500 mg). Is it the conclusion of the Statement that no"

restriction be placed on implantation of plutonium
M. P. 2-16, line 3: powered pacemakers in women in their pre-child

bearing and child bearing years ? Or that the pulse
"Experiaent al" should be replaced with the word generator be located above the left pectaral muscle

f2PN " investigational" in these cases? Medtronic recommends that the
{. ) S t a t e men t state that these are nedical decisions

N. P. 2-16, last sentence of first full paragteph: to be made by the physician and patient and that_ _ .

the Statement recommend that no re s t ric t ions be
The definition should be clarified because a made on patient selec tion or pulse generator place-
pacemaker may be g!ving normal pacing pulses but ment in wide-scale use.
they may not be satisfactory to the patient for,,,,

, physiological reasons unique to that patient. R. P. 3-2 3. Sec tion 3.5, las t sentence:
AM" Medtronic suggests this read as follows:
C. |_ Same comment as C above.

5.
'

6.



S. P. 3-29, 8th line: K. P. 4-2. Sec tion 4.2.1, 3rd sentence :

Should be clarified to read: Medtronic rec ommends that this sentence be
clarified by adding the following statemenr;

.that 5% of the fuel capsules of the 0.3"

"Me d t r onic recensends prophylactic replacement"pacemakers. of its hi-hest volume pulse generator (Model 5944)
a the type of lead used, at times,There would be no release of radioactive material depending

unless the fuel capsule itself was breached and ranging f r:m 52 to 72 months. Its recently intro-
duced bipolar demand pacemaker (Xytron Model 5950,not just the paccuaker.
January 1. 1975) has similar recommended replace-
ment t ime s ."T. P. 3-34, footnote 14:

Medtronic suggests that this data be documented Y. P. 4 -6. Sec t ion 4. 3.1.1, 1st paragraph:
in written form. The additional references contained in Appeadix B

also substantiate the rate of mortalities fromU. P. 3-36, 1st paragraph: surgical procedures reported in the lite ature and
referred to in the Statement (Re fe rence s, 4, 15-19).Since conventional pacemakers must be removed from

the deceased patient prior to cremation to avoid The Van der Heide article also substantiates thatpossible bursting of the pacemaker or escape of
c hemic als , the rencval of pacemakers should be a the Statement's assumption of 1% surgical mortality

rate for reimplantations is conservative. This
f amiliar and routine procedure for morticiens,
coroners and physicians. Fadtronic i, aware of article reports that in the 1951-1973 period,

only one incidence ci cremation without prior 547 reimplantation operations took place with 11 y,

removal of a pacemaker. In this case the titanium postoperative deaths; 11 f $47, or a 2% rate. 8

[$can housing the pacemaker burst open to allow inter-
The mortality rate observed by Medtronic in itsnal gases to escape. Some damage to the crematory

resulted. Me dtronic's Model 9000 plutonium pacemaker clinical investigation studies may be summarized
as follows:has been tested to show that the bursting of the

pacemaker during cremation will not breach the fuel
capsule and expose radioactive material. The re fore , Model 5642/5942 clinical study . Duke Univers ity:

188 implants. 4 deaths within one month; 4 of 188.the bursting of the pacemaker actually acts as an
or 2%.additional safety factor, warning and alerting the

crecatory that soraething is amiss. Model 5944/5945 long-term follow-up study:

V. P. 4-1, 1st paragraph, line 8: 185 implants, no deaths.

Mode' 9000 clinical investigation: 272 implants,
The word electrode should be deleted. one death; I of 272, or a 0.4% rate.

W. P. 4-1, 1st paragraph, line 12: Total f or clinical studies: 645 implants, 5 deaths;
5 of 645, or a 0.78% rate.The random failure rate should read:

. -".0.151 per pulse generator month."

,
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Z. P. 4-11, Sec tion 4.3.1.3 : Re ference Comment

Medtronic agrees that the intangible benefits from
redaced pain, suf fering and anxiery are dif ficult p. 3-39. 1. 23 Insert the word "be" between "not'
to quantify. Howe ve r , in order to properly evaluate and "inhalet".
and compare the bene fits of plutonium pacemakers,
an estimate in quantifiable terms should be made, p. 3-40. 1. 2 Typographical error. Should read
Juries are charged with quantifying such intangibles "pul mona ry" .
regularly, and an analysis of jury verdicts would
provide a rough yardsti k. Medtronic feels that p. 3-48 Reference 6 should read the same as
these benefits are substantial and failure to quan. the second footnota on p. 2-1.
tify them does not accurately re flect the relative
advantages of plutonium pacemakers over conventional p. 3-49 Reference 13. Proper spelling of the
pacemakers. name in the 4th line should be "Ma rie-

Francoise La Febvre"
AA. P. 4 -16, last paragraph:

p. 4-5 It is suggested that heading on Section
The Statement assumes an extremely conservative 4.2. 3.4 read "Other Batteries"
value for measuring the economic cost of radiatian.
Th is assumption makes the total value of risks - . p. 4-6 L. 12 Postoperative is spelled without a
costs to the public appear greater than what they hyphen.
actually may be,

p. 4-5 in last line, figure should be 373
Bd. P. 4-24, last paragraph: lives not 372.

'>
Medtronic agrees that plutonium powered pacemakers p. 4-20 Table 20, inst sec tion under " Benefits"

E'Swill become the pacemaker of choice for only a the "20 year" and "10 year" re ference s
limited portion of all patients. Since the bistory should be reversed.
of pacing with implantabla devices goes back only
fifteen years, the only way to determine the per- p. 4-2 7 Reference 24 Misprint. leaving "t"
cent of pacemaker patients that will survive beyond out of "Smyth" in second lina,
fifteen years is by extrapolation of data presentlycy

- available. Medtronic data indicates that between p. 4-2 7 and 28 References 26 and 33 are identical.
| .) 207, and 40% of pacemaker patients survive 10 years Reference 33 may be omitted and the

cr more after receiving a pac e ma k e r. Selection of text corrected to refer to Refer-_ _ *

the most appropriate pacemaker. Medtronic agrees, ence 26.
would be up to the physician's j udgment of the
medical needs of each individual patient. Medtronic
would like to point out that concerns expressed by
some that all pacemakers in the future will be
plutonium powered are not in accordance with Medtronic's

([) evaluation of the market needs for pacem,kere.

11.9,
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APPENDIX A APPENDTX B

Errata

Mascarenhas. Eurene and Sol Cc 1te r. Results of permanent pacemaker
therapy. in: Cardiac pacing. Edited by Philip Samet.

Re fe renc e Ccm.pnt New York: Crune & Stratton. 1973. pp. 175-200.

P. iv. 1. 20 "widescale" should be spelled with Bello. Alexis, et al. Comparative experience with endocardial
hyphen. '' wide- sc ale" and epicardial pacemakers. J Cardiovase Surg 15 : 52 8-5 31, 1974.

p. xili and p. 2-17 It is suggested that heading for
Sec tion 2.5.1 read "Manuf acturing Homan Van De r Heide. J. N. et al. Results with pacemaker
of Nuclear Pacemakers" implantations; is the transthoracic approach and implartation

of intramural elec trodc s still justificu? in: Svmposium on
p. xiv and p. 4-4 It is suggested that heading for Cardiac Pacing. 4th. Cronigen. 1973. Pr oc ee d ings . Cardiac

Sec tion 4.2.3. read "Other Pacemakers Pacing. Edited by Hilbert J. W . Thalen. A s se n. The Nether-
Under Development" lands: van Gorcum. 1973. pp. 2 53-26 7.

p. xix. 1. 12 Insert the words "from" be fore and
"who" a f te r the b ord " consultant s" Conklin. E. Foster. Stanley Giannelli. Jr., and W omas F. Nealon.

Jr. Four hundred consecutive patients with permanent trans-
p. 1-3 1. 15 " Nuclear powered" without a hyphen. venous remakers. 3 Thorac Cardiovase Surg f9 1-7, 1975.

p. 1-5. last line Last word of footnote should refer y
to Appendix C. c'n

p. 1-8 1. 2 " Plutonium powered" without a hyphen.

p. 2-7 Re ference at top of page should use
Roman numeral. " Table 1"

p. 2-14. 1. 8 " Follow-up" with hyphen,

p . 3-2 0. 1. 18 Last word of third paragraph should
be " Table 11" - not " Table 10"

p. 3-25. 1. 10 Typographical error. Should read
right hand alue. .""

p. 3-27, 1. 18 It is suggested that the dash be
replaced by a comma.

12.
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AIEAIORIAI SI.OAN-KE'ITERING CANCER CENTER A -2-
1275 YORK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK Ifn21 ==-
(212) 879-3000 Since there are cubious ben. a plutenism powered pacemaker and these

Cg are significantly overshadawe risks and because alternatf ves are availablewhich have significar:t ter.efit 'ithcut such risks or other alleged rf sks as< stated te the gereric environmental statemeet. I thirk it most important<
March 31, 1975 that there is a wider discuss'on and disseetnation of inforwation about

f -' h y 'his development.
,

$ *] 513Cerely yours,,#Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials bs N UDirectcrate of Licenstn9 - Regalation \ N. k I 4

g A dEnergy Rescurces Development Agency >- g vUnited States Atomic Energy Comisston . /cgf Martin Sonenberg, M.D., Ph.D.
had.ington, DC 20545 '

Member, Sloan-Kettering Institute for
Cancer Research

RE; Ora f t gereric environmental statement - plutonium powered cardiac Professor of Medicine, Cornell Universitypacemaker. Medical College

Gentlemen: W nog

I urge you to delay licersing of the plutonium powered cardiac pacemalers
since the generic envircrmental s tatenent is inadequate and there has not
teen adequate time for the medical conronity as well as others to respond
to this statement Since this will represent the first general licensing
of plutonium and such action may set important precedents, it is important
that the environrental s ta tement and related informative; te fully discussed
by interested individuals. >
In the case of a plutonium powered cardiac pacewaker where there are
excellent alternatives, it would appear that the case has net been made for
licensing a plutonium powered cardtac pacemaker. The afternativts avoid
the hazards of plutonium both to the patient and the environnent.

It shwld be emphasized that cardiac pacemakers are generally implanted in
patients of 60-70 years of age. Wi th the limited life espectancy of such
patients for whom pacema6ers are irdicated, it would appear that the pre 5ent
battery powered pacemakers are more than adequate. The gereric environmental> statement suggests that the platonium powered pacewaker would be particularly
indicated in the yo;nger patient, however, it is the younger patient who would*37,

be more subject to somatic and genetic risks of radiation. Since the surgical*

mcrtality is essentially zero and even ii it were necessary to have a second.*

implantaticn in the younger patier.t. It is obvious that this is more desirable
than implanting a plutonium powered pacemaker,

Additionally, it is obvious that the follow-up on pacemaker patients is most~ ~ ~ - , '
difficult. With 0.15 - 0.5 grams of plutonism in these pacemakers, the

(' y 3 corrNnity should te assured that each and every patient and his pacemaker
can be Upletely followed from the point of view of enVironPental contamination.N3 The possibility of contamination, to an accident of the patient, or disposition
cf the pacemaker upon death are very real ones. Since plutonium is a known
carcinogen in animals and would very likely be so in man, it 15 most important
that the toxicity of this material be further established.

w.. n c 4 m.a o_ .,
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March 7, 1975
Atccic Energy connission
Washington, D.C. 20545

ATTN: Acting Deputy Cirector for fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing-Regulation

RE: Draf t Generic Environmental Statement
Plutoniun Powered Cardiac Pacemaker

Dear Sir:

Enclosed are ry connents on the above.

Yours truly,-# ] '' ..?

/: Q,, . e

,,\5%;&( } f~f $''~~ ~ ~

Dont16 P. Geesam3rr
'

Associate Professor

DPG/ lam Donald P. Ceesaman
School of Public Affairs

Encl. University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
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5
S'JMJY AT CCNEWSIONS containing a few curies of Pu-738 individually, and some 10 curies in the

aggregate. This is a far cry from the rigidly censtrained material flows of
Ic stwry, the Cre f t Generic fnvironnental Staterent on the Wide the nuclear fuel cycle, and such a situation teccnes a pracedential cction

Scal Use of Plutonium Powered Cardiac FacerMers is inadequate in its gravid with social irplications when one recognizes that there are various

justification of that program t,ecause: other devices utilizing nuch larger inventories of Pu-233 which may then be

1) It does not establish an absolute reed for a long-lived advanced for similar public dissemination.

paceraker power source (see Corrents it, it);
To erphasize the significance of a few curies of Fu-238 (half-life

2) even given that such an absolute reed does exist, it does 89 years), such as would fuel a nuclear powered pacemaker, it is sufficient

nct establish the su;eriority of nuclear power sources to indicate that currer.t standards prescrite a taxiam permissible lung burden
~9over chemical pc er scurces (see Ccments f 3, f 4); avf (general public) of s 10 curies and are cf very doubtful conservatism even

3) even given that such an absolute need does exist, and at that level, in addition, the only existing governmental guidelines for

even given thst nuclear poer sources are relatively soil contamination by plutorium have been irrcsed by the State of Colorado,

the acceptable level being n. 10'2 curies per squara-kilometer. These numberssuperior, then it oces nat esteblish that a nuclear

power source will, in f act, result in reduced nortality, give the scale for the disruptive potertial associated with the release of

mcrbidity, anxiety or egense for the patient (see the contents of ore nuclear pacetaker power source, and point up the j
C yrie n t s f 5, f 5, f 1, # 3) . crematorium plee calculation (3.7 Accident Analysis) for what it is, a

morbid exercise in irrelevence. As has been said elsewhere, the prieary
pj By not establishing these critical tases for proceeding with this

causa 39en r et n logical eveMs in our society is human intelligence,
program, the residual inpressicn is lef t that the draf t statenent simply"

When pe ple decide to steal a nuclear pacemaker and disperse its contents it
describes a technology in search cf a need. This in itself is not cbjectiorable.

wil happen. The disruptive potential it. substar.tial and disruption may te
Even in the case where the need is contrived, tFere is still considerable.

Polidcalh apeaHng.
U preced3nt for support of technological welf are projects. Unfort",ately in

this instance, the progre runs contrary to tFe mcre profound tradition of in ccnclusion, reither absolute, nor relative need have been established.s

exacting control of the material ficws essociated with radiologically toxic for the nuclear powered patenaker, nor have relative benefits. The adverse

nuclear fuels, such as ru-233. khat is ini;to by tre wiue scale us.ge of inglicatioas are real anj cby ou. D. ti.is ccatut, a decision to proceed

plutonium p uered pace-akers is that sore tem of thousands of plutonium power with tra wide scale usage of nuclear powered pacemakers would tie an arbitrary

sources will move in a relatively rony uncontrolled mar <ner through society, ar.d irresponsible exercise of bureaucratic authority.
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C0rHENT #1: Tim Scale of Need Mor,*over, it is not clear f rom tre text cf the Craf t Generic Environmental

Statement, what sort of failures are included in random failure. Would it
The design cbjective for the lifetime of the pacemaker power source

include broken leads, or corroded electrodes, for instance? Does it, in fact,
should be determined ty the tine scale of need. This time scale wl)i be

include all malfunction modes, excepting po.er source failure, that might limit
detereined.both by patient's needs, and by the component performance of the

the lifetime of the pacemaker?
pacemaker, the power source excepted. f;owhere is this issue explicitly

In addition, what are the time scales imposed by the clinical responses
addressed in the Draf t Cer.eric Environmental Statement.

and reeds of the patients. If one considers the very young, will a pacemaker
Dr.e can infer from the cited random failure rate of 2% annually for

conventional pacemakers (p. 4-8) that the pacemaker comporents, exclusive of
yhars without som surgical adjustment? The pacemaker is not a part of the

power source, comprise a relatively stable system. Considering enly random
body and has no organic adaptability without surgical intervention. It aculd

failure modes, the fraction of functioning devices af ter N years would be
not be surprising, if Icng term tissue response to a foreign system (pacemaker,e

(.98)y i.e., af ter 10 years slightly more than 80% would be functioning.,

electrodes, leads), cr changing of the patient's cardiac pathology with time,
If instead the random failure rate were 5% annually, the fraction of devices

functioning af ter N years would be given by the expression (.95)", and af ter
time scale of need much less than the ratient's expected lifetime. This d

810 yea s slightly rcre than 50t would be functioning. Also, if the random
point is not addressed in the Craf t Generic Environnental Statement. It

failure rate were to exhibit some time cependence associated with a rapidly
should be, if need of a long lifetime power source is to te established rather

increasing failure mode af ter uveral years, such as, perhaps, electrode
than assumed.

degeneration, then the fraction vf functioning devices cculd be much less

than that predicted by the ubove expressions. The point is that a sine qua
"# '

non for the demonstration of need of a long lived power source is that the

ancillary components of the pacemder have a similar functional lifetime. Because of the projected long lifetime of the nuclear-powerei

Therefore, to denonstrate that this requirement is roughly satisfied it is paceirakers, y,ung patients are of ten identified as the most likely recipients.

important to document the accuracy of the 2% random failure rate, and to On p. 3-22 the radiation rate at the pacer'aker surface is cited as "only
I'.

argue that the failure rate can not increase substantially at times a 5-15 mrem /hr." This converts to 40-120 rems /yr or 1200-3600 rems over a

few years d ter implantation. A long lasting power source muld have little 30 year period. By any standard this is a very large dose to the contiguous

utility if pacemaker systenrs decayed to a small fraction of functioning tissue which will be several square-inches in cross-sectional extent. When

devices in less than the power source lifetime, thus necessitating reimplantation, a protracted dose of this magnitude is delivered to a localized and disturtied

f_ i independent cf power source liictime.
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tissue region in young patients, a substantial incidence of cancers should do scale like the erergy rewirennts of the pacemaker. This is obvious and

be expected unless the contiguous tissue has no carcinogenic pctential, has been obvious from the first recognition of the need for a pacemaker,

implantation of nuclear powered pacerahers in the young also raises Hence many tens of thousands of cWcaHy p>end paceWrs han alnady

the issue of genetic damage Figure 4 (p. 3-9) and figure 5 (p. 3-10) show been implanted. This should be rerertered when evaluating the nuclear powered

the 10 year dose to the ovaries for pectoral muscle and abdominal implantation. paceraker because the alternative to nuclear is, in fact, the proven technology,

For a rature woman the doses are % .3 rem and % 2 rem respectively. A child the chemically powered pacemaker. Moreover, it seems probable frc.a the brief

during the period 4 14 years would suffer an expcsure 2 to 3 x larger. A discussion in 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 that market pressure in this technology has

a y waM oeM Weg NuM nchamaM li4Ws u Wpacemaker with 8 curies instead of 21/2 curies would increase this dose

another f actur of 3. A source material containing .6 ppm of Pu-236 instead range 5-10 years, which if so, rakes very arbitrary, any distinction between

of .26 ppm would increase the dose by another f actor of 2. Hence as a rough chemically pwered and nuclear peacred pacemakers on the basis of power source

etW.estimate the possible 10 year genetic doses to a female child would be in

the ranges 1-5 rem for pectcral muscle irplantation, 6-30 rems for abdominal Moreover, the following remark is made in 4.2.3.2 Rechargeable Nickel-

irplantation. Coses of this ragnitude are recognized as producing significant Cadmium Battery (p. 4 4):

genetic damage.
.It has been reported that some elderly patien >

canrot be relied on to recharge their pacemakers MThe two precedirg considerations are likely to limit the widespread and that physicians cannet, in many cases, bcrden such ca
a patient with tre responsibility of recharging his

use of nuclear po.ered pace-akers in tFe young; in the first case, because pacemaker."

ry of the significant risk of local cancer indsction, in the latter case because
Two points: 1) This is a long-lived pacemaker, and like the nuclear powered

fJ of the social implications associated with constraints on childbearing.
pacecaker would not be particularly suggested for elderly patients, and

2) rany elderly patients with cardiac disorders are on far more ccrrplicated

CCPMENT F3: Cbemical Patteries pharriaceutical reginens. than the regiren irplied by ir.ductive charging of
-a

r - The follcwing statement is rade in Appendix C (p. C-12): a pace er. ec n en on sem of Ws na e nlevance a Mv1

"The output of the nuclear battery is in the range
of 230-000 micro-watts. "

Pence the electrical crergy provided by a nuclear battery over a period of C C ENT f4: Clinical Inve tication cf Fuclear Fmered Pacraters PeliabilIQ
10 years is 20-50 watt-hrs. Oxidation of an ounce of chemical f uel produces Section 4.5 Pesults of Clinical Investigations (p. 4-19, 4-23)
500 watt-brs, s.hich demonstrates that energies available in chemical reactions

evaluates the clinical experience with nuclear powered pacemaners during their
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remarkably large considering the nature of the surgical procedure, and the ccsts to e patient for a nuclear powered and a periodically replaced chemically

level of sophistication in current surgical practice. powered pacemaker. The tabulation as shown is misleading because it does not

dercrstrate the seesitivity of this calculation to facters such as replue-eet

CCtt'ENT #7: Pain, Sufferica and Anxiety tine, discount rates, etc. how would a more specific tabulation read if it

The folicwing statement is made in 4.3 Benefits (p. 4-5):
rate? This is a minor defect in the discussion, but it is cne that should be

*The rajor advantage of lon;-lived pacerakers are
redical benefits to the patients. They are: 1) a corrected, since it would t,e teproper to create the illusion that in the long
reducticin in patient deaths due to reirplant surgery,
2) a rcduction in sorgical ard redical complications, run the nuclear patenaker will necessarily or even probably be cheaper for
and 3) a reduction in pain, suf ferleg and anxiety."

the patient.

Reduction of pain, suf fering and anxiety (3 above) are real benefits

for the patient. It should be recognized, however, that 1), 2) and 3) are
CO N T #9: M fit-Risk Caled ation

mot independent, and, in fact, the most substantiwe portion of 3) derives
lhe econv ic benefit risk calculus empicyed in 4.4 Eenefit Risk Palanca

directly f rom 1) and 2), i.e., anxiety over reimplantation nortality and
(p. 4-12 to p. 4-19) and tatulated in Table 20 (p. 4-20) is morally ot fensive.

morbidity is the most real tasis for anxiety and suf fering, both to the
The assignment of a value of $15,000 for each year of life is a blasphery, and ppatients and to their family. Therefore, the questions raised in Coment 5 y
an arbitrary blasphery at tha t. It would suggest a particularly sordid wand Cocrent 6 about the validity of the assumed rortality and e.orbidity rates
extension of the calculation in v.hich the benefits v; re maximized by preferential

rN for reimplartation, tear directly cn the issues of pain, suf fering and
7 , ") implantation in those of greatest econ mic worth.

anxiety. Should rortality and rorbidity rates prove to be much lower than

conjectured in the Draf t Generic Enviroraental Statement, then the issue of The designated equivalence between $2b0 and a ran-rem of exposure

suffering and anxiety will do little to discriminate between nuclear powered fp. 4-16) is a more convolutcd, but similar and equally despicable technique
~'

IE 'CI"9 * C' " ##" III''and chemically powered pacemakers, especially against the significant
U1
g residuum of anxiety associated with the patient's given situation of having a There are irreducible classes of human experience into which economics

pacemaker. and systems analysis can not properly intrude. The policy lesson of the 1960s

was that quantification v.as r.ct a r.ecessary condition for existence. Custom,

CC W NT f8: b mulative Cost of Pace aker to Patient history, ethics are the unreckoned sums that will remain uncountable.

Table 13 (p. 4-14) purports to be a comparison of the cumulative The good purposes espoused by this program are desecrated by resorting

to these degenerate numerical rachinations.
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ComENTS ON
20 March 1975

DRAF T GENERIC Ew!RC'# ENTAL STATEMENT ON THE HIDE-SCALE

USE OF PLUT0hlt'M PC' ERED CAR 01AC PACEMAKERS.
Atomic Energy rn wission
washing ton, D.L. 2CSn !$5 LED BY

A TTE N T ION : Asting Deputy Otrettor for fuels and Materials U.S. ATOMIC ENEGY Com1SSIC4, FUELS AND MATERIALS,
Directorate of Licensing-Regulations O! RECTORATE OF LICENSING

Ne: Draf t Genertic Environmental Impact Statement JAMY 1975
Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pacemaker

Dear Sir:

On 9 March 1975 I sent you my corrents on the above draf t
impac t statement.

>
When, after the rush of completing the statement L.efore the OY hfinal date for corrent was past, we again read the statement, several Ominor errors were found. DE AN E. ASRk'AMSON, M.D. , Ph.D*

PROFESSCR, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ATFAIRS
These have now been correc ted. I am enclost rq the corrected

copy and ask that the first copy sent to you be discarded and replaced AND

by this one. There have been no substantive changes, just correction CHAIRMAN, ALL-UNIVERSITY COLNCIL CN ENVIRONMEh'TAL QUALITY
of typograpPical and transcription errors.

967 Social Science Building
1 hank you very much. University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435

5x rely vn ,

C- - March 8,1975'

Dean E . Abra hamson , M.D. , Ph.D.
Professor

c

OCh/;c
eQ#

me
cc: J. G. Speth, Natural Resources Defense Counc11, Inc.
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TulE OF CONTENTS
ABSTRACT

The following corrients are ude in response to the issuance of a SECTION 1
dratt enviroineatal impact stateu nt oei the AEC's proposed action of ifcensin9

There are hazards associated with the use of plutonium powered
for wide-spread use Of the plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker, cardiac pacemakers I

These corrnents deronstrate that:
SECTION If

e There are environrertal and social hazards associated Official gaidance requires that " exposure to radiation shall
with the radiation exposures which would result from the " * "# " " #
use of plutonium powered ca-diac pacemakers

SECTION !!!
e That of ficial guidance requires that any exposure to ionfzing The berefit claimed for nuclear pacembers does not exist 3radiation te regarded as harrful, that any unnecessary

expcsure to ionizing radiation should be avoided, and that
exposure to radiation shall result from a real determination The AEC's * benefit" consutation is subjected to review 5
of its need

Surgical mortality associated with pacemaker
* '' ' ''# #'e That there are no significant benefits that would be derived

from the use of the plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker The age Ctstribution for nuclear pacemaker reciptects
would not be that of the general population of

e That there are alternative pacemakers available having pacemaker recipients 6
operational life at least as long as the proposed 3=

the life espectancy of pacemaker recipients is not (9 plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker equal to that of the general public 7 y
{ ~)

~
e That these alternatives not only avoid the hazards which Alternatives to the plutonium pacemaker have an

"" ' ### # * ' '" '' 'IIare unavoidably associated with the plutonium powered
six years and may well exceed that of the plutonium

paceraker but also have no environnental or other hazards pacemaker 8
of their own

Plutonium pacemaker Itfe of ten years has nct
p e That there are grievous errors of corrission and omission " * I' '

g' in the draf t impact statement The operational life of a pacemaker system is not
necessarily lietted by power supply life 9e That the draf t impact statement does not satisfy the

criteria specified in the guidelines of the Council on It is inappropriate to assign a value of $15,000
per year of unrealized life expectancy 10Envirorrental Quality

Suwy of "ptblic Ser.efit" analysis ir. the iraf t inact statment 11

It is demonstrated that the only appropriate conclusion which can
be reached is that the approval for wide-spread use of plutonium powered
cardiac pacemakers must be dented.
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SECTION IV SECTICm V!

There are alternatives to plutonium powered pacemakers 12
The draf t statesnent does not satisfy the guideltnes of the Council

Ig roved non-rechargeable chemical batteries 13 on Environrental Quality 33

Rechargeable chemical batteries 14 Cumula*tve 14 acts, related Federal actions, and further
actions conteglated are not discussed 34

Swanary 15
The relationships of the proposed action to other

The alternathe of *taking no actioa* 16 related Federal actions is not discussed 35

Conclusion 17 Adequate inforntion to permit an assessment of
pctential envircrrental igact is not provided 36

SECTION V Sources of data and availability of data are not provided 36

Other significant errors of cocinission and omission in the Secondary or 1Nirect consequences are not included 37
draft statement 18

Alternatives to the proposed action are not adequately
There is no discussion of the toxicity of plutonium 18 discussed 37

There is no discussion of the effects of human exposure views from appropriate Federal agencies were not solicited 38
to ionizing radiation 20

* "'' * ***"I " "" 9NHuman exposure to ionf ring radiation may be roch greater known to be interes ted in the proposed action 39
than that stated in the draft 21

0# "' ' ' '" *
Cenetic effects of radiation exposure to pacemaker points of view on the environmental eff" cts of thee

proposed action 39 ypatients cannot be ignored 22

The discussion of the costs and t g lications of a c,3cy,39,, 39
plutonium spill is inadequate 25

There is insufficient discussion of the * reasonable and SECTION Vl!
effective re'Julations" that would be necessary were there
general Itcensing for tne plutonium pacemaker 26 References and Footnotes 4I

It is unrealistic to expect that the stringent requirements

for patient registration, monitoring, and followup required
by a plutoniurr pacemaker program would be met 27

The assuned costs f]r inventory control, retrieval, disposal,
and related mnitoring costs are meaningless 28

The possibility of disruption of the pacemaker by gunshot
is not discussed 29

The draf t statement overstates the carplications resulting
frt;m pacemaker replacanent 29

It has not been shown that there is monetary benefit to
31the patient

<JN The proposed method f'or plutonium pacemaker patient

p.j identification is inadeqate 31

s

#

s
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SECTION I SECTION !!

THERE ARE HAZAFDS ASSOCI ATED hfTH THE USE OF PLUTONIUM PC%EEED CAPO!AC PACEWKERS S ATIM M REMT W A
RE AL DETEDw!NATICN OF ITS NECES$17Y"

The draf t generic environnental staterent on the wide-scale use of
plutonium powered cardiac pacemakers (hereafter referred to as 'the draf t*) All official standards and guidances emphasize the desirability and
acknowledges that there are environrental and otber hazards which would imp rtance of minimizing human radiation exposure. The Federal Radiation

unavoidably result from the wide-spread use cf pluto 91um powered cardiac Council has made the following polic) staterent (ref.1):

pa cen.a k ers . Among the hazards ackncwledged in the draft are:
There can be no single permissible or acceptable level

I. Radiation exposures to hospital personnel of exposure without regard to the reason for peruf ttf ng
2. Radia tion exposure to the pacemaker patiefit the exposure. It sPould be general practice to reduce
3. Radiatien exposure to the pattent's family exposure to radiation, and posttive effort should be

4. Radiation exposure to tne general public carried out to fulfill the sense of these recomendations.
5. Environrental releases of plutonium from various It is tasic that exposure to radiation should result from

accidents and from crenation of pacemaker-coritaf ntng a real detemination of its necessit . (eghasis added)2
bodies.

e ed Maus Mc Wam Wce has uW W kHW Way W. $Other hazards certain to be associated with the plutonium pacemaker
program were it to be undertaken, but not considered in the draf t. Include: The effects cf hu win radiatinn esposure are viewed asn

"I ** ' "# ""* '' " # # ' # '**1. Occupatforal exposurs to radiation during preparatton
7 radiation should be avoided. (erT>hasis added) ]

2. Occupational exposures to radiation during fabrication
cf the plutonium power source

3. Environmental releases of plutonium during normal
and accidert conditions during preparation of the
plutenisi

(g 4, Environmental releases vf plutonium durirg fabricatiori

f.g of the plutonium power source
5. Environmental releases and/or occupational exposures_,

to radiation associated with collection and processing
of used radioactive pacemakers and disposal of the
used pluton 1isn.

C_b
l'\ )
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SECTION !!I coeren t. If for tre purpose of fu tter discussion in this section we joinr

the AEC in asspin that pacenaker replacerent intervals are deterwined by
THE BENEFIT CLA'"E3 FDR WLW FRi%EPs Iers MT tu t$T (I.E. f5 FICTIDhAL) the theoretical life of the pacem ker power w pply, then what are the

impli c a ti ors ? Are the values clained by the AEC as benefits in the cost
The draf t as:erts Nt (pa;e x and elsewtere): benefit analysis (suvarized in Table 20, page 4.20 of the draf t) as

The prircipal tenefit of nuclear pacembers is the "$1ves saved by reduction of s rgical mortslity" and the ass 0ciated
lives saved tv the decreased surgical rr,rtality " Estimated monetary value of the above shown lives saved" valid? By the
associated wite decreased need for reolacement AEC's own calculus cf decision Nking tre justification for the entire

cLeratiers. If the useful life of plutonium platenium pacemker program rests solely upon those values.
bstteries is 10 years and the random failure rate
cf plutonium powered pacenkers is the same as

the randam failure rate, exclusive of battery
The rethM used in tP, draf t irtact staterent to deterwine " Benefitsdepletton, of conventionally powered pacemakers,

5.9 (sic) lives will be saved per year per 10,000 to tne public" because of " lives saved by reducticn of surgical mortality"

pacemaker patients. (erthasis added) is summarized below:

'' " '9' ' '" E'''"' "# ' # " "''
Although called the " principal b;nefit", the AEC in f act claims no cther benefit deterwired (Table 6, page 4-10).
(Table 20, p. 4-20) for the plutonium powered pacemaker. This is the sole

*** ' #' #
benefit aqainst which must te weighed the mocetary ccsts of the program, the (age specific mrtality rate) was the same for >Poretary costs to t5e patiert and to society, and the hazards mentioned in paceaaker patients as for members of the general '

CDprevious sectiers of this corrnent. public of the same age. O

Let us cuatine this purported "berefit" in scme detail. The (c) It was assund that tre cperational life of a plutonium
advantage claimed for the plutonium powered pacemaker is its assumed long po.,.ed pacemaker would te at least ten years, and that

battery li fe. It is argaed that "if the useful life of the plutonium plutonium pacembers =culd te replaced each ten years.
tatteries is 10 years" and if certun otter conditions are assumed, then (d) Using the data produced by steps (a) through (C) above,
there will te fewer surgical procedu es fcr replacecent of the pacemaker tha' the norter of replacement operations was corputed,r

with pacemhers tavicq alternative batteries. The assumptions include: apparectly asseing that patients in all age classes
(a) that tre plutenium battery If fe is indeed 10 years or nore; (b) that would receive nuclear pacembers.

battery life determines the cperational life of the pulse generator; (e) For comparison with " con entional pacemakers" a six yer-
(c) that otter components of the pacemaker system - principally the electrodes - service life was assu ed. (No curarison was made withr

' have at least as 1cng cperational lifetimes as the pulse generator; non-convertional alternatives to the plutonium powered

ard (d) that the life expectat-1cs cf paemaker pitients is suct that Ic.1 gar pacemaker. Some of these af ternatives have at least the

lasting pacen kers have significance. service life of the nuclear option (see below Section IV)).'

)
\ Each of these assurptions is examined in later sections of this (f) It was assured trat there was a one percent (11) mortalitys

,

rate associated with pacember replacerent.

.

i

4

%> w
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(g) It was assnd th.t associated atth each surgical nortality. associated with "ill-advised efforts to aspirate a pouch hematcena with large-
fourteen years of "Ilfe espectancy" would be lost. bore needles *) and no infections associated af th the 326 pacemaker replacesents.

p) A mom tary benefit to the public cf $15,000 per year of
Sowton, et al (ref. 4) report ten years of experience with fglanted

unrealized life espectancy was assuwd.
cardiac pacemakers. This series includes 374 patients and 233 pacemaker

The result of this series of operations (detailed in Section 4 of replacerents . There were no deaths associated with either initial placement

the draf t) is said to be a "saving" of 5.8 (sic) lives per year due to the w rep acement of W pacemaWs.

assumed four yeir dif ferertial service life befween the nuclear pacemaker and Abrahamson and Trigg (ref. 5) have reviewed the past three years'
the "corventional pacemaker". Assuming then a " saved" Itfe expectancy of 14 (1972-1975) experience at the Uciversity of Minnesota Hospitals. During that
years per " saved' life, and a "value cf each Itfe saved of 115.000 per year". period there have teen a total of 159 pacemaker replacements with no deaths
the " estimated monetary valu< of the above shown life saved" is: associated with the replacewents.

h (5.8 " seed lives per year") 1 (14 years " saved life expectancy It sight also te nated that nowhere in the several articles which

! per life " saved") I ($15.000 "pubite benefit" per year of life could be found reviewino clinical emperience with nuclear-fueled cardiac

f expectancy " saved') = $1.218.000 per year * benefit to the pacemakert have the authors claimed as benefits a reduction in surgical
public f rom the use of plutonium powered pacemakers" mortality associated with pacemaker replacement. A typical statement. from

The compatation contained in the draf t igact statement, and reproduced a 1974 review article (ref. 6) is:

J In outline form arove. is fiction. The evidence is briefly outlined below. In addition to empense and anniety, pacemaker replacement
9 constitutes a small but finite risk of infection and/or

TFE AFC's "8NF IT" COMPUTATION 'S SUBJECTED TO Raf tv prolonged hospitaliration. f
m

the rema19 der cf this section of the corrent is a step by step review The conclusien must be that in the absence of surgical mort; a; "

o' the AEC's "berefit" analyis. Eeginning with a review of the surgical associatea with pacecaker replacement the benefits as defined by the AEC in

torta11ty rate, whit 5 appears in fact to be zero percent, each assumption used the draf t impact statement on the pistonium powered cardiac pacemaker, are
rero. The AEC's entire analysis is fiction.in the AEC'. analyst s is 590wn to be unsupported and/or unsuppertable.

Although the above discussion. Ly itself.15 sufficient to demonstrate
@ Surgical mortality essociated with pacenan er replacerect is virtually zer

that there is no justification for proceeding with the proposed Itcerstog of
[ _) The draf t, statement ass'mes a surgical mortality rate of one percent.

the plutonium powered pacemaker for wide-scale use, other of the asswstions
The available cite tcal reports show that this mortality rate is zero._a

and data used in the AEC's " benefit" analysts are also unsupported and/or
Conklin el at (ref. 3) report on 400 consecutive patients with unsupportable. A brief review of these other points follows.

permarent transven>us paceskers. Their series includes 400 initial implantations
"

and 326 replacements. Teere was one death associated with the initial iglanta-
The age distribution fer nuclear pacemaker recipieets wou'Id not be thatm tien (caused by perforatton of the myocardium associated with electrodev
of the ceneral renulation of pacemaker recipientsy placement) and no deaths associated with the replacements. In addition,

there was enly cne infection (the most serious surgical coglicatior) associated There is a large literature dealing with long lived cardiac pacamskers,
nuclear and non-nuclear. Throughout this literature reference is made to thewith initial iglantation (and that acknowledged by the authors as being

short If fe espectancy of the aver.ge pacemaker patient at the time of
initial Iglantation. The 11terature is not uniform but the average age
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at islantation is typically riear 70 years with the vrst sajority of pacemakers no evidecce could be found to support the draf t stateren . t*at (p. 4-9):a

1solanted in patients in excess cf 60 years of age. 73, ,,rta11ty rate from na%ral attrition for each age

As would be expected, discussions in the medical literaturt of sMroup was assumed to be the same as the U.S. mortality

the reed for long lasting pacemaker systems focus on the relatively small rate for the subgroup. femphasis added)

fraction of total pacemaker patients who are suf ficiently young to that The cnty evidence offered in the draf t is (p. 4-9):
seversi replacements would be anticipated during their life expectancy. A This appears to be a valid assurttion. Physicians have
representative statement is that of Huffman et al (ref. 6):

-- repc-ted that may patierts for wkce pacemkers were
For those patients with relatively short longevity implarr d return to a relatively nonral life..e

espectations, igroved cherical batteries stil probably
'" ' ' '"' ' '' #" ' ' #'"

be used. The primary application of nuclear pacemakers
* # ' '" "I I ' ' " ##" ' " " ' "E ^ ' " * # " E#

is likely to be for the younger patients in whom they a serious, statistically significant, benefit-risk analysis. This is particularly
*: most cost effective.

true w en the assertion runs counter t0 comen sense espectatioes. This isr

The assuretion apparently used in the AEC's tenefit analysis - namely a point that would be su otvious to t*e physician that cre would not espect an
that the age distribution of nuclear pacemaker patierts would be *he same as extensive medical literature. There is, however, some documentation in ?he
that of all pacemaker patierts - would appear, at first glance, to be biased literature, for example the 1974 review of Svendsen, et al (ref.13). A
against the nuclear paceraker. This is because were a younger patient population paceraner is palliative at best, vnd its implantation does nothing to correct
postulated, more pacemaker replacererts would be expected, more surgical the serious underlying disease precesses that necessitated its use.
"mcrtality", and hence ircreased "public tenefits" as defined in the draf t y

The draft statment analysis has been biased in favor of the lenger gstatement. However, the bias is in f act in favor cf the nuclear pacemaker when
**""9 E'C**k'# SI5E'*S- N

radiation esposures to the pattert are considered. As will be discussed in
greater detail below (Section V) the radiation doses to the plutonium pacemaker
recipient are quite large. Radiation exposure involves soratic risk (induction
of malignancies) and genetic risk. There is a several year latent period altermtives to the plutwium pacemaker b eve an aaticirated operatior.at life
associated with the production of cancers due to radiation exposure. This is well in e=c ess of si n years tid may exceed that of the pluterium pacenaher
of lesser importance in the older patient whose life expectancy is probably

The beeefit " analysis" ru ports to show the differential benefitsr

not suf ficiently long for cancer production to be manifett. Such is not the
asso(!ated with a plutonium pacemaker having an assumed operational life of

case for the younger patient. Lik%1se in tne olcer pattert there is relatively
ten years contrasted with a "corventional pacemaker" having an operatf orallittle chance that the genetic ef fects of radiation will be manifest. Such
life of six years. As discussed telow, there is ns evi dence to support t*e

is not the case with the younger patient.
assamption of a ten year operational li'e for the nuclear pacer.aker - ten

The life espectancy of paceraker recipients is net equal *o that of the general public years is st41y the design ctjectivt of the promoters. On the other hand,
six years is the anticipated lifetime of convectional btttery powered

Patients who receive cardiac pacemakers have serious cardiac or cardio- pacemakers which have undergone years of development and Clinical use.
vascular disease. While the record clearly shows that patients who meet certain

At issue here is a marison cf altereattyw to the nuclear powered
criteria do bettre if they receive a pacemaker than if they do not (see e.g. ref. 7).

pacenaker and these alternatives include a variety of battery powered pacemakers
and also a griety of technical changes involving reduction of the energy per

P
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pulse delivered by the pacemaker As is discussed in greater detail be10w systems has shown frprovement with time (see e.g. ref. 8). It is by no means
(Section IV) there are several alternative cheirical batteries, some of clear that tattery life limits the cperattoral life of the system. The
which are rechargeable, which prorise a life expectancy f ar in excess cf literature is replete with discussions of f ailures of electrtmic cogonefits,
six years. It is cogletely unrealistic, and a blaient attegt to sutsvert electrode f ailures, in'ections/ erosion and other faihres associated with
the very purpcse of the discussion cf alternatives in an enviromental impact patient /paceraker system interactions. and other system failures (see e.g.
statement, to corvare the nuclear paceraker with readily available conventional refs 9, 10, and 11). System failure rates appecaimating one per cent per
pacem bers. The appropriate carparison, and that required by the kational month f rom etner than tattery f ailures are reported. Several agthors have
Enviremental Fo11cy Act. is with all alternative pacemaker systers - whether speculated as to whether or not electrode life will limit pacemaker systen
or not they are comercially available. life given the new longer lasting power sources - nuclear or non-nuclear

(see e.g. refs. 3 and 12).
F l u t oc he paceraker life of ten years has not been demonstrated

Wence. It is nct valid ta assume that the frequency of replacement
L.inical and operaticnal experience with plutonium powered cardiac surgery, or surgical irtervection equivalert to the procedas necessary for

pacem her: is vs ; limited. The draf t atterpts, through elaborate statistical pacmater replacement is only determined by pacemaler power supply longevity.e

machiutic~s to demonstra te en the basis cf very little data, that the The benefit analysis *n the draft is again based on unsupoorted and
f ailure rate wili not exceed 0.151 per conth. The assurmtion was made that unsupportable asswyttons.
f ailure rates are not tire-dependent - an assuretion that is of doubtful
validity for any cacemaker systen. In additiin, there is at least one failure It is inappropriate to assign a vehe of 115.000 per year of unrealized

rx>de that is unique to the nuclear pa.enakee and which, if operative, would life espectancy

lead to time-dependent failure rates. Mare information on r.eutron flunes*
i uM Ni 4 % M W MW M Mpacemaker geonetry and electronic design than is provided in the draf t would

assi n value to life ts valid, the value used for public cost of life lost $be necessary to fully evaluate this tine-dependent failure mode. However*
(or oblic benefit f rom lives saved) is grossly inappropriate. The draft

rough cervutation shows at the electronic corponents of the pacemaker could
statement saports the figure of "315.000 per year of 1:'e expectancy" with

be exposed to 10 or 10 neutrorts over the projected ten year life. !n
the glib and totally fallacious coment(page 4-15):"

addition, there is a high ga-sna ;rradiation of cogonents. These neutron and

ga ra capcsures may well be sufficient to cause serious deterioration of the tased on average annual earnings of individuals in the
s

pecemaker circuitry. These deleterious ef fects are not def endent on dose rate, work force an used here as * value of life even though

are cumulative. and would lead to increasing failure rates with time, my pacerisker patients are of retirement age or other-

Much more operational experience is needed to demonstrate a ten yeara

p life for the plutonium pacemaker and much more information than is provided This is ridiculous. The vast majority of pacemaker recipieets are past retirenent

in the draf t is reeded to support the assumption that failure rates are not age and ancther large fractica are not in the work force foe cther reasons,
( s

time-dependent. The average per capita incane for indtviduals in the U.S. is less than a third

of the value assumed by the AEC and even that figure is s bstantially in ercess

The operational life of a pacemaker system is not necessarily limited bw power of thc average net inctsne for individuals of age characteristic of pacerater

supp_1y life pa tients .

While it is true that the reliability cf all components of pacemaker Orce again the analysis has teen biased to a point that no samtlance
of credibility or otjectivity has been preserve 1.
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Sumary of "public benefit" analysis in the draf t twtact statmjen SECTion !v

De corputatior included in the draf t impact statement is totally .q q aq AL TU VTI',ES 'n PLUTMF PNf CID PAf f"A8 f R5

without value. Crnsidering the s.rgical cortality rate alcre shows that
the benefits as defined by the AEC are zero. In addition, virtually every The CE] gwidelices Mr preparation cf erwirenrental impact staternects
other parameter used in the analysis is et trer ,1 unsupported and unsupportable re%tre that the eraf t and f tral state-eets in&de a f all dismston of
assunstion biased to favor the nuclear pacemaker er is a risrepresentation of alternatives to the prepcsed acitor, whether er rct these alternatives are

the data presented in the medical literatare. The CEQ guidelines for the within tre e=1 sting authority of t*e resocesible agency. A eign standard is
preparation of environriental iPf act statements (discussed more completely in s;ccifted fcr corsideratier of alttreatives (CEl 'tuidelices.1500 8 (a)(III:

Section VI) contain tre following language (Sec. 1500.7): A rigorous engleratt'n and objective evalation of the ervirormental
in particular, agencies should keep in rind that such 1F;4 cts of all reascret'e alterrative acticrs, carticularly these

[draf t] statements are to serve as the means of tPat m get ernarce environreatal o ality or avoid sen or all of

assesstrig the environrental impact of proposed agercy the a1 ve rse er i rra-*e t a l ef f ec ts ' ''+ s*? r * ma] is
actions, rather than as a justification for decisions enen t i al . (e-Pas ts added),

already made. Section 4.2.1 cf tPe draf t state ent (pages 4-2 through 4-5) includes brief
Na tion of "al terrati ve pacemakers * TFere is no reation cf otPer altercative
actions. There is ne rection of aay environmental 1*plications or triacts of

any a1ternat s.

T5e LEO gw1 M 'res are also owite specific in st9ttng the varioss

alterna tives which mus t te u, # -e d . They include: S's
CO

-The alternative cf W ro ac tton er cf pnstponing atticrn parding a2

further sLdy

-Alternatives rewiring actions of a significartly different natu er

which would provide sirtlar tenefits with different environrieetal

impacts

-Alternatives related to di'ferent designs o* details of the propcsed
action which wculd presert dif f ereat envirceretal irrects.

These rewire *ents have teen largely iqnored in tre draft statereet.

ite a f vaata;e <!ai-ed for the ErcDesed pl.tec t um powered cardtac
cac emaker dert vts f ro* its f resumed !cnger operat1 oral life. Given the

advanced age of the majcrity cf pacemaker patleets, longer lastieg pacemakers
tha n those preseetly available are cf irterest only for the yeager Class cf
potertial pacemaker reciptents. Tels is recogatzed in the draft statement:

'Thc 1;fe ex;ectarcy c' so e patie*ts is such that all pi.titeta d3 rot need

a facmaker of improved fergevity." (page 4-24).
There are several pcssible approaches that could lead to longer
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lasting pacemaker systems: Improvements in apparatus and technique that would and

lead to fewer adverse pacemaker system / patient interactions necessitating .even 5 years of in vivo life is the goal of most physicians
surgical intervention (see e.g. ref. 8); Igrovements in electrodes and pacemaker tresting patierts with complete or intermittert [ heart] block,
circuits that would pers :t lower energy per pulse (see e.g. refs. 26 8 27); and since this is about the average life expectancy of the patient.
The development of longer lasting batteries. Only the latter approach was By these statistics.if a CPI [ Lithium-tedice] pulse generator is
discussed in tha draft statement. used, the majority of patients requiring a pacemaker might never

There are three alternative methods being nursued toward the goal require a change of the unit.
of Icnger lasting pacemaker power systems. The first is improvements in These authors al o have the reservation about unnecessarily exposing their
oon-rechargeaHe chemical batteries. The second is the development of patients to ionizing radiation which is characteristic of informed physicians:
rechargeable cbecical batteries. The th'rd is the development of radioisotope not know the long-term effects of the irradiation [=nich..we e
powered power systems, one of which is the plutonium-2!8 powered pacemaker. wou ostivered to patients using nuclear-pc.ered pulse generators].

even though small, on bone marrow and lymph tissue, or on the gonads
Imroved nonrechargeable chemical batteries if implanted in the abdominal wall. This assessment cannot take

Irproved percury batteries are discussed in the draf t (page 4-2), and their place for 20 years or more if we are to judge from the remote
operational life represented as: " .most of the pacemaker systems implanted effects of low-dose radiation elsewhere in the body, such as to
have recomended pulse generator replacement times near the middle of the the tonsils thyroid, and thymus. These are potential problems
time range, or from 60 to 76 months." This statecent appears to be the basis of the future. More pertinent to the present are the high costs
for the assumed life of alternatives to the plutonium pacemaker of 6 years, of these nuclear-powered units.

There is no discussion of the environmental impact of the improved it should be noted that this last point i.e. the high cost of the pluton 1ura
mervry battery alternative. powered pacerakers, has not escaped rotice elsewhere. The authors of a 1974 e

COAs is indicated in the draft statement, several alternative chemical review of plutonium pacemakers take pains to note that (re N 6): (n
batterie- have been, or are being, developed. Foremost among these is the In our institutions third-party insurance carriers have
comercially aMlable Lithium-Iodide battery pacemaker (ref. 28). Although assumed their [the plutonium pacemaker's3 cost.
the draf t s' hnc= ledges that it "is in clinical use in over 3.500 There is no discussion in the draf t statement of the environmental
patients", has be eergoing clinical tests "since 1972". and that this impact of the Lithium-lodice battery powered pacemaker,

g e x per t e- *ed operational life "out well beyond the six year In conclusion it has been established that conventional mercury
,e .g objec t ' ve - vas not included in the benefit-risk analysis batterf es have a recognized operational life of at least six years and that

in the d' t, - the comercially available Lithium-|odide battery powered pacemaker have_,

* ceu m ; . ,shed rewtew of clinical experience with the a life "out well beyond the six year cbjective",n

litM e pa< = raser (r" 29) indicates that a ten year life is
... t i c i p Its W t n =ral thousand patients is testimony to its Rechargeable Chemical Batteries

accepta,. e cevica; comunity. The authors of tD 1974 review (ref. 29)
At least two rechargeable chemical battery pacemaker systems are

'"#'"'CO bein9 used. One of these systems. the rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium batteryThis circuitry [t*st of the CPI pecemaker] combined with a
developed by a Johns Hopkins University group is briefly discussed in thelithium iodide power source, which has shown no failures in

vitro or in vivo. gives close to an ideal pulse generator.
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craft statement. A report en clinical esperience with these pacemakers is $sinary

now available in the medical literature, and it supports the anticipated Mcn-rechargcable, chemical battery pacemakers have recormended
advantages of this rechargeable system (ref. 30). At least 1,000 of these pulse generatur replacement times ranging from 60 to 76 mcnths. Corsiercially
pacemakers are now in use (ref. 31). The draf t sutement discounts the available, rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium pacemakers have an expected life of
rechargeable systems with the coment (page 4-4); at least 1C years aad are sold with a warranty of ten years for the pacer

.some elderly patients cannot te relled on to and three years for the cnarger (ref. 31). A new Mercury-Silver rechargeabic
recharge their paceukers and physicians pacemaker system is now undergoing clinical tests. This system is said to

cannot, in many cases, t -den such a patient with have "an expected life span of more than 20 years" and "may need a recharge

the responsibility cf recharging !.is pacemaker. only every 3-1/2 years"

While it cannot be denied that "some elderly patients" probably cannot The AEC draf t impact statement on the plutonium powred pacennaker

themselves rectarge their pacemakers, it is douttful that such patients can includes an inadequate discussion of these alternatives. In addit'on, it

care for their other needs either. Tnis problem is not differert fron that includes no discussicn of the enviromertal imf acts associated with these
imposed by cnronic treatment with insulin, digitalis, or other drugs and alternatives - because there are none

presumably could be nandled in the same manner. Also, as has been repeatedly
noted in the draf t statement, in the medical literature, and in these consnents.

The alternative of *taking no action" or of " postponing action pen M
the major use of any long-lasting pacemaker system will be in the younger

further study"
patient group.

As noted above, the CEQ guidelines, as well as comon sense, rJguires
The AEC in the draf t statement acknowledges that the operational >

that the alternative of not approving the plutonium powered pacemeker be I
life of the nickel-cadntum rechargeable paceraker system will be 10 years. co

considered. That this alternative is not discussed is not only a violation cn
The draft contains no discussion of the environmental imract of rechargeable

of CEQ guidelines, but also stands as mute testimony that this draft impact
chemical battery pacemakee systems.

statement is intended as a justification for a decision already made by the

A new Mercury-Silver rechargeable paceraker battery system has AEC rather than as part of the assessment process of proposed agency actions.
recently been developed and is now undergoing clinical testing. This system,

It has been established; that longer lasting pacemakers would be
which is not mentioned 'n the draf t statement, f s said to require recharging

desirable for at least some pacemaker patients; thac the proposed nuclear
"only every 3-1/2 years," n have an "et ected life span of more than 20

powered pacemaker may have a longer battery life than some other ceaunercially
years" (ref. 31)

available pacenakers; that the proposed naclear powered pacemaker carries
The corrercially availaule Nickel-Cadmium rechargeable pacemaker is with it significant environinental incact in the form of exposure to ionizing

reported to have a cost of $2.200, including charge . This is about twice radiation; that alternative long lasting pacemakers are available; and that
that of conventional, non-rechargeable, pacemakers, but less than half that these alternatives not only avoid the adverse envircranental impact of the
of the proposed plutonium powered pace"aker, plutcnium pacemaker but also that they have no adverse ervirotynen'.al 1ecacts

at all.
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00%CLUS10m SECTICM V

The only reasonable conclusion that can be reached is that the AEC OTHit SIGNIFICANT EPPORS OF COMMIS$;0N AND OMISSION IN TM DRAFT STATDe[NT
should "take no action" That 15 that there tre no approval for wide-spread

The purpose of the environmental impact statement, as stated by theese of the plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker.
Council on Environmental Quality Guidelines (CFR 40. Ch.pter V. Part 1500,

section 1500.2) is:
*

The purpose of this assessment and consultation process
is to provide agencies and other decistenmakers as well
as merters of the public with an understanding of the
potential environinental effects of proposed actions, to
avoid or minimize adverse effects wherever possible, and to
restore or enhance environmental quality tc the fullest

extent practicable. In particular, agencies should use

the environmental impact statement process to esplore

alternative actions that will avoid or minimize adverse
impacts and to evaluate both the long- and short-range
iglications of proposed actions to man, his physical and
social surroundings, and to nature." y

e
The balance of the CEQ guidelines, and the body of ca,e law resulting from m
various National Environerntal Policy Act (NEFA) cases, contine to impose upon
the agencies stringent responsibilities for candor, completeness, and rigor
in evaluating the implicat'ons of the proposed action and of alternatives to
that proposed action.

% This draft statement falis far short of this noble purpose. In
fg precehng sections of these coments the inadequacy of the " benefit * analysis

and of the consideration of alternatives was shown. In addition, there are-

throughout the draf t staterrent a large nunter of errors. caissions, biased
discussions, and technical shortcomings. A few of these are discussed below.

~

.! Th re it nc J'scussior of the *.onicity of plutonieu

C.) Nowhere in the report is there any discussion of the toxic nature

of plutonium or of plutonium standards. This is a serious omission, particularly
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as without such infomation, it is impossible to assess the significance of * maximum permissible lung burdens to 20 billion people.

the various accidents which could result in releases of plutonium to the The magnitude of the risk of exposure can perhaps be better understood
env w nt. In the light of a statement by the Director of the hational Cancer testitute

The " hazard evaluation for plutonium powered pacemakers" (p. 3-23 ff) in 1971 (ref. 20):
discusses certain events that would, in the cpinion of the authors of the There can be little doubt from experimental animal
draf t impact "stement, lead to an envirorrental release of plutonium from studies that inhaled plutonium-239 ! s on.e of the most
pacemakers. These include failure of the plutonium capsule during accidents potent respirit3ry carcinogeas kno.n. While epiderfological
of various kinds or during cremation of a body containing a pluton 1wn studies are in progress to a.sess pulmonary neoplasia in man
E*''"' ''' resulting from occupational inhalation of plutonita,

Without data regarding the toxicity and appropriate environmental deft itive results are not yet available. There is no
standards for plutonium, having isotopic mixtures characteristic of those reason at this tire, however, to assume that plutonium-239
specified for the nuclear pacemaker (p. C-3), it is impossible to either is less carcinogenic in ran than in animals.
understand the significance of these accident mode analyses or to evaluate

The "results" mentioned in the quote are still not available. But the significant
the potential human esposures.

point is that plutonium-238, the major component of pacemaker fuel. is 280 times
A single plutonium pacemaker contains between 0.15 and 0.5 grams more toxic than plutonium-239, the subject of the quote (ref.15).

of plutonium, depending on the model and manufacturer. The larger quantity
N where in the impact statement are these implications discussed andrepresents a plutonium activity of about 8 curies (page 3-21). The significance

win nem W aza N pa ha m n b m a M ess.of these quantities may be better appreciated when compared with appropriate

standards. f
Co

* the r.aximum permissible concentraticn (MPC) for plutonium T he re i s no discussion of the ef fects of human enaosure to ionirieq radiation CD
8

in air is 10 curies /ml (insoluble plutonium) (ref.14) The draf t acknesledges (see Section I above) that the risks associated
0* the maximum permissible lung burJen is 5 x 10 curies with the proposed plutonium pacemaker are those of radiation esposures during

for the general population (ref.15) normal operation of the pacemaker and resulting from various accidents that
could lead to environnental releases of plutonium. It is mentioned that* there are no generally recognized standards for ground
there are applicable standards which govern exposures to ionizing radiation.contamination, but recently the State of Colorado adopted

- Yet, nmhere in the draft is there any discussion of: (1) The meaning anda mantmum surf ace contamination level of 10-0 curie per
interpretation that must be given to those standards (a point that has beensquare meter. (ref. 16)
briefly mentioned in Section II above); (2) The nature of the effects of

Hence were thue to be optimal dispersal of the plutonium in a single pacemaker. human exposure to ionizing radiation; or (3) The magnitude of the effects,
the result could be: g g g

* contamination to tne maximum permissible levels of - for example that gunaJ expowes to ioniainy radiation are more signficent to
10,000 cubic kilometers of air a 20 year old woman than to a 60 year old woman.

or
1,000 square kilometers of ground
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Without this infomation, it is impossible to evalusta the significance would result could be (2.31 A 2.89) * 6.68 times those reported in Section
of the rafiation exposures which would result from wide-scale use of the 3 of the draf t 14act statement.
plutontur pcwered cardiac pacemaker.

In addition, the neutron emissions arise primarily from spontaneous
fis sior: cf the p'.utonium in the fuel and (alpha, n) reactions with light

Human esposu e to lonizing radiation may be rn.ch greater than that stated elements present either as Ccntaminants in the plutc91 @ or as other Corponentsr

in the draft of the pacemaker system (ref.17). There is no indication in the draft
impact statemer.t as to the contribution to the total neutron doses from

The draf t statement includes a rather lorg section dealing with
these two saurces.

radiation exposures to the Individoal pacember tearer (p. 3-1 ff). This
entire discussion appears to be based on measurements with a single pacemaker The discussion of radiation exposures to pacemaker recipients is

containing 173.2 mg of plutonium of 90.141 by weight plutonium-238 and 0.26 ppm 4% ate. In W ame d hrw infomtion. it must W assuM M
plutonium-236. radiation doses to the patient and the general public can be several times

those represented in Section 3 of the draf t impact statement.
Although the draf t is ambiguous on this poirt it appears that the

entire discussion of radiation exposures to the patient, the patient's family,
and the gereral public is based on this single set of measurements. To base

Canetic ef fects of radiation esposure to pareraker patients cannot be ignored
these determinations on measurements done in a single laboratory, with only
ore pacenaker, hardly inspires confidence in the statistical significance of The draf t statement distrisses genetic effects of radiation by

the results. noting (p. 4-18):

Further, the reported results can not represent the probable radiation With respect to the radiation exposure tc the pacemaker y
levels associated with pacemakers other than the one tested even were the patients, the effects, if any, would be predominantly ]
measur=ments valid for that pacemaker. The specifications for medical grade somatic rather than genetic. Most pacemaker patients are

paceraker plutcntum are included in Appendix C (p. C-2). Th.s plutonium may unlikely to reproduce because the mean age of pacemaker

# % contain various contamirants, isotopes other than plutentum-238, and also patients is over 66 years and over 90% of patients are over

T) may contain up to 0.6 ppn plutonium-236. As tbc gama dose resulting f rom 50 years of age. Therefore, the patient's subjective

a pacemaker is critically dere Jent on the plutonium-236 concentration, it is value cf the radiation risk compared with is subjective^

possible that a "real" pacevraker could mit (0.6 / 0.26) = 2.31 times the value of the expected benefits. and the physician's

gama dose as the sample tested. medical judgment value of the risks versus benefits in
his selecting a pacemaker for the patient, are more

The pacemkcr tested is reported to contain 173 mg of plutonium.
a propriate than a hypothetical value which might be, N Other a vailable pacemakers contain up to 500 mg. of plutonium (p. 2-5). Hence,

due to the variation in plutonium content a "real" pacemaker could errit (500/173)*
f run his pacereker.

2.P9 'icvas is much +otil radiatio' as t*1e sarpla t ?s t ad .
The draf t statement is in substantial agreement with the appropriate 11terature

Were. then, a pacemaker to include the maximum permissible concentra-
regarding the age distribution of pacemaker patients. That, however is beside

tion of plutontum-236. and be of the 500 mg variety, the radiation doses that the point. The principal beneficiaries of nuclear pacemakers - or any other
long-lived pacemaker system - are not likely to be the elderly, who comprise
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the vast majority of pateraker patients, but the relatively few young pacemaker problems that esist include the cost, which is not
patients. Inconsiderable; *.te necessity for licensure to handle

The pedical literature leaves no douot whatscever tnat physicians the generatcrs; the difficulty cf storage and trans.
considering the nuclear pacemaker recognize this esplicitly. Typical of the portation and the generally politically sensitive

statements found are: nature of radicactive substarces. Although nuclear

For those patients with relatively short longevity a wn gives great promise of being reliable, long-life

espectations, inproved chemical batteries will probably pacemaker pc.er source, their develcpnent may be
associated with the development of new - and perhapsbe used. The priman application of nuclear pacemakers

is likely to be for the younger patients in whom they less desirable - problems. (emphasis addd) (ref.19)

are most cost effective. (erphasis added) (ref. 6)
The impact statenent (tables 9 and 10, pp. 3-18 and 3-19) indicates

and ovary or uterus doses of about 0.25 rem for the tested cacenaker were it
' # * * ## ' ' ' " " " '" ' ##'.There are certain other problems with the use of

implanted in the lef t abdomir,al wall. As was deconstrated above, these dosesthese power sources [ nuclear pacemakers]. The
### "' " "' # * " * *radiation dose at the surface of the Medtronic 9000 * *

* 'I ## " "* * *generator is stated by the manuf acturer to be 3.7
millfrem/br at the beginning of life. The radiation addition, because the tested pacemaker is net riecessarily a typical pacemater

(either in the total amount of plutcnium presc rt : r tee plutonium-236 contam-level increases somewhat with time. This radfation
dese in one year wculd give the patient's skin a dose inatien) tre measured doses - even were the neasurerents accurate and

y
approximately equal to that receivd during one representative of that type of pacemaker - could well be between six and e

eseven times greater. here this the case, then the ten-y6ar dose to the odia rcstic chest x-ray. However, the radiation dose
, ovaries and uterus might be as high as ten or fifteen rem. The doses to

to the skin is not really relevant. The radioactive
the testes are lower, but genetically significant.energy absorbed by the bone (rib) and the bone marrow

may be higher. If the generator is implanted in the Lederberg (ref. 19) has sumartied the genetic implications of
abdon.inal wall, the do e to the goned must also be expssure to ion; zing radiation as follows:

considered. Coevarisons with " allowable" doses of total The Atcmic Energy Comission's standards of permissible
body radiation are not valid. It may te argued that it exposure D % 170 miillrm per year e-pcisure lim!. to
is the younger patients who need a very long-life

tre geceral puti sc].. .would 'ncrease the natural rate of
pacemaker. It can also be a gued that it is the youngster rutatlon by about 10 percent.
who is most sensitive to the deleterious effects of

e pna Mes w reu n um pacema er, eradiation. It is precisely in the Smile age group

t ha t ore "ill hvc tte 'on]est rosrib'e tire to c'evolop they to be received over the reproductive period, are significant. Pacemaker

rotentially lethal alterations such as leukemia or genetic patients woula be well advised not to become parents and the regulations

defects which may follow into later generations. Other regarding plutonium pacer.akers should probably require that all male patieets,
and all pre-menopausal female patients, be sterilized upon receipt of a

3 plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker.
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It is difficult .o assess the significance of the exposure to hypothetical industrial spill which, In the first place, involves radies and
tonizing radiation bu viduals other than the pacemaker bearer on the not r mium and, in the second, is totally unrepresentative of the
basis of the inferr ..vo provided in the draft statement. The entire situati. . for a spill into the unrestricted environment.
discussion of radiation esposures to other than the pacemaker bearer

g g g ;) g ggy gappears to derive from a single unpublished, draft report (cited as ref. 4
must be evaluateo. Some of the examples that should provide sore realisticon page 3 20). The draf t statement itself includes no discussion af the
values would be:methodology, assWttons, assumed source tems, nor any other of the

infomation that is necessary to evaluate the data presented under the * Costs to clean up the fraction of a millicurie said
heading " Radiation doses ta critical groups from cardiac pacemakers" (Table to have been involved in the contamination of the
g,p gp apartment of Ms. Karen Silkwood in Oklahoma in 1974

(ref. 21)Further, it is not the average expcsure to "vitical groups" that
must be assessed, but rather the esposure to individuals. Failure to include * Costs to clean up the few curies of plutonitsn released

this information renders it impossible to assess the significance of these M en w nt y ats pWh

exposures. It is net improbabic, however, that genetic doses to specific plant in Col rado in 1971 (ref. 22)

individuals, for example children living in the household of a pacemaker * Costs to clean up the (probably) approximately 1000
bearer, are important. In addition, it is quite possible that pacemaker curies of plutonium released in military accidents
tearers might be eucluded from particular activities which could lead to in Palamares, Spain in 1966 and Thule, Greenland if
exposure of critical population grcups, for example en.ployrent as elemntary 1968. (Refs. 23 and 24)
or secondary school teachers. >

An evaluation of the costs to clean up these real plutonium spills should h
establish a much nore realistic cost estimate for the clean-up costs were a "

The discussion of the costs and implications of a plutonium spill is tradequate plutonium-powered pacemaker to breach and also would give some indicatfor. of

r The draf t impact statement includes (pages 3-44,3-45) a brief the relationship between the quantity of plutonium spilled and the clean-up
I $ 'discussion of the costs to flPAn up P UtA N "" spills Ihe "aly refere*ce for

the value used for these clean-up costs is a " Conference at the University
of Chicago" (p. 3-49, ref. 18), a reference that is rather difficult to

There is insufficient discussion of the "reasonabl and effective regulations *
check or evaluate,

th t would be necessary were there general licersinq for the plutonium pacemaker
N A value for " probability of breach [of the pacemaker capsule] per

The draft impact statement contains (pages 2-17 ff) a gereral
h year" is assur:ed, multiplied by the nurrter of pacemakers considered and by

discussion of " regulation of wide-scale uset It contains statements such as,
$250.000. The value of $250,000 is taken as the "cest to clean up an

A regulatory framewnrk will be needed for reasonable and effective regulatoryindustrial spill" of radium, not plutonium.
ron+rol if suc5 wide scile use is =Jthor12ed" and " .ar eauivalent [+o +he

There have been instances of environmental contamination with investigationai progrw] level of control and recovery by means appropriate to
plutonium, and these instances are well enough studied to pemit discussion wide-scale use of plutentum powered pacemakers would be developed.* (eeq)hasis
of the costs associated with a real environmental spill rather than some added)
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It is apparent that the general use of plutonium pacemakers would health care delivery, the logistical prcblems of patient
impose stringent requirements for licensing, record keeping, monitoring, on volume, data management, and pulse generator replacement
patients, hospitals. physicic..s, morticians, operators of c.rematoria, a ccunula te . In addition, there is a marked contrast

medical examiners, individuals and organizations (e.g., police, firemen, between the casual attitude of the medical comunity

ambulance crews) comonly asscciated with dealing with accidents and in general to cardiac pacir g and the 1etense interest

emergencies, and other individuals and institutions. enhibited by patiects, hospital adrninistrators, health

in this regard the draft statement is totally inadecate in at insurance programs, the press.and the electrocics

least two respects (1) Its failure to include concise descriptions of industry. To ccepound these problems, follow-up on

these replatory and other constraints suf ficiently detailed so that the patients with pacenabers is of ten inadequate, sporadic,

affected persons and institutions can meaningfully evaluate their 1spect; or at best unrealistic. (emphasis added)

and (2) the failure of the arc to actively inform these groups and individuals

of the proposed action, to circulate the draft impact statement to them, and With that situation existing for conventional pacemaker systems, what . the

to solicit coments.
potential for realization of the incredibly mc re demanding " follow-up on
patients" with plutonium pacemakers?

It is unrealistic to expect that the stringent requirements for patient
The assumed costs for inventory control, retrieval, disposal, and relatedreg i s t ra ti on , monitoring, and follo.<up required by a plutonium pacemaker
monitoring costs are meaninglessprogram would be met

The draf t contains several sweeping statenents about the extraordinary As discussed 1-snediately above, section 2 of the draft statement p

requirerents for patient follow-up, recovery of devices, and record keeping purports to discuss the regulatory framework and constraints that would be h
N

that are inconsistert with clinical pacemaker experience to date. The required were there general licensing of plutonium pacemakers, This dis-

experimental use of nuclear pacerakers has been carried out under constraints cu,sion is vague and general but includes the establishment of various

quite atypical of the usual pacemaker situation. Yet, " experience to date= registries, identification programs, systems ot' periodic contact and

(pages 2-4, 2-15) is presented as proof that the stringent controls necessarily monitoring, collection of used pacemakers, licensing of hospitals, and other

associated with the general use of plutonium pacemakers will be met. regulatory prcgrams. None of these programs are described in any but the

The situation which appears to be more typical of general pacemaker
conditions is described, for example, by Goldman, et al in a 1974 review Yet in section 3 of the draft statement we suddenly discover that

of pacemaker replacements (ref. 9): the totality of these costs will amount to approximately $23.10 per pacemaker
year. It is obvious that either; (1) these programs have beef. fully described.

At present an estimated 100,000 people in the United evaluated, and realistic budgets prepared which form the basis for the
St&tes and Canada are living with implanted pacemakers. above mentioned cost estimates, or (2) the ccst estimate is fiction. I
Alnos*. 100 9es pettants per mi' lion populrtian will suggest that alternative (2) is the pore likely,
receive pacemakers in the coming year, and an equal

In addition, there is no discussion of licensing fees that mightnumber will undergo replacement of exhausted units.

P As cardiac pacing assianes increasing isportance in be required of hospitals, physicians, and other individuals or institutions

[Q
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that would come into contact with plutonium pacemakers, no disci.ssion of Non-fatal medical / surgical complications occur following
mnitoring no discussion of the regulatory obligations of the state and the implantation cr reimplantation of a pacemaker with
local health and safety authorities, or related matters. rates as high as 411 being reported in the literature.

These are grave omissions. Without these discussions it would be '9'

impossible for the various affected individuals ard institutions to meaningfully anit

evaluate the plutonium paceraler program and make informed corrients on the
The use of plutonium powered pacemakers would reduce the

draf t statenent (even were they to be infonned of its existence.)
complications associated with replacement surgery. (page 4-11)

and

The possittlity of disruption of the pacemaker t'y gunshot is not discussed
Pain, suffering and anxiety are subjective and quantifi-

The " interim safety performance tests for plutonium powered cardiac cation of the value to the patient of reducing their
pacembers" are presented on page 2-6 of the draf t statement. The ability occurrence is not attempted in this assessment but, to
of the plutonium capsule to withstand the impact of the bullet from handguns the patient, these benefits may be more significant that
or rifles, or cther such missiles is not mentioned. (sic) the red;ction of surgical mortality and the

It is known that several persons per year in the U.S. are involved reduction of complications. (page 4-11)
in gunshot incidents and it must te presumed that at least some of these

and
might be bearers of pa.ece ers. In this regard it should be noted that
among the first reports of clinical experience with nuclear pacemakers (ref. 25): If it is assumed that complications occur in 33% of

#' g,
one [ct six patien+s in the control groop] was shot to, treating a complication is 1500, the saving for each h'.4 death as an innocent bystarder in a service station

reimplantation avoided by the use of a longer service W
holdup.

life pacemaker would be $133.(erphasis added)(page 4-15/16)

Failure to descrite the effect of missiles such as bullets would While it is true that there is a high incidence of complications
" have were they to impact the pacemaker and failure to discuss the resultant

.

observed in patients who are pacemaker users, the literature does not substantiate
'J potential for environmental plutonium contamination must be regarded as a the implication given above that a significant fraction of those complicationsD serious deficiency.

is associated with pacemaker replacement. Rather, the complications are
associated with the presence of a pacemaker system or the underlying disease.

The draf t statemt overstates the complications resulting from pacemaker The medical Itterature overwhelmingly supports the conclusion stated
replacement by Conklin g al (ref. 3) in a 1975 review of pacemaker isplantatica and

At several pcirts in the draf t statement corrients are made regarding reimplantation experience:

+he alleged hich incidMce o' non-fatal complicatiens as*ociated wi'h pacamaker tne few comp #ications [of pacemaker implantation and
use and an attempt is made to imply that these complications would be eliminated reimW antation] are easily corrected and appear to be
were long-lived pacemaker power supplies available. The draft statement largely avoidable with careful technique.
develops the argument as follows:
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It has not teen shown that there is monetary benefit to the patient it might prove to be the case that the tatoo is also inadequate
identification, but it would be more likely adequate than to * carry a card *Section 4.3.2 (page 4-12 f f) purports to show that "There are
or to " wear a bracelet"monetary savings 'to be gained for patients who use a plutonim powered

pacemaker for a period longer than the lifetime of two conventional
pacemakers."

The analysis in Section 4.3.2 is faulty. In the first place, the

draft statement acknowledges that the operational lifetime of conventional
pac, makers is at least six years, compared to the postulated ten year life-
time for the pluton?um pacemaker. Hence "the lifetime of two conventional
pacenakers" exceeds that of the plutonium pacemaker and even wre the analysis
otherwise correct, which it is not, there would be no benefit to the patient.

Second, the cost data used in the analysis is unsupported. The
only justification for the costs assmed in the draft is (page 4-12):

Information on pacemaker and implantatton ecsts

were obtained from physicians' responses to
inquiries.

This is hardly an adequate data gathering procedure.
3>

Third, the analysis which purports to show, " Cumulative cost of $
**pacemaker to patient" (Table 18, page 4-14) assumes a zero discount rate, the

result being that future costs and benefits are directly equated with present
costs and tenefits. This form of analysis is totally without precedent.

The proposed method for plutonium pacemaker patient identification is inadequate
! share the opinion expressed by one of the other reviewers of this

impact statement (corrent of Prof. Karl 2. Morgan, dated February 26,1975)
that it is insuffi,'ent for the plutonium pacemaker bearer to " carry at all
times an identification card" (page 2-11) and "to wear at all times a .
bracelet or other approved form of jewelry" (page 2-11). Prof. Morgan
suggests that the bearer "should have tatooed on his body near the groin
something like ' radioactive pacemaker - phone 202-408-6618'" The phone number

s
,T being some effice in the Nuclear Regulatory fanission that would be staffed

'] 24 hours per day to provide instructions.

s

'

~.)
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SECTION VI fullest extent practicable. In particular, agencies
should use the environmental ngact statement process

THE CRAFT STaTEMf NT DOES NOT SATISTY THE QMEllNTS Of THE COUNCIL ON to explore alternative actions that will avoid or

fNVIRPM ENTAL QUALITY AND HENCE IS INADFQUATE minimize adverse igacts and to esaluate both the

The preparation of environmental impact statements and the procedural long- and short-range implications of proposed actions
requirements on an agency preparing an environmental impact statement is to man, his physical and social surroundings, and to

,

governed by the guidelines established by the Couacil on Environmental nature. Agencies should consider the results of their

Quality. These guidelines appear in the Code of federal Regulations in environnental assessments along 'with their essessments

Title 40. Chapter b, Part 1500. In addition there is a large body of of the net economic, technical and other benefits of

applicable case law. proposed actions

A very disturbing feature of this situation is that the draf t As has been discussed in considerable detail above, this draft
stitement has been prepared af ter the exFnditure of several million dollars statement does not cdequately identify environmental igacts, explore alterna-

on the plutonium pacemaer by the AEC and af ter the agency has granted interie tives, or assess the economic, social, or health implications of the proposed
licensing for clinical testing. These activities, engaged in before the action.

preparation of an tmpact statement, reveal contemg for the spirit of the In several particular respects, this statement does not meet the
National Environmental Policy Act and spe:1fically violate the CEQ guidelines other requirements as specified in the CEQ guidelines. Some examples follow.
(Se: 1500.7):

In particular, agencies should keep in mind that Section 1500.6 (a) requires that the impact statenent discuss, * the >
such statements are to serve as the means of assessing overall, cumulative imract of the action proposed, related Federal actions e

the environmental impact of proposed agency actions, and nrojects in the area, and further actions contemplated." $
rather than as a justification for decisions already Nowhere does the impact statement inchde mention of the overall

made. This means that draft statements on administra- impact of the action prcposed. Insof ar as the plutonium pacemaker is,.
'

tive actions should te prepared and circulated for concerned. the statement does not include environmental, occupational healtha

coment prior to the first significant pcint of decision and safety, or accident considerations during the preparatim of the plutonium,
in the agency review prc:ess. (emphasis added) the fabrication of the plutonium source, or the disposal of the plutonitan.
The purpose of the environmental inact statement process, as stated All of these are passed over w.th the note that:a

q by the CEQ guidelines (Sec. 1500.2) is: The production of plutonium and controlled disposal
C to provide agencies and other decisimmakers as well as of any associated radioactive wastes are conducted

rembers of the public with an understanding of the as part of other licensed or AEC-contract operations

potential erv1w.pntal ef fects of propused actions, this statement does not consider their environmental
to avoid or minimizt *erse ef fects wherever possible, ismact (drPft p. 1-8)
and to restore or enhance environmental quality to the The failure to include a complete and candid assessnent of these phases of the

production cycle is a serious defIctency.
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Nowhere does the impact statement include mention of "related Section 1500.8 (a)(1) requires "A description cf the proposed action, a

Federal actions and projects in the area" yet there are other programs stStement of its purposes and a descriDtion of the env.f rormeet affected.

involving the use of plutont am-238. One closely related is the proposed inc % din 1 informatfoe. sumary technical data, and esps and diagraas where

plutonium-powered artificial heart. Several others bare been described in relevant, adequate to permit an assessmert of potential environmental impact

the literature. To not discuss these related actions and projects is a by converting agencies and the public."

serious deficiency of the draft statement. The impact statement also fails The draf t statement, by nct including a discussion of plutonium-238
to discuss the precedential significance of licensing the general use of toxicity, chee.ical and physical properties, the apprcpriate standards, and
plutonium-238. The proposed action, general licensing of plutonium-238 use the current controversy surrounding the adequacy of those standards, does
for cardiac pacemakers, would be the first general approval for widespread not satisfy this requirement,

utilization of plutonium-238. By not considering the precedential implications,
statement Ms not inMe a Wchndy man h@cn

the impact statement is deficient.
of the regulatory actions, licensing requirements, ard other procedural

Related to the above comert, the draft statement does not discuss matters which are acknowledged to be necessitated were the proposed action
"further actions contemplated" As was mentioned, there are several other undertaken.
proposed uses of plutonium-238 which would require licensing if one sort or

The draf t -tatement does not include any discussion of the deleterious
another. These other "contenlated" action" mst be fully and completely

effects of exposure to ionizing radiation. Yet, one of the environmentaldisclosed and discussed. In this cortext, ;ne esistence of a resea -h and
impacts considered in the draf t statement is the esposure to ionizing radiation

development program involving these other uses of plutonf urs-238 must be taken
to the patient, his family, those he cones into contact with and the general

as de f acto evidence of "further actions contemplated",
public. Without a discussion of the applicable radiation standards, the p

'guidance furnisned by the responsible a.thorities regarding the need to
Section iS00.6 (a) requires that " agencies should tear in mind that the minimize radiation exposure, and the effects resulting from the exposure to
ef fect of many Federal decisions about a prcject or complex of projects can ionizing radiation, it is impossible to assess the significance of those
te individually limited but cumulatively coesiderable. In all such cases' acknowledged r3diation exposures. The failure to include this "information ,
a9 environmental statement should be prepared if it is reasonable to adequate to permit an assessment of the potential environmental impact by
anticipate a cumulatively significant impact en the environment from Federal corsnenting agencies and the public" must be regarded as a serious deficiency
action. of the draf t statemeat.

Hence, in this case it is riot only necessary (es noted above) to
describe and discuss incividual cumulative total impact of the total fuel Section 1500.8 (a)(i) also notes, " .it is essential that the sources of data
cycle as involves the artifirtal pacenker, other related Federal actions used to identify, quantify or evaluate any and all environmeetal consequences
and projects in the area, and further actions contemplated, but it is also heexpresslynoted." Fu ther, Section 1500.8 (b) requires, "In the case ofr

mandated ty the (to guidelines tnat the cumulative impact of this conelen documents not likely tc de easily accessible (such as internal studies or
of artivitie< ba consideree. The present d af". statement do2s wt even 11;t reports), the agency shou 1J indicate now such irfors at:en may te vbta%sd."
the related activities, say nothing of attempting to assess their cwralative

There are numerous instancas where reference is made to personal
g,

comunication, and other source material that has not only been inadequately

;O
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identified, but is also "not likely to be easily accessible", and in no ,5ectica 1500.9 (ai requires the solicitation of review from *Federil andj

- instance has it teen indicated "hc= much irformation may te obtained." This Federal-state aaencies with furisdiction by law or special egertise with
-

is another f at ture to cceply with CEQ guidelines, respect to am erwirennental impact involved."
j The AEC is currently levolved in several propcsed actions regarding
2 5ertica 1 00.9 (a)(3)(111 reg ires that, "Setcedary or 1rdirect, as well as nie in m w amp M in Ws. In pa d M a n W E is W

l pri+ary or die ret, comewences for tre environment should be included in draf t environmental impact statements on the liquid metal fast breeder

tu WM.. resctor program (tte LMfBP) and a proposed general licensing of plutonim
3 recycle in light water reactors (the GCSMO program). In both of these cases,
j This requirenert also necessitates a discussion of the environmental
' there has been considerable attention given to the adequacy of the environ-
-

impact associated with production, fabrication, and disposal of the plutonium
mental impact statements, and the adecuacy of Federal agency review. It has

_ power sourc e . In addition, it requires that the interactions between the
been estatlisFed ard corrents have been solicited by the AEC and by CEQnow-

general marage ent of high-level radicactive wastes from nuclear power
(see letters to agency heads by CEQ chairman Russell Peterson, dat2d Feb. 3-! reactors - from which tre plutcnium proposed for use in the nuclear pacemaker
1975) that a large number cf Federal agencies have " jurisdiction by law or

derives - and the nuclear pacemaker program be defined,g
special expertise" with respect to the ervironrental impacts involved. These

[ Cther indirec t corse %ences derive frcan the regulaticns, restrictions, agencies include- the Justice Cepartment, the State Department, the Arins
and ctber reasures which are ach nowledged te derive from the plutonium pacemaker Control and C1sarr; ament Corrission, the Central intelligence Agency, the

e

_ program were it to te implecented. Teese regulations, re, 4tions, and Department of Agriculture, to name but a few.

Other measures are rot (as is discussed more fully above) described in sufficient
The environrental isse s in the LMf SR program and the GESMO program

'
detail to pereit their pc-tertial environ ental consequences.:

include those associated w1th pla unium use in various power reactors. These
O,,. potential environrental vpacts derive from p% ton 1km's special properties N

-

Section lk0 R (al(4) requires that " Alternatives to the proposed action " ''

1 acid teg =*er e re lev s r t , those net witPin the existing authority of the # # # '

ble a w y* te f ully described, frcludi g *a rigorous exploration Although the quantities of plutonium proposed for use in thev v rm

a ad ( t j e.: t i v e * 4 ' . t l er cf t he ervircnnertal impacts of all reasonable plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker program are substantially smaller than- rh
.-

-

alternative acticas, part' Je t%e that migFt avoid some or all of those proposed for use in the above mentioned reactor prcgrams, and ther.3 the a herse enviromertal ef f ects, is essen tial ." plutonium isotope mixtures are not the rame, the issues are analogous. Thea

tnis re%1rerert, only a portion of which is included above, is cardiac paceraker program presents the oppurwity for: (1) diversion of
t0 tally ignored in tre ; resent draf t statement. The only mention of special nuclear materials (2) terrorist activitiss involving theft and
alternatives is a very short section that does little more than list possible dispersal cf plutonium, (3) accidents that could lead to environmentalm

alternatives. There is no discussion whatsoever of the environmental imcacts releases of plutonium, (4) exposures to tre general public and occupationalg
- g of alternative actions. exposures to plutonium.

let thout a full acd candid evaluation of the environmental impacts of The AIC did not circulate this impact statement to those agencies

IIe alteUatives to the proposed action this draft statement can only be regarded ng requested to coment on the LMFBR and GE5M0 impact statements. The

as a mockery of the entire environnental impact review process.

^

,
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Issues are analogous. Hence, the f ailure to solicit coments from agencies program - with full recognition that, quite apart from the legal deficiencies
such as those listed above must be regarded as a serious deficiency. of the draf t envirormental statement, it has been conclusively demonstrated

that there is substantial risk associated with the program and no benefits -
a totally new draf t environnental impact statemert must be issued. In the

Section 1500.9 (di rew ires that2 "M encies should devise mettoes for publicizing reparation of the new draf t statement, one would hope that the CEQ guidelines
tne *(1sterce of draf t statmeets, for example, t'y publication of notices in g
local omspapers or ty mairtaining a list of groups kncwn to be interested
in ??e agency's activities and directly rotifying such groups of the existence

of a draf t state"et.or sendir9 tnem a corgas soon as it has been prepared."

its ACC knew, or should have known, of a large number of envircrvnental,
public interest medical, ar.d other groups having interest in this proposed
action. Yet, insofar as can be detemined, no ef fort was made to inform those
groups of the existence of the draf t statement or to publicize the existence
of the draft staterent. In v articular, the medical corrunity appears to have

been totally, and one must assurne deliberately, excluded from any notice of
this statement.

Section 1590.10 (a) requires that, " Agencies should make every ef fort to discover
and discuss all major points cf view on the environmental effects cf the preposed f
action and its alternatives in the draf t statement itself." $

Although it is well known that there are sharply conflicting points
cf view ac the environmental effects of the proposed plutonium pacemaker

program, there is utterly no recognitien of this in the draf t statement.
These conflicting points of view have been voiced not only in the discussicns
of other nuclear programs, but also are evidert from even a superficial search
of the medical literature.

Again, the AEC has not even attempted to satisfy this CCQ requirement
for adequacy of a draf t impact statement.

ys Conclusion
"

) The draf t statement on the plutonium powered cardiac pacemaker does

not, in several fundamental respects, comply with the CEQ guidelines. Should~'

the MC (successor to the AEC) elect to persist in the promotion of this

-

-
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Ac t1ag Deputy Director fo r Fuels and Materiala \'y e , . Richard E. Cunningham e[r/
- ,

aymu r.c t o,at. .f u c..s ug.-aao. ~
u.s. Atomie znergy co-1..to. Assistant Director for
washtngton, x 205'' Fuel Cycle
Dear sir: Division of Materials and

Fuel Cycle Facility LicensingWith the strongest possible means, I should like t o prot est the
proposal to license for general use plutonium powered cardiac pacemakers. United States Nuclear

Although the AEC hould ?e aware of the inherent dangers of the use Regulatory Commission
or plutonium which is probably the most t oitic material known to man which Washington DC 20555.

might be considered for comerc ial ut 111:st ion somehow this factor seems
to have been lost when it comes to the consideration of plutonium powered USA
pacemakers. Admittedly, this is a technical feat demoust rat ics t ha t a small
quantity cf plutonium can be harnessed t o power a pacemaker.

I
On the other hand, the very slight potential advantage in having a plutonium h a.,

powered cardiac pacemaker la more than offset by not or. l y the actual but the O
A A% Otheoret ical dangers in the indiscriminate use of plutonium. fDear j

The present battery powered pacemakers are serving adequately and can be
replaced without a high degree of dif f ic, ;ty. The risk that plutoalus alght
escape or slight and the consequences of such plutonium release are too awesome Thank you for sending me the draft

environmental statement On nuclear Cardiacto comprehend at the present time.

I would, therefore, strongly urge that no licensing of plutonium powered pacemakers. I hope you find the enclosed
pacemakers be permitted at anyttee now or in the f oreseeable f uture.

comentary useful.
Yours sincerely,

T
Y ~ - @ ~ "'~

.-

W. Albert Sullivan, Jr., M.D. ~n,C '
YOurs sincerely

s
Associate Dean *$s '/h\

/s '

Associate Professor of Surgery - "' '/and
m /

,- \ hd
us:ere L.D.G. Richings'

- Secretary

i ,.;
-
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{ raft Ceneric E nv i r onmen t al Statement on the In view of these doub + of the basis for the ' cost-benefit comparison'

W i d e- 5c a l e use of Plut onius Powered Cardiac the cenclusions of the repcrt seem too firm and tne inclusion in these of
Pac essak e r s, precise acnetary values not useful. The major omission f rom the concle. ions

is a caveat stating something like 'If a conventional pacemaker with a lif etime
of 10-20 years is developed the c.1clusions of this study will need to be

1;SAEC Fuels and Materials, Directorate of Licensing reviewed *
January 1975

We do not wish these coussents to be interpreted as meaning that we
Cottunents by NRPS Staff are opposed to the use of nuc? ear powered cardiac pacemakers. We do , however,

in a developmental and proving stage of theirstill consider that t h ey are

lives and further that improvements in onventionai pacemakers may ch nae the
We feel that the Statement devotes too little attentian to the major situation entirely in the next few years. In view of this we consider he

ques tion of perf ormanc e comparison between nuclear and convent ional pacemakers Statement to be too definitive and final-sounding ami that a more ' int e im'
and too much attention to the lesser problem of assessing the relative costs at titude is appropriat e at the present time.

and benef i t s of nuc lear pac emaker s, par t icular ly t he d irec t ly dose-related
costs.

As the Statement is presented the major bene.it of nuclear pacemakers
lies in their longer operating lifetime so that if a conventional battery with
a similar lifetime and no cf f-set ting det riment s is developed there will be
no benefit f rom t he nuclear paces.aker to of f set against the radiation-related
costs. In view of this the dismissal of Lithiur fodide Batteries, Sodium- NRF8
B r < wn i ne Cells aM Rec hardeable Nickel-Cadmium Bat teries in 21 liies on pages Harwell
44 to 4-5 seems arbitrary. The dismissal seems even more arbit .y when it Did<3L
as admitted that s'l three types have potential lifetimes of th . der of Ozon
10 years.

It will certainly be pointed out in this respect by critics of the f
nuc lear pacemaker t hat the nuclear batteries have yet to demonst rate a routine 10 April 1975 "
service lifetime of 10 years. it is hardly fair therefore to Janetse Lithium O

"lodide batteries out af hand when the clinical tests on these indicate an
extrapolated life 'well beyond the six year objective' (para. 4. 2. 3. l) .

@ In particular the statement in 4. 3 'The plutonium powered cardiac

j. ~) pacemaker has a THEORETICAL (our capitals) battery lifetime of at least 10-20
years, an increase of several fold over units deriving t heir power chemically'

~' is open to serious criticism. This statement f orms the basis of the ' cost-
benefit comp 4rison' car ried out later.

ne conclusions stated in para 2 on page 4-24 do not seem to be
supported by the detailed and isore carefully qualified statements earlier
in the test.

C
Conclusion 3) 'they (plutonium powered pacemakers) have a reliabilityy

trandom failure rate) equal to or be t ter than convent ional pacemakers' seems
to be based on t N ene failure in 2700 device months f or Nedt ronic Model 9000
pacemakers. 6 hat this in fact demonstrates is 9CT confidence that the device
it a. g md as conventional pacemakers. The result for the ARCO NU-5 of no
failures in 850 device months is insufficient to demonstrate even this.

Conclusion 2) 'Their life saving benefits we ild exceed the envirormental
a nd s oc i e t a l risks and c os t s associated wit h their i se' is entirely dependent

on the truth of Conclusion 4) 'they have a projected service lif e longer than
the available conventional pacenakers' This dependence should be clearly
stated. As shown above there are grounds f or doubting the unequivocal truth
of Conclusion 4).

.)_
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8Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

i<l l@ Atemic Energy Commission yMarch 17, 1975

a Wa shi ng to n, D. C. 20555g"g

h (@ .g*I 'f.N
b CI Dear Sirs

Mr. Roward Larson
Acting Deputy Director for Puels

and Materials yj ijf-
Because of the <omplete and remarkable recovery which'

.

F; I have made, due to the nacl, er pacemaker which was installed in
huclear Regulatory Commission A 4 . '/' / me by Doctors Smyth and Bacos of Washington Hospitai Center, I am

6 prompted to write to you about it, and to express the gratitude I
Y) D

7920 Norfolk Avenue
-

\Bethesda, Maryland, geel,

Per Draft Generic Environmental S t a t erme nt After a long period of ieterioration, my heart beat
Plutonium Powered Cardiac Pacem.kers had reached an average of less than forty beats per minute, and p

I kne:w that the end was not f a r aw ay . Through a happy circumstance i
Dear Sir: and Dr. Henry Ecker, I went to Doctors Bacos and Smyth, and after a

extensive tests, the nuclear pacemaker was implanted. My recovery O
NThe Nawurc. Resources Defense Council strongly protests your was almost instantaneoas, and even though th is took place on

agency's prorosed determination to permit the commercial use of December 5, 1975, I am feeling more normal every day, and ones
plutonium powered cardiac pacemakers. Given the toxicity and per- again I am a part of the community. My beat was set at a minimum
sistence of plutonium, and the a ailability of preferable alterna- of sixty-nine per minute, and every subsequent reading has shown
tives, we find at incredible that this proposed usa of plutoatum it to be exactly at this rate.
is still teing serio2 sly considered.

My relief is so much greater because I don't expect to
We have examined the draft impact statement and the comments have hat tery troubles or a regular eighteen month change in batteries,

of Dr. Dean E. Abrahamson on th a t draft and would like to adopt The apprehersion of a hospital visit during which the batteries are
the comments of Dr. Abrahamson as those of NRDC. Por the reasons replaced grows as the patient finds it more and more difficult, pain-
s tated by Dr . Abraharson, we believe that the draft statement is ful and expensive to keep the battery pacemaker operative. I have a

and everyone is gratef'.11fundamentally deficient in its discussion of both the environmental nu nbe r o f f riends with battery pacemakers,
their batteries Iimpacts and alterr.a tives , that it fails to cor.f orm to the minimum for their pacemaker, but are always sorried about

standards set out for draft statements in NEPA Guidelines of the have one f riend who has had six such hattery changes in the last four
Council on Environmental Quality, and acco rd ing l y , tnat the draft years. For many of these battery pacemaker patients, there is a

-

,

should be reissue 1 in a form censistent with these standards. We con s t an t fear that it will fail, and the dread of continuous hospitali-

urge that you take this action imnediately. zation and surgery for the batterry replacements every so of ten.

Sincerely, since my own nuclear pacemaker was implanted, I have had
no approhtnsion (J.M a t my haart beat, 7.or have I had an/ wot ry asout
the need to replace this miraculous instrument. I do not even feel

fjs ' ,I it. I don't even know it is th e re; in fact, I forgat about it. This

J.C. Speth is not possible with the battery pacemaker. For myself, the relief,
7.d both mc atal and physical, which comes to me from my nuclear pacemaker

JGS/pa is worth many times itr cost.~

~ . , , ,

g sep% E*r7MI F*PW

U1



*QkI hope that the 36y comes, very soon, that all
pace-mak e rs will be nuclear-powered, thereby providing erveryone [ l[-wtth this wonderful advr.ntage. -L

y7 201 Lyons Avenue, Newyk, New Jersey 07112 / at Osborne Terrace
S cerely yoara _ _ p )tjy / Telephone (201)926-r

/l%a$&c gDe rmot A . Nee
CAN/laj ' 7

'e
.

g

April 7,1975
'

3 V,' O j
Nuclear Regulatory Comission 4
Washinston, D.C. 20545 g N. % [Attn: Acting Deputy Director for g&' .

Fuels and r teriala cDirectorate of licensing . Regulation D_C'. '
Dear Sir:

I have reviewed the recent environmental Irpact statement of the Nuclear
Regulatory Comission, and have heard that there have been adverse cocinents
abcut the usefulness of plutor um powered pacemakers because there are now
rechargeable pacetrakers and chemical cells of great longevf ty and potential.

It is my personal opinion that there will remain, for the forseeable y
future, a real place for nuclear pacemakers, probably for 10 to 15% of :
all patients. -d

O
Rechargeable paceralers are inter *stf rg. but require an action on the W

part of tr.e patient at least once a week, and this takes the responsibility
from the dcctor to the patient. In a survey that I have conducted, very
few patients given the choice of a progra'T.able t'uclear pacer, a ten year
lithium pacer, or a rechargeable pacer, will choose the rechargeable unit.
Therefore, such units can be recharged fully once every six months or
once a year, and have a life espectancy that ecmpares tn other pace-
makers, I do not see them as a threat to the position of nuclear pacemakers.

ON
I'3 As for other long life cells, there is no doubt that they play a very

substantial part in pacing, and obviously will become the stancard pacemakers
of the future. However, there is as yet no chemical cell that has potential_a

life as great as the plutonium c?lls. The manufacturers speak of ten years
life, t,ut if the nuclear manufacturers were to exhibit the same degree of hope-
fullness, they would be speakir,g cf 20 to 40 year life. (None of the man-
ufacturers are taking into account deterioration of other ccnonents and

~
wires.)

g
I Pacemakers with nuclear cells are particularly well suited to youngu tea?th, aiults whc hcve otherwi:e actmal Icng li'e *xp?ctancy. F v tre

point of view of economic feasibility and reliability I cannot see how this
area of usefulness will change in the near future.

@ Art.nete of couege of ueceme end Deniewy of New Je<wy
Member of Jewish Communrty Feoereton of MetropoHten New Jeresy



huclear Regulatory Comission (2) April 7, 1975 bS
Therefore, tremonuclear pacemakers have a rs 1 place in the field hj 21 Ly ns Avenue. Newark.New Jersey 07112 / atOsborne Terrace

of pacing and their use continued should be encouraged for selected hEI / Telephone (201)926-
patients.

Sincere y yo s,
,

April 16, 1975 g
Victor Parsc,nnet, M.D. C #
Director of Surgery =r. Bernard Singer b M g

Chief Materials Branch il & O
-

Cirectorate of Licensing O
VP:wn ,

DNuclear Pegulatory Corwission s e

kc c: Dr. Thomas Bustard United States Atomic Energy kornission *
-

,

Washington, D.C. 20545 #, T *
r.

Dear Mr. S'nger : @j,
I have teen sending peritdic missives to you about the recent state-

ment on the extension of licensing of nuclear pacemakers. As you know, I
feel very strongly about it, and believe that at least for the present
there is a real place for nuclear pacing.

I am in the process of crecartnq a review of this subject that >
will be presented at the Society for Vascular Surgery and the Inter- I

national Cardiovascular Society Meetino in Bostcm on June 20th. If y
you wnuld If be me to send you a preliminary copy of this manuscript, y
I will be glad to do so. I telieve the facts will speak for themselves.

I am also concerned about the pressure put upon you by r.anufacturers
of long life non-nuclear pacenabers. On the t. asis nf p:st esperience
none of these companies can show that their pacemakers will be equal
or superior to ruclear pacers, and until such tirre, we should proceed
as planned with limi.ed licensing of the nuclear units.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Sincerely yours

&s %
e

Victor Parsonnet, M.D. r
Director of Surgery

VP/na

Enclo.ure RQrint of article thct 'pp?ared in Newart ! tar ledgar Ap*11 14, 1975.

cc: Dr. Nicholas Smyth, Dr. L. G11 tert. Dr. I. R. Zucker, Mr. A. Eickhoff.
Dr. G. H. Myers.y

;G
s

9 Artinate of Conese of peo. cme and Dentistry of No. Jersey
Member of Jeweh Commun.ty Feoersbon of MetropoHien New Jersey

/*
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The f ollovir.g enclosure was subattted with letter No. 4) and is available
for examination in the huclear hegulatory Consalsalon Public Document Room, . C
1717 H 5treet, Wa sh in gt on , D .C . LQ 201 Lyons Avenue, Newark. New Jersey 07112 / at Osborne Terrace

,

/ Telephone (201)925-7000
Whitlow, ''Atoe-Powered Pac emaker Test Called Success," Newark Star1. a

Icager, bewerk, N.J., April 14, 1975.

June 11, 1975

Mr. Bernard' Singer
Naterials Branch Section
Directureta of Licensure
U.S. Nuclear Re9elatory Cainission
Washington 0.C, 20555

Dear Pr. Singer

have preaared the following manuscript for presentation at the Society
for Vascular Surgery on June 21st. Because this is in a way responsive to
the ' Draf t on Generic Envircrviental Stats,ent," I am sending it to you forOs that specific purpose.

IV If there is any other way tnt I can be of assistance in this matter, pplease let me 6now.~
g

a
sincerely yours, O

|uA,.N y ** -~
s

Q Victor Parsonnet, M.D.
Director of Surgery_,

LV
VP:cd

Enclosure: (vanuscript) Clinical Experience With Nuclear Pacemakers

*5igned in Cr. Parsof, net's ab sence.

9 Artdate of Conege of Medecr 1 and Doctatry of W Jersey
Member of Jemen Commundy Federsten of Metropoman > Jersey



The follosing enclosure was sut,mitted with let ter No. 60 and is available
f or examiaation in the Nucleas Regulatory Cocaission Pub!ic Docuraent Room, j
1717 H Street , Washington, D.C. | c,

1. V. Parsonnet, G. H. Myers, and others, " Clinical Esperience with Nuclear f Telephone (201)92S-7000
Pacemakers" (processed), The Department of Surgery and the Pacemaker
Center, Newark Beth Israel Medical Center, and the New Jersey Medical
Sc hool, Newark, N.J., J ae 11, 1975.

september 9,1975

Bernard Singer, M.D., Chief
Materials Branch
Division of Materials and Fuel

Cycle Facility 1.tcensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissios
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Singer

I ha ve had the oppor tunity to review the comments on the Draf t Environment
Statement on Plutonium Pacemakers. Although I have already written
tw a letters to you, and sent you a manuscript on the worldwide use of
indio-isotope pacenahers to date, further amplification is indicated.

My confidence in the program has not been staken by the adverse state- f
merts. A brief tabulation of my own of the statements received so far a
gives a definite nod to those a*ainst the nuclear pacemaker. Only a C3
few of these corsnents have any serious impact. Most of tha writers who @
are against the unit were eitt er manuf ac turers or physicians associated
with manuf acturers who have a clear personal bias, of ten because they
advocate use of other types of batteries that are competitive with the
nuclear units, f avorable notes were of ten f res satisfied patients,
equally biased. Still other notes, which I smat reject, are f rom semi-
authorities whose cornments were so sarcastic that one wonders about the
objectivity of the author.

Also of considerable interest to me was the dif f ering viewpoints of the
clinicians and the engineers. This dif f erence is stallar to the proverbial
problem that conf ronis medical school f aculties where there is of ten a
conflict between basic scientists and cliniciana. Basic scientists and
enaineers tend to look at thir.gs in a statistical, if not cold blooded
f ashiou that is quite distinct f rom the viewpoint of the clinician. The
latter group tends to see the problem f rom the point of view of the patient.
My associates and 1, who for 15 years have experienced contact with

/D patients who have t>een f aced with the nuisance of repeated operations,
can always see the huge advantage to any patient of one operation that,,s

* * requires no subsequent pacemaker maintenance.
*

The entire point, it seems to me, la that the pacemaker 1r.dustry in 5

comtination with the physicians involved should have as an objective
the development of a lif etime pacemaker system for every patient.

J With regard to recharleable celle, if a pacemaksr could be recharged
&
w e ma,e e Co%e e ued.c.no - o.re,st,, e New -sey

Member of Jewan Commundy Federetson of Metropootan New Jersey
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Dr. Singer - Page 2

Dr. Singer - Page 3

every six months to a year, my attitudes might change, although even
t hen wouldn' t you aeree char it we,uld be pref erable to wear a pacemaker
t ha t would last the rest of a lif etime with no maintenance 1 electrode wires, aal I know that every manuf acturer is working hard

on this problets. Whether or not an improvement over the helical
Proponents of recharreable systems have repeatedly boasted of patient coil configuration, using wires of steel alloya or platinum-tridium
acceptability. All clintrians know that screptance by a patient pop. will be found remains to be seen. Approximately 5% of re-operationa
ulat mo cannot be in itself a proper cr it et ton for widespread use. each year are to correct wire fractures, but FOX are for battery
Patients will accept aloest anyt hing when per suaded by their doctors. failure. Where then is the problem? Obviously, the major task La
For example, at one time patients were persuaded to wear an external to improve the battery,
radio-frequency power source, obviously a poor altetaative, one that
the proponents def ended bv saving t ha t the patients liked it. They Finally, were we to develop really superb alternative power sources, the
liked it derpite the fact t ha t they could not remove the external nuclear pacemaker would pass by the wayside, having served its purpose
poser source, to batLe, cuercise, swia, travel, etc. On the other as an interim development. I'or the moment, however, I am absolutely
hand, we questioned a group of non-pacemaker wearers of all ages on convinced that the plutonium pacemaker in it s pre _sent form to absolutely
their choice of pacecaker should they need one (see av recent manuscript), safe, and objections to the contrary have been either emotional or
These choices included t he nuclear and rechargeable pacemaker, and the sc16atifically unfounded.
lithium units , each d escr ibed to as unpredjudiced a f ashion as possible.
Not one of the respondents selected the present rechargeable pacemaker
as his first choice.

a
Sin et ely- our OThe r e wer e a numt.er o f mm en t s , by both clinicians and baste scientists- ( %

that the r.uclear pacend er offered only a very slfthe advantage over [ .k 'kother alternatives. I can answer this by asking, very slight for whom?
Certainly it may he very slight for the elderly person, but for the Victor P1rsonnet, M.D.
very young, the advantage may be quite palpable. Director of Surgery

With regard to the wires, several respondents implied that there was no
pnint in saaking long lif e pacemakers if the wires broke f requently, as
if to ask why one shculd develop any long life paremaker system, recharge- YP:ri
ehle , c henical , nuc lear or other as long as the e,1res contiaued to break.

CC: Mr. MasonObv iausl y , if wires treak f requently with one syst em they will continue
to break f requent1 r wit h anot her - the power source is irrelevant. If

applied this type of logic to any development of mankind, thereone

would be no progress at all. There is always a weak link in a chain.

Althoueh wires 'emain a problem, it i s a n ,i nd e* end en t i s su e . In our
hands, an under st andir:e of how to handle t he wires has eliminated
fractures at the point of fixation of the wire to the tissues, at the
so-called " butterfly" as described in my original article en the subject
two veers ago. Since u-ina a newl* d si?ne<f butter 81y th're have becn
1 to 5 f ractures durine the last 2 year s. Ot her improvements, such as
using absorbable ligatures around the wires, rather than non absortable
l ip.o r ur c e , has ellainated another source of wire and insulation breaks.
in actual fact, In the past 2 years, of 688 wires at risk, there were
17 frar tures, or 1.2 a year, a clear imrrovement over past performance.

It is true that efforts aust be made to improve the durabiliky of the
9 Artmate os Csege of Medicine end Dentistry of he Jerney @ Amhete of Coasgo of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey
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* * * * = = = asahington, D.C. 20555
mM Y ~ l/ /
**= Lear Mr. Jingert ,/J

b - I ma 63 years of age, a Compliance Officer, Compliance Jtaff, Meet
u a ry In gection a rvice, MU, UniW Maha Lepartment of

bthvw +kt* [ Agriculture. In my position I am responsible for compliance with the4A- wu t R4
. . _ _ Esat & Foultry Inspection Acts, by t one in the meat and poultry

a j,[d ui twl. k!tc f d Le h46 f N [*# *

S industries. In my work, I cover the Greater how York /New Jersey Met-
ro plitan area, of ten driving uperds to 100 miles and interviewing

,

4- t WM upwards of 20 people or planta per day. I am active in religious and
f Vr% w Sc[ .- s4 . ' L' W N.L fy

f raternal ud charitable organizations, giving of my time and energy.
These things in themselves are not r e v.a rxabl e , but were it not for my640._.4tT m*I, eW4 ,g having a Facemaser. I don't believe ttat I would be able to operate asm

W W '

Q Uf ,$ / J+f & - , I na a Facemaker since 1967, having had 3 standard pacemakers and, O
.. -DM'g* @si nc e April ll, l')73, I became the recipient of annuclear pacemaker'[/,,hrg[ ,f 4.A +K M Made by Areo taclear Co., Leechburg, Pa.

.

N WY=c{ C rs ,-ym.f b"M1_} ' LfWQ L Vr. Janser, could you hsve any idea of what a recipient of a batteryg
N, ,h energised pacemaker thinks of when thetrunst becomes 20 or 22 months

h g-f.h y . [UtO -

O h% old? They are worried? tot in the least; they are actually acared, not<O 4 p *C;

f - knowing when the batternes will atop giving that little necessary lifen
PW giving eletricity to keep their pacemakers going. I and many people I'h ,c,M A ..her- ul 0

know hane unfortunately shared that feeling, several tiaea./ ,

W ~ M C *f f />tvW C y /WMc W\ Now that I have a nuclear paceaner, with the knowledge that medicalr knowhow and engineering telieves it should last 10 perhapa 20 years,
M *to w . I sleep better. I do not worry about -r loo ung forward that my batt-

eries will conk out in about 2 years, that another pacemaker has to be@ .- -

h w<s-sa- is;1 anted, resultir.g in time lost from my work and family, anotherk
A surgical proceedure with the always attendant danger of infection, pluspg-) *

*

b the additional high hospital costa." g 411tMM E MMN
4Bg/ -i ! have a very close relationahlp with approminately 15 people who have:9

f'| h 7 nuclear pacemakers. I know an1 share with them the feeling of security
h they now have as opposed to the hundreds of people wearing battery

g[ pacemaners, that I have apcken to or answered their letters to me, re-
gardless of agq, all wanting to know with that unsure scared seeiing

%') 'b that is never openly expressed "how long will their tattery pacemakers'

, %
last?".

pat' 1 of 2
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I have never before written to any policy making or licensing group g g 'g
trying to explain my feelings, but this time I as a case in roint. V

C @3
*'

I feel secure, therfore I a.3 able to function as a normal being, Atomic Energy Commmission
5(-;Mater. als aranchwithout those little.sanoyir.g and sometimes scary doubts is the back

ruele and Materials |

of sy mind as to "when will my paceraker stopt". I, and ot5ere like .%

se t.ho are fortunate to have Nuclear pacemakers are happy. Asat Usl Directorate of 1.1rensing g
W a s h i ng ton , D. C. 20545 og

If I can be of service to y ou t o honest 11 answer any nonnedical or ,

at t erit ion i Mr . D m ard Singer, chiefnontechinal questions, just the actions, thoughts and feelings of an
individual feeling confidant in the lif e-;;iving energy of a nuclear

Gentlement
pacemaker, feel f ree to call on me.

>
I have Just yest erity received a copy cf your draf t Environmental Statement g

Fespectfully submitted for your consideration
on t he Wade-scala Use of Plutonium Powered Facemakers. In spite of riy edu- d

catman as a nuclear physicist ar.d my exper tence an certain areas of such O
technology. I am not directing this letter specifically to the techriical

g

Fan spieler f** ibility and safety of n2 clear pw. red pecemakers. Instead. I intend to

IV 15 Shepard Plac, en hastre in this letter several aspects of the propsed 4 e wherein '.

Nutley, New Jersey 07110 t.elieve my backaround I articular ly quallfles me. Part of my reason for
_.

avoiding certain of t he i s s.;e s is that at must be recognized as PresLdent
of Pacesetter Systems, Inc.. manuf acturer of the rechargeable pacemake . , my
comments might te dismisse* on the basis of partiality. On the contrary,
although the nuclear pacemaker might cornmand a swall past of the market,
.4uch diver s ton would le my opinion not be significant.w

*9% I therefore write this letter as a respnsible citizen and taxpayer who

hj feels that con a naed emper.d t tur e of government f unds in the subsidy of
Ranufacture of plutonium for applications such as pacemakers is unwarranted
arid , further, that the sulstantially increased costs in use of such a
p r M ac t would add materially to the cost of our Medicare and Medicaid
prcN1ams and to the price of independer.t medical insurance, which is borne
by most of our citarens. Pb reove r , the BEIR Report (Report of the Advisory
Cof4hlt t ee On t he Biological Effects of Ion 4 ing Radiations) for the National

Academy of Sciences and ther National Research Council published by MEW and
EPA in Novemier, 1972, maintains that "No exposure to ionising radiation
thould be permitted without the expectat ion of ccannensura te benefit." With
ssve;al v.able ,61tarr.at.ve., to naclea. powered Mcai.akers , the bes.ef.ts

from the ionizing units are hardly si gnificant. Thus, the entensive distri-

bution of devices containing the highly toxic plutonium cannot, in my
op.nion, be justified by any cogent argument.

An Associate of G D. Searie & Co.
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Aside f rcam such t ec hni el ard sociologie factore, ury concern lies in the order of 10% d the total mar ket as a minimum. Producing 16,000 such devices
unscientific, self-se .ng approach used to promote the use of nucleae will preser t a signiffcant challenge. Although your Cusuaission has 1&40 sed
energy for pacemaker s. Regardless of the technical and safety considera- ver y cla stly def Aned standards and safeguards for manuf acturing it should be
tions or the justi!1 cation of need for such devices, it is not so much the r ecogni z ed t ha t t hese requirements are DESI@ SPECIFICATIONS AND M0f NECESSARILY
decision, whatever that may be, but the methodology eLploye3 that troubles PPODUL7 SP'CIFICATIONS It is one thing to design and construct a small
me. Should not the government play a neutral, or in this case even a number of capsules that will survive almoet any anticipated environment,
conservative role, with L egard to making this decisicsd It is yet another thing to build hundreds of these devicess and to build

thousands with et a significant number of f ailures is extraordinarily opti-
There is certainly no doubt that the technical prtblems in designing a mistic. To produce 10,000 or sure per year without a significant statistical
long-lived pacem4ker ptnrered by Plutontam 218 can and may already have failure rate is in my epinion beyond any reasonable sanuf acturing ccetpetence.
been solved. I am not, however , Mrsuaded that entended exposure to 5-15 Even if all manuf act ua -rs of such devices were to match the enviable re-
milliress per hour of radiation et the pacer sur f ace is safe and further- l. ability recor 1 of Pacesetter systems, there would still be a number of
amer e , such radiation exposure increases with time - typically by a f actor failures. Thus, in addition to t he twrealized ef f ects of the irradiation,
of four in ten years. Even t he lower initist level is aiove your own a full release of nuclear pacemaker manuf acture arni dist ribut ion sndoubtedly
Atcmac Energy Copeission I nd u st r i a l safety standards. The BEIR Report, will lead to a substantial nisber of cases in which highly tonic Plutonium 238
referenced scove, recorumends even lower standarda. Although their main will te J aspersed.
concern was with irradiaticn of the general population, they point out that
the mut ation doubling dosa ge f or Pan f rom chronic radiation f alls in the Pacemakers represent a interesting and virtually ualque cossnercial device.

range, of 20 to 200 rem and they ;sugges t that expostre should be su'.tantially The success of these products conjures up a artcial inter est by the media so
lower tt an this level to maniatzt the incider ce of genetic defecte and cancer. that a creat deal of publicity avompan)es any even soderately significant
If the doubling dose were 20 rem and if 2Dn of the ill health arises f rous pacemaker news, considering the ansiety of peotle about nuclear radiation,
mutat3ons (estimated betwe.en 5% and 504), (. hen frc1 a 5 rem E 2eneraf im there is little doubt that even a ac, dest nun.ber of nuclear pacemaker problems

ger.eral exposure there would eventually be an iner ase of 54 in the all health would receive entensive publication. I would anticipate that the dangers
t h&igh real would be substantially emanerated to the estent of causing Mof our population. One car. argue that 5% of the pacemaker pattant population even

is not s ig n i f ic an t , and that t he se r e sult s do not apply airice the radiation great soc ia l ones a t ion and serious political impact on the entire Atossic b
is loc alis.ed, not general. On the other hand, for fuel with a four-fold Energy program. To me the riska attendant f rom such f ressures, which a

increase in ionising radiation in a device having an initial 15 mrami/hr. include pssible cur tailment or even demise of worthwhile aspects of other C)
level, a 5 s om dose would be ircurred in only 34 days! Also, though applications for nuclear energy, would be far too great to justif y wide spread
localszed, the radiation coeuronly af f ects critical tissue and bones. Thus, use of nuclear pacemakers. I personally would find distressing any increase
we muet cont inue to question Nw t he long term ef fe et s of such local radiation in opposition to nuclear power for the significant needs of our energy
to cra tical to1y tissue and temes can be assessed without the pasoage of resources program because of problems associated with pacemaner s, particularly
decados. The question bec wes all the more important when it la considered when alternative techniques are available for meeting any need for such long
that t he primary mar ket thtt Elght effectively use such a device Consists *erm devices..

of yotnger people, where the integrated dosage would be highest. One of
the smst significan t oblec t ions must also be the proliferation of all the nn the contrary, Nue ve r , there appears to be a continuing effort to )t*tify
radics ct ive f uel and part icular ly the toxic plutonium throughout the world- this questionable applicatian. I see a repetitson of my experier.e with
The vir tual certainty of f ailures and real dangers cannot be lightly dia- prop >nent s of atcmsic energy over the last two decades for anot * .s prpose ,

missed. Prior to my association wit h racesetter Systems, I was the presides,s of the
two divisions of Textron. I c. that. were the primary suppliers of salar

The ni mber of pacemakers to le used in 1975 worldwi $e will Frobably exceed cells and ar rays for spacecraft. In this capacity I became very familiar
160,000 arad this number centir.ues to grcw at a substantial rate. Of course with t he persuasive but usually inaccurate argunents used to promote nuclear
many of these are replacerents but nevertheless alam.st 100,000 new patients powe.r sources for spacecraf t. Continually throughout that period over-
will receive their impla nt s t hia year. Somewhat over half will be used in optimistic projections and even blue sky f antasies were proposed relative

the United States. Negl e<. t ing t he Icw market projections of only a 34 to pmer-to-weight rat ios and cost s that would be achieved by expenditures
penetr ation for nuclear de vices by t he end of this decade as oetermined im of lange sums of tames for the develvlment of such socordary power systems.
a recent very extensive av vey, it would peem that fc r the program to have To suppvrt these propumals, a reference standard for solar photovoltalC
any real significance the* surely the objective must be to control of the conversions systems was based on experience that was archaic history, p wer

was a sov119 target of solar power used as a comparison standard for the
,' t3

~ nuclear proposals. Thus two or three year old experience in solar puwer

I- systems was compared with optioistic forecasts for nuclear puwer five years
into t he future so as to indicate that nuclear power might be ccepetitive

s and even provide an advantage. Asqt turned out, thc. nuclear programs

-

.

g.
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never attained their goals, while great strides were being made in photo- rou also quote an isolated doctor who is clearly negativ e our system and
volta.e syst ems. with the substantially reduced system weights and costs, le not experienced with its use and a financial analyst ociated with a
nuclear power never became a viable alternative except for a few isolated company involved with a competitor, tw>th c.f whom are not congatent to make
cases, generally for travel to planets in t he f ar reaches of our solar a generalized j udiment as stating that elderly petiants cannot be relied on
systen. Unfortunately I believe the arguments for funding of the nuclear to recharge their systems. Unfortunately this argument, actively pursueJ
programs were consciously made by both indust ry and government to further by our coepetition, has been accepted by some physicians on face value and
a cause which could not be justified by realistic objective evaluation. Ln cther cases represents a conventent excuse for rejection of our long

life device. As a matter of fact, entensive surveys of patients using the
What disturbs me at this time is that I see the same type of strategy rechargeable pacemaker contradict this objection. There are a number of
employed again relative to cardiac pacemakers. In reviewing your draf t doctors using our syntam for the majority of their patients. In one such
statement, Paragraph 4.2.3.2, Pechargeatle Mickel-Caimium Batterg, it instanca a doctor has employed our device in 60 out of a to al of 63 cases,
reads, " A pecemaaer is now be Lng manuf actured with batteries that can be 'a two patients (3%) he rejected the people as being unsuitable candidates
recharged by the Fetient on a weekly tesis. Results of bench teste, antaal L cause of mental deficiencies. When presented with the choice the third
studies, and clinical investigation indicate that approntmately 95% of elected to have reg lacement with a conventianal unit. Thus over 95% of
the rechargearle pacemaker batteries may last 10 years. The use of this his patients, ranging in age f rom 41 to 90 years, with a median age of 65
t y pe of p acemak e r , however , may be const rained by the recharging operation, years, are satisfied with t he Pacesetter rechargeable system and in not
't has been reported that some elderly patients cannot be relied on to one single case has there ever been a problem with recharging nor has any
recharge their pacemaker s and that t hy s i c i an s c annot , in many cases, patient ever complained about the reg Laon. In all cases these patients
bun den such a patient with the responsibility of recharging his pacemaker. have expressed satisf action with the system and approval of its use af ter
Over 800 of these pacemakers are now in clinical use." The references for their experience. This is not an isolat ed en kmg le, although this particu-
this information were list ed as Pacesetter Systems, Michael C. Seremitia, lar doctor has used our syst em in a higher proportion of his patients than

IN M.D.. and Richard E. Emmitt, Cyrus J. Lawrence and Sons. The reference of have others. In a study being made of patients of a number of physicians
Facesetter included a conver sation and a letter l\ and 1% years old, we find virtually no negative reaction and a si7alficant rumber who espresst ., y'
respectively. The t wo communicat ions reflected ear ly experience with only a positave attit ude about recharging. Thus your quote of a single prejudiced 38

" * * a few patients and our desire to maintaan a conservative Lmage. No recent anvestigator and an analyst who both have negative attitudes based not on ,

ef f ort s were ma3e before publishing your draf t to ascert sin the later fact but on fiction is hardly urbiased. It would have been more appropriate a

results of our experience in the approximately 1500 retients to date and to either make an independent analysis or to also inquire of users and of -*
thus to ugdate the information. Pb r eove r , the " quotation * appears to be the manufacturer as to tleir expa.rience and as to indegendent surveys. The
incorrect and the conclus ion false. The only information in the references approach that was employed would be expect ed f rom a salesman f rom a competi-,_,2

t o t he 5% or 95s numbers was in our evaluation of pattent su it ability. We tive company, not f rom a representative of osr government, and brings to mind() helieve that about 5% of patienta may not ef f ectively or reliably carry arguments raised in previous t Lees about otter applications of nuclear energy.
nat the tectarling reatmen. On t he ot her hand , you quote that results of,f y,
k+nch tests, ar tmal studies and clinical investigation indicate approxi- In challengina vour pr esent at ion. I do not contradict the esistance of the
mately 25% of our batteries ma y last 10 years. That is just not true and conviction ' large number of physicians that recharging is undesirable
we are at a loss to underst a-1 where you could have obt ained such false or unaccepta e There are a number of opinions underlying this f eeltag
ir. f o rma t i on . Wi t hout benefit of our data how could you possibly make such and it will be a mat t er of t ime , education and social and peer pressure
a st at emen t '.' We have every reason t ) telieve basel upon eatensive acceler- and patient demand before this argument will be put Lnto proper perspective
ated and real-time testing, analysis and measurement , that our cells will and cease to be a f actor. In the meantime one attrosch to elLsinating the
isst 4J to 50 years or more. In fact, the conservative design lif e of our ob j ect ion is the ext ensian of time between charges and the reduction of
ent ir e pacamaker - not just the battery - is 30 years and we have yet to t he charging ttme. Significant progress is being made in both of these
detect from extensive investigation any life limiting components even in areas so that much of the opposition will ulttmately be laid to rest.
suc h a time frame. No we a r -ou t processes have been detected f rom such For example, in an extensive market survey of this sabject some 75% of the
testing and analysts that would conflict with this projection. Peliability ptiysicians indicat ed t hat given a six-munth recharging interval, they
evaluations of our system indicate a considerably longer probable life. would censider the syst em suit able for their entire patient population.
The mat conservative study based on our experience to date, even incorpor- This re. ult carpares t o enly 2M of thw poysicians w.so would comisidea our
ating infant mortality into our statistics projects that 914 of our syst em for the majority of their patient population with the present regimen
pacemakers will last lon ge r t han 30 years. Separat ir.g random from procesa of weekly or monthly recharg Ln1
related protlems, analysis of the data shows t hat 97% of our pacemakers
should last longer than 20 years. Thus, not only is your statement an
assumption made without benefit of our data, but it is also inaccurate.
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The Paceset ter system which will soon achieve 2,000 in larts has clearly who should bear the full and complete cost of manufac'.or, of the plutonium

est allished a new atandard , t rud #: t reliaL111ty and is designed t., last fuel INCLUDI Nd ALL CCETS OF A!J41 NIT.?RATICN AC CDPr!ROL. Even soe we as a
a.no will last befund the 1. t e: vne of most if rx>t all patients. Further- nation will pay t he high prices of such products since almost all pacemakers

more, the sole argument c f pat ient dependence an! involve. ment on recharging are re tabursed by M-rdicare. Medicaid or bv ansurance carriers who factor
will vanish with product refinement to that this system will ira f act meet such costs into their premiums,

the objectives of a reasonably receptive physician interested in the best
medicine for his pasient. For o m cvanservative physicians and those with cerely,

(C . /other interests, we believe that no long ter1s pacemaker wall gain acceptance

for many years. '

A ,

I tg fM
ALFPkD MANNIn addition to our rechargeable pacemak9r and its evolutionary improvements
Presiden.

there is the effort of Dr. O. F. Tyers of Pennsylvania state University
using a rechargeable mercuric oxide-zine-silver cell to achieve long charge
tr.t erva l s . Although their present experience is based up n a short interval
r eg tmen, they clata that they will ultimately be able to offer a 20-year
life and te able to charge ence every 35 years. From irmiries and investi-
gaticns on this program we would have to conclude that such claims might be
premature, but there is certainly merit in pursuing the research. Other
alternatives include the solid state 11thium .odide, lithium bromide and AEN/mh

sodium bromide batteries. At least f ive cornpantes are already selling such
cells and the first of these types is already in devices produced by several
ranufacturers. In fact Arco Nuclear, t he successor cos,pany which was
heavily subsidized by the Atomic Energy Comission for several years in
development of a nuclear pacenaker is now pursuing a lithium iodide powered , , ,

device which t hey over tly indicare to have sure market appeal than their s
nuclear s=> del. Thus even the nnst vocal conunercial proponent of nuclear TV
powered pacem.saers as already pursuing alternative primary chemical cells
as a better alternative. Althwgh many claims of longevity are made for

really predt t the ultimatethese newer chemical batteries, at is prem.nture o

truth. Suffice it to say that there as little quest nort such paes 'akers could
certainly last over five years and in the next di.cade I predict th,t chemi-
cally powered primary cells may be able to power pacemakers for a- long as

10 years or perha; s even pure . I couch my proje4tions carefully since it
is difficult to accelerate test s of such primary cells so that the ultimate
life cf these pacemakers as2st be omsonstrated by the passage of time.

To quote one of the physicians surveyed in the noted independent market study,
" think nuclear p.acemak'rs are already obsolete -and have no place.

*

While the need for research in this field may haie been justified five to ten
years ago, the consensus of the 3 39 physicians iriterviewed in the survey is
that there are several viatle alternatives that are more appropriate. I
therefore see no real r.eed for a nuclear powered pacer and with all the
distribution and control problems inherent in such a product it would be
foolhardy to expse our entire nuclear program to the social outrage which
would result frms any problems. In any case, regardleis of your oecasion
on lacensing wide scale use of such device I do not believe it is in the(p for any subsidy whatsoever to be provided to manuf acturers,public interestp'

-
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a. a. M DPar Pr. Singersun toetably a treeeno's ten to tne indt vidual with h. art irres;ulartty, s. c., ctra retential a rea.1 of auen hir .ly text e asterial through the actiet tica or
desaeted i ndividuals, terrorist rT< u ps, er criminala for the purpose of Fecgle fw Proc * condemn the use of plutoninsi

for the batteries cT r.aerGeEUre) as conteeglated 1A thepolitical or financial entortion stronaly 1Micates that this use of such ,, . , , .

**kaf t Generic Em ir men *41 statmment u the Wide 4cale Use ofmaterial is definitely not justif te4
* * * * * * * " . " . "Plutonium Powered C t he Palankeus,* C:AC, January 1975.
c.~...It tehooves the Nuclear Berulatory Consissicn to insure that a sintoal or no *+-ia.-~~- inch use$ or extrmly danrerous radioisotopesesau-t of nuclear material that can t.e fashioned f oto crwie weapons, or, as 'J***'*.**** app ?ar to te pror>osed in at attitde profoundly insenettive to.

i n thi s ease, di sparsed for ento-tien pur poses, is ma te availasle, even with yy-'*L,,, tre social climate of our t'.maa, Any such widespread use ofsoma diffleulty, to terrorint or &ipinal elements, g

, pl;tonium wnld offer irrealstitle opportunities to ortortionista+.
a

and other public era ies. In order to hold the center of a city, . . . -*to place dispersion. size.1 secun* s of trt s material leide vulnerable busan
b<. nit es l a to r.edate the security wht eh it demande. fvr ranson, or to force its evacuation, ruthless criminale need W-,

only proceed as follows: 'Nnd and kidnap James Seagree, a 52-
7.Z'* **$*'.". . . , year-old roofiv extractor in St. Paul, Minnescta. Holding him
y, , ; * - ' < ~ ~ inemunica$o, claim that you nave extra cMd his plutonium pace-

Sincerely yours, .-+.- maker and have dis =olved it in acid., Seate to bloo up the acid
-

..-,C... solution -in the center of tcwn ur e+e AM yw danaands are met.'
,

!k! -'N7k'
* * - - * - -

enclosvi initiativa
'~'~'C'~~ P**P * ''' "" # **** " * ' "#******c's+N - *-

* st atuWfor tre #m WC"Nifornia ballot,p .. j 5tamen R. Percher, leoetor of Science Z "' ..^

1^03 Stock ton Avenue g.y 7,, vri<>r rearly CC,rm signaturw ry.ew;ow. Be assured
-

hkare: t ald, Cali f vnia 93 Kd * 1~.!*** *' tbt if tv $t91.m ptfemaker program Id fict decisively terEln*-2

. ated, we s a' t c 14 e it in our eleett on campaign as a prime examplea
~ ~ ~ " ~ " ~ ' * ~

of the irr. ate t nd recklessners w'ich continues even under the
new Nuclear 7eg Very C<munission,

a

h

a rnclee,# wuelear Iniustit very truli yours,
r

'

7
Ceyys Va lism A. Anders, Chairman, WR0 Rict, d B. Spohn, Esq.

Chairperson
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ne f oii-o, exlo.or. .a. .usai ti.d .it h iet t er no. ii .nd 1. a..ila le fo, -4 ,

. S. /h[ 8 [[,lg.4(L
5900 :sthedral Ave,

examination iri the Nuclear Regulatory Cetat.aion Public Document h,

Wa s inrton8 D. C.1717 H Street, Wa hington, D. C.2 .C a,

;- June 19,1975
C f,3* M ''9

1. *h nd L.e, Nuclear' Po.er Listility and Saf eguards Ac t ," propv.e4 Title 7.8,
Governmeet Code, State of Califernia, initiative measure to be submitted '

./directly 'o the electors, reprod.ned on petition circulat ed by Feople for
Proof , Los Angele., Calif ornia. ec tQ r o f ,I.,1c *, ing

Mr. ' ''rNd% der, Chief
Materia Deranch,?;ucleer Regulatory Cocm.
U. S. Ato ic Energy Co::ission
Washington, D. C. 2C555

De tr Mr. Singer

I am a pa tient of Dr. Nicholas Smyth, end a
nuclear pace:aker recipient.

I am not up to dete re the criticles
of the nucleer pscemakers versus the othere , or
the proposed legislation to control all. I am in p
favor certminly of protectir.g the individual. To y,,
my knowledge the percentage 'of n uclear pace askere A

~

that ha e proved satisfactoPy is higher thsn that
of the non-nucl e9r. I only wish the cost of the
nuclear ones could be brought down so that more people
would be able to afford them. I had three tatteries
between Jen. 1933 'ni June 1973 when my nuclear one
wa s implanted . ?:o w I have, Popefully, e IC-year pe riod
before nee.:ing a new one. The mental pesco-of-mind
that comes from not raving to plan your life around
entering the hospitel to ave a new battery every couple
o.f ye9rs is tremendous. I have not detected eny change
in the operation or reliability of cy new one end am
looking forward to e long-lived unit with fewer opera

Here'r to more and bettor nuclear pace:akers.7ti on s .N
.

gSinc er el y oure,,

pu;od / ' &p/Juliet Phi Elp
P.S. I would be interested to see any esterial reg

y pa ce:9 ker s vs. environ = ental impact?
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Dr. Howsr1 J. LarsonUNITED STA!5~J ATCMIC ENER0Y COMMIS3 ION, #D ', , ,
-- 2 A: ting DirectorwASHINjTCN, D. C., 20555 nrrice er N rliar Ntcrial Safety ani Safeguards

Nu?laar Po alattry Coralssion
' ' 15 h i nF' c.n , D.C M545*

IN VIE'd C P THE '/'R R ENT CCNTftCV?ti3Y CON;EENIN; FACE-MAKERS *
Dea- Sir:I S10ULD LIKE TO EX DES > W CCNFICENCE IN THE NUCLEAR N WERED

TYliO, CNE CP WHICH I ns.EIVEO IN PEEHUARY 1974. SINCE THAT
rnclcw1 are - . - :~ ' s c. n the Draft G e r.e r i c EnvironmeritalTIYZ. I MAVE PELT VJCri K hE S E ~" Fi TMA N I DID WITH ThE CCMVEN- 3*e%n*- . n N / o r t .m r a e m9 a r s . It is our cor c lu sic n t hatTICNAL FACER WrtICH I hAD PREV 10CSLY. m;laar sce.w-rs are no neetri. *te re- are nc""eclear

r nce :uem ua1+r el*ntral t r.ve s ' i r it i on wt** lifetimes com arableP.%X WhAT I HAVE READ, I PEEL TRAT MGST CP TME OBJECTIONS
t o c r e reat er t hin it:=. cr nuclear :scers. The elstred benefitr

ARE IX;E TO ECNEl ARY CAUSES RATMEh TMAN FHY3ICAL AND SCIENTIFIC. +ne'rluteri n r c er,,e d - *on in crera-!ve mortality, isre
very sn111 tecause the ; e r3 * 1ve mcrtality in r a cer rep lacement

' v) e#'REyFECTFULLY)
is very r-111. The r'tantial riska cf the p1 +anium racer are,
m iha ctt-r tsn1 s i en t T1 c ant.t r t v. ...L/ >

ROO G. N"fERS ,
.. rr is therefere re w n t o I- r-i t acraercial use of --d

'

r. clear psc ravers. We str:r. gly re wraend tha* the NWC refrain
CCaDR. N. P. D. SFYTH

Pr: m lic-r.strx nu Irar r*:ers ter ecmercial use ar.1 from
* 6tertine ar.y furtter -Itnical ev alust ti: n of nuclear pseers.

Ycurs truly

Phone 301927 9210
4

Sidney M. ]Ife, M.D.
Futlic Citizen Health Pescarch
Group
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[/JchnAttsotts
Putlic Interest Research GroupCh
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Cennents en Draft nanarte Fn vi rc ement al st at e-ant on The nonexistent.
Vide- b l tw of Plut m in, F -r-1 Cartta: Face 9 ers

The case cf the nuclear-p]wered artificial heart provides an
ubl ee R arch Group

Washington, D.C. i nstruct ive precedent for the nuclear racemaker. The artificial
S m ry and Cor:clas tons heart, an implantable plutoniun powered p r p, was finally essessed

As one of its last aats of nuclear pcwer promotion to the for the Nat ion al heart and Lung Instit ute ty an independent panel

detriment of regulation, the Atomic Energy Ccmnission (AEC) recently after it had been in develc; mer.t fcr several years. At the time of

announced its intention to allow widescale use of nuclear powered t ue o a r.e l re vi e w , there were no viatle nennuclear alternatives to the

heart pacemakers. This will commercialize a nuclear gadget which plutonium ruwered heart. Nevertheless, the panel recommended against

will provide little, if any, value. The Generic Environmental the experimenta1 use of the naclear powered heart inhumansfand

Statement (CES) which proposes wide-scale use of the plutonium recomnendel that "every effort" te spent in developing a nonnaclear

pacemaker suf fers from the following inadequacies: alternative.

1. The GES omits an evaluation of the df fects of production Theze is experiment al an 1 otserved evidence that plutonium

and disposal of the pacer units, and does not adequately justify concentrations in the lungs of animals as low as 0.2 mieregrams >
h a

the omission. produce cancer. The plutonium racemaker will carry up to 500 s
a

2. The t re at men t and analysis ty the GES of the dose to the milligrams (mg) of plutonium. The C E3 t.e ? ie ves the chances of C5

patient carrying a plutonium racer appears to underestimate the dose. plutonium dispersal frem a nuce -ac pact r to the gereal population are

The dose to younger more susceptible patients is not evaluated, small. Admittedly, the plutenium pacer will carry about cne-hunfredth

3 In its benefit-risk canparison, the GES ignores as alternatives of the 50 grams of plutonium in the artificial heart. Nonetheless,

two cony.ntional racers which have lifetimes comparable to the risks are still present.

plutonium pacer. These conventional racers have undergone clinical A dangerous consequence of connercializing nuclear pacemakers

investigation more extensive than has the plutonium pacer. is that it could establish a precedent for the proliferation of

Even if conventional pacers have lifetimes no greater than six other r.uclear "gedget s" . The eclear establishment has a host of
5years, electrcdes and wires may become the limiting components for such gadgets waiting to te develcped. Met z gar describes the plans

pacer lifetime. In this case there would te little advantar.e to the fcr auelear-pawtred wr st watehts, pluteniu.c-beated utving su.ts, and
ryg

plutonium pacer, plutenlun powered coffee makers. Such gadgets have even less
,aV

4. The benefits of the plutonium pacer are overrated by the justification than the nuclear pacer. Their tene fit s are dubious and
_

CES. A major ju .tification for the nuclear racer is reduction of nonnuclear alternatives already muist,

operative mortality. Recent studies indicate operative mortality
from pacer implantation may be negligible or, in some studies,

Q
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h e cornercialization of these nuclear p dgets would develop compared to that which is produced for cther purposes."

a whole sub ir.d ust ry dependent upcn the typroduits of nuclear ret.ctors. But the plutonium pacer will introduce production and disposal

Perhaps t'.e justification for this s ut tn dar t ry is a pactial " solution" effects that would not exist without the pacer. Widescale use of

to the waste p roblem by putting the byproducts to use. This s c he me the plutenium pacer will cause occupat tor.al exposures, which

would hardly solve tha waste problem. It would merely disperse the otherwise would not have occurred, during M oduction of pluton 1ue

waste and increase *he potential for each individual of bein8 and fabrication of the units. Eventual disposal of the plutonius will

directly affected by nuclear reactor byproducts. be complicated by the ret rieval of pacers throughout the country.

Disposal of nuclear waste from pacers will therefore be qualitatively

different from disposal of plutonium waste frem other existing sources.

The in ade p ac ie s of t he CES are discussed in greater detail If the cost-tenefit analysis of the GES 1., to t,e ecmprehensive,

tmlow. This discussion will di Ntrate that the t'enefits from the it must include the occupational and environmental effects of

plut onium pacer are negligible e r nonexistent. While there was no plutonium production and disposal. If t hese effect s are negligible,

alternative to the artificial heart, there ara alternative cardiac the GES must demonstrate they are negligible. It cannot minimizer

pacers which obviate the need for the plutonium pacer. There is the f.otential offects by flat. y
Itherefore no reason to Fursue widescale use of the plutonium pacer. 2. Fat tent Fxpm ures

Be cause of t he additional risks imposed upon society ty a nuclear The GES reports that pacemakers may contain as much as 500 mg

pacemakar, 1t would be illogic *; to promote that gadget's of plutonium fuel. The calculated dose to a patient from a nuclear.

commercialization, pacer is based on a Battelle Nc'rthwest study with a unit cortaining

[% Tha Nuclear Eegulatory Ccmmission (NRC) has the opportunity to 173 2 mg of plut onium.8 There are no statements that the 500 mg pacereV
rectify the dying-gasp mistake o f t he AFC. The NRC should not contains extra shielding to reduce its dose to that equivalent fromm

license the plutonium pacer, or any other nuclear cardiac pneemaker, the 173 rg pacer. Nor is there any indication that the calculated

for widescale use. patient doses have teen corrected for an expected rumber of 500 r4

C Discussion of t ha CFS pacers. It must therefore be inferred that the 500 mg pacer has been

1. Omissions ignored in the computation of pa*1ent dose.

the 0 mrem /yr whole body dose calculated by the GES applies*ha GES does not investigate the ef fects of production and

disposal cf the plutonium pacer. The reason given for this is, "The only to the 173 mg pacer, then the whole body asse for the 500 mg

production of plutonium and controlled disposal of an.$ associated pacer ww ld be 200 mremh r, all other things assumed equal.9 This

dose is greater than the recommended whole body dose to the " average"radioactive wastes are conducted as part of other licensed gf AEC-

contract operation f,and the amounts generated "would be small
'
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estimated patient doses reflect the ;ommercializatien of 500 reg pacers. The GES does not address t he apprehensions of Drs. Friedterg and

It is objectionable that the CES should evaluate the dose from Lillehei by evaluating pacer dase co youncer, more suscep*.ible

the plutonium p u er t'y comp ving the dose to background radiation. patients.

'!here are few kNwn ways to eliminate background radiation; while 3. Alternatives

man-raade radiation can be reduced. The Artificial Heart Panel stated:10 The GES does nct adequately address t h( nennuclear alternatives.

*# " " * * * # "" "" E * # "" * "" " "Potential public apprehensicn about the nuclear-pow? red
artificial heart must be ceasidered in the context of existing investigation have pctential life,imes of 10 years or more. Theapprehension about the ?xposure to radiation frcn nuclear power
plants, other atomic energy application;, and nedical and dental clinical investigation of these alt ernatives has been mere extensivex-rays. Indeed, the radiaticn effects fr:9 tha artificial heart
chnct be considered tu isolation. since the effect s on life are a than cli-ical investigation of the plutonium pacer. But in.itsfunction of cumulative exposure to radiation Trca all sources.

"* * * * #* ** E" # 3 " * * ** *
By the same token, the radiation frcm the plutonium pacer

"" * I # * *'
cannot be viewed in isolation, and it is not soothing that the dose

* # ' * " * * *
from the pacer may Le less than background. A mcre reasonable

* " ' ' # E " * *'perspective fon the pacer dese comes frcm comparing it with other

N # "" " I" * ** * pnan-made radiation sources . Similarly, *he evaluation of the

a . Lit hium-todids battery a

pacer dose should examine how its contribution, along with the s

pac ma m is an at Mc ah m ative Tcr O
contributions of medical x-rays and cther sources, will move the patient

several reasons. The pacer has a salt crystal, not a corrosive
toward the 500 mrem maximum non-occupational dose or the recommended

liquid as its electrolyte. TL .rection which generates electrical
170 mrem dose for the " average" person.

power does not generate any gas, shich allows the unit to be
as an additional matter, Drs. Friedberg and Lillebei have the

hermetically sealed. The chemical capaelty of the lithium pacer is
following comments on dose to susceptible patients from the plutonium

I roughly 4 times the capacity of a mercury battery. The lithium pacer's
pacer:

efficiency is n.lso increased at body temperature,"The radiation dose in one year would give the patient's
skin a dose approximately equal to that received during one diarnostic The principal problem with the lithium pacer is a gradual
chest x-ray. However, the radiation dcse to the skin is not really

,N relevant. The radicactive energy absorbed by the bene (rib) and the- tuildap of internal re 1 stance. Failure of the cell will therefore
|g bone marrow may be higher.

"Corparisons with N11owable' dosts of t athl body radiatlor. are occur gradually, which could be viewed as yet another advantage over
not valid. It may be argued that it is the younger patients who need
a very long-life pacemaker. It can also be argued that it is the otner cells which can fait catastrophically. At the extrene buildup
youngeter who !s most sensitive to the deleterious effects of radiation.
It is precisely in the juvenile age group that one will have the that has been otserved, elective replr cement of the lithium cell will

N longest possible time to develcp potentially lethal alterations such
&s leukemia or genetic defects w)11ch may follow into later generations. occur at 87 5 months (more than 7 years) for a demand pacer, ar.d at

125 months (more than 10 years) for an asynetronous (fixed-rate) p acer.~
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he elective re pla ce men t point is based upon replacement at a pacers,

battery voltage of 1.9v, which voltage would st ill allow the battery According to persons involved with the re chargeable pacemaker,

to operate effectively, experience has not supported the GES cententien on the inabilities of

The extreme internal resistance buildup, on which the projected older oatients to re charge their pacers. 1200 Pacesetter rechargeable

lifetimes above are based, is 400 ohms per nonth. The average in units have been implanted thas far, and there supposedly has been

earliar cells is 150-250 chma per month, and a more recently developed %o known problem" with patient s recharging their units on time.

cell has a buildup of only 50-150 ohms month. It is therefore more Moreover, the Pacesetter unit actually enM *1M M w e c h c f si.m se .

than reasonable to expect that the lithium pacer could have a Recharging is recommended weekly, at tome, for a 90 minute period.

lifetime of ten years or more. At the time the GES was written, It would take an extremely irresp onsible person to neglect weekly

3the 11tbium pacer was under c11nical use with 35C0 patients, which charging for a time sufficient to endanger himself.

represents a great er investigation than has teen undertaken with the Even if expertence showed that patients could not be expected

plutonium pacer, to rec harge t heir b .".t eries , t he re are other measures that could be

Another alternative which would reduce the requirement for taken. There are gresently pacemaker clinics in several locations

reimplantation crerations would be a rechardeable pacemaker, around the country. These clinics were set up to check on the proper p
1 s

As the GES'4 acknowledges, one rechargeable model is in functioning cf pacers. At 6 regular interval--typically 1 montsh --a
a

Oclinical use in over 600 patients. The GES also a c k n ow le d ge s that to 4 months, depending on the age of the pacer, a patient report s

955 cf the rechargeable units r.ay last ten years. Anot her advantage to the clinic to have his pacer >s functions examined. This practice

@ of the rechargeable pacer is that its size and design allow an easter as reduced the number of operaticns for emergency reimplantation,

implantation operation. T9 rechargeable unit is small, and the and h se allowed implantation aferations to be delayed until the

beginn r.g of pacer ralfunction are indicated.17~19connection between the lead an,1 the pulse generat or can be made with

a 720-degree twist. The connection does not require Locle, For patients in remote areas, a telephone pacemaker monitoring

lubricant, or ties as do other units.15 system has been used. The pacer discharge and pulse are monitored by

C
,

The GES apparently dismisses the rechargeable pacer as an option a sound-sensing device connected to the telephone system. A periodic

because of the contention that elderly patients cannot be expected call allows the clinic to check the pacer operation over the phone.

to recha ge their urits. Vhile it is lot t t leas t r ee that s a:ne patienth It should be expected that a telerbone system could be used

might be so senile, to extend this to a generalitation for all elderly to meet the problem of forget ful p atients. The clinic could by

patients would be nonsenre. Elderly persons routinely adr.inister telephone remind tne patient to recharge his pacer and then monitor

digitalis and variable self-calculated doses of insulin to themselves.

There is little reason that they could not be expected to recharge their
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the pacer to insure it was operational. Alt e rn at iv e l y , e xis t ir.g year conventional pacer would thas he foolish without an improvemer.t

clinics could be expanded to require that the weekly recharging te in wire and electrode lives. The t ime r;ecessary to tring about

performed at the clinic. Another measure could te to require the thase improvements might also resalt in conventional betteries which

patient to recharge his pacer at the offices of his doctor or hospital, would make the plutonium pacer even mcre ctsolete by c omp a ri so n ,

c. Hardware The great strides recently made in the lifetimes of conventional

Another area that offers much potential for increased pacers are striking. The lifetimes of older mercury batteries were

conventional unit life is the improvement of electrodes and leads. generally in the range cf 18-36 months. Only recently, mercury

3~There are several references which show how improvenents in pacers wit h 5-6 year lives have been developed. The past few years

electrode design and placement can redace t he drain on the battery have also trought the development of the rechargeable and lithium

unit, therefore increasing battery life. pacers, which have great promise of t en year lives. It is entirely

On the subject of hardware, it appears that with longer battery conceivable in the next few years, the some time which will prctably

lives, the limiting factor in replacing pacemaker units could become be necessary to develcp more durable wires and electrodes, that a r.c t he r

failures of leads and electrodes. Although this p rcblem dces not treakthrough in conventional pacer lifetime may occur,

appear to have been evaluated in detail, one reference surfests In "act, the dramatic treakthrough in conventional pacer 7,
I

that leads and wires may not last as long as ten years. Another lifetime may have alrealy occurred. Two ratients have been implanted a

N
C3

reference goes so far to state that leads and wires will not te with a hermetically sealed, low-drain, recharreable mercury-silver

ducable enough for 5 and 10 ye'c tatteries. tattery. Although recharging '.ies place every two weeks, the battery_

If electrodes and wires will in fact become the lim' ting factor should last 3 years without recharging, and the projected life span

3, 9.30
for tatterlea of greater than 5 years life, then there is no reh. - of the unit is 20 years.

to use the nuclear powered pacer until there is a substancial In summary, the GES has not adeauately considered the

improvement in the technolcgy of this limiting hardware. The conventional cardiac pacemaker unit s available. Had the CES done so,

justification for the plutonium pacer, which is a reduction in it would have concluied that the plutonium pacer is unnecessary.

1mplantation operations, will vanish. Limits in wires and electrodes 4. Cost

will result in the same operaticn freqr ncy for a plutonium pacer as Prom the standpoint of cost, it makes more sense to use a

for a coaventicaal pacer of hpprodibately six years life. While rionnuclear pacer. The GES shcws that initial implantation of the

the patient with a plutonium pacer will not reduce his operation plutonium pacer costs $7250. Cumulative cost s of ecnventional

risk, he will subject himself to significantly greater radiation pacers are $5800 through the first replacement and $3150 through the

risk, Widescale use of the plutonium pacer in preference to the six second replacement.

_

|

5
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From the fi gure s above, the cor ver.tional pacer costs do not will not r? dace the nant er c f reimplant ation operations required

surpass plutentum pacer costs until t r.e second replacement. I f t he ts replace electrodes or wires.

plutonium pacer had a 20-year lifetime, then a 10-year conventional The second facter is that the mortality rates assumed by the

pacer will always he chearer, As is s hown at ove, there are already CE5 are unrealistically high. The CE3 assumed a 17 mortality rate

conventional units which should have a 10-20 year lifetime. One for the reimplantaticn operation. This rate might have teen valid

rechargeable pacer, wit h a 10-year guarantee, cost s $2200 for the for earlier circumstances when the maj ority of heart pacer implantations
9f acer and it s charging unit . This is a thcusand dollars greater were done on very weak and sick patients, and when t.snsthoracic

> than other ecnventional units, so this would raise the cumulative cperations were performed for the implant ation.
'

cost to if800 after the first replacenent. This is still less The more recent literature, however, shows that the

- expensive than th* costs for even a 20-year plut onium pacer. The reimplantation and implantation operattens can be performed easily
average lifetime of a pacer patient according to the CES, is 14 years, with almost no risk:

33This is yet another reason for the in dividual to fcrego t he 1. One reference ret vrt s 372 implantation and reimplantation
.

plutentum pacer for a ecnvent ional pacer. operations with no mortality.

Wit h re g:1r d to pacemaker prices in general, it should te 2. A second reference reports a t otal of 7261rplantation
32

pointe 1 out that there 13 virtually no prica-control mechanism. and reimplantation crerations, with one pcstorerative death. The ja
NA Wall Street analyris of pacemakers has st ated that since Medicare one daath occurred during primary implantation. No mortalities -d

(]pg pays Tcr most pacemakers, the tient is also rot concerned with the occurred during replacement op rations. The most serious complication,
I price. Thus, the demand for pacemakers is somewhat " inelastic" which was infection, was otserve d during or.e primary implant. The

providing little, if any incentive for manufacturers to cut prices. Infection rate for primary implants was therefore 0.25 and en all

5. P-n e fi t -r i s k a na ly s t_s pacer procedures was 0.131.

I'~) The tenefit-risk analysis is flawed tecause in ad11 tion to the 3. In a third group of p at ient s , the mortality rate for at out,-~

|- aforem-ntinned underplaying of risks , it overst at es t he bene fit s of 150 reimplantation operaticns was zero..ws

the nuclear pacer. The alleged tenefit s of t he plutonium powered It is clear that using the transvenous rather than the

paceraker are that its long life will reduce mortalities from transtheracic operation, the mortality rate is extremely low. There

r21ap'anta.1on operations. These Lenefits grebably are negligibie ale inJ16atioas, Loracles, that even the transthoracic technique.

or nonentstent because of two factors. The first factor, mentioned could cause minimal risk when done properly. Tyers and associates
above, is that with longer lived batteries, the limiting components believe that with the selective use of a temporary transvenous
in pacer life may be electrodes and wires. The plutonium pacer lead during the transtbroacir procedure, the operative mortality rates

for both techniques would be ecmparable and the complication rates

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . .
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with the transthoracic retnod would be lower. Poetnotes

In summary,an experienced surgical team using modern techniques 1. Praft Cereric Fa v i rnrrert a l Statement en Tha
' . - .: w r-1 car KE N uemdern,wide-real D e '? il.t- -

can perform the pacemaker reimplantation operation with very los U.S. Atemic Energy Cor.nissien, Washington, J a r.u a ry 1975. Referred
to below as CES.

risk to the patient . The benefits of the plutonium pacemaker in
2. Th+ Totally T-olantitle Artificisl l'a a r t , Artificial

reddeing operation frequency are similarly very low. It can therefore reart Assestn-nt tanel, '. a t i c t a l heart and Lung Institute,
LHEW Futlication No. (NIH) 74-191, June 197 3, p . 123

be shown that the benefits of the plutonium pacer relative to other Referred to relow as Heart Panel,

pacemakers with non-nuclear energy sources are practically zero. 3 Ibid, p. 197

The riska- even those admitt ed by the CES-are significant. It thus 4. Ra11ation " tar 11r1+ Fmr Hot Particlas, A.R. Tamplin and
T .15 Coch an, Naturat e sxrce[Te7Ee7 RihEil, Washington,

makes no sense to permit ccamercial use of nuclear pacemakers February 14, 1974, p. 5

5 Tra At omic F= tat:1C -ent, H. leter Metzger, Simon
and Schuster, New York, 1972, p. 226-227

6. GES, p. 1-8

7 GES, p. 2-5

8. CES, p. 3-5
>

9. This is ct t ained t,y the appro xim.st. ion t hat the d3se from a
"a 500 rg r acer e< pals 7n m en/yr x 590 r g/17 3 rr= 200 rren/yr.

hjThi s a; p ro x in.s' i on t reat s t h. ;-acer as a point scarce und assumes
that the shieldir g material and thickness fcr the 500 mg Lnd
173 nc pacers are the same.

10. Heart Panel, p. 131

11. " Progress in Facerleer Lor.gevity",D. Friedberg and
R.C. Lillehei, J. Electrocardiol. 7: 97-100 (Feb 1974)

12. The reneral i n fern at ien on the lithium iodide pacer
comes fron "A New Solid-State long-Life, Li t hi um-Pc wc rad Pulse
Generator", R.C. L111ehet et al. Ann. of Thor. Sarg. 18: 479-483
(Nov 1974) and from the re f e re nce in footnote 11.

13. CES, p. 4-4

14. GES, p. 4-4

15 "Early Clinical Experience with the Pechtrgeable
Cardiac Facemaker", K.B. Lewis et al, Ann. Thor. Surg. 18:
490-403 (Nov 1974)

m
' 16. Communiestion wit h Dr. R.E. P1schell,The Johns

{.) Hopkins University Applied Physics Latcratory, Silver Spring,
Maryland, March 3, 1975.,,

(N_
<,

m

.
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17. " Prediction of Impending Pacemaker Failure in a 31. CES, p. 4-14Pacemaker Clinic", V. Parsonnet et al, Ame r. J . of Card.
25: 311-319 (March 1970) 32. See Testimony of Sidney M. Wolfe, M.D., Putlic Citizen

Health Fesearch Group, before Senate fiealth Subcommittee,18. "A Deca de uf Permanent Pacing o f t he Heart". September 14, 1973V. Pa rsonr.e t , ramit rvr s ul ir Cl ? r t r- a rryt Mi n , Vol. 2,
No. 2, F.A. Davis Co., Fh11adelphia, 1970, p. 151-199 33. " Ten-year Survey of Treatment with Implanted cardiac

Pacemaker" E.Sowton et19. " A Pegional Network of Clinacs for Analysis of ~ ~ ~ -al, brit. Med.~ - - ~J.~3:~ 155-160 (July 20, 1974)
~

~~ ~

Implanted Pacemakers" V. Parsonnet et al, Cardiac ArrpytFrias, 34 "Four hundred consecutive pat ier.t s with per manentL.S. Dreiras and W. L!koff, eds, Grurie & Strat tcn, New tork and transvenous racemakers", E.F. Conklin et al, J. Thor. and Card.London, 1973, p. 635-649 Surg. 69: 1-7 (Jan 1975)

References 20-22 describe the telephcr.e monitoring systems: 35. Prof. Dean Abrahamson, School of Public Affairs.20. " The 4ctual Lifesp an of Pacemakers", D.P. Morse et al, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, unpublished evaluation.
Chest 64: 454-4 58 (October 19 73)

21. The Pacemaker Follu.*-up Clinic", S. Furman et al,
*

Prog. In Cardiovas. Diseases, 14: 515-530 (March 1972)

22. "The Pacemaker Clinic", H. Mond et al, CardioloF.y
57: 262-276 ( 1972)

23 "The Advant ares of transt horacic placement of permanent
cardiac pa reniker elect rodes", G.F.O. Tyers et al, J. Thcr.

"x and Card. Surg (9: 8-14 (Jan 1975)
3 24. " Clinical etaluation of new pulse V.enarator with narrcw 3>

pulse width for r " aervstion of tattery enzrgy". N.P.D. Smyth e*
-a

et al, J . Thor. and Card. Surg. 68: 471-478 (Sep 1974) hJ
(.a

25. "Ce r:p a ra t i v e stuite= of ' state of the art' and

') presently used clfrical cardiae
pacemakerelectrodes"$56G.P.O. *lyers et al, J. Thor, and Card. Surg. 67: 849-

. .lJ (June 1974)
C- 26. "The clinical application of Icw-output pacemakers",

S. Cent er and P. Tarjian, J. Thor, and Card. Surg. 64: 935-940
(Dec 1972)

27. "The Ideal rernanent P a c e mak e r " , C.J.W. Escher et al,
C rdlan Arrtythmias, L.S. Dreifus and W. Likoff, eds. Grune &3
Stratton, New York and London, p. 607-617

28. "The nat ura l history of pacemaker wires". V. Parsonnet
et al, J. Thor. and card. Surg. 65: 315-322 (Feb 1973)

29 "N=w pcccma.?er p.oea u. and un", Mejical War.d News,
16 No.3: 26-27 (Feb 10, 1975)

30. "Preclinical testing cf a redundant, rechargeable
cardiac pacemaker", G.F.O. Tyers et al, J. Thor. and Card.
Surg. 62: 763-768 (Nov 1971)
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s' )y-,-a - a < March 7, 1975s
,s

h a Neuc um AnvN g

30 t AST etTM 5Tef ET
k.t * woMa MW YO8un 1o021
t t t t e*W.E 212 2eewoo of power sources, the dubious ben * fits of this Power so rce, if any,ucAsta s.m%Fo March 7, 1975

are entirely outweighed by the followir.g riske:
BC Asa ut D<AECTORg

E mW WWH e. Each carrier patient whom you propose to identify by ortet band
WWAeET WE A3 Pn D / Could beccee the target of terrorists or other reChless groupe[ewoeat 1' // 3 intent on procurement of the esterial.BA*v C O=umt R >> D Deput y Director f or Fue' and Materiald /

'

t ..f[ ]*dy, ,7 ... Director of Ltcensing b. The hal f gram of PU-2 38 inith its nearly eight curies of radiation. e . ce.< m LMited States Atomic Fnergy Comunission con be dispersed in a pulvertred fore by 3 cheap explosive deviceot a% E ApAnAvse% u p en D Unery.y Besources levelopment Agency) (e.g., dyneeste) with a potential of threaten'ng large numbers of* *
Washington, DC 20545 people. For enemple, each pacemaker's pintonian could conteeinstep g

v4. ca.m.% u o .eioem ne
two agaare miles of urban last suf f icient to require evacustico.MARhh $0htNBEG M O . Pn D Centlemen3

7 ratew eee
p u s PhD' c. Furthermore, entisocial elemente could emelly tepose carcinogenic

5.a .,,,y he urye you to estend the dealline f or comments on your levels on large populations by releasing the material through the
Mr as8t AS Op TME GOAAD * Nplut onium powe red c ard iac pacceakers invited in your Pen t agon , etc.).

*

c*swnication of January 17, 1975, No. U-30, Contact:
(~"K,v,3,0.t ta en o Clere Miles, on the following grounds:

'

a C ,L EN no
, 1. Since pacemaker instellation of ten requires ear rgency delivery,[ d aAcn GEGER.u D rulinge coe;ld follow whtCh hould perett Sir transport of theseC AN * L uF 8 'N 1 .e have received rellebte information that comumente- t A vFD * S*ETLANC esterials, thus enhancir:g the risk of airplane hijacking.

were solicited almost esclusively f reue internal Muanc ue ss % government buresos, compentes in the nuclear industry e. Given 100,000 cardisc pacemaker wearere in the United States and bE***U""'*"
and the Association f or the Advancement oi Med ic al the government 's intent to permit the implementation of 1,500 is).IE Instrumentation.

N$ o plutonium-238 pacemakers and in the content of the risks mentioned U1onmee.-

ebove, one must assess the terriorist-risk to each individual
2. This will represent the first general licensing of pec, maker estrier egainst conventional pacemakers currently laO_ plutonium, see whis.h we belie ve to have a high degree of ef ficacy ead long-C.7 lived power.'

3. The plut onium-2 38 to be used is cet tested to be 280

times more active and hence more tonic on the beste It should particularly te noted that pacemaker f ailure currently relates
of spec it ic ac t ivit e than plutonium-2 39 which is more to considerations excluelve of the power source such as electrodes
conceded to tie amon the most tonic substances known breaking or fallicg out than it does to the power source.
to man.

For these reasons, we feel compelled to insist upon a broader discuselon of
4. Specifically, the medical coimounity has not been these issues in the medical and scientific coaununittee with full disclosure

inf ormed concerning this application and its of all reelfications of this issue as required by the National Ecvtronerntal
r ee t i t eet ion s . Protection Act o f 19 70.

5. Your environmental statement does not c ouement on Sincerely yours,
pluton *ue toxicity la asn.

/UM C >446. Given the almost tero mortelity rete sesociated with
the skin-flop surgery required for reimplantation /Ilan P. slad le r , P', 't.

@hD h Executive Vice-Chatraen
CJUU U ACit t j g



Necnot.es e o surTH un.oc Mr. Bernard singer page two February 10, 1975
. = . , oe= .e

=== e'o a ac saoie

.t.a % .vs.a . .v.ey Agai... thank you for sending me a ccpy of the [rvironmental.c ..,

It is a ncn mtal werk and I congratulate you and allStatement. u
of you staff en the wcrk done to pecdote such a ctcprehensive and
excellent document.

February 10. 1975
Kindest regards.

%
'l

/c' n S
Yours sincerely,

/
' (g

,]!L-1&p %+
- ,U

U

:.
Bernard Singer. Chief 'g? ca
Materials Branch , C #j' ' '

Directorate of L1 tensing gy 'f hPDS-jp Ni cho l as P. D. Smy th , M. D.U. 5. ATCMIC ENE RGY coped!55!ON M p/7
'

bashington, D. C. 20545 3_T %-
x

.

Dear Mr. Singer:

1 hank you for your letter of January 16th enclosing the copy A )of the AEC Environmental Statement on Plutonium pcwered cardiac U
- Spac ema kers .

.,

} >I apologize for the delay In answering your letter but ! I
have been ill with the flu for the past ten days. gi s75 - g

1 read the statement from cover to cover with great interest. } O* jyThere are of course sections of the report that are outside my C/
field c f competance but I think you have provided an excellent

M ' [j/assessment of the impact of the Plutonium powered cardiac pace-
maker cn the general It fe of people in this and other countries.
I am glad to see that the Agency concludes that the Plutonium
powered cardiac pacene6er should be released for general use subject *

to the reasonable reaut rements of accountability, recovery and disposal
of the Flutonium and the apprcpriate follow-up of those units
implar,ted during the i vestigational phase.

I agree with the statement in your report that the use of these
units w111 undoubtedly increase significantly following general release.
Their exact place in the field of pacemaking can only be established
af ter longer clinical esperience with the units. I think that most of
us who are active in research in the pacemaking field believe that all
types of pacemakers shoulc continue to be used and developed to their
u tmc s t . '*y own guess is that the Mercury-Zinc battery has probably
reached it's maximum development and we will have* to look for longer
lif e to alternative chemical battery such as the Lithium lodide.
5ooium Bromide, the re-c.hargeable battery, etc. One attractive tning
about the Plutonium battery is that we have no doubts about it's
longevity!

r' 3

N
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,
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Director of Licensing
Mr Bernard Singer

.

3 In relation to the conventional pacemaker the nuclear pacemaker isg { 3 Q e. much lighter, and I hardly realtre that I am carrying it around. I amChie f, M3terials Branch 9 June 1975Nu: lear peg al a to e (canission S' convinced that thare is no potential danaer from radioactive discharge.g

*
In my opinion there is no risk imposed upon society by the nuclear pace-tr 5 A t rei C [nergy Comission y , maker, and would recorriend the nuclear pacemaker Cver the conventionalgisashington, D. C. 20555
type to any potential recipient. Disposal creates no problem, sinre after9

SUBJECT- Plutent um Pra,ered Cardiac Pneammer the deelse of the recipient the device is removed and returned to control
of the AIC. This is accomplished by a written agreement between the
reciplent and the AEC.

Af ter much adv6ce and consultations with Dr. Nicholas P. D. Smyth (my
Physician) I was orerated on the third of n tober 1974 for the inciantino ofc

I fully realize that great strides have been made and are continulPga euclear pacemaker. Prior to the operation I researched literature, talked to be made in the Research and Dev*lopmPnt to improve the lifetire expectancywith otner persons who had heart pacers, and came to the c.onclusion that the cf the conventional pacemakers. If and when they develop a non-nuclearnuclear pacemaker was f ar superior to the conventional demand type. pacemaker whose life span is equivalent to at least twenty (20) years of the
nuclear one, then one could make a realistic decision in choosing between the52 sequent to reading the reoort prepared by the Health Research Group, tan pacemak e rs . Also, I am aware that there is a mortality risk in the nunt>erand discussions with my doctor I find there is a move on by some people who of repetitive operations which must occur in the implanting of the conventionalare orpnsed to the nu-lear pacema6ers and who feel that the nuclear pacemakers pacemakers, and further there % still Research end Developrent to be accopolishedare a rotential hatard and should not be %srheted corrercially. In all with regards to the nuclear pacematers. From personal experience, all in all, Ip rct a bi l i t y the majority of the persons corre n ting on both the impact to the

env i ro"re n t an d the patien t ha ve little concern for or a vested interest in am convinced that the nuclear pacemaker is f ar_syperior to the conventional
types, and ! would wholeheartidly recommendlt to any potential recipient,the poteattal re c i p i en t . Tney a e jatt cerrwnting t+came ;orrone has indicated

that there is a cotential danpr because the pacemaker is powered by plutonium.
They also feel th e re is a slight chance for rupture and there maybe sore
potential adverse impact on the en vironre-nt or to the recipient. I am conflderit
that there is no chance of any rupture and thus Po impact on either the 10VETTA C. WHLELBARGERenvironwnt or the recipient. 4410 Oglethorpe Street

Hyat ts ville, Md. 20781
With the con entional demand pacemakers ; was always Itqht headed, not fv

aDIe to work at my job regararl y , and unable to perform even the lightest house-
hold chores without fully utilt rie , -8 Nwe. ry energ/. wy heart beat was irregular,blood pressure lcu. I had thr- (3) oemans type pacrmakers implanted over a N

period cf two years and one month. The conv. n t i onal pacemak ers ne ver worted
(*K properly, thus ! was unable to get around and feel f ree to perform normal routine
,d duties, ! cons tan tly erried and was under e n t rew men tal strain. Each s,heduled
6 operation was nerve wrecking, and required a period of up to three (3) weeks for

convalenscence ir intensive care units.m

The nuclear pacemaker cperation was less a*duous, and I was able to be out
of t'ed and walking the same day. The fifth day I was able to go home and drove
to church the follcwing week-an i Just knowing that the nuclear pacemaker millN last appenairately twenty (20) vears and that you will not have to endure

_ . another operati.n improves one's men tal attitude, thus causing less strain on
the heart. Even though the initial total cost fer the nuclear pacemaker is moreC than the con en tional one , I feel there is a savings over the long run by notv

havinq several eperations within the twenty (29) ye ars life espectancy of the
nuc lear pacema6 er the tot al cost ror the threv ( 3) previous pacemakers had cost
upp. os :ma tely |20,00] wher eas N e ;os t of ihe nu;1ese one, wn approxim te'y
$10,000.

o



* !LL ;;c, ;m; page 2 - Schupe, 06 March 1975My- t .M A L 4trE $UN FN RD .C1ME'*CE, N Y 1031 U S A,,
)~ f /g

G YcmX P -4 H3 augaest delettoo of word "well" We currently do not makep# 4
. t= t, ;

any st at ist ical claims beyond sis years.' ( , - -

e4-4 MB Suggest investigation - as reported by t he m.anu f acturer.
" "* ' C I* I "

't / ind1<ste. I am no' a are of any independent clinies t repo, ta
A # / that suggest this.

'\

Mr. Melvin W. Schupe p4 4 last line t hange t o "1200 of t hese pacemakers are now in use
Materials Dietston with only two f at tures reported to date"-
U.S. Atomic Energy Coassission

P4-5 see 4. 2. 3. 3. I think the sadiao-bromine bat t er y could sat =' yWashington, D.C. 20545
be de le t e d from your environmental statreent. he hear nothin g

more of t his cell and a reuent paper: Powers, it . and Mit of f ,$.

Dear Mr. Schupe: An analysis of t he lopedanc e o f pol yc r yst a lline beta aluonna.
J. 11c t rot twm. Soc 122,2:226 (1975) suggest ed t he discovery

Thank you for the opportunity to study and coimnent on yourrecently released of some f undament al problems involving crac king o; ibe sub-
draft " Generic Environmental Statement on the Wide-Scale use of Plutonium st rat e by eM t um penet rat ion.

Powered Cardiac Pacemakers.'
Your environmental sta ceent should probably cont ine itselt to systems

This draf t is an enceptionally detailed ard locid stat ement of the pros and wh h h have at least seen some c a t nic al use By this criteria however, you
cons of nuclear pacemakers. I am in agreement with your conclusions and may wish to say somet hing about the CE ainc sacrcury bat t ery which is la
also with t he reasoning which led you to those conclusions- clinical use, alt hough CE is quite sec ret ive about reporting clinical

results, to date.
I have made sc.me comments, most of which concern typographical errora in the >
draft (such as the spelling of av name, sic') and the updating of information p3-31 under 3.1 1 agree t hat tremation repreaents the most likely b
on various chemical batteries. None of t heme comments have any significant release i nc i d ent . ro
impact on your conclusions. They are as follows: It i s ent our a, ting t o see the change from plutonium-scandium alloy CD

to the oxide. Perhaps it eight t>e we ll t o r ot e that there are

p (la) under g. and h. I find it hard to believe you can track a patient still atmut 1u00 older plut on1ues-sc andium unit s in world-wide
u ,e My tecting is that t he se unit s probably should not bethrough a data bank f or a year f or $10 and then recover and dispose

of his pacemaker f or $t*0. I know we couldn't do it f or twice that e retsplantej Nt i.hould be re ple 'ed wit h oxide f ue led unit s anyt ime
but you have experience to draw on and we do not, the clinical (ppo r t un it y presents itself. Sist]stly it would

probably be wort hwhile to spend three or f our t imes the ef f ort and
p(ata) H3 WCl*d. does not manuf act ure pacemakers, only pacemaker power funds to agressively Iollow t he se unit s t hrough the patient's

sources. 11fetime to insure event ual recove ry. The risk of dispersions is

slight to e it her c ase, bu t gr eat er in the c ame of the alloy.
pt-2 F18 sp. "Greatbatch"

Similarly, t he study should include the rish to the downwind
pt-3 H This sentence implies that RM1 group 2 mercury cells have population from cremation of a mercury-powered unit. My f eeling

twice t he chemical capacit y o f idl group 1 cells. I suggest the is t hat this is a very se rious mat ter t hat has received no

following wording " Improved mercury bat teries with the same attention whatsoever in the literature.
che'wial capacit y but clai. sed to have about double the previous

pl-5 A coom n objection to nuclear pasemakers is the remot e possibilitylifetime. -"
of long-t erm geurt ic ef f ec t from the low-leve l rad iat ion. Act ually

"
a telling argument is semilable to you tere. Jet crews andp2 5 11 s gg7sr " an.1 uad( r rny cr-d151e arci/en'.
Colorado residents get more radiat ion tren do pacemaker pat ient s.

p2-19 F20 ap. "followed" To my k nowl ed ge , no adverse geact ic ef f ect s have ever been r ep o r t ed
for either group and lor.g-tere data is cert ainly available f or t he

p4-3 F17 The term "directly excite" leads to confusion with direct at er. Th's ep eren's ;os'tive ev de .ce e t it lor gs e r i g *ne t ir
charge collection systems currently being discussed for tritium bat- ef f ect s are not present.

on a semiconductor. -" following wording " . promethium 147 impactteries. I suggest the

@
,. ,

h.s

_

'.



page 3 - Schupe, Ot. March 1975 The f ollowing enclosures were sutaitted with letter No. 19 and are available
for e m in.ation in the Wuclear Regulatory Consniesion Public Document Roos,
1717 H Street, Washirgton, D.C.

p4-12 It alght be more convincing to actually calculate and show
the confidence levele of the Medtronic nuc lear test . Using 1. R. W. Powers and S. P. Mitoff. "An Analysis cf the lopedauce of

my on binomial expansion version of Resenbauen's criteria: Polycrystalline Be t a- Al umina ,' ' J. E lec t r ec hen . Sce. 122: 226-231 (1975).

Pc 1- f {P . /-p 2. tinear R.,do. rat tor. Anairsis, "seliability Consideration..< ' <no otherh~V)
F ,5 ref erence given).

7= l ~v. ,( coir (zwo)f| . pac emaker-ecaths wit h one f ailure:
For 272 pacesaners accueulating 2700

1,**~rl
9: l-fot14 + ,o694) * $1.3s** W

,

For 64? pacemakers accumulat ing 4488 pat er sker-mmths with one
fallure p.

f, j. | y ,0 0ff a j f. 0d| + o 06 #$$|{*00I O

r. ., , f

T'i in 'a vou far (he opport un i t y for reading t his repor t and coassen t ing on i t .

1r is a gaod repert that clearly and openly present s all the risks and
b.nefits t h.a t I k ww of. I can find no serious fault wit h it .

R e sice t i ully ,

[j .II. SON CRE.ATBATCH tD.
*

- . . - - . , ,

th,,&&|f /
@

= i l sta Crestbatch

F r e s i .*co t

N
-" WCleft
pg *ncl.



The following enclosures were submit ted with let ter k. 1 and are available for
\ es. amination in the Nuclear Regulatory Conniasion Public Licc ument Room.

\ 1717 H Street,iiashington. D.C.
-
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_
l. l. . D . D=Nike. %dioac t ive %1evolenc e." r epr ir.t ed f rce Sc ience armi Public'

~ ' .
Affaire 1974.'' y 3

31,1975 @/ [MTpJ OT\v- / Janua ry t f 2. 1. . D. L eN ik e . Public 1-terest Repr t : Nuc lear Terrerl ag, Environmental

/ ./[t LO 6,g ' g
1

Alert Group. Loc Ansel* s. Calt f ernia.6$

Acting Drpty Director for P;els and Materials '. g5
rirectorate of Licensing - Recalation

Q ' las saans'. (
gw.ee

U. C. Atomic Energy Cce:r.ission
W s51ngtrn, O. C. 209.5 /,rp \N

Tear Sirs

Please mij t* ta letter to the file ef ptlic crents on the *fraft
Generic Envirc.n., ental Stat-ment on the M ?e-?cale We of Plutnian Towered Cardf ac

Faca akers,' dated Januarj 1975 (deadline for p .tlic enetts March 13,1H5).

Se $ alf-grag of 9 M platoti'ar.-239 dicride g rgonad fcr <ach ;acmaker
representa 6.62 caries cf alpha activity, tr e eq.1 valent of atout 110 gra-s of
p l a*. a n i un-739. T*is martiti is mere *?an emo gh, if deliterstely diepersed in
the air ec 'itienir.g gr/ sten of a large skyscre;*r, to give a certain 12rd-cmcer
ocse to all o:Nents C''in an hour. It is, rcreover, enough to bring 2.1 square
r.iles of a city to levels re virirg sane evacuaticn and cleam p **ese conclusiana e

are strairtforwar d deductirna frm Tatie 2-? cf WI*ar Sefts Ris's e-d Saf* yards a

by Tason Will*ich and "Scodore ? Teylor (fallinger, 1 6.4, 25).
~

C^3
, O

*he draft environmertal state ert prepses +1st if00 er rcre pac -sker
recipients go stoct P etr daily aff airs wearing a recaired 1 A -tifiration tracelet
rotifying ot-eres-t crini als that *tey tear such a "ra d cas * 1ve t amaer" In tLeir

etests. "'is is ecuivalent to send 2g enrTased ?nvita*1:ns to ' nderwcrld ficares,
iavitiv then to c~efs w-ich are nct the leest tit irp " .tle for t'eir teirg un-
sp ea k.atle. *he e-caps 21sti:n of tre cerar.ic Pu-238 in tantalun and titaniu:s would
matter only s!! rhtly to mrderous cridnals of terrcriats, w%o folicving e2 traction
could readily -rind up the plutonium tattery ccre for dispersal, utilizing an
improvised glevebox.

*he ersf t environmental ststrent is ecroid of any safer 2ards dieeussion

f ar this "fieMishly toxica teotcpe, despite recemitien therein that it is too
hatardous even to pe~it its t eial with a deceased pacemaker patient. T*is whole-
sale avcidance of the safer;ards sestien represer.te a ccetemptitle and irtoleratle
vtalation cf put11e tru=t and resgrsitility-the g5 net tre createst each viclation
amcrg nuclear prcesters. It is ry devent Nge that reckless atomic gedyteers,
W.ose visiccary preposed uses ';r u1*ratoxic ruclides are accerf anied ty neer-total
blindness for +2 eir cririnal uses, s,all te cecisively str; ped prior tn large-scale

'D societal tragedy. To this end, total rejecticn cf 'le prepsed plut: tium-233 pace-
maker program is absolately rendatory. "he dra f t enviros, ental state-ent concedes

e

that an accidan'al r: ill involvir.g or.e pace .aber cedd coat $?50 COO to clean up'

- (pages 3 % and 3-4.Sh. How many millions of 4 llars weald a del $terate dispersal
cost??

/ b
h elosures I, Druglas Mike, Ph.D.

' 71en-President
Los Angies Chop,er. 2315 wev=ood BCevord / bite Z / Los Angeiet CcMorn.o 90064-

Q! Telephone 213 /474 2154
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, K The following erscicawres were submitted with the *.ie%1ke letter (dated Mar.19,/ ," ' N 's 1975) and are available f or esamination in the Lclear Regsistory Commisaion
\ \ Public Locument Eces, 1717 E Street , hashington, D.C. :
\ \

"y -- ng- y- a 1. " Cesium Sourc e s Stolen , Found: Lama ge Repor ted ," Oc lear News,-
,

,iss ', ;[*
. F eb r ua ry , 19 7 5.' === ai== s a U.-.& . m,s

4I 1
L' is e

.*,

// 2. L. D. DeMike, "Eow to Convert a Plut onius-Powered heart Peceasker into a

er c n upa Capable of hakins uP to Two Square Piles of Any CityMarch 19 19758 .a,../ Leinhabitable," Zero Pn ulation Crowth, Lee Angeles, California.

3. Escerpt f rom art icle (no title given) beginning "A avlear pcswer plant
'' ' " ''Ponorable William A. Andere '

airman
4. ' FBI Fest a Rise of A-Threa t s," los A lele s T1'mes, January 4,19 73.United Statrs % clear Retala*w Ccenission -- -

Washiryton, D. C. 20$$ 5. %c h tranium Missing f rom F1. t a, Paper save," Lcg Angeles Tisse, December
Dear Col:mel Anders:

Enclarad is my conception as to how a nuclear-;cwered cardiac pacemaker
battery v uld to fairly e1*;1y travforre3 into a ref ulgical terrerism weapet 7. Putlic nct icu, sa,
more powerfal taan a.ny e plcyed to da'e. I 6 rtet ark for cce-eat as to ita

- Francisco Esasiner, A2g,.st 14 1974.

technical accuracy, rer can your seency derive rac5 ce=2 fort if it indeed has 8. ' itad ioac t i ve Needle Sought after Theft Suspect la Arrest ed," he, A,rgehavecific flaws. It illustrates a reneral truth w*:ich tt e undelmorld la certain Times, November 28, 1974.
to seite uron. Were this !ict otvio 23, I would not have written it.

9. " Radioactive Plates Stolen f rom Lab ,'
*ut each pcerittlitia, my t,le raised ruw, before the pae=*aker prorrem has

-v s Ar gelee Tire s. Oc t ober 1,1974.
D

proceedef ="Y further, We ec eties 'crcet the irtellectual resources sreti. es 10. "Seuggles 1 rani a. ' T-vironment, Dec enter 19 74. 8

reflected N il'* gal eee "n V. t .'< 3 5 the a.s anifacture of herein and other
erP iaties*** d e -arm s M rs. VM ne s s t** r "e* * 'al p a s s sg* in Nich, G*- w y 11. WLP News Release, HEP News Radio, hashington, D.C.,, October 25. 1914, 3
of t? ree f al e 1 %a =Hr no t.. rartad o m rely tf 'and, using enly a pen and ir.k
(Le s A n .le. Tires, ret rmry 2I,19 75 ). And witness u .c oe m .1 enclo.,ure, een- 12 Chere were three entries deslieg with thef t of wclear materiale - all three
4. Int rg **ws re;cr ts o f sir act u el * *c f t! c f ra dicactive a:st* rial, were untitled and references were not given.)

If the Naclear F*nlat ory Cm-ission is to ris* from the level of profoand
pAlic dimust it MFerited f rm its pre'acess'r siency, it murt decisively
tem rat e tM* piu+ c r.2 cm-231 heart paw.eker prorram, a mi all o ther auch trivial.

ap; li c a t f rm. It m et le ech a troad review cf c* ter ures inc1 ring large quaa.t-

ities c f 17-lived ra d ^ set ive "tarial ( r 2ch as ine:s t rial paves, re olother-
a; m tic ra'.na swrces , ami foed frrafisters), to end treir ruinara' ility teth tot

t9 eft and to 'errorist r'is;*rsal in sit a with erplosives,
,%

As crire levels mmr.t, I wo 21d bepe that your scency wo ald see the handwritir.g
3 on the wall. There is p**"ms little enj ?re .t to me in ciref.ating formulations

such as tre enci n*d " terrorism ractrie.* It has teen financially buroea.stn=* for,,

ee to r.et f career aside in cr- - to estet tre iMletrous ruelear religion. 1*a t

car natienal eafety, and yo ta a, e m a s s :rvival, ret 5 < s end upon a much tirkter
rein teir.7 t ele en the uses of long-lived radiotovie materials. So I have no

choica but to continue t? j.ublicite vainerarilities as I encounter them, and you
i- teve r.o cholee but to act cwif tly sad decisively in the public interest t'y elim-

_ _
inating these vulnerabilities.

. ,%

Very truly yours,') n ] ,, ,
.

[ &
Pncle*ures
Copiess W issjnnere L. Douglas Te41ke, Ph.D.

Lc s A se o O y re< ;]i' vr e w s cw e ad / ue z / tm A,g,y m, ,a4

'e le $ oc e ?!3 /4/4 2154



y 4*e tellewing erwicaures were submit ted wit h letter No. 42 and are avs11able
'

j __. N for examination in the hac lear Ecgulat cry Cesenission Public Doc user.t Room.
/ \ 1717 M St reet , bashington, D.C.

' ~ Y fT i;- ({ _ , x fk 1. C. E, Glett, exc e rpt trea letto to n. Urris re: Dehike's "How

s
, / ~

vw C ax % ~ s
'

L. _Lv to Convert. ' Ma r c l. 2 6, 19 7 5.

April 16, 1975 '"i
' ** ""I ' (" '" ' " "

,s

odh 1. tispe rsica of Plutonium,' Gene r * .- F w i r onme r t a l S t a t ement on "1med Calder
Q .r' Fuel, Aug,.st 197. ( wit h anno t at ions) .

Mr. Howard J. Iarson, Director -
g%~~i

Division of Materials and -
,

Puel Cycle racility Licensing % . Q
** ghU 3. Nuclear Regulatory Cosusiasion / %

Washirgton, B. C. 20555 'I41 pV'

Dear Mr. Iaroons

'*hanJa you for your letter of April S, stating that the poo.
sibility of misne of 1.uelcar material in the pro;osed plutonium-inwered

e ill te dealt with defir.itively in the final (emetrerental)cardiac pacemaker w

statement.*

Sur ely a definitive discusion of this topic would include >assensreent of tre Nalth eff ects and countermeneures for a release of 8 curies
of respiratie 2MPQ pa-tic'les on a workday noon in the downtewn area of a b
major metropolis. Surely a darinitive treatrert would also discuss 9e problem t.a

N
of a similar contaminative release within an of fice building er fact, ry, topther

with the dislocation, er;ense, tir.e loss, manlower, and eT11pment rer. red for
decontamination to tFe extent deconta-ination i.s ponritle, which should also
be rtsted. Surely a definitive discussien will involve declassifiestien of
the govert: ment's secret studies on the effects o f plutonias contamination in
urban areas.

A definitive trestrent will no doutt sargest an 'inforwd con-
sent* form for the grospectiva paceitaker recipient aler.g these lines N o re-

sponsibility is asnmed in the event that the patient is kidnapped arat%r killed
in connection with the blackmail / terrorism / illicit sale value of the putoni a

in this device. The % e. govarreent certifies tr e honesty and security measuree

@ of all radioactive pacemaker manafectirers, transporters, hospitala, mortuaries,
and waste disposal sites which may be involved in the fuel cycle for this pace-

7Y6 maker. *he recipient ruarant**s to wea 'the required identification bracelet
at all ti:nes, despite its cueira potential for possible malefactors, or else the.

device will te remove ; as a penalty (what other penalty is proposedt).'

I am not simply t*ing f acetious. Precedent for frardt inclusion
of these matters, implicit under the provisi)ns of NEFA, includes Vol. b, p. T=Ns L3 and L9 of G5fm0 (WASM-13?7, Aarust 19'L), and Vol. IV, p. 7.L-17 of the pro-
psed firLil EMS 35 (Dee&r 197k)5 "If tr o pdr} oSC iJ t3 forte eveJuaticis
of the building or costly decontamination with minimal injury to personnel,1 g

b,. ) (of platonitus, isotgic composition unspecified) uniformly scattered on the
20,000 to 100,000 m' of floor area muld te sufficient.'

f )e.. & *N
ces Asher J. Finkel, AMA L. Douglas Nike, Fice-President

Los Angeles Chopret. 2315 westwood Bouevard / Sv e Z / los Angeles Couernio 90064a

Telephone 213 /474 2154



Appendix B

INTERIM SAFETY GUIDE FOR THE DESIGN AND TESTING 0F NUCLEAR-POWERED CARDIAC PACEMAKERS

B.1 GENERAL GUIDELINES

This interim guide * for the safety design and testing of nuclear-powered cardiac pacenukers
supersedes the interim guide dated July 1972 and incorporates changes based on experience and
information obtained since that time and on the Nuclear Energy Agency's (NEA) August 23, 1974
draf t interin standard for nuclear-powered pacemakers.

This guide is intended to assist rranufacturers and distributors of nuclear-powered patenakers
and nuclear power sources for pacemakers to be implanted in humans for investioational purposes.
A separate guide entitled " Guide for Licensing the Investigational Use of Nucleo/ Powered
Cardiac Pacenakers" describes the clinical inform 3 tion that should be contained in a proposal

for investigational use in ran.

These stand 3rds are subjec; to review and amendment as additional experience and infornation is
obtained in the United States nd other countries.

8.1.1 Informationtobesubmitted(12 copies _1

The pacemaker:

1. Model nunter or other specific designation used to identify the pacemaker.

2. A complete description of the pacemaker including (a) annotated drawings or sketches that
describe all naterials of construction, dirensions, methods of fabrication, and means of
rounting the fuel capsule in the device; and (b) a detailed description of all design
features that protect the fuel capsule from abuse and minimize radiation levels assor 'ited
with the device.

Battery and battery housing:

1. Model number or other specific designation used to identify the battery.

2. A description of the battery and battery housing including annotated drawings or sketches
that describe all materials of construction, dinensions, nethods of fabrication, and

sealing of the battery housing.

Fuel capsule:

1. Model nunber or othe- specific designation used to identify the fuel capsule.

2. Descr'? tion of the nuclear fuel, including all stable and radioactive isotopes that will
influence the type and intensity of radiation, the maximum activity per capsule, the
chenical and physical form of the nuclear fuel, and the method of depositing fuel in the
capsule.

3. A description of the capsule including annotcted drawings or sketches that describe all
materia'5 of construction, dimensions, and methods of fabrication and sealing of the
capsule.

In order to increase safety, the physical and chemical form of the fuel should be as nondispers-
ible (in the environment) and nontransportable (in the body) as is practicable.

.

Prepared by the Radioisotopes Licensing Branch, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
U.S. Nuclear pegulatory Cornission, March 26, 1974 (Revised January 1976).

,3 -
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B-2

Labeling:

A description of the f uel capsule, battery, and pacemaker labeling:

1. The fuel capsule (or battery housing in the case where the fuel capsule is pernanently
sealed within the battery housing) shall be conspicrously and legibly rarked by means
resistant to fire and corrosion (it shall be ensured that the carkings do not compromise
the reliability of the safe containment system) as follows:

a. The radiation syntol;

b. Tho words " Radioactive Pace,aker" or substantially similar wording;

c. The words " Notify Health Authorities for Disposal" or substantially similar wording;

d. Identity and a;tivity of the principal radioisotope and year of sealing of the fuel
capsule;

e. The nane of the raanufacturer and serial number of the battery (or fuel capsule).

2. The pacemakcr housing shall t:e conspicuously and legibly marked by means resistant to
fire * and corrosion with the following:

a. The radiation synbol;

b. The words " Radioactive Pacemaker" or substantially similar wording;

c. Identification (name of element and mass nurber) and activity of the contained radio-
active fuel and the date of sealing of the pacer.aber;

d. The nane of the ranufacturer and serial nunber of the pacemaker;

e. The words ' Notify Health Authorities for Disposal" or substantially similar wording.

Radiation characteristics:

A description and analysis of radiation dose equivalents delivered to the pacemab er bearers
(whole body, tissues, and organs) and to rembers of the ger.eral population, supported by:

1. Radiation level and tissue dose-equivalent rates at the pacenaker sur face, at critical
organs, and at a distance of 50 cm from the pacemaker surface, and the basis for determining
these values. Sufficient data should be included to give a complete three-dimension 3l
profile of radiation levels and dose-equivalent rates at the paceraker surface.

2. Values of tissue dose-equivalent rates as they vary with time over a period at least equal
to the useful life of the pacenuker, and the basis for the values.

3. Tine-integratea tissue dose-equivalent values' over a period at least equal to the useful
life of the pacenaker, and the basis for these quantities.

4. All quality factors utilized in determining dose equivalents, the basis for selection of
each qJality factor (including a spactral analysis of all emitted radiation), formulas,
constants , conversion factors, calculaticnal rethods, reasarement nethods, and a description
of equipnent and instruments used.

All measureccots and calculations should be based on the maximum amount of radioactive material
to be used in the pacemaker and shall take into account isotopic content, radioactive decay, and
buildup of radioactive materials that may contribute to tissue dose.

Safety performance:

A detailed description and analysis of tests and test results that establish the integrity of
the fuel capsule cnnstruction and seal under the conditions specified in Sect. B.2. This infor-
mation should be submitted in the form of a concise report including: ,3

'

! /
-

*

Where a patenaker housing is essentially composed of epoxy resin, it shall bear a label fulfill-
ing all the requirerents except resistance to fire. Following exposure to fire, which will
consume the epoxy resin and the protective covering, the markings on the battery housing will
become visible.
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1. All test results. Satisfactory test performance nust be based on all tests performed (not
on selected tests) and their results.

2. A detailed description of test equipment, instrunents, and conditions.

3. Identification of the group that perforned each test, including name, loca tion, and
responsible personnel.

4. Sufficient information to assure that the tests were perfonred in accordance with the test
conditions specified in Sect. B.2.

The safety tests on prototype pacerekers and components are designed to specify severe conditions
of impact, dynanic stress (crush), fi,i temperature, cremation terperature, and corrosion. Eased
on current information, it is unlikely thai accidents more severe thin these safety tests would
occur to pacenakers in use. Therefore, the testing of pacemakers and coraponents to these
specifications provides a high degree of assurance that the nuclear fuel will be contained during
normal use, disposal, and in case of accident.

Quality assurance:

A description of a quality control program (Sect. B.3) shall be provided and implemented to
insure that each production unit will be essentially a replica of units that have successfully
passed the required safety tests and confonn to specifications furnisted the Comnission.

Additional tests:

Additional safety tests of prototype samples may be required if any rodifications are made to
pacemakers nr their component parts that night produce different testing results than the results
of previous tests.

Independent testing and evaluation:

H1nufacturers or distributors of paterakers who wish to distribute pacemakers for use in investi-
gations in humans may be required to furnish prototypes to the Com-ission for testing purposes.

B.2 SAFETY TESTING

B.2.1 General informatien

All pacerukers and components to be safety tested shall be typical and representative of
production-grade quali ty.

The leak-tightness of the fuel containnent system (or any individJal envelope thereof) of quality
control samples and fuel capsules to be used in safety tests shall te establish 0d by a series of
tests and examinations (such as bubble tests, microscopic exanination, and radiographic, inner-
sion, lithium chloride leach, and heliun leak tests) capable of detecting any breach of contain-
nent down to an ultinate limit of sensitivity equivalent to 10-" cm /sec of helium at STP.3

Prepressurization of the specimen at 60 psi for at least 4 he in helium is required as a part of
a helium le3k test unless helium generation by the fuel is shcwn to be adcquate for test purposes.
In addi tion, it shall be determined that each Tu21 capsule is free of renovable contamination b,
wiping the entire outer surface of the fuel capsule and deternining that the wipe is free of
ccntaminationc using instrumentation capable of detecting 10-5 pCi or less of alpha particle
tctivity and 10-' LCi or less of beta particle activity.

Following each of the safety tests, the ability of the fuel containment systen and the r,ondis-
persibility of the fuel to prevent leakage of the radioactive fuel shall be established by an
analysis of a series of examinations and tests (such as nicroscopic and metallographic examin3-
tiens, and innersion, lithium chloride leach, bubble, heliun leak, and radioactive contamination
tests). The engineering and technical bases for the selection of tests and exaninations to
demonstrate the ability of the fuel containment systen and the non-dispersibility of the fuel to
prevent leakage shall be explained. The criteria for passing or failing the tests and examina-
tions selected shall be specified.

(91 iO
! i L)t u
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B.2.2 Mec h a_n i c a l t e s t.s

f or purposes of the nechanical tests, the internal capsule pressure shall be at t~e level that
corresponds to the end of the useful life (the useful life shall bo explicitly stated), and the
tests shall be perforned within 50'C of the nornal tperating temperature.

B.2.2.1 Ippa c t_

Tests shall be performed by projecting the fuel capsule (or battery, where the fuel capsule is
intergral p1rt of the battery) with an impact velocity oi 50 m/sec onto a flat, essentiallyan

unyielding surf ace (e.g. , granite, steel, or concrete). The impact target shall have a ninimum
russ 50 times that of the test specimen. If concrete is used, it shall have a minirum compres-

sional strength of 250 kg/cn- The surf ace shall be normal to the trajectory of the capsule.

The capsule shall be criented in the position at which it will sustain ruximum damage upon impact.

B.2.2.2 Static stress

Tects shall be perforned by placing the fuel capsule (or battery, where the fuel capsule is an
integral part of the battery) between rougnened steel jaws having a bckwell hardness of greater
thin or equal to CS8. The jaws of the press shall have a surf ace area that is large compared with
the cross-sectional area of the capsule. The jaws shall be of sufficient hardness and thickness
so as to impart a force of 1000 Kg on the capsule without defornation or yielding of the jaws.
Tests shall be carried out by applying a load at 1000 kg to the capsule, which sh3ll be oriented
such that it will sustain maxinum damage. The choice of capsule orientation thould be supported
by an engineering analysis.

B.2.3 Thermal tests

T rperature test _(fire)B.2.3.1 f

It shall be denonstrated by a series of thermal, metallurgical engineering, lea k , compa tibili ty ,
pressure at high temperature, and other appropriate tests, th6. the pacemaker can, at any time
during the useful life of the battery, wi thstand exposure to 800'C in an oxidizing atmosphere
(free air) for 30 min followed t)y quonching in a large volume of water at ioom tenperature and a
static stress test (of the fuel capsule that has been removed from the tested pacemaker) in
accordance with Sect. B.2.2.?.

Where tats are performed in e furnace, the pacemaker position and orientation irside the furnace
should be that at which maximum danage will be experienced by the fuel capsule. The choice of
pacemaker orientation shall be supported by an engineering analysis. Where the pacemaker housing
is vented for laboratory safety reasons in the performance of the tests, an engineering analysis
shall be provided that demonstrates that venting the pacemaker housing has not corpromised the
outcome of the temperature test. The total time / temperature thermal profile and the metheds used
to calibrate temperature-measuring instrumcats, to measure the temperature of the furnace and to
determine the temperature of the pacemaker, shall be described.

B.2.3.2 TeSeraturetest]crerpt_io_n)

It shall be demonstrated by a series of thermal, metailurgical, engineering, leak, compatibility,
pressure at high temperature, and other appropriate tests that the pacenaker can, at any time
during the useful life of the battery, withstand exposure to a cremation cycle of 2 hr at a
minimum tenperature of 800"C in which tt,ere shall be a sustained temperature of 1300*C for at
least 90 min in an oxidizing atmosphere representative of air-rich conditions found in cremato-
riums. The creration test shall be carried rut in such a nanner that the pacemaker position and
orientation inside the furnace is such tnat maxinum damage will be experienced by the fuel
Capsule. The choice of pacemaker orientation shall be supported by an enginheing analysis.
Where the pacemaker housing is vented, an engineering analysis shall be provided that demon-
strates that venting the pacemaker housing has not compromised the outcome of the test.

91 2l9
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B.2.4 Corrosion t e s_t s

It shall be demonstrated by a series of tests and analyses that, when corrosion is e < ! i; o la ted
to a time corresponding to 10 half-lives of the radioisotopic fael, suf ficient ( nap,ulating
mterial will remain to ensure containnent of the fuel for 10 half-lives in st m ter inc;uding
consideration of possible pressure buildup inside the fuol capsule.

The linear rate of corrosion for the fuel capsule and each fuel containment envelope shall be
determined by a series of engineering analyses, corrosion tests (described below), accelerated
tests, microscopic examinations, measurenent of variation of mass, and neasurenent of wall thick-
ness.

Before inplantations can be authorized, a program plan for corrosion tests of each fuel contain-
nent envelope (including pcssible galvanic reactions), as a;propriate, shall be submitted and
evaluated. If tests on complete pacemakers are omitted f rom the plan, a justification for such
omission shall be included. As a minimum, the test plan should inclu: tests in synthetic sea-
water (stand:rd f.STM-ll41-53 ref. ASTM standard 1964, par. 23, p . 19t ) a t room tempera ture for
a period of one year accelerated tests may te used provided it is established tnat they will
have an equivalent ef fe t on the fuel containment system) to determine the maximum rate of
corrosion as follows:

a. Irr!ersion of one set of test specimens (the number and type as justified by the program
plan) in oxygenated (aerobic) seawater;

b. Irrersion of another set of test specirens (the number and type as justified by the program
plan) in deoxygenated (anaerobic) seac ter.

The test s cimns shall be irrersed in a volume of seawater equivalent to not less than 0.1
liter per squue centineter of specimen surface area.

Until such tine as results of testing have been evaluated (in no event beyond the period of
investigational use) theoretical analyses that dra * on generally accepted and documented knowl-
edge may be used to calculate a maxinun linear corrosion rate for each containment envelope.
These rates (including possible galvanic reactions) should be used to determine the maximun
linear corrosien (weighted for each e welope) in seawlter.

B.3 QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM

B.3.1 Bas._ic requirements

Infornation concerning quality control shall include, as a minimum, a description of the
follcwing:

a. Ine orginization responsible for quality assurance, the authority of this organization,
and the unambiguous and independent relationship of this organization with manufacturing,

b. Provisions that ensure conformance with quality requirements and standards; and prevention,
detection, and timely correction of discrepancies Evidence of quality assurance,
including a plan for shelf-life testing of pacemakers shall be provided.

c. Provisions to ensure that the radioisotopic containrent is leak tight, free of removable
contamination in compliance with the design specifications. This shall include a 100t
visual inspection, leak test in acccrdance with Sect. B.2.1 for each of those envelopes
(where appropriate) intended to provide fuel containment, and a final test for removable
contanination,

d. Means of identifying materials, parts and components, whether they are in the course of
manufacture or in storage, and of ensuring that materials which have lost their identity
or are otherwise not properly identifiable with the specifications will not be used.

c. Means of identifying and separating material which has been rejected or which has not been
released for further production and the procedure, if any, for subsequently releasing this
material for production, based on evaluation of subsequent study or an accumulation of
additional information which was previously lacking,

f. Meals as may be appropriate to ensure that materials, components, and services supplied by
other manufacturers or subcontractors nect the specifications.

,n. nnis
i '
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S.3.2 P e co r_d_) eepi n g

Confirnation that a cc plete record of all tests, audits, and actions relatin<J ta q;ality con-
trol will be maintained by the manufacturcrs or f r:parters of nuclear-po.ered pater:akers cr
conponent prts and will be available to any customer, the Co-raission, or any Agreenen t Sta te
for a period of 25 years fron the dite n' - ;facture.

s

*
y
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Appendix C

GUIDE FOR LICENSING THE INVESTIGATIONAL USE OF
NUCLEAR-POWERED CARDIAC PACTMERS

C.l INTRODUCT ION

*

This guide is intended to assist manuf acturers of nuclear-powered pacr.,iakers and medical organi-
2ations proposing to implant nuclear-powered pacemakers in hunans ror investigational purposes.

Programs to implant radioisotope-powered pacemakers in man for purposes of investigating the
safety, longevity, and reliability of the devices are licensed under the provisions of 10 CFR
Part 70 (for devices containing special nuclear material) or 10 CFR Part 30 (for devices con-
taining by-prc fuct material).

A standard research protocol should be prepared by the manufacturer or importer of the pacemaker
as sponsor of the investigation. The standard protocol should describe thcx cspects of the
clinical implantation and follow-up program that are to be followed by all of t e participating
investigators. This protocol, when accepad for licensing by the Comission and the Agreement
States, can be furnished to all of the participating medical institutions and incorporated by
them into their applications for licenses. The study team of an applicant medical institution
may propose modifications they wish to make in the standard protocol, but, in the interest of a
uniform and effective overall evaluation of a pacenaker, neerous and widely varying modifications
are not encouraged.

C.2 CONTENIS OF A STANDARD PROTOCOL

The standard research protocol developed by the ma"ufac'.urer or importer of nuclear-powered
cardiac pacemakers should contain the following:

'l. Title and purpose of the investigational program,

t2. Description of the pacemaker and radionuclide.

3. Patient selection for nuclear pacemakers. In addition to the medical considerations
for which a cardiac pacemaker is prescribed, patients selected for inplantation of
nuclear pacemakers during the investigational phase of use should have an upper
age limit such that the life expectancy is in excest of ten years and should not
have any coexistent di eases that would probably limit their life expectancy te less
than ten years. Patients should also be selected who are reliable subjects and who
have a record of stable residence in the community such that they are willing to
cooperate in, and are likely to remain available for, the long-term follow-up required
in this study.

t4. Time period over which pacemakers will be implanted for the study.

S. The follow-up and reperting of pacemakers implanted during the investigation should
continue during the life of the patient or until the pacemaker is renoved from the
patient.

*

Prepared by the Radioisotopes Licensing Branch, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1974 (Revised January 1976).

tThese items are repetitious of information furnished by the sponsor to the NRC l' the inves-
tigational plan and in the description of the design and prototype testing of the pacemaker.
Their repetition in the standard protocol serves to infom the clinical participants, apd,
since the protocol is included by reference in the participant's application for license, it
is the nechanism for obtaining the applicant's connitment to these statenents,
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6. Control group. A series of comparable control patients with conventicral pacemakers
nf the sace type (i. ., demand or fixed rate, bipolar or unipolar) should ba f o l l o we d .
The control patients thould be treated and followed using the sane procedures for
patient selection, redica i procedures, foll>w-up, and reporting.

7. Implantation procedures and lead systens to be used. Since this is an investigational
program, not routine clinical use, it is preferable that a limited nur ber of lead
systems be used in order to limit the number of variables in the total pacing system
and thus to develop more reaningful data on longevity and reliability of the pacenaber
systens. Corvatible lead systems or adapters should be specified if lead systems
from p cvicusly implanted conventional pacerakers are to be used.

8. Specification of sticulation threshold neasurenents. The testinq shoJld be by battery-
operated pulse generatcr with an adjustable current amplitude calibrated to an accuracy
of t10t and a pulse duration within il5 of that of the pacenaker to be implanted.
For newly implanted electrodes, only those electrcdes may be used that have a thresh-
old no greater than one-fourth the milliampere output of the nuclear pacenaker against
a 500-ohm load. If the electrodes have been chronically irplanted, the threshold may
not be greater than one-third the output of the nuclear 'pacenaker against a 500-chn
load.

9. Registration and implant data and reports. Pranptly a f ter each irplanta tion , regi s tra-
tion and inplant data shall be reported to the sponsor including the name and contact
information of the patient and at least two responsible persons to be contacted if the
patient cannot be located; name and address of the hospital and responsible physician (s);
clinical data relevant to the pacemaker and its implantation; pacenaker identification
by nodel and serial nunters, date of implantation, surgical procedure, and site of
implantation; identification of leads, whetner newly implanted or preexisting, by make,
type, model, and serial number; date of implantation; vein used and location of elec-
trode (s); threshold measurements, including current pulse-width equiprrnt used; stimu-
'ation rate of the pacemaker (if demand type, rate should be measured with and without
ragnet); and history of previous inJlants and renovals of pacemakers and laads, and
reasons for such removals. A copy of the form to be used for collecting and reporting
this data should be included in the protocol.

10. Fcllow-up data and reports. Prior to release from the hospital, and at intervals of
oc t less than six nonths thereaf ter, each patient shall receive a fol?ow-up examination,
dnd Cata thereon shall be reported to the sponsor including identification of patient;
pacemaker; hospital; physician; date of implantation; date of follow-up examination;
performance of pacema'er, including stimulation rate with and without magnet; any
ralfunction of pacemaker or lead system; any modification or replacenent of paceruker
or lead systen; any adverse reaction or problem associated with pacemake r lead

system; physician's opinion and comments on pacemaker system, including
* 'aing

satisfactory or unsatisfactory; surmary of medical examination relevant , .

whether patient is carrying ider.tification card; whether patient is wearing e .a

bracelet or its equivalent; and whether contact with patient has been maintaint since
the last follow-up examination. A copy of the f orm to be used for collecting and
reporting this data should be included in the protocol.

11. Data and report of replacement or removal. Any pacemaker or lead that is replaced or
recoved for any reason shall be reported within five days to the sponsor. The report
shall include details of the elements removed or replaced, reasons for renoval or
replacement, date of removal or replacenent, date of inplantation of the elements
removed cr replaced, tests performed on renoved or replaced elerents, and results
thereof. In case of death of the patient, autopsy findings related to the pacemaker
shall be reported, and, if possible, the function of the paceraker and lead system
shall be determined at autopsy. The pacemaker and, if possible, the intact lead
system shall be removed at autopsy and returned to the sponsor for evaluation and
approved disposal of the nuclear source.

12. Notification by the licensee to the Ri ?s Licensing Branch, Directorate of
Licensing, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi. shall be rude, within 24 hours of

occurrence, of the death of any nuclear pau maker patient and any adverse reaction
and/or malfunction involving a pacemaker system, including the leads. A written
report giving details of the adverse reaction and/or malfunction shall be submitted
w thin 30 days.

13. The licensee shall notify the Radicisotopes Licensing Branch, within 10 days, of loss
of con +act with a nuclear pacereker patient.

14 The patient , or his representative, shall be informed of and shall agree in writing
to the following:

-.b
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Radionuclide-powered pacemakers are under investigation; there are alternativea.
treaLuents; and the patient must be willing to participate in the investigation.

b. Because of the radiation risk associated with burial, cremation, or loss of a
radionuclide source to the environment, the pacemaker shall be removed from the
body upon the death of the patient, and the oacemaker, when removed at death
or for any reason prior to death, shall be returned to the sponsor for disposal.

The patient must carry at all dmes an identification card containing the patient'sc.
name; the word " Radioactive, the trefoil radiation symbol; identification of the
patiert as a bearer of a radionuclide-powered cardiac pacenarer; identification of
the pacemaker by manufacturer's name and model number, amount and 4 pe of contained
radionuclide; the words "In case of emergency, hospitalizatica, or death, call
collect (name and telephone number cf the participating institution);" and infor-
mation pertaining to the patient's consent to remove the paceNaker in case of
death of the patient.

d. The patient mcst wear at all times a durable, fireproof bracelet, or other approved
form of jewelry, engraved with the patient's name, the words " Radioactive Pacemaker,"
the trefoil radiation symbol, identification of the radionuclide, and the words
"In case of emergency, hospitalization, or death, call collect (telephone number).'

e. Long-term follow-up examinations are necessary, and they will be scheduled by the
participating medical institution.

f. The hospital must be informed of any change in the patient's address or telephone
number or if there is a change in regard to the person'; to be contacted in case
the patient cannot be located.

p. The patient must notify, through the hopital and sponsor, the appropriate licensing
authority prior to any travel outside of the United States.

Copies of the forms and identification cards and a sample or replica of the bracelet
shall ne furnished as part of each application or may be included in the standard
protocol and thereby incorporated by reference in applications.

15. All hospital records concerning nuclear pacemakers, implantations, and follow-ups, or
copies thereof, shall be maintained separately from routine hospital records.

C.3 LICENSING OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS

During the investigational phase of nuclear pacemaker use, licenses are being issued only to
medical institutions that c?n assure continuity of follow-up of patients with implanted pacemakers,
rather than to individual physicians. A license issued to s medical institution authorizes
a specified possesdon limit of special nuclear material (plutonium fuel) or by-product material
(promethium) contained in pacemakers and requires the licensed institution to be responsible for
tne follow-up anj recovery of the nuclear pacemakers implanted in patients under the license.
The pnysicians de,i nated as the responsible investigators by the medical institution should have
substantial experie ' with pacemakers in the specialities of cardiology and thoracic surgery.
The medical institut M is r xpected to have an established program and appropriate facilities
for the implantation and fo slow-up of cardiac pacemakers.

Each application from a medical institution should include the following:

1. Identification of the institution as the applicant.

2. Incorporation of the standard protocol by reference, and a comitent to follow it.

3. For each physician on the study team, name, specialty and board certification, previous
experience in the implanation and follow-up of pacer.:akers, including specific informa-
tion on the duration and number of pacemakers implanted and/or followed, and the posi-
tion of the physician with tha applicant.

4. A description of the applicant's present pacemaker implantation and follow-up program
including size, duration, and types of implanation.

5. A description of the physical facilities and equipment availa91e for implanation and
follow-up, including specific test equipment required to carry out the tests discussed
in the protocol. [9 77Lu+-
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6. A cescription of the applicant's procedures for accountability and security against
loss of thef t of pacemakers before implantation and after removal from patients.

7. A description of the applicant's proceduras to assure notification of appropriate
individuals within the licensed medical institution upon receipt of a report or
inquiry concerning a pacemaker patient, including written instructions given to
telephone operators.

8. A procedure for periodically reviewing all implantation and follow-up records on nuclear
pacemaker patients and follow-up as necessary to verify that loss of contact with the
patient h,i not occurred.

9. An acknowledgment from the institution administracion of their long-term commitment to
and responsibility far the follow-up rad recovery v. nuclear pacemakers.

The instructions furnished to licensees by the sprqsor hall include details on packaging,
labeling, and shipping nuclear pacemakers for retu,a '.n the sponsor. Include a copy with inves-
tigational plan.

C.4 REPORTS

The sponsor shall tabulate the data and observations received from the investigators into a
report to his licensing agency at least everv n months daring the licensed investigation. The
reports shall include information needed to correlate the duration of satisfactory performance
or the time of service before malfunctio , and tha rature of malfunction, with the type of
implantation for both pacemakers and each type of lead used with pacenakers.

,.<e
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Appendix D

PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM-238 AND FABRICATION OF PLUTONIUM SOURCES

D.1 INTRODUCTION

Plutonium power sources used in cardiac pacemaker applications are designed to conform with
safety performance requirements identified in Sections 1 and 2 of the Nuclear Energy Agency
standards, as well as NRC standards and criteria, so that the safe containment of fuel and
minimal external radiation levels are assured.

D.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF PLUTONIUM-238 PACEMAKER FUEL

Plutonium-238 is a man-made radioactive element that is useful as a heat source because of the
cunversion of energy from radioactive decay to heat by self-adsorption of the alpha particles
within the plutonium source. Alpha particles of up to 5.5 MeV energyl are emitted at a rate of
600 billion per second per gram by plutonium-238 in its radioactive decay (half-life: 87.8 years)2
to uranium-234 (240,000-year half-life), which in turn decays by alpha-particle emission to
tho ri um-230. The specific thermal power and specific activity for plutonium-238 are 0.56 W/g
and 17.2 Ci/g respectively.3

Kilogram ouantities of plutonium-238 are routinely produced by neutron irradiation of neptunium
target material that has previously been separated from fission products. The nuclear reaction
for production of plutonium-238 is as follows:

Np+n+23eNP$23epy237

The irradiation of neptunium also produces other isotopes of plutonium. The specifications for
the high-purity plutonium-238 used for pacemaker sources are: (1) not less than 89% plutonium-238
dnd (2) not more than 0.6 part plutonium-236 per million.

Plutonium-236 is the principal contaminant in plutonium-238 because of its contribution of up to
half of the gamma radiation from pacemaker sources. The abundance of plutonium-236 in the product
varies with the conditions of irradiation of the neptunium target material.

Plutonium-236 (half-life: 2.8 years) decays to uranium-232, an alpha emitter with a 72-year
half-life. Decay of uranium-232 produces a chain of daughters. One of the daughter products
is thalliwn-208, a 2.6-MeV gamma emitter, which grows in such a rate that its maximum abundance
is achieved 18 years af ter production of the plutonium fuel. Calculations show that, af ter
10 years, the total radiation dose from a pacemaker would increase by 32 to 41% from the initial
rate, due to buildup of plutonium-236 daughter isotopes, and af ter 18 years a maximum increase
of 35 to 60; could be expected.

The following is a typical isotope composition of plutonium used for pacemaker power sources.

Pu isotope Abuncance, wt %

238 90.4
239 9.0
240 0.6
241 0.03
242 <0.01
236 <6 x 10-s2

"Less than 0.6 ppm.

Because of the low specific activity of plutonium-239 as coupared with plutonium-238 (1/280 as
much), it is not feasible tc use plutonium-239 for a heat source. Therefore, plutonium produced
in irradiated fuel of nuclear reactors is not suitable for heat sources for pacemakers.

D-1 (1* ") Q f
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D.3 RADIATION FROM PLUTONIUM-238 FUEL

Penetrating radiations from plutonium-238 fuels (of the above isotopic composition) are derived
primarily from the following sources:1

1. neutrons produced by spontaneous fission,
2. neutrons produced by (a,n) reactions in impurities of low atomic number (14 and below),
3. fast neutrons produced by fission,
4. photons from plutonium isotopes and their daughters,
5. photons that result from alpha-particle reactions with impurity elements of low atomic

number.

Neutron emission rates are associated with the spontaneous fission of plutonium-238 and -240 and
-1 -1are 2785 neutrons sec-1 g and 1020 neutrons sec-1 g respectively. Therefore, the neutron

dose rate will essentially decrease exponentially with time as the plutonium-238 decays.

Neutrons resulting from (2,n) reactions depend on the other elements present and their concentra-
tions. The important elenents in this respect are lithium, beryllium, boron, carbon, oxygen,
fluorine, sodium, magnesium, aluminum, and silicon. The (2,n) contribution in present production-
grade plutonium-238 dioxide, containing ordinary oxygen, is approximately 12,000 neutrons sec-1
g-1 These neutrons are nearly eliminated by exchanging the oxygen-17 and -18 atoms with enriched
oxygen-16, using established chemic3l techniques.

Gacra rays accompany the alpha decay of plutonium-238 and account for most of the gama radiation
observed from isotopically pure plutonium-238. This gama activity is intense (6.7 x 1010 photom
g-1 sec-1) but, because of its generally low energy (0.017 MeV), is easily shielded.

As indicated above, the principal ganra radiation from plutonium heat sources is from the
daughter products of the plutonium-236 contaminant.

D.4 RADIATION FROM A PACEMAKER

4 were made with a lithium-The photon en!rgy spectrum measurenents of a nuclear-powered pacemaker
drif ted gemanium [Ge(Li)] semiconductor detector. The 20-cm3 detector was large enough to have
moderate efficiency in the MeV energy range and had a thin beryllium window so that fluorescent
x rays fron shielding material could be detected. For the spectrum measurements, the battery
and pulse generator were placed on a plastic tower (for low scattering) 2 in. above the face of
the detector. The Ge(Li) detector had been previously calibrated usirig several sets of standard
gama-ray sources provided by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), so that the absolute
photon intensity could be reasured for sources at various positions on the plastic tower. A
1024-chanrel analyzer was used to collect data over a range of 0 to 4 MeV, and a computer program
was Written to correct for detector efficiency and to plot the spectra.

The two gama spectra presented in Fig. D.1 show the gama spectrum through the side of a pace-
maker battery and the flat side of the pulse generator containing the same battery. The garma-
ray spectrum msults from the decay of plutonium-233, the daughters of plutonium-236, and other
impurities in pacemaker sources. The tantalum and platinum-iridium capsules effectively remove
all of the lower energy photons below about 150 kev. The highest energy observed was the
2.615-MeV photopeak from thallium-208, a decay product of plutonium-236. This photopeak contrib-
utes more to the dose than any other single photopeak (approximately one-third cf the total dose).
These spectra have been corrected for detector efficiency, and the area under the photopeak is
proportional to the photon intensity. Photopeaks observed at 72, 583, and 891 kev may arise from
F(a,n) reactions and suggest the presence of low atomic number impurities. The photopeaks ob-
served at 300 and 312 key arise from proactinium-238, the daughter of neptuniun-237 (the target
material for the production of plutonium-238).

Most of the neutrons arise from the spontaneous fission of plutonium-238. These neutrons have a
Maxwellian distribution in energy: a modal energy of about 0.8 to 0.9 MeV, an average energy of
about 2.0 to 2.1 MeV, and a 1cng " tail" up to about 15 Mey. Neutrons arising from (a,n) mactions
from low atomic number impurities also have energies in this range; for example, the F(2,n)
reaction has aa energy of 1.4 MeV. Since the plutonium-238 sources are very small and have a low
neutron yield, direct measurements are tedious and subject to error.
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The largest reduction of neutron intensity was in the directions of the most hydrogenous plastic
(epoxy) shielding. A nearly isotropic neutron emission is suggested. The neutron emission rate
calculated for the nuclear-powered pacemaker was 716 neutrons /sec. The battery contained 160 mg
of plutonium-238, giving a specific neutron yield of 4590 neutrons sec-1 g-1, which is about 751
higher than the yield from pure plutonium-238, as calculated from the rate of spontaneous fission.
Because of the uncertainties of the measuring method, the measured value is estimated to be
accurate within 10 to 20%.

An in-depth discussion of the patient radiation doses from plutonium-powered pacemakers can be
found in Appendix F.

0.5 PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE FUEL FORM

The fuel forn used in plutonium-powered pacemakers is plutonium dioxide, which has been well
characterized - 3.5-3 for use as a heat source. Plutonium dioxide is chemically and metabolicallyl

inert and only 1 x 10-6 of an ingested quantity is absorbed into the body. Its high melting
point (2365 2 30 C), high chemical stability (heat of formation, 935 2 10 cal /g at 25 C), and
low vapor pressure (heat of vaporization, 493 10 cal /g), together with its hardness (approxi-
mately 850 DPri) and strength (approximately 14,000 psi tensile strength 0 and 48,000 psi com-1

pressive strengthll), make the use of plutonium dioxide intrinsically consistent with good
safety design practices.12 A corpact of the plutonium-238 dioxide is used since the power
density is low for powder (about 1 W/cm ) and high for pellets (about 4.2 W/cd).3

D.6 SOURCE FABRICATION

Using well-established technology, plutonium heat sources are fabricated by commercial vendors
using cold pressing and sintering techniques (to approximately 1500 C) to form a tough ceramic
pellet that is highly resistant to abrasion. Most pellets are cylindrical with dimensions
approximately 1/4 by 1/4 in. This pellet is encapsulated in a refractory metal, generally tan-
talum or a tantalum-base alloy. A void space is provided in the capsule to accommodate the
helium that is generated from the decay of the plutonium. The capsule material is chosen on the

l3 with the fuel. A secondbasis of its strength, shielding characteristics, and compatibility
and possibly a third encapsulation of the fuel are accomplished with materials selected to pro-
vide resistance to corrosion and oxidation. All envelopes are sealed by welding techniques
such as tungsten inert gas or electronic beam.

Thermoelectric power generators (nuclear batteries) operate on the principle that an electric
current will be generated by a themocouple or thermopile if there is a temperature difference
between tra junctions. Heat for the hot junction is provided by the fuel pellet. Nuclear-
powered pacemaker batteries typically use dissimilar semiconductive materials, Bi Te380:BipSe3202

Sb Te370 (positive "p"), which provide electrical energy through(negative "n") and Bi Te330: 22

tne Seebeck effect. The "n" and "p" thermoelectric interconnects consist of small metallic
strips, which are firmly attached across electrical insulators that physically separate the
elements. One bimetallic themocouple system that is used consists of Cupron (Ni-Cu alloy) and
Trophel (Ni-Cr alloy) fabricated into thermocouples in a series with parallel configuration.
A temperature difference of approximately 60 C is maintained between the hot and cold junctions.

Highly efficient thermal insulation surrounds the thermoelement and channels the flow of heat
across the two junctions. The output of the nuclear battery is in the range of 250 to 600 LW.
The battery generally is contained in a titanium housing and is sealed by welding. Since the
heat loss from the battery to the body is low, there is no significant difference between the
surface temperature of the pacemaker housing and the temperature of the body.

( 9 *1 ))t-'<_
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Appendix E

STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMNCE OF NUCLEAR-POWERED CARDIAC PACEMAKERS

E.1 INTRODUCTION

Procedures have been developed for evtluating the reliability of nuclear-powered pacemakers
using information on clinical experience obtained from the investigational programs. These
evaluation procedures, based on statistical techniques, provide a systematic means to determine
the acceptability or nonacceptability of nuclear pacemakers as rapidly as possible. Sui ta ble
criteria are met when it is establisned, with a high degree of confidence, that the failure rate
of nuclear units is less than or equal to an acceptable standard.

For the investigational program, a limitation is imposed on the monthly implantation rate, which
is aimed at controlling the number of units in circulation until routine use is authorized.
Also, constraints are placed on the number of pacemaker-patient-monthe that are allotted to any
one manufacturer for the evaluation of the perforrunce of his uits.

Computer programs were developed for the Comission (by Drs D. Kleitmn and A. Barnett, of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; D. Rosenbaum of Mitre Corporation; and B. Singer, of
Columbia University) to evaluate pacemaker performance. Thesa programs require as input the
following predetermined parameters: The maximum acceptable failure standard, R; the confidence
level on the maximum acceptable failure standard, P; the total accumulated number of pacemker-
patient-months in which a decision must be reached, T; a desired confidence level to terminate
a unit's evaluation due to an excessive number of pacecuker failure's, C, and a parameter con-
cerned with determining whether pacerukers are failing at a constant rate, a. The output from
these programs provides the information necessary to determine whether one of the following
circumstances exists:

(1) There is a high degree of confidence (P) that the unit's failure rate is less
than the acceptable standard (R), and the test can be discentinued because
acceptability is denonstrated.

(2) The number of device failures has become 50 13rge that, with a high degree of
confidence (C), pacenaker acceptability cannot be deronstrated, even if the
investigation is run to conclusion. In this case, the test should be discon-
tinued and this paceruker rodel removed from further implanting.

(3) Not enough data has been collected tc establish one of the above conditions
and the experiment should continue.

For purposes of this evaluation, a paceruker is considered to fail if, for any reason, the pace-
raker needs to be removed and/or replaced because of failure to provide satisfactory pacing to
the patient.

E.2 PLAN FOR STATISTICAL TESTING

Acceptability of pacemaker performance is based on the failure pattern of the devices undergoing
clinical tests. If pacemaker failures occur at randon intervals (from the date of implantation),
a constant failure rate model can be used to set the acceptable failure standard. It is also
important to know whether there is evidence for any increase with tine in the failure rate for
any one pacemaker model. A statistical test for significant deviations from a constant failure
rate is given in Sect. E.3.

The " confidence interval criterion" is used to determine pacemaker acceptability. Success is
determined at time T if it can be deduced from the data, with confiJence level P, that the failure
rate of the unit is less than or equal to R. If the evaluation of the other data should reveal
an excessive failure rate for the unit, implantation of the devices is to be halted. This does
not imply that implanted devices should be removed.

E.2.1 Computer program for test analysis and stop test criteria

This computer program for pacemaker test analysis and stop test criteria, requires, as inputs,
the maximum number of trials (paceruker-months) allowed in the test; the ruximum allowed failure

b)
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rate of the pacemaker being tested (in f ailures per paceraker-nonth); the minimum allowed
probability that the pacemaker has a failure rate less than or equal to the maximum failure rate
allowed; and, the smallest P(T,S.:Q,F) allowed (note: P(T,S:Q,F) < 1 - C).

An example of input and output data for this program are given in Tables E.1, E.2, and E.3.

Table E.1. Sample input data

Maximum allowed failure rate (pacemaker failures
per month) 0.00150

Minimum allowed probability that pacemaker has
failure rate less than or equal to maximum

allowed 0.90000

Smallest P(T,S:Q,F) allowed 0.05000

Maximum pacemaker months of test 25,000

Table E.2. Sample output data

Probability that the failure rate is Number of f ailures
less than or equal to the maximum in 25,000 pacemaker-
all owed ra te ma ke r-mon th s

1.00000 0
1.00000 1

1.00000 2

1.00000 3

1.00000 4

1.00000 5

1.00000 6

1.00000 7

1.00000 8
1.00000 9

1.00000 10

1.00000 11

1.00000 12

1.00000 13
0.99399 14

0.99997 15

0.99993 16

0.99985 17

0.99967 18
0.99932 19

0.99868 20
0.99753 21

0.99557 22
0.99239 23
0.98743 24
0.97998 25
0.96923 26

0.95430 27
0.93429 28

,, , . _ , ,

0.90839 29 ', / /s

0.87599 30 - "- "-

The program prints out, ordered by numbers of failures, a table (Table E.3.) that tells at each
reporting period whether to stop the test because the pacemaker has passed or failed or whether
to continue. The printout should be used as follows. At the end of each reporting period,
which might be monthly for example, one looks along the row beginning with the total number of
failures up to that point. If the number of pacemaker-months up to that point is less than the
cunber listed in the talumn entitled " minimum pacemaker-months justifying continuance," then
the test is judged a failure and should be stopped. If the number of pacemaker-months up to that
point is at least as large as the number listed in the colurn entitled " minimum pacemaker-months
justifying success," then the test is judged a success and should be stopped. If the number of
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pacemaker-months up to that point lies between the two minimum numbers, then not enough data has
been collected to com to a decision, and the test should be continued. The other two colunns
give the actual values of the relevant parameters.

Table E.3. Sample output from pro 9 ram for pacemaker test analyses
and stop test criteria

Probability that
Minimum Minimum failure rate is less

Actual pacemaker Calculated pacemaker than or equal to
number months P(T,S:Q,F) nonths maximum allowed for

of j us ti fying j us ti fyi ng minimum pacemaker months
f a il ure s con ti nuan ce success justifying success

0 0 1.00000 1534 0.90001
1 45 0.05093 2592 0.90004
2 311 0.05024 3547 0.90005
3 721 0.05009 4453 0.90009
4 1214 0.05002 5328 0.90008
5 1764 0.05006 6181 0.90000
6 2356 0.05008 7020 0.90007
7 2981 0.05003 7845 0.90001
8 3635 0.05003 8661 0.90002
9 4314 0.05005 9469 0.90006

10 5015 0.05005 10269 0.90004
11 5736 0.05004 11063 0.90002
12 6476 0.05003 11852 0.900r3
13 7234 0.05001 12636 0.90002
14 8010 0.05003 13416 0.90002
15 8803 0.05004 14192 0.90001
16 9612 0.05000 14965 0.90003
17 10433 0.05001 15735 0.90005
18 11284 0.05004 16501 0.90001
19 12146 0.05G02 17265 0.90000
20 13027 0.05000 18027 0.90002
21 13929 0.05001 18786 0.90000
22 14854 0.05004 19544 0.90004
23 15803 0.05003 20299 0.90002
24 16781 0.05003 2l052 0.90000
25 17793 0.05001 21804 0.90002
26 18849 0.C5003 22554 0.90001
27 19963 0.05001 23303 0.90003
28 21167 0.05001 24050 0.90003
29 22548 0.05002 24795 0.90000

E.2.2 Stopping tests prior to completion

This Section discusses the problem of when to stop the test if the device is obviously failing.
Let T be the total number of device-months in the total test schedule and S the maximum
allowable cunber of failures that the pacemaker c%ld sustain in T device-months. Then, one
crude test would be to stop the test whenever the (S+1)st failure occurs. How !ver, if S pace-
makers were implanted the first nonth, and all failed immediately, the criter ion would still
indicate that the test should continue. Therefore, a more sensitive criterion is clearly
requi re d .

Consider the situation in nhich F pacemakers have failed in the first Q pacemaker-months. Assume
that there are exactly S failures in the total T pacemaker-months. Then, the probability
[P(T,S:Q,F)] that there could be F or more failures in the first Q pacemaker-months purely at
random can be expressed as follows:

(E.1)P(T.S:Q,F) = (1/ S) S
*

where L(S,Q) is the smaller of S and Q. If this probability is low enough, less than ST, for
example, the test will be considered to be unsuccessfully concluded. The lowest acceptable
value of P(T,$:Q,F) must be supplied to the computer program. 7,,.

hk I - 1
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E.2.3 Determining the confidence that the failure rate does not exceed R

Let Q be the total number of pacemaker-months. Then, if F is the number of failures in this
period, it can be said, with confidence C, that the failure rate is no greater than R if

F
$ (E.2)[ (1 - R) R A l-C

J=0

The sample output data given in Table E.3 also shows the coilfidence level in the last column.

E.3 TESTING THE STATISTICAL ASSUMPTION

This entire analysis of pacemaker test data is based upon the assumption of a constant failure
rate. The resultant decisions on passing or failing the test are sensitive to this assumption.
It is, therefore, irportant to molitor the data to determine whether there is any significant
evidence of deviation from a constant failure rate, particularly if the evidence indicates an
increasing failure rate.

Suppose r pacemakers fail up to some point in time T at ages al, For each pacemaker, one cana , with aj4j+1 Each ofr..

the pacemakers used has been in service a certain unit of time.
calculate a set of r.. ters X], X , where Xj is the totai number of months the pacemaker wasr,

in service between its ages ai-1 and aj, (a =0). This number will be 0 if the device did notc
attain an age over aj.] during the experiment, aj - aj.1 if it survived up to aj, and w-aj.1 r

it was w Jnits old at the point of testing (T) of the test .eith ai_1 o cj. Su ring over al',
devices, ane may compute r numbers, S , 5 , .. S as the total number of pacemaker month" ' i1 2 r
service in each age class.

Since it is assumed that the failure rate of the pacemakers does not change with age. re
numbers S , S , .Sr should be neither systematically increasing nor decreasing. This does1 3
not mean, however, that these should be identical, since the Poisson assumption itself allows
for the random ages at which individual pacemakers fail. Correlation between the values of Sj
and j must be identified, and whether such a correlation is too great to be caused by normal
fluctuations in Poisson distributions must be determined.

If Sj tends to decrease as j increases (with increasing service life), failures are getting
closer together and the devices have an increasing failure rate. Such an effect can be tested
by examining the behavior of G(r) as follows:

r

S (r-j )
G(r) = J*l

j (E.3)
r

E S.
3j=1

G(r) is a weighted average of the Sj's with Sj multiplied by (r-1), S2 by (r-2), S(r-l) by 1, etc.
Note that the Sj's for lower j are weighted more heavily in this average.

If the Poisson hypothesis is correct, the average of this ratio is expected to be r-1/2. If Sj
is decreasing for rising j, since the weighted average counts the earlier Sj's more heavily,
the first Sj's furnish a disproportionate part of the sum and G(r) will increase above its
expected values r-l/2. If G(r) is found to be well above its expected value, it suggests a
systematic tendency toward more frequent failures among older pacemakers.

When the likelihood is sufficiently great, the assumption of a constant failure rate should be
examined to determine whether sone other assumption might be more compatible with the data.

A standard method of testing for deviations from a Poisson distribution is as follows:

The mean value u, of G(r), is given by u = (r-1)/2;

The variance of G(r), F , is given by

e = (r-1),

I[*4)12

"" {r
[ /
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The parameter (a) represents the point at which one rejects the hypothesis of constant failure
rate. Typically the hypothesis might be rejected if the observed value of G(r) exceeded its
mean by 2 standard deviations (22) or more; this would correspond to a near 0.05.

The constant failure rate is rejected when

erfc[(G(r) p)/a] > l-2 ,

where
X

(2 )-1/2 f.e-
/2erfc (x) : dy

-

E.3.1 Computer program for testing the assumption of a constant failure rate

This section discusses a computer program for testing the assumption of a constant fcilure rate.
The progrcm requires, as input, the probability (2) that the hypothesis of constant failure rate
will be rejected vchen it is, in fact, valid; the date of implantation for each pacemaker; the
dates of failure (for those pacemakers that have failed); the date of removal from the patient
(for those pacemakers that have been removed without failing); and the date (T) of evaluation
of data. A sample input is shown in Table E.4

Table E.4. Example of input paraneters

Statistical Anal sis for Constancy of Failure Rate as of 74-5-11

Pacemaker Date Date removed, failed, Days of
serial no. implanted or present date service

1 73-1-11 74- 4- 1 000446
2 73-1-20 74- 2-15 000390
3 73-2-10 74- 5-11 000457
4 73-3-17 74- 4- 8 000386
5 73-4- 8 74- 5-11 000398
6 73-7- 5 73-10- 1 000087
7 74-1-13 74- 2- 1 000018
8 74-2-10 74- 5-11 000092
9 74-1-20 74- 3- 1 000041

10 74-3- 1 74- 5-11 000070

10 devices in file

Failures
Pacemaker Date Days of
serial no. inplanted Date failed service

7 74-1-13 74- 2- 1 000018
9 74-1-20 74- 3- 1 000041
4 73-3-17 74- 4- 8 000386
2 73-1-20 74- 2-15 000390
1 73-1-11 74- 4- 1 000446

Removals

Pacemaker Date Days of
serial no, implanted Date removed service

6 73-7- 5 73-10- 1 000087

For each pacemaker, the program gives the following output (ordered by device serial number):
the date installed; the date removed or failed; and the total days of service as of the date
of data evaluation. It also lists separately the same data (ordered by days of 9ervice) for
those pacemakers that have failed and those that have been removed without failing. Finally,
the program lists the pacemaker-days in each interval class (Sj) and the value of
erfc[(G(r)-u)/s]. Unless this value is less than 1-2 the hypothesis of constant failure is
rejected. The following is an example of the computer output, using the input data listed in
Table E.4:

/, ' 1 <3J7 r
s -
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5 = R = Failures before test end
I = Removals before test end

2.0000 = (R-1)/2
2.1310 = G(R)
0.3333 = Variance of G(R)
0.590 = ERFC

Pacemaker days in interval classes:
180.0 207.0 1851.0 16.0 120.0

Alpha is the probability of rejecting the hypothesis of constant failure rate when it is in fact
valid. Alpha is an input that would typically be 0.05 so that, in this case, one would not
reject the constant failure hypothesis.

.. ;

i d')
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E.' SAMPLE PRINT 0UT OF THE MAIN COMPUTER PROGRAM

//81211sh7 J04 (1211,5677),'*.a.SwdPF W7465J',1SGLEVELul,CLASSzF
// EXEC FJRTHCLG,DARM. FORT 'aC3,3PT 2',1FGIlN:2a04.71*F=10
// FORT.SYSIN 00 *

C PACEwAKER EXPERIMENTAL ftST ANALY9fS AN3 ST3P IEST CRITERIA
C PR3GRaw T3 w3NITow NT TRIALS F3R SJrr!CIFNT FAILJWE9 T '1 JUST]FY STOPaPING FXP
C 3R SUFFICIENT LACK 3F FaltJaES 77 C 3NCL J3E Ex3t4IwfNf IS SJCCESSFLL

IwALICIT Rt A L * A ( A 8,3-2 )
C74MJN 3 FACT (25001)
OATA NRLK/' '/
DATA NST/'**/
C A LL ERaSF T (209,256, =1,1 )
C ALL ERdSE T (20 A,2 56,-1,1 )
CALL ERESET(207,256,-1,1)
3 FACT (1120.0D+00
31 10 1:2,25001
Als!

10 SFACT(!):DFACT(I-1)+DL7;(AI)
505 CONTINUE

READ (5,100,FNDa900) RSPFC,00NF,3SJCC,NTEE
100 F3RWAT(3F10.0,Il0)

PRINT 101,HSPEC,C]NF,PSJCC,NTEF
IF(NTEE.GT.25000) ST3D

101 FORMAT (tw!,101,' INPUT SATA',// ,14 ,'" Arid)" ALLJaED FAILJRE RATE'
1 , T 5 3, F 13. 5, / ,19 e'"INIWUM ALL0aE7 PR3943ILITY THAT SEvfCE HAS *
2AILU"II,/,1H p lRATE LESS Tw&N OR = $4x ALL3mE3',T53,F13.5,
3 /,14 ,'5MALLEST PCT S Q F) ALL3=ES',T53,F13.5,
C/,1H .aMAXI"a" TRIALS 3F TEST' 755,I13)
PRINT 510,NTEE

510 FORMAT (/,1HO,'PROSARILITY THAT TwE FAILURE NATE IS',T45,'TF TH[ NJ
1"BER 3F',/,1H e'LESS THAN DR FQJAL T3 THE 9AXI"J"',T45,'FAILURfS I
2N',/,1w ,'ALL0aED RATE IS',T45,I5,' TRIALS IS')

NSs0
103 CALL RDSF1(RSPEC,CALCON,Ns,NTfF)

PRINT 110,CALCON,NS
110 FORMAT (tw .10X,F9.5,T50,I7)

IF(CALC 3N.LE. CONF) GO TO 102
N3LO:NS
DLDsCALCON
NS=NS+1
IFCNS.GT.NTEE*RSPEC) 31 To 10u
GO T 3 10 3

104 PRINT 105
105 FnR=AT(1H ,' FAILURE IN a0sE1')

G9 73 505
102 CONTINUE

CALC 3N=3LD
NS=NDLn
NNS=NS+1
PRINT 108

108 FORMAT (1H1,pACTUALe,T15,su!Nimows,TTO, pCALCT.ATEDs, Tote s*INIMUMe,
1Thie'AR39AMILITY8,/,1H ,8 NowRER',T15,' TRIALS' ,730,'P(T S Q F)
2 ' , T 4 7, ' T R I A L S ' , T 61, ' F A I LURF RATE',/,1w ,'1F',T15,' JUSTIFYING',T30,
3'AFTER TRIALS',T47,'Justfrv!NG',TS1,'LE33 3R z"Ax',/,1H ,8FAILURFS
4 e , T 15, ' C ON T I NU A NC E ' ,7 5 0, ' I N PRFv C1L ' ,7 4 7, ' S J CC E S S ' ,7 51, ' A L L 0a F D r

53R',/,Id ,T61,'41NT404 TRIALS',/,1H ,561,'JJSTIFYING',/,14 ,761,'S
euCCESS')
03 206 Izt,NNS
N F E I-I
IF(NF.NE.0) GD Tl 405
NGs0
CALSUCst.0

( k
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G7 T3 704
405 C7NTINUE

ITEWs0
NFIN1xN9LM
NUPPERsNTtt
NL0aERs0

404 Na s%NUPPEH&NL0aER(/2
208 CALL ROSF2(CALSUC,NF,N1,NS,NTEF)

IF%NUPPER-NL0aFR.LT.4< G7 T 1 217
IF(DA9S(CALSUC=PSJCC).LT. 001) il T3 207
IF% ITER.GI.50< G3 T3 73u
ITERsITER&1
IF%CALSJC.GT.PSUCC< G3 T1 an!
NLJaERsNQ
G3 T3 ann

401 NUPPERsNQ
G7 T3 404

704 NFINisNST
1001 FnRMAT(tw ,318,3D18.8)
207 CONTINUE

!F(NFIN1.NE.NBLd) GO T3 550
ISET=1
IF(CALSJC.GT.PSUCC) ISET=-1
DELTCALSUC-PSUCC
D3 506 !!=1,NTEE
IF(N3.LE.NF.Od NG.GE.NTEE) GO T7 550
N0uNG+TSFT
CALL ROSF2(CALSJC,NF,N2,NS,NTEF)
IF((CALSUC-PSUCC)/7ELT.GE.C nDO) G3 T3 Sob
GO TO 507

506 C O N T I t.U E
507 CONTINUE

IF(ISET.FG.-1) N3 N3+1
CALL ROSF2(CALSUC,NF,N2,NS,NTEF)

550 C3NTINUE
NFIN22NRLK

601 ITER =0
NUPPERsNTtt
NL3*ERs0

705 NNGs1NUPPER&NLO=ER</2
210 CALL ROSFl(RSPEC,CALCON,Nr,NNQ)

IF%NJPPEW-NL3aFR.LT.4< G7 T7 PS9
IFf3 ABS (CALC 3N-CONF).LT..n01) G3 Tl 209
IF%!TER.GT.50< G3 T3 701
ITERsITERL1
IF% CALC 3N.GT. CONF < G3 T1 702
NL3aEWsNNQ
G3 T3 701

702 NUPPERsNNQ
G3 fl 703

701 NFIN2:NST
209 C3NTINuE

IF(NF1N2.NL.NHLK) G3 T1 551
ISETal
I F ( C A ' r * . ', T . C O N F ) I SF T =-1-

SFLTsCALCoo-CJNF
D1 508 IIzi,NTFE
IF(NNG.LE.NF.OR.NN7.GE.NTrr) c3 77 551

NN3NNa+ISFT
CALL RDSF1(WSPEC,CALCON,NF,NNG)
IF((CALC 7N- C3NF)/0ELT.GE.0.0DO) G1 T3 505

D _) 4I ( )7 O
9/ '
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G7 TJ soo
508 C3NTI'duE
509 C3NTINuE

IFf! SET.FG,-1) NN1sNN1+1
CALL RDSF1(RSPEC CALCns,Nr,NN1)

551 C7NTINuf
PRINT 2.' t ,NF , NG,C AL SUC. NF T NI NNG C A LC1N, NFI N2

211 F9AMAT(tw ,14, 5 x , I R ,4 x , F 16. s 41, '4 x , I S , 7 x , F 10. 5, 41,41,71 * )
206 C3NTINUE

G3 TJ s0%
900 ST3P

END
SURRldTINF R OS E 2 % 8, N F , N 1, w S , N T <
Im*LICri Rt4 lea (A-w,J-Z)
C3*MJN SFACT(25001)
DIMENSIJN NS11<
Ist
NS%1< sus
P=0.00+30
WIN 8%S(!)
IF(NG.LT. MIN) MINzNQ
IF(NT-NJ.LT.NS(!)-wr) G7 79 40
IF(NF.GT. MIN) GD ?q 40
u!xzNr+1
*Araw!N+1
D3 50 JJ HIX, Max
JzJJ-1
P P+0ExP(FACT (N5(I))+ FACT (NT-NSff))-FACT (NT)-FACT (J) FACTfNQ-J)

x+ FACT (N3)-FACT (NS(I)-J)-FACT (NT=N0=vS(I)+J)+ FACT (NT-Na))
50 CONTINUE
51 FORuAT(tw .319,2019.10)
40 C7NTINuE

IF(P.LT.0.0) Pz0.0
RETURN
EN)
FUNCTION FACT (!!)
IwDLICIT RfAL**(A-4,J-?)
C3*M3N 3rACT(25001)
FACT so 0
IF(!!.LE.1) RETURN
FACT =nf AC T(II)
RETVRN
ENS
SO3R3UTINE ROSft%r,PR,Nr,Na<
I"* LICIT REAL*8(A-d,3-l)
ERF(3):7ERP(D)
PRz0.0
C3Nz2.0/9.0
AzNF+1
8N3-NF+1
IF(N3 LT.ts) G3 rq 400

DISCm(4+8-1.0)*(1.6-x)
IF(DISC.GT. 8) G3 T3 201
C8!S3 nISC*(3.0-x)-(1,0-x)+(u-t.0)
ANJs2. nap

IF(ANO.LT.30.0) G3 71 200
x=((CdISO/ANU)**(1.0/3.o)-(1.0-C7N/AN1))

C/OSQRT(CDN/ANUa2.01
prs,5-0ERF(x )e.$
G1 T3 202

201 C1NTINUE

9c')L q <\,
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EGls(9**)**(1.0/3.1)
EG2=fA*(1.0-X))**(1.0/5.0)
Y:1.5*(EGt*(1.0-1.6/0.0/9)-EG2*(1.1 1.0/0,0/A))/

C(F 1*EGl/H+EG2*EG2/A)**.5
Y,YepsoRT(d.0D+001
PR=.S*(1.0+EWF(Y))

202 CDNTINoE
200 CONTINUE

IFfPR.LT,0.0) PR=q,0
RETURN

400 CALL RnSFu(x,PR,Nr,NC)
RETURN
EN3
SUBRJuTINt RJSf4(K.Paevr,ma)
INPLICIT ptAL*8(A-8,3-z)

100 F04NAT(8F10.0)
prs 0.000
NNFeNF
MAX:NO-NNF
IF(MAY.LT.0) GO T1 101
PR = r * * (NNF + 1 ) / (NNF +1) /6F xP(F A CT (97=NNF > J
IF(NAX LT.1) GO T1 200
PwASEst.0
00 103 N=1, MAX

PwASE= PHASE *(-1.0)
103 PRsPR+PdASt****(NNF+N+11/ ( NNF * 1 + N ) /)F X P ( F A C T ( N ) +.r AC T ( N3=NN F-N ) )
200 PR=PRanE XP(F AC T (N3+1)-r AC T(NNF ))

IF(Pd.LT.1,0D-05) G3 T3 101
101 C O N T I Nile
300 FOQNAT(tw ,013.5,275,Dti.s'

RETURN
EN3

/*

//GD.SYSIN Dn *
/*

*
't .' ''._ :g' , ' '
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E.5 SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TESTING THE ASSUMPTION OF A CONSTANT
FAILURE RATE

//g1211sh7 Jod (12t1,5577),'*,a,Swopt r7365J',*SGLEVFLrt, CLASS =F
// txtC FJATGCLG,*A04.r3eiz'aC)',EEGIJN:110<
//rnaf.91 SIN 00 m

Iw3 LICIT RFAL*A(4-w,3-l)
DI*ENSI]N NSEW(2001)
INTEGEo*? NAGE,IP39,NC33Ff?0no),NTF*21(2000,5),NTEwp2(23no,1),

*Ip4(10),N04YS(2000)
DI"ENSIJN NAGE(?300,h),IP7S(2000),5)*(1100) ,N3&TF11<
DATA Ip4/'O','1','?','le,'un,'s','%','I','S','9'/
19:5
N7JTzb
77 101 !st,1000

101 SUS 11<s0.0
100 FlawAT1Is,612,2X,It)

Ns0
READ 104, NDATE

Inu r7RwaT1112<
pe!NT 206,NDAft

206 F]44AT(1H1, 'STA?!9ffCal & *i A L Y 119 F34 C3NSTANCY 'T FAILJ9F RAf*
1 AS JF',3(1x,12),
1/,140,']FVICE',715,'DaTF',Ttq,s9atr aE"1VE),',T50,
*'SavS OF StWVICE'
2,/,1H ,'SEWIAL NJ,8,715,'TNSTALLF1',710,'raILIO, JR',

a/,19 .T50,'PRESENT SATE')
609 NsN%1

REa3(IN,100,ENO:900) NSEWfN),(Nirwat(N,J),J=1,3),
(NTTMP2(N,J),J:1,5),NC70F(N)*

Ip33%N<sN
I r ( N T E M Pd (' ,1 ) . NE . 0 ) G1 T1 700
NTEWP2(N,1)=NSATE(1)
NTEMP2(N,2):NDATE(2)
NTEMP2(N,1)=NDATECT)

700 NnAYS(u): 165*(NTEwP2(N,1)-NTFwp1(N,1)) t19.4*(NTEsp2(N,2).
NTEMP1(N,2))4NTE*p2(N,11-NTF931(N,1)*

wSaySsN]AYS1N<
300 93 101 Irt,6

ds40AYS/%10,0<**%$-!<
w,ayStuSavS-10+*%$-!<**
NaGE19,1<s!P4%"Ll<

103 C1NTINUE
PAINT 204, NSFR'N),(NTE*P1(N,J),12t,5),(NTE*p?(N,J).J=1,1),
(NAGE(N,J),J:1,6)*

208 r79*AT(two,IR,7X,3(12,1x), 6v, \(12,1x),151,6al)

ro l T3 600
900 NsN-1

PRINT 207,s

207 rlamAT(two,18,' OEVICES Iw FTLF')
Lab
<TYP=45
CALL A33RT(~AGF,ID7S,N,L,wTyp)
PRINT 601

601 r3EMAT(twl,///,' FAILJ2ES',/,
11w0,'3FVICt8,T15,'naTF',Tto,'rair ralLE9',151,'haVS 3r SERVICF'
2,/19 e'SFWIAL N3.',T15,'INSTALLE0')
11 607 !=1,N

fr(NtonE(IWnS(I)).NF.1) nn T, sea

po!NT 704, NSER(IPq$(!)),(NYr"pt(IP1S(!),J),J:1,3),
(NTE"Ps(IPnS(!),1),J:1,1),(Nar,Eftp)S(I),J),Jzt,5)*

602 C3NTINdF
Nrzo
peINT 701

O l!. \/99
(_\ u
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701 F3RMAT(141,///,' REMOVALS',/,
11"O,'SFVICL',T15,'54TE',TTO,'DATF RE43VES',T51,'34YS JF SERVICE'
2,/1H ,*3FRIAL N3 ',T15,'!NSTALLE9')
D3 702 lui,N
IF(NCOnE(IPOS (!)).NE.2) G3 T3 702
NFsNF+1
PRINT 208, NSER(I'3*(I)),(NTFMP1(IP3S(!),J),Jst,3),
(NTE">2(!POS(l),J),Jul,3),(NAGE(IP3S'!),J),Jst,6)e

702 CONTINUE
NLaST50
Is0
NRs0

401 IsIL1
iFEI.CT,NC GO TO 402
IFENC00E21POSCI)).NE.1) GO 70 401

C NCODE si " FANS DEVICE FAILES 0" FANS NEVER FAILE,

NDELTsN34YS%IPDS11<<=NLaST
NRsN1st
LsNDELT
D3 303 xst,N
LsNDAYSKIPO!4K<<-NLAST
IFENDELT.LE.L< LsNDELT
I F ( L'. L E . 0 ) GO TO 303
Sum (NR)nSUM(NR)+L

303 CONTINUE
NLas(sNDAYS!!POSEI<<
GD TO 401

400 CONTINUE
402 CONTINUE

Gs0.0
ADENs0.'0
D3 500 Jsi,NR
GsGLSUMEJ<*ENR-J<

500 ADENsADENLSUMEJ<
GsG/ADEN
ARsNR
Us%%AR-1</2.0<

C SIGS38U*Ua %AR/XARL1<*tt.018.0eti*AR=1.0</AR/X1R-1.0<<=1.0< 3'.D VERS
JLD VERS

C ZILCHs(G-U)/SIGS3/DSQRT(2.000)
SIGSQsu/6.0
ZILCHs(G-U)/DSQRT(SIGS3e2.0)
BANSs 5eDERFC(= ZILCH) s

PRINT 403,NR,NF,U,G SIGSQ,8ANS
403 F3RMAT(1H1,///21X,18,' mRzFATLURES BEFORE TEST END',/,1H .20X,

REH0V ALS SEF3RE TEST END',/,1H ,20X,FS.4,' s (Rai)/2',/,
og8,8 a
als ,20X,F8,4,' s G(R)',/,lH ,20X,FB.4,' u VARIANCE JF G(R)',/,

8 ERFC')alH ,20XeF8.4,'
PRINT 400

al 9 FORMAT (1H1,' DEVICE DAYS IN INTERVAL CLASSES')
PRINT 406,(SUM (!),t:1,NR)

406 F3RMAT(1H e5F13.1)
BANSat.-8ANS
PRINT 410, BANS

410 FORMAT (///,1HO, ' ALPHA SHOULD 9E LESS THAN',F8.4,8 3R THE',/,
ogs ,'wYP0 THESIS OF CONSTANT FAILURE IS REJECTED,',//,
etwo,fALPwa IS THE PROBA8ILITY THAT v3U WILL REJECT THE HYP3 THESIS'
*,/,1H
*'3F CONSTANT FAILURE RATE WMFN IT IS IN FACT VAll3.'/1H ,' ALPHA IS

,

* AN INPUT.')
407 FORMAT (1H ,1018)

STOP

/q< ,; -r

'h6.
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ENS
SU3R3JTINE ASURT(Naw,IP13,N,L,KTY3)
INTEGER *2 NA",INPRFC,IALPR,NFLAG, ipr, IPOS
DISENSIJN IPJS(150n)

C ,NFLAG(1560),NA4(2000,06), INpREC(11), IPR (45),14LPPf32)
SATA IPR /* ' , ' A ' , s R ' , ' c ' , ' n ' , ' E ' , ' F ' , ' E. ' , ' d ' , ' I ' , ' J ' , ' < ' , ' L ' ,
tows,'No,'O','P','Q','R','S','T','J','V','a','t','Y','l',' ','(',')'/
2',',','.', '7','0','1','2','3','O','5','6','7','B','9'/

<TYPs43
37 100 !st,N

NFLAG(I)0
100 IP3S(I)=I

S3 200 JuleL
NSJ41

300 <so
301 <s<+1

NSaITs0
!=NSJ9
G3 T3 302

303 !s!+1
IF(I.LE.N) GO TU 106
IF(4.LT.<TYP) GO T1 301
G3 T3 200

306 IF(NFLAG(I).E3.0) G3 T1 302
IF ( NSUR.F Q. I) GO TD 300
IF(<.LT.<TYP) GO T3 301
NSJos!
GD T3 300

302 4IP3S(!)
305 IF(NA*(1,J).NE.IP4(<)) G9 T1 303

IP3S(I)sIPOS(NSUB)
Ip3S(NSualzu
I F ( N S a i T . E G.1 ) G3 T3 500
NSw!Tal
NFLAG(NS08):1

304 NsuisNSJ9+1
IF(NSUS.LE.N) GO TO 303

200 CONTINUE
REIURN
EN3

/*

//GO.SYSIN 00 *
/*

'a *,i
L, - -

L '
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Appendi; F

PATIENT RADIATION DOSES FROM IMFLANTED
PLUT0NIUM-POWERED PACEMAKERS

The radiation doses from a Medtronic model 9000 pulse generator containing 173.2 mg of plutonium,
of 90.14% by weight plutonium-233 (156.1 mg) and 0.26 ppm plutonium-236, were determined by
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories.1

Ganvaa doses to various organs in a patient ware measured using themoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs)
in a Rando phantom (Fig. F.1), with the pulse generator located above the lef t pectoral muscle
and at the lef t side of the abdonen. The Rando phantom is a natural human skeletal phantom
that is surrounded by mlded tissue-equivalent plastic in order to simulate the human body
without the head and lower legs. The phantom was made according to the dimensions of an average
woman. The phantom is assembled in 1-in.-thick slabs and has small holes drilled at locations

representative of body organs to pemit placement of dosimeters in or near these organs and
other points (e.g., along the spine). The measurement locations were close to the center of the
specified organ except for the liver, where top, middle, and lower positions were used.

The TLD locations are shown in Fig. F.2 for the pulse generator located above the lef t pectoral
muscle and in Fig. F.3 for the pulse generator located on the left side of the abdomen. Expo-
sures were made for approximately one week (145.!6 hr) with the pulse generator above the pectoral
muscle and 166.5 hr with the pulse generator on the abdomen.

Gamna doses and dose rates in the phantom, at various orgin, spine, and depth locations, and the
distances of these locations from the plutonium source are shown in Tables F.1 through F.5.

Neutron dose equivalents were detemined using tissue-equivalent proportional counters (TEPCs)
in a phantom that consisted of various slabs of a polymer gel having the same neutron dose attenu-
ation as tissue-equivalent solutions. The TEPC neutron dosimeter reasures the dose to tissue-
like materials in the cavity of a proportional counter. Neutron dose equivalents vere detemined
at distances equal to the distances at which the gama doses were measured in the Rando phantom.
At distances shorter than about 7 cm of tissue, the neutron dose equivalent predominates; at
greater distances, the gama dose predominates, since tissue attenuates the emitted neutrons more
ef fectively than ganna emissions.

Neutron dose rates decrease exponentially with time as the plutonium-238 decays. Table F.6
contains factors that relate the initial neutron dose rates to the average neutron dose rates
over 0-5, 0-10, 0-15, and 0-20 year periods. The gama dose rate variation with time is more
complex and depends on the decay of plutonium-238 and the buildup of daughter products of
plutonium-236, which, in turn, depend on the amount of plutonium-236 contaminant present in the
plutonium-238 Table F.7 contains factors that relate the initial gama dose rates from a source
containing 0.26 ppm plutonium-236 to the average gama dose rates over 0-5, 0-10, 0-15, and
0-20 year periods.

The " average" dose to small organs was determined by addin, she gama dose measured near the
center of the organ in the Rando phantom and the neutron dose equivalent measured in the polymer
gel phantom at a source-detector distance equal to the source-organ distance in the Rando phantom.
For larger organs, it was necessary to divide the organ into several sections, to detemine the
" average" dose to each section, and to find the arithmetic mean. The whole-body dose equivalent
was detemined by dividing the body into 2-in. Fabs and calculating the dose equivalent to each
slab. The dose equivalent of each slab was multiplied by the fraction of the total body weight
(58 kg) repreented by the slab, and the products were summed to obtain the whole-body dose
equivalent.
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Table F.1. Gamma doses and dose rates from a pulse generator that
contains 173 mg of Pu0 in the phantoc at various organ2

locations, measured with TLD-200 dosimeters (Pulse
generator on surface above lef t pectoral muscle)

Distance from Gama Gama dose rate or
Location 23sPu source, dose, dose-equivalent rate,

cm trads trads/hr or mrems/hrb
_

Thyroid 9.1 6.7 0.046 0.011
Sternum 9.5 6.4 0.044 0.012
Heart 15.5 3.6 0.025 0.003
Liver

3 #Top 18.7 3.0 0.021 0.010
# #Middle 26.3 2.7 0.019 0.010
#Bottom 29.3 4.3 0.030 1 0.014'

Spleen 17.9 2.6 0.018 t 0.004
Stcmach 23.2 3.0 0.021 0.006
Kidney

left 29.4 2.1 0.014 0.013
Right 30.7 2.1 0.014 0.009

Ovary

Left 45.9 1.9 0.013 0.009
Right 47.1 2.5 0.017 ! 0.013

Uterus 48.9 2.7 0.019 0.009

*l45.16-hr exposure,
b
0ne s tandard deviation es tima ted from range statistics.
( . A. Bennett and N. L. Franklin, Statistica: b:ay,Hs of chc~:stry
ad the Nmin! Iriatra John Wiley & Sons, New York, p.165,
1954.)

' Gamma dose measurements were determined from small differences
between two large numbers. In view of the low dose rates measured
(in most cases the measured value was less than dosimeter background)
and the overlap of rate errors, the apparent inconsistencies of
dose vs distance frca source for the tcp, middle, and bottom sections
of the liver are not unreasonable.

, . O
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. . .
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Table F.2. Gamma doses and dose rates from a pulse generator that
in the phantom along the spine,contains 173 mg of pug 7

measured with TLD-200 dosimeters (Pulse generator
on surface above left pectorai muscle)

Gama Garvna dose rate or
Distance from dose,b dose-equivalent rate,
pacemaker, cm mrads mrads/hr or mrems/hre

_

10.6 4.2 0.029 0.013

11.9 3.1 0.021 0.011

12.2 5.3 0.036 ! 0.012

13.5 2.2 0.015 0.012

22.6 1.9 0.013 t 0.012

27.4 du

30.8 0.3 0.002 0.005

36.6 1.2 0.208 t 0.008

41.8 1.0 0.007 0.010

"145.16-hr exposure.

'tGarria dose measurements were determined from small differences
between two large numbers. In view of the low dose rates measured
(in most cases the measured value was less than dosimeter background),
the apparent inconsistencies of dose vs distance from source are not
unreasonable.

'One standard deviation esti.c.ated from range statistics.
(C. A. Bennett and N. L. Franklin, St.;tistia2Z bulysis of Chc-stry
ami tha Cha-ie2! Islas trj, John Wiley & Sons, New York , p.165,
1954.)

dNot measured.

(n,
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Table F.3. Gam:ia depth-dose distribution from a pulse generator that
in section 13 of phantom, measuredcontains 173 mg of Pu02

with TLD-200 dosimeters (Pelse generator on surface
above lef t pectoral muscle)

Garra Gamma dose rate or
Distance, dose, dose-equivalent rate

cm mrads mrads/hr or mrer./hr$

1 46.4 0.32 0.02

2 23.4 0.10 0.02

3 15.6 0.11 0.02

4 11.8 0.08 0.02

5 8.1 0.06 0.01

6 8.5 0.06 0.01

8 6.3 0.04 0.02

10 3.2 0.02 0.01

12 2.3 0.02 0.01

'*145.16-hr exposure.

b0ne standard deviation estimated from range statistics.
(C. A. Bennett and N. L. Franklin, Statis tis 2l b:._:l ois of 0:c-s tryl
m1 the C:cm:a:2 Ini:c try, John Wiley & Sons, New York, p. 165,
1954.)

eq gr1
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Table F.4. Gam,s doses anJ dose rates from a pulse generator that
contains 173 q of pug; in the phantom at various organ

locations, measured with TLD-200 dosimeters
(Pulse generator on surface at lef t side

of abdomen)

_

Gama dose rate or dose
Distance from Dose, equivalent rate, g

Location pacemaker, cm meads r: rads /hr or mrers/hr

Thyroid 44.8 e #

Axillary lyrph
nodes

Left 30.1 0.4 0.003 0.019 148 hr
Right 0.8 0.005 0.011 148 hr

Sternum 28.2 0.8 0.005 + 0.015
Fectoral muscle

(base of treasts)
Left 31.3 1.5 0.009 2 0.019
Right c c c

Heart 20.6 e e

Liver
Top 19.1 2.2 0.01 0.02
Midpoint 17.9 2.9 0.02 0.01
Botto' 15.5 4.7 0.03 1 0.02

Spleen 18.2 2.7 0.02 2 0.01
Storach 13.0 3.6 0.02 0.02
Kidney

Left 14.0 5.6 0.03 0.02
Right 15.7 4.3 0.03 0.02

Ovary
Left 12.6 2.7 0.02 0.02
Right 14.9 2.8 0.02 1 0.01

Uterus 17.4 0.9 0.005 0.v25
Male gonads 23.2 4.3 0.03 r 0.03 148 hr

_ _ . _ . .

"166.5-hr exposure.

1 0ne standard deviatico estimated from range statistics.
(C. A. Bennett and N. L. Franklin, static tio:: hu: , sis of 9.e- s try

'" ..mia:: Ir.la try, John Wiley & 5:ns, New York , p.165,
1954.)

#Not measced.
'2At sinulated position of testes on female phantom.
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Table F.S. Gama doses and dose rates from a pulse generator that
contains 173 mg of Pu0; in the phantom along the spine,

measured with TLD-200 dosimeters (Pulse generator
on surface at lef t side of abdomen) ' -

:

Distance from Garra dose rate or dose-
23ePu source, Dose equivalent ra te, y

cm mrads rrads/hr or mrems/hr''
_

37.7 e e

33.0 e e

28.2 e e

23.7 e e

15.8 . c
. . . __

15.1 5.2 0.03 ! 0.03

9.3 4.1 0.03 t 0.02

9.3 5.6 0.03 ! 0.01

12.5 2.7 0.02 0.01

19.3 2.4 0.01 0.01
_ ..

"166.5-hr exposure.

One standard deviation estimated from range statistics. (C. A. Bennett
and N. L. Franklin, Static w! Anal < sis of Chc~istm ad the Chmisalt
ir.iatry, John Wiley & Sons, New York, p. 165, 1954.)

1

'Bclow background.
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Table F.6. Factors to determine average neutron dose-equivalent
rate from a pulse generator containing a plutonium-238

heat source

Time period Factor to multiply by to

(years) obtain average dcse rate

0-5 0.980

0-10 0.961

0-15 0.943

D-20 0.925

Table F.7. Factors to determine average gamma dose rate from
pulse generator containing a heat source with

0.26 ppm plutonium-236

.

Time period Factor to multiply by to
(years) obtain average dose rate

0-5 1.18

0-10 1.41

0-15 1.53

0-20 1.60

< If1c, v 8 y
'u " ',
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The total annual dose equivalent as a function of distance from the plutonium-233 source was
obtained by adding the neJtron and ganra dose equiv3lents as shown in Fig. F.4 This figure
gives the annual dose equivalents (millirens/ year) for a 2-year-old source containing 0.26 ppm
plutonium-236. The total annual dose equivalent was plotted as a function of distin:e in this
fiqJre to enable a comparison with annual rates f rom natural radiation sources. however, the
integrated dose equivalents over 0-5 years, 0-10 years, etc. , cannot be determined directly
from this graph. The values must be corrected for the radioactive decay of plutantun-238 and
the growth of daughter radiations from plutonium-236.

The photon dose rate variation is a complex function of the plutonium isotopic composition and
the time since thenical separation of the plutonium. B3ttelle Northwest Laboratory has developed
a computer progran called FUSHLD that accounts for these variables for plutonium Figure F.5
shows the variation in photnn dose rate with time at the surface of a pulse generator, adjacent
to the plutonium-238 source, as a function of plutoniun-236 content. For these calculations a
156-nq plutoniun-233 source was used that had an isotopic contint of 90.14 L plutonium-238 and
0.414t plutoniun-241. In 18 years only 1 ppm of pluconiun-236 can increase the dose rate by
a factor of 4.6. However, the dose rate fron the daughters of plutonium-236 re3thes a maximum
at 18 years.

The g3mna dose ra+es and nedtron dose-equivalent rates were multiplied by the factors in Tables
F.6 and F.7. Dos eqaivalents are given in Tables F 8 and F.9 for the pulse generator above the
lef t pectoral ruscle and on the lef t side of the abdomen respectively. Approximate iso-dose-
equivalent curves are shown in Figs. F.6 and F.7 for a plane passing thrcugh the pulse generator.
The organs do not necessarily lie in this plane, and, therefore, the organ dose equivalents rk,
not agree with those indicated in the figures.

All of the organ dose equiv3lents are below the 0.5 rem per ye3r, which is the maxirum pernissible
dose equivalent for nonoccupational e>posures to the whole body and critical organs, including
blord-forming organs, of individual rerbers of the population. As a basis of comparison, Fig.
F.8 contains the annual dose equivalents to individuals f rem natural radiation backgrounds and
diagnostic redical x rays estinated for 1970 by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. ' The
figure also contains the doses to various organs and the wholt body of the pacemaker patient
with the pulse generator located above the lef t pector3l ruscle. The annu31 dose equivalent at
8 cm from the source is the sare as that received b/ a jet airlins crew nerber flying 80 hours
per month. The annual dose equivalent to the ovaries and testes from the pulse generator
located above the lef t pectoral ruscle it below natJral background levels. (The highest gonad
dose-equivalent rate was about 210 millirems / year to the lef t ovary f rom the pulse generator
located in the left side of the abdoren.) The annual dose equivalent to the whole body is about
70 millirems / year for the pulse generator located in the left side of the abdoren.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX F

1. L. W. Brackenbush, G. W. R. Endres, and B. I . Gri f fin, : m ; ca Fr - t r.m f"-
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Table F.8. Dose equivalents to organs for 5 ,10 ,15 , and
20-year periods from a pulse generator that contains

and is located above the173 mg of Pu02
lef t pectoral muscle

Integrated dose equivalent, reutror, and ganra
5 years, 10 years, 15 years, 20 years,

location rems rens rems rers

Thyroid 2.7 5.5 C.9 12

Lef t axillary

lymph nodes 2.3 5.1 8.1 11

Right axillary
lymph nodes 0.33 0.88 1.2 1.7

Sternum 2.3 4.7 7.8 10 '

Lef t pectoral muscle
(bac.e of breast) 0.76 1.8 2.7 3.6

Right pectoral r:uscle
(base of breast) 0.31 0.82 1.2 1.7

Feart 0.70 1.7 2.5 3.2

Liver 0.23 0.64 0.97 1.4

Spleen 0.30 1.3 1.9 2.4

Stonach 0.29 0.80 1.2 1.6

Left kidney 0.20 0.52 0.81 1.2

Fight kidney 0.19 0.48 0.75 1.1

Lef t ovary 0.11 0.25 0.41 0.60

Fight ovary 0.11 0.24 0.40 0.58

Uterus 0.10 0.23 0.38 0.54

Testes 0.09 0.20 0.32 0.43

Spine (average) 0.70 1.6 2.4 3.3

Torso (average) 0.70 1.7 2.5 3.3

Whole body (average) 0.36 0.95 1.3 1.8

ne
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Table F.9. Dose equivalents to organs for 5 ,10 ,15 , and
20-year periods from a pulse generator that contains

173 mg of Puo; and is located on the lef t
side of the abdomen

Inteqrated dose equivalent, neutron and gamra
5 years, 10 years, 15 ytars, 20 years,

Location rers rems rems rems

Thyroid 0.11 0.26 0.43 0.62
Lef t axillary

ly ph nodes 0.19 0.50 0.79 1.1
Right axillary

lymph nodes 0.16 0.38 0.63 0.90
Sternun 0.20 0.56 0.87 1.2
Left pectoral muscle

(base of breast) 0.18 0.47 0.74 1.0
Right pectoral muscle

(base of breast) 0.17 0.42 0.68 0.98
Heart i d 0.98 1.4 1.9
Liver .0 1.3 1.9 2.4
Spleen 0.49 1.2 1.8 2.5
Stonach 1.1 2.4 3.7 5.0
Left kidney 0.90 2.1 3.2 4.2
Right kidney 0.59 1.65 2.5 3.2
Left ovary 1.1 2.6 4.0 5.3
Right ovary 0.76 1.8 2.7 3.6
Uterus 0.53 1.4 2.0 2.6
Testes 0.29 0.80 1.15 1.6
Spine (average) 0.89 2.1 3.4 4.3
Torso (average) 0.87 2.1 3.2 4.3
Whole body (average) 0.53 1.3 2.0 2.6

m<. 259
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Fig. F.6. Iso-dose-equivalent curves for pulse generator placed above lef t pectoral
muscle for a 10-year period. (The curves shown are for a 173-mg plutonium-233 source. For a
250-mg source, the dose equivalent should be multiplied by a factor of 1.45.) Source:
L. W. Brackenbush, G. W. R. Endres, and B. I . Grif fin, ialiaticn Dases frcer t;w McJeronic
one crw-A Late; !fM; Pra I%;ce Scr.cratcv, Report 231120 65 , Amendment 2, Pacific Northwest1 3
Laboratories, October 1973.
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Fig. F.7. Iso-dose-equinlent curves for pulse generator placed on abdonen for a 10-year
period. (The curves shown are for a 173-mg plutonium-233 source. For a 250-mg source, the
dose equivalent should be multiplied by a factor of 1.45.) Source: L. W. Brackenbush,
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Fig, F.8. Annual dose equivalents from various radiation sources compared with annual
dose equivalents from a pulse generator. (*From a 2-year-old source containing 0.26 ppm
plutonium-236.) Source _: L. W. Brackenbush , G. W. R. Endres , and B . I . Gri f fi n, firRa tion
bacs frm the 1% itrenic aaww-Aisates :bdel 3XJ Puhe 3evrator, Report 2311201653.
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Appendix G

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO THE PHYSICIAN'S QUESTIONNAIRE %

.iIn January 1975 the Atomic Energy Comission (now the Nuclear Regulatory Comission) issued the
Draft Gencen Twirner ta! * te mt en % wik .mie Oc of Flutcnix-Pxcrci c:rliv. m y-
mkcre for coment by other government agencies and the public. A number of the coments received
stated that a more complete discussion of the alternatives available and of the need for nuclear-
powered pacemakers should be included in the Final Environmental Statement. Some of the comments
expressed the opinion that, in view of the availability of nonnuclear pacemakers with lorg useful
service lives, the use of nuclear pacemakers is not necessary or justified.

The Comission, in order to prepare an analysis of the need for nuclear pacemakers in light of
the availability of nonnuclear alternatives, requested information from physicians who have had
broad experience with pacemakers in their practice. A questionnaire was distributed to pace-
maker manufacturers and medical institutions licensed to participate in the clinical investiga-
tion program (discussed in Sect. 2) with a request that it be conpleted by one or more of their
physicians. In addition, pacemaker manufacturers were invited to send the questionnaires to
physicians wha are not using nuclear pacemakers under an NRC or Agreement State license.

One hundred thirty-three responses to the questionnaires were received by December 1975. These
responses were sumarized according to question number. Responses have been grouped into broad
categories to simplify the presentation of the results. There are cany instances where several
physicians have not responded to sorre of the questions, citing lack of experience necessary to
answer the particular question. There are also several questions for which several responses are
given and these multiple responses are grouped accordingly. Situations in which there were only
one or two responses in a category were omitted from this sumary. Responses in which the
physician gives extensive narrative in order to more clearly explain his position are abstracted
and included as part of the discussion for the particular question. There are many cases where
several physicians expressed similar or differing opinions or a new viewpoint, and, for each of
these cases, the most representative and comprehensive comment was chosen.

Questionnaire to Physicians Regarding the Need for,
and Choice of, Long-Lived Cardiac Pacenakers

(Approved by GA0; B-180225 (575033); Expires 9-30-75.) f

1. F:r ciut types of mecs are M-lial pax-Un mat ka imD "

Responses Total

Younger patients 55
10-20 year life expectancy 33
All patients 11
Patients in good health 12
Patients under 50 years of age 8
Patients under 65 years of age 11
Patients under 80 years of age 4
Children 1

1.1 It should be noted that " younger patients" usually refers to patients under 65 years of age;
the average age of a pacemaker patient is approximately 68. There is little indication of pace-
maker use in persons under 30 years of age.

C( l 263
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2. In . aur ow1 prv tice, hcu many L:; ; c:rin xly) of s ur laa t 100 p2x"uker patiente were
of theac t ges?

Response Total

0; 7

1-10 G3

11-20 17

21-30 11

31-40 2

41-50 5

51-60 2
61-70 2

71-80 4

81-90 0
91-100 6

3. Mut ;er xntzje (ai p e: rima te ly) of your patiente have regred o>ta or nare reptaxments
of their ;.axmaker.:?

Resynse Total

0% 0
1-10 4

11-20 5

21-30 12
31-40 7

41-50 17
51-60 12
61-70 15
71-80 26
81-90 17
91-100 8

4 L ia t tha uni pc adv2:ta.:ca of:

a. me rnes catters iocered race =2kara,

Response Total

None 13
Low price 34
Proven experience and

reliability 63
Availability 5

Long life 3

Smaller size 3

b. lith::a bat tery pcuerel ;-ace ukera,

Response Total

hone 6
Low price 4

Longer life 79
Smaller size 7

Hermetic seal 5

c. reciurjeable nickel-a&w, batter, pcuered paccukera,

Response Total

None 20
Long life 43
Smaller size 12

j ;) QNo need to replace 15
f 9, L'
r'. ; \
_
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:
fd. w lear (pht-onium and/or pumihian) Lat tery ;nvel ; 2ew.ar.:. ;. .
c . ..Response Total

.

..

Nane 2
,

t- Long life 1 04
Smaller size and weight 7

.No need to replace 4 '

No need to recharge 3
.

Reliability 4
,

. .

4.1 Physician's comment (42): .k

n
3

"I assume that there are no technologic advantages to nuclear or nonnuclear pacers other than j. .I

~ longevity for the nuclear unit. It must be remembered that no units have been in use long enough ' $
to demonstrate the accuracy of the longevity projections. Many such projections in the past have -c .

. ;

been inaccurate.
..

"(a) mercury - at present these are lowest in cost.

"(b) lithium - cost is about 30 to almost 100t more than non-nuclear units of comparable '.! -

ca pabili ty. Major advantages are: (2) easy hermetic sealing of the unit with
. .

presumed reduccion in electronic failure, (2) projected longevity. f-'
"(c) Ni-Cd rechargeable - projected longevity is greater t' an that for the mercury-zinc cell.

"(d) The unique longevity is the major advantage. One nuclear unit is the smallest pace- **
- 4 maker now available."

'.
.

t

4.2 Physician's comment (104):
e

"(a) About the only advantage of the mercury battery powered pacemaker is the fact that ~ ~

we know more about it than any other kind. '

:

'' | "(b) .the unique advantage of the lithium battery powered pacenaker is the fact that it '

''

promises longer life tnan is possible with the mercury paceaaker without the complex-
.

ity, cost, and small risk associated with the nuclear fueled device.

"(c) Tne unique advantage of the rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery powered pacemaker is.

.,. its promise of long life again at a lower cost than a nuclear fueled device. .-

j, . "(d) The unique ac/antage of the nuclear battery powered pace,aker is its promise of much .

greater longevity than is possible with any other systen. .The longevity that is pos-
sible with the plutonium-powered pacemaker is of the order of 20 to 40 years and - -1

could easily be much lorger. These devices offer a truly unique advantage of a.1
-N .lifetime pacemaker for almost any patient."

?
"

.

4.3 Physicica's connent (105): ..+
;._

"(d) Nuclear battery powered pacemakers longevity would be the primary advantage. This is_1 of fset te some extent by the increased cost and we currently wonder whether the
.;

'

circuitry itself will last as long as the nuclear power source. Podever, we currently - */
seem to have available an excellent and highly miniaturized nuclear unit which appears i .very attractive.

' '

[
}/ubJ ..f, ') *l

; 4.4 Pnysici;n's comment (121); ~m
.

'

"As far as the Mercury and the Lithium batteries are concerned the only advantage will be which .''chemical will allow for longer life. At the mcment, Lithium supporters say that their batteries p
will last six or seven years whereas the Mercury supporters say that their battery will go 5-6

J years. In my owq experience thr Mercury battery produced by Medtronic has been the most reliable
-

J
up to this time. In regard to ;be rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery powered pacemakers, unless

''i
tnere is a particularly long life expectancy to this type of pacemaker I am completely against JY'l4
it because I cannot see allow'.ng the patient to take the responsibility or nake a cardiac cripple;

l
i ..i

out of the patient by making him aware that every week he must recharge his pacemaker. When the 1$
pacemaker will require recharging only once a yea' r, it may be a different story. The clinically

.. .

," -' .. ,- . .. * g'8 4 . -. ' . g , , . ,
,

,
e * *'

,] - ._ . ' f., 5 ._

' '

. .
. .. . :.: .. . .. . . .. . . . .
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available rechargeable pacemaker at this time requires recharging or:ce a week making the patient
dWare of this. I am totally against this concept. As fac as the nuclear battery is concerned,
in my hands they have thus far been quite satisfactory. ne have inserted 10 nuclear powered
pacemakers sJpplied by the MedtroniC Corporation under the appropriate grant. These pacemakers
have been inserted in tnose of our group who are 65 or younger. They have thus far worked quite
well . .I believe that the concept of inserting an artificial device into a patient and then being
dble to tell him to forget all about it is most importdnt for the patient and will save money in
the long run since every tic.e it is necessary to tamper with the battery, there is always the
pussibility of problens and we have certainly had occasional infection in our series during
battery changes wnicn required extensive surgery thereaf ter."

*
3. x m: ;n :a i :.x , a;

"k v i rv ,s . '. u :. a td. ' <ry

Response Total

None 3

Short life and f requent
replacenent 96

Large size 8

Unreliable battery 14

b. : > . .c a ,. . , .. x ei ju .n r ~ ,

Response Total

None 13

Relatively snort life 9

Large size and weignt 13

Limited use, unproven reliability 44

Higher cost 7

c. ~ x w;;e=le an: ?-ja=:c L n . cry i wc:n 5, :e,2- cr;,.

Response Total

Unproven 15

Recharging unacceptable 76

d. v..ua (;ta > w zi/x ; zwe:hte w n , ca in px ; a ).

Response Total

None 6

Large size 11

Unproven 9

High cost 61

Radiation risk 27
Pacerwork and " red tape" 20
Unavailable 9

5.1 Physician's courent (105):

"(a) Mercury battery powered pacemakers - The only disadvantage is that of relatively short
life expectancy of pacenaker which we hope has now been circumvented so that these
paces:1akers will, indeed, last 5-8 years, the average life expectancy of our average
pacemaker patients.

"(b) Lithium battery powered pacemakers - bisadvantage is that of the Lithium source itself
which has created some difficulty. The increased cost and the possible susceptibility
of the circuitry to failure prior to the Lithium power source.

'
,! . 0*\yq

. - .
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"(c) Rechargeable nickel-cadmiu1 battery powered pacemakers - No advantage. This places an
unfa.r and ill advised responsibility on our patients, many of wtiom are older individ-

-

ual; and unable to cope with technical problens of this kind...I fail to see any
pa ticular advantage in this kind of unit and wou?d hesitate to deleg3te to our patients
tie responsibility for either recharging these themsElves or reporting to us for
recharging on any rigid schedule. ~

_

,

"(d) Nuclear (plutonium and/or prorethium) battery powered pacemakers - These pacemakers are
,

potentially dangerous not only to the individual but also possibly to the connunity at
large from the standpoint of radioactive ruterial. They are also disadvantageous in
that these individuals must be closely followed for nany years, actually for their life
expectancy, by the responsible operating surgeon, which would not generally be feasible."

_

_

i5.2 Physician's comments (104): *

"The unique disadvantage of the cercu"Y battery powered pacer.uker is the fact that until recently
at least the batteries have been unre i=ble and most of the pulse generator failures have been
due to prenature battery failure du? internal shorting or some other mechanism. While this
has been greatly improved the nercur) ttery has been developed to the peak of refinement and it
is not likely that any further longevity can be achieved with the mercury battery powered pace-
maker. Since longevity is the najor proble.' facing the pacemaker industry today it is clear
that we cannot expect a solution from the cerc'ry battery powered pacemaker. |

"The unique disadvantage of the lithium battery powered pacemaker is the fact that it is a
bulky unit and of course its behavior 'ver a long period of time is still an unknown factor. It
will take time to establish whether lithium-iodide cr lithium-silver chromate or some other
configuration of the battery will prove to be nore advantageous. Another disadvantage of the
lithium unit is the fact that it is really a medium longevity device and while better than the
nercury powered pacemaker does not approach a lifetire pacemaker except for some very elderly
patients.

"The unique disadvantage of the rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery powered pacemaker is undoubt-
edly the clumsiness of the recharging mechanism. While the device is an interesting c gineering
break-through the necessity for frequent recharging renders it unacceptable for many physicians
and many pa tients. In my personal practice rest of my patients are elderly and do not wish to
be reminded of their handicap. Necessity for frequent use of a recharging device is a burden
that reny of them simply could not handle and would not want to. It also is a constant reminder
of the patient's handicap and while some patients treasure their ailrents and adjust to them
well most patients would rather forget them and the rechargeable device makes this impossible.
In my opinion this is not a good solution to the problem of longevity in permanent pacemakers.

"The unique disadvantage of the nuclear battery powered pacemaker is the fact that at least in
it's most promising form the fuel is plutonium oxide. This is a toxic substance and does pose
some theoretical risks at least. The actual risk may be considered under two headings. One is
the risk of contamination due to release of the plutonium fuel into the atmosphere. The pos-
sibility of this seems remote in view of the very careful testing program developed by the
Atomic Energy Commission and very stringent requirements in the nanufacture of these devices.
The second threat is that of possible radiation damage over a period of years. This potential
threat has led some people to the belief that these devices should not be used in small children
but we have no real evidence that such a danger exists. However, it must be realized that some
people would consider it a danger and would prefer not to use these devices."

5.3 Physician's comment (42):

"(a) It is the largest - in present day configurations - usually the heaviest and perhaps
the shortest lived of the units.

"(b) These are temperature sensitive. Some of the cells are large so that there is little
saving in size over the Hg-Zn pacer. The temperature sensitivity is such that pacer '

rate can vary with body temperature during a febrile course.
.

_.

_ _ _ . . . .
.
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"(c) This pacer has the major disadvantagc that its function is in the direct control of the
patient. This is a great vulnerability. In my series of patients, numbering about
1500 implants, 90% of those patients I deemed competent to use a rechareable anit re-
jected it as being an unnecessary bother when offered it, along with a mercury,
litnium, and where appropriate a nuclear pacer along with a full explanation of the
virtues and liabilities of each.

"Also, at least 10t of my entire living patient group are hospitalized each year for
non-pacer related causes some not at the institution at which I work. Twenty-five
percent of all my patients live in a chronic care facility. Frankly, I wonder whether
such patients will be adequately recharged as they are widely discersed anong init;tu-
tions. My impression of the general level of canprehension of pacer technology in the
general medical and nursing public docs not inspire confidence that these patients will
receive adequate care.

"(d) The nuclear pacemakers are in restricted use. Many patients and physicians have
persistent questions concerning the safety nf these units both for the individual and
those about him. As one of my patients (who eventually accepted a nuclear pacemaker)
indicated, the pacer is dasigned to resist all credible accidents, but the world is
becoming more incredible daily. The question of free international travel for those
with nuclear pacemakers seems to remain unresolved but may be a hindrance to use of
nuclear units."

5.4 Physician's comment (75):

.if I needed a pacer I would be willing to accept the possibility that the new nuclear unit"

at least offered me the opportunity of never needing another replacement, and accept this rather
than a unit which I knew had to be replaced within a given period of ti.ae. From the personal
experience we have had with patients, very few had been willing in our area to accept the recharge-
able concept. I think UOst people do not want to be constrained by the fact that they have to
have the unit recharged and become psychological cripples as the result of this. Their experience
with rechargeable flashlights, etc. has certainly not stood the test of time, and I douot if a
paceaaker will be any dif ferent."

6. Lo 29 of Ow acaatw:taya Lscu listed in +estion 4 -nne the recnakera mcytaMe for
scur uc, at leaat in a re patients?

d. iij

Yes 17
ho 63

b. Lt

Yes 22
No 52

c. .t-cd

Yes 68
No 28

d. . s car

Yes 52
No 45

6.1 Physician's comment (48):

"(a) Hg; No, not unacceptable but undesirable.

"(b) Li; Yes; lithium pacemaker is too large to pennit use in patients with minimal subcu-
taneous tissue.

Oq ,t Qq)f
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"(c) Ni-Cd; Yes; this pacemaker can best be used in patients who are intelligent, highly
motivated to live, and who live in a stable residence where a single type of electrical
current is employed (i.e. presently unsuitable for foreign travelers)

"(d) Nuclear; Yes, unsuitable for patients who are unwilling to have the device renoved
folicwing its failure or their death; the beta cell pacemaker is probably inapf rcpriate
for use in younger patients due to the unknown hazards of its higher radiation levels."

6.2 Physician's connent (65):

"(b) We have not used the lithium powered unit to datt Lc-ause it is relctivelv new but I
believe it will replace the mercury units in our practice in the near future.

"(c) We have not used the nickel-cadmium unit because of rucored unpredictable performance
and the fact that the weekly sessions with recharging add to the psychological burden
of life hinging on a pacemaker.

"(d) Nuclear unit would oe unacceptable for elderly patients with questionable longevity
and obviously for those unable to neet the cost of the unit."

6.3 Physician's contrat (50):

"I have come to feel that due to the excessive cost and the stringent regulations placed upon
the patient receiving a nuclear powered pacemaker, that these have now become unacceptable for my
use. I feel with the marked improverent and longevity of alternative pacemakers that alternatives
are now available for use."

7. A .w n,n > . fbr &ia v.c nu :cx i ml w rn.>r is & met viD a:tm:iv+

a. , p t %:. , f r.: icuMy v ' -

'

Yes 97
No 3
For younger patients 20
For older patients 1

7.1 Physician's corrent (121):

" ..any patient who has a lifetime expectancy of longer than 10 years or more, should certainly
have a nuclear powered pacemaker offered to him."

7.2 Physician's conrent (104):

"I believe that a substantial percentage of patients would be suitable for nuclear powered
pacemakers assuming that widespread use of these devices is permitted. I suspect that in time
the cercury powered pacemaker will be phased cut and the choice will be between nuclear powered
pacemakers and lithium powered pacerakers. It may well be that the nuclear powered paceraker
will be the pacemaker of (hoice for all but the extremely your.g and the extremely old and those
who fear the potential dangers of the nuclear device. Many surgeons estimate that 10 to 20
of their patients might require a nuclear powered pacenaker. My own feeling is that the per-
centage will be well over 50 once the unit becores generally available. I have detected no
fear of the device amongst my patients and nost of the referring doctors."

7.3 Physician's corrent (42):

"For the patients who are young adults or up to the age of 60 or 70 years and remain basically
healthy except for the cardiac arrhythmia, the nuclear pacer remains a satisfactory alternative.
The group of patients who fall into the young and healthy category seems not to exceed 15% of
the to' 11.

[1 99 9 /, n# i 9'~ u u ''/
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"A question has been raised concerning the use of a naclear pacenaker and its recovery and reuse
in the event of a patient's death. The Montefiore Hospital and Medical Center series is care-
fully followed, at grect ef fort and cost, yet the yield of pacenaker recovery af ter deatn,
including those who die and are buried bef ore we ore notified, lead me to believe th3t the
recovery rate for nuclear pacers, were they to be widely used would be too low to make the
prospect of consistent reuse feasible. An ef fort to increase the recovery rate would be too
expensive and perhaps intrusive in persons' privacy to be a viable alternative."

.,e , :; m <! : - >
* D;8. - >e -. . .. .

a . . m. n . .
.

- . >m.g._ m, . ,

u

Yes '2v
iso 7

" nimum life egectancy Total.

less than 5 years 2

5-9 years 18

10 years 33

more than 10 jears 33

a.1 Pnysician's conr:ent (104):

" Life expectancy should not be a consideration in the prescribing of nuclear pacenakers except
for the extremely aged patient perhaps in his nineties f or whom life e(pectancy would hardly
justify a 20 to 40 year pacelaker. I think the patient should have a life expectancy of at
least five or six years before a nuclear powered pacen3ker would be considered, anything less
than this would be an indication for a lithium powered device or possibly a cercury powered
pacenaker. The prevailing feeling that nuclear pcwered pace,akers should be reserved for
young patients and not prescribad ;or old patients I believe is mistaken. I think in advocating
this view we are looking through the wrong er.d of the telescope. Insurance statistics have
shown that patients that reach the age of 70 which is the nost connon age for insertion of a
permanent pacemaker have an 80; expectancy of living another ten years. Many of then have a
15 to 20 year life expectancy at the age of 70. We cannot nake second class citizens of tne
largest group of patients for wnom patenakers are required and I believe that people at this
dge arour.d 65 to 70 will be those for whom the nuclear powered pacenakers should be first
considered. In this connection it she Id be pointed out tha t a patient who gets into dif ficulties
in his thirties or forties and reqJires a pacenaker vc y likely will not live very long.
Furthermore there are some people who feel that extrerely young age may be a contra-indication
for the use of the nuclear pacenaker because of the possible lonj tenn effects of the minimal
radiation. We are lef t then with the reverse picture of that comr:only presented, namely that
the older patient and these of course are the ones post frequently requiring a paceaaker. '

' iic : e ucu:. . ,9. . nr;.tio ts ial a s w e c; ; ~%, > ty; e , m ;erm - w . a .e

> <:.. . . ; . u n ;we u. raua a , n.a t . . e> w: ; u:- .. e < ura: : 23,

n t . :: tu-' sv > > t |a: ~ ra an, .> . a:q :na s r; e

Resoonse Total

0t 5

less than 5 15
5-10 19

11-20 6

21-50 16
rore than 50 49
nore than 90 15

fcs (s501) 66

rs. (>50t) 58

; r.r
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9.1 Physician's counc't(75):

"No patient tnat I of fered a nuclear unit to date has ref used it."

9.2 Physician's coment (40):

"I do not believe my patient should have the choice of pacemaker type. I feel this is, strictly
speaking, a medical decision and the patient should not participate in it."

9.3 Physician's coment (102):

"In my own practice, I limit the patient input as to choice of pacemaker to some extent since
I do not believe most patients have the medical background to accurately evaluate the proper
unit for their own use."

9.4 Physician's coment(48):

"By in large, the patient accepts whatever pacemaker system is recommended to them by their
responsible physician and does not possess sufficient technical knowledge to make a valid
judgment himself.'

10. In pur v; inion, awata an, L D&at ana te i. y :J cs ;at. ;t .:c :e tiw; g r w i.ur
; n 1:<cv P lj~ n,.qen; n::1 s .: i) u n::vmc> !? (e . j. , -u:Dw ay , mi>;im a.;u ,

,

.m astel wica: .ine, n:ia to : es . t a >:a , e'vtia w ':azility)<

Yes 96
No 24

Age limitations

Maximum _ Total Minimum To tal

70 or more less than
years 8 18 years 9

65 years 11 more than
60 years 6 18 years 7

less than 60
years 12

10.1 Physician's comment (102):

"I believe the final decision as to the use of such units should rest with the implanting
physician."

10.2 Physician's comment (42):

Yes. The limitations should be:

"(a) No growing children until local radiation effects - whatever they are or are not -
have passed the test of greater time.

"(b) Maximum age of 65 - 70 years.

"(c) Life expectancy about 15 years.

"(d) Obviously no life threatening coexistant conditions should exist. For a neoplasm such
ds breast Carcinoma I would want a ten year survival free of tumor before Considering
a nuclear pacer.

"(e) Emotional stability is important for the patient's peace of mind."

621 271
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10.3 Physician's corrent (24):

"At the present time it is my opinion based on current available technology that nuclear pace-
makers should bn limited to clinical evaluation. The availability of long life lithium battery
powered pacemaker units do not justify the inherent risks in fabrication, materials handling
and use of nuclear pacemakers."

10.4 Physician's connent (108):

" Age rar.ge of recipients is currently estimated at 15-65 and should be matched with an estimated
patient su' viva. time. Any ccexistent condition which might be the b; sis for seriously
questioning ;cGents longevity would constitute a relative contraindication for use of a
nuclear device. Because of the restrictim .. r'tient mobility, the necessity for recovery
of the radioactive material postnortem ar J the foliwup relationship even in the absence of any
pending pacemaker failure or the necessi ty for replacement is such that an emotionally unstable
patient should probably be disqualifie<' as an appropriate recipient of a nuclear device.'

11. 1; . n vex-r:cu , any ticit:tiens in the cruezins <;uatix, abull they La iqccel h

a . J.nli!!$J J[ 11JenJin n.(15 ear j7A 9 CPd?s

Yes 50
No 36

b. inc.avra UL .iam , bl u creas ct2.)?

Yes 12

No 60

C. [Lcr ?* ieu?

Yes 58
No 29

12. .O.a t u th mcrtaht , r.: te ;cr eh ti:1 rg aa ncnt of -t a fanatimig pcenukcrs? abt'

ia tha r:te ani cericur u e c| c:q h :: cna in thece rq hxments?

Mortality rates Total

41 77

less than 0.5 7

rore than .5 but less than 1 14

l-5 15
Minimal 10

Source of
Morbidity rates TcLo! complication Total

0% 5 Infection 37

less than 1 6 Lead related 4

1-5 35 Other 15

5-9 7

10-20 2

nore than 20 1

12.1 Physician's coment (%):

"In this institution there has never been a death related to elective replacement of a pacemaker
device in approximately 3500 procedures. Complications from these replacements increase with
each succeeding replacement as tissue vascularity becomes further compromised by repeated
ircisions."

, -- n
| 4 /
h .- t [! (_
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12.2 Physician's coment (21):

" Negligible in our hands. I do not renecter a death in tie past ten years. The principal
complication is infection, which .equires repacenent of the system but is not life endangering."

12.3 Physician's coment (75):

"The mortality rate for elective replacement of functioning pacers is esserJ.ially zero for
transvenous units. Mortality is not tr.e problem but the morbidity associated with these repeated
surgical procedures, namely at least an overall 20: to 30! complication rate when one includes
extrLsion of the pacer, infection, damaging electrodes, displacing electrodes and the pain and
suffering of the repeated operations, particularly when it is the third or fourth procedure.
Also, the older patients are generally not able to cooperate under local anesthesia and require
a general anesthetic."

13. M is t mert a ty % ;a re; w w:t c| p uem w ra U.n h u p r.c to ! = tery n :etu n?c

Mt is t ru t+ x d ccr & : w :| :_q L ticn D: thecc q mcr.ta",

Mortality rate due to
battery depletion, i Total

0 42
less than 1 6

1-2 9

3-5 13
6-10 4

11-20 4
nore than 20 l

13.1 Physician's coment (48):

"There has been no mortality whatsoever in this institution relative to any type of permanent
pacemaker procedure regardless of whether the battery had gone to depletion or not. However,
it may well be that certain patients who have died outside of the hospital had done so due to
undetected battery depletion. In our own group of patients we have never documentsj this despite
careful followup of all patients who have died."

13.2 Pnysician's coment (75):

"The mortality rate for replacenents of pacers that have gone to battery depletion again is
probably unknown since a good percentage of those people would die suddenly and not reach the
hospital, p3rticularly if they were pacer dependent. If they were not totally pacer dependent,
tne najor complication is syncopal episodes which can lead to multiple episodes of cerebral
ischemia each of which would cause some degree of brain damage. As these patients come in with
battery depletion, they become emergency cases which require nonitoring beds in intensive care
er coronary care units. Secondly, they usually require imediate placement of a temporary pace-
maker thrcugh subclavian vein puncture. This procedure in itself can be quite serious,
particularly since it can lead to a pneumothorax that is a collapsed lung or perforation of the
subclavian artery with hemothorax as a complication. If one is in the 60 to 70 age bracket, this
is indeed a serious complicaticn. In addition to that, of course, if one is on anticoagulants
such as a patient needing a prosthetic valve replacenent, serious hematona can fom within the
wound and secondary infection is a very real problem. Of course, the major concern in older
debilitated thin patients is extrusion of a pacer through the skin when repeated surgery is
re qui re d. "

rn) )]( L. |,
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14. ,ma ia w nlu o the ; La t w raLi, or ta s n i tw inten a is tw, i s al er

pu t |j ..nr wwr Ja man u i xaille.v ; la ment ce as c; e aij t3 cr'

Values to fatients Total '

Pain and discomfort 33
Anxiety 22
Surgery / hospitalization 27
Cost / expenses 76

Inconvenience / tine 29
Corpl i ca tio ns 12 ...

Mortality and morbidity 55

Risk 13

Hardware / battery failure 22

14.1 Physician's comnent (90):

"Na one desires repeated replacements. "

. .

14.2 Pnysician's comment (25):

"There is a significant erotional benefit to a patient who does not have to return, of ten pre-
cipitously for an elective or seniemergency replacement. If one tries to extend the interval
by freauc7t observations, clinic visits, etc. , there is an additional enotional stress. The -

patient will of ten request that the replacement be done electively as a ' lesser evil.'"

14.3 Physician's comment (20):
..

,

" Basically, one wishes to avoid repeated surgical intervention in a pacenaker pocket where one '

could possibly damage the catheter that may function for many years and also avoid jntroductiony
'of infection into a pacemaker site. At the present time the longevity of pacemakers will depend

on the catheter itself as power sources such as nuclear pacing or nickel-cadmium batteries would
appear to have enough longevity to cover the vast majority of patients."

' ,
e

14.4 Physician's conrent (54):
'

1

"(a) Painful, frightening experience. Older people tolerate stress and hospitalization
very poorly.,

"(b) Cost for hospitalization.

"(c) Constant concern of patient that pacer is running down."
.

14.5 Physician's comment (42): s

"The value lies in avoidance of the possibility of complications during replacement and avoidance-

of the followup procedures which by their nature are somewhat restrictive. I have patients who
are vigorous and travel internationally. As they approach the two year period after implant
they feel a weight on their maneuverability because of the relatively sudden nature of battery : -

depletion with the mercury-zinc pacer. For these people a prolonged extension o' .ongevity-

would be very useful."

.,
14.6 Physician's connent (21):

" Additional comments: At the present time the longevity of power sources is still under evalu- -

ation. Improved mercury cells have been documented to go for five years; expectancy with
their use in conjunction with programnable pulse generators may reach 8-10 years. Lithium cells
may reach a longevity of 10-15 years but documentation covers only three years. Nuclear powered
pulse generators have been documented for a little over five years. Their theoretical life
certainly extends to 20. years or more. It is most important that all power sources receive more
exposure. Estimation of future potential life for nuclear units rests on more solid grounds and ..

* '
this is a strong argument for their retention in armamentarium until equal performance of other
systems is proven out."

.
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List of Physicians Responding to Questionnaire

1. Sariel G. G. Ablaza, M.D. 14-15. Carl H. Calman, M.D.
Manuel R. Estioko, M.D. Morton Plant Hospital
Albert Einstein Medical Center, N.D. 323 Jef fords Street
York and Tiuor Roads Clearwater, Fla.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141

16-17> D. W. Cardozo
2. Jacob Abouav, M.D. Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital

Maunt Zicn Hospital Santa Rosa, Calif.
1600 Divisadero Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94115 13. Charles F. Campbell, M.D.

Good Shepherd Hospital
3. John E. Allen Longview, Tex.

Baptist Medical Center
9600 W. 12th Street 19. Joseph H. Carey, M.D.
Little Rock, Ark. 72205 Wadsworth VA Hospital

Wilshire & Sawtelle, La. 93073
4. M. T. Amirana, M.D.

St. Mary's Hospital 20. Lon W. Castle, M.D.
1300 Massachusetts Avenue Clevelna1 Glinic Foundation
Troy, N.Y. 9500 Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, Onio 44106
5. Donald C. Andresen, M.D.

Mary Hitchcock Memorial h spital 21. William M. Chardack, M.D.
Hanover, N.H. Veterans Administration Hospital

3495 Bailey AvenJe
6. Joseph S. Bassett, M.D. Buffalo: N.Y. 14215

Mount Carmel Mercy Hospital and Medical
Center 22. Michael A. Chorches, M.D.

Detroit, Mich. St. Joseph's Infirmary
265 Ivy Street, N.E.

7. Thonus F. Bazsl , M.D. Atlanta, Ga. 30303
MalJen Hospital
101 Hassett Drive 23. Dan W. Clark
Medford, Mass. 02155 San Jose Hospital

San Jose, Calif.
8. Arthur C. Beall, Jr. , M.D.

The Methodist Hospital 24. Joseph D. Cohn, M.D.
6516 Certner Ave. Saint Barnabas Medical Center
Houston, Tex. 77025 Livingston, N.J. 07039

3. James A. Benedict, M.D. 25. J. Michael Criley, M.D.
St. Mary's Long Beach Hospital Harbor General Hospital
1060 Linden Ave. 1000 Carson Street
Long Beach, Calif. 90313 Torrance, Calif. 90509

10. Hector W. Benoi t, J r. , M.D. 26. James R. Criscione, M.D.
Research Medical Center incart: ate Word
Kansas City, Mo. 64132 Grand at Lafayette

S t. Loui s , Mo. 63104
11. S . B e rma n

Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 27. George F. D'Cunna, M.D.
1555 Soquel Drive Ceaconess Hospital
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060 620 19th Street

Milwaukee, Wis. 53233
12. W. B. Berry, M.D.

Memorial Hospital 23. J. C. Davila
2500 Citico Avenue Henry Ford Hospital
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404 2799 W. Grand Blvd.

Cetroit, Mich. 48202
13. Larry H. Birch, M.D.

Baptist Memorial Hospital 29. E. A. Defendini
800 Prudential Drive Pavia Hospital
Jacksonville, Fla. 32207 620 Eur opa, Santurce

Puerto Rico

)
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30. Gerrard Derforgy, M.D. 44. Dr. Franklin Gerard
Malden Hospital Clara Maass Hospital
101 Hassett Drive Eelleville, N.J.
Met 'ord , Ma ss . 02155

45. A. R. Ghagranari, M.D., F.A.C.C.
31. Franklin J. DeRusso, M.D. Jackson Memoric Hospital

St. Luke's Hospit?l 1700 N.W. 10th Avenue
1227 Last Rusholme Street Miami, Fla. 33136
Davenport, Iowa 52803

46. M. L. Godley, M.D.
32. John W. DiGilia, M.D. St. Frances Catherine Hospital

St. Patrick Hospital Alexandria, La. 71301
42/ Kirby Street
Lake Charles, La. 70601 47. Ronald E. Cray, M.D.

San Dimas Connunity Hospital
33. J. C. Dorivan 1350 West Covina Blvd.

Los Gatos Community Hospital San Dinas, Calif. 91773
815 Pollard
Los Gatos, Calif. 95030 43. J. Warren Harthorne, M.D.

Massachusetts General Hospital
34. Donald P. Elliott, M.D. Fruit Street

St. Anthony Hospital Systems Boston, Mass. 02114
W. 16th & Raleigh
Denver, Colo. 80204 49. Robert R. Henderson, M.D.

St. Mary's Hospital Medical Center
35. A. C. V. Elston, M.D. 707 Mills Street

Lacrosse Lutheran Hospital Kadison, Wis. 53215
1910 South Avenue
Lacrosse, Wis. 50. Grent J. Holleran, M.D.

Mercy Medical Center
36. Fred L. Evans, M.D. Dubuque, Iowa 52001

N.T. Enloe Memorial Hospital
Fifth AvenJe and Esplanade 51. Allen S. Hudspeth, M.D.
Chico, Calif. 95290 N.C. Baptist Hospital

300 S. Hawthorne Road
37. Arnold Fieldmaa, M.D. Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103

Director of Cardiology
Hartford Hospital 52. Richard HJghes
80 Seyraour Street Hospital Good Sanaritan
Hartf ord, Ccnn. 06115 1212 Shatto Street

Los Angeles, Calif. 90017
38. Martin J. Fischer, h.D.

902 Edr.ond Street 53. S. W. Hunter
St. Joseph, Fb. 64502 Bethesia Lutheran Hospital

St Paul, Minn. 55118
33. J. Flanagan

Kadlee Hospital 54. J. O'Neal Humphries, M.D.
Richland, Wash. 93352 Col N. Broadway

Cal timore, Md. 21205
40. John E. Francis, M.D.

Borgess Hospital 55. Phillip M. Ikins, M.D.
1521 Gull Road Crouse-Irving Menorial Hospital
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001 736 Irvin3 Avenue

Syracuse, N.Y . 13210
41. Rcbert Franco

Kadlee Hospital 55. J. A. Intice, Jr. , M. D.

833 Swif Blvd. Meridian Fark Hospital
Richland, Wash. 99352 Tualatin, Ore.

42. Seymour Furman, M.D. 57. Allen D. Johnson, M.D.
111 East 210th Street San Diego VA Hospital
Bronx, N.Y. 10467 3350 La Jolla Village Dr.

San Diego, Calif. 92161
43. Andrew A. Gage, M.D.

Veterans Administration Hospital 58. Anthony Kelly, M.D.
3495 Bailey Avenue St. Vincent Hospital
Cuffalo, N.Y. 14215 624 Jcnes Street

Sioux City, Iowa
e, ; e
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59. Paul A. Kennedy 74. Michael F. Lynch, M.D.
Peninsula Hayland Medical Center North Memorial Medical Center
Barbazane, Calif. 94010 3220 Lowry Avenue North

Minneapolis, Minn. 55422
60. Paul Kezdl, M.D.

Cox Heart institute 75. George J. Magovern, M.D.
3525 Southern Blvd. Allegheny General Hospital
Kettering, Ohio 45429 Department of Surgery

320 North Avenue
61. A. H. Khazel Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212

Sherman
934 Center Street 76. William C. Maloy, M.D.
Elgin, Ill. 60120 Georgia Baptist Hospital

300 Boulevard, N.E.
62. Brian J. King, M.D. Atlanta, Ga. 30312

Luther Hospital
Eau Claire, Wis. 54701 77. Anthony Marlow

Southern Navada Memor ial Hospital
63. G. Gary Kirchner, M.D. 1800 W. Charleston

Lancaster General Hospital Las Vegas, Nev.
Lancaster, Pa. 17604

78. Andrew J. Ma r tini s , M.D.
64. Bernard D. Kosowsky The Swedish Hospital Medical Center

St. Elizabeth's Hospital 1212 Columbia
736 Cambridge Street Seattle, Wash. 93104
Brighton, Mass. 02135

79. Charles L. McIntosh, M.D.
65. Dr. Nelson H. Kraeft NIN, NHLI Clinic of Surgery

Tallahassee Memorial Hospital 9000 Rockville Pike
Magnolia Drive and Miccosukee Road Bldg.10 - Pa. 6N256
Tallahassee, Fla. 32304 Bethesda, Md. 20014

66. Martin J. Krau thamer, M.D. 80. John Merideth, M.D.
Norwalk Hospital Mayo Clinic
24 Stevens Street Rochester, Minn.
Norwal k, Conn. 06856

81. Donald S. Nierswiak, M.D.
67. W. A. Leep, M.D. Dallas VA Hospital

Medical University of South Carolina 4500 South Lancaster Road
80 Bone Street Dallas, Tex. 75216
Cnarleston, S.C. 29401

82. James J. Morris, Jr. , M.D.
68. W. M. Lennon, M.D. Duke University Medical Center

Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital P. O. Box 3012
230 N. Broad Street Durham, N.C. 27710
Ph'1adelphia, Pa. 19130

83. Albert S. Most
69. O. Stevens Leland, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital

New England Deaconess Hospital 593 Eddy Street
185 Pilgrim Road Providence, Rhode Island
Bostcn, Mass. 02215

84-85. William J. Munro, M.D.

70. RalpK Lev, M.D., M.S. Conmunity Hospital of South Broward
Cardiac, Vascular & Thoracic Surgery 5100 W. Hallandale Blvd.
952 Amboy Avenue Hollywood, Fla.
Edison, New Jersey 08817

86. William O. Myers, M.D.
71. 5idney Loni tsky, M.D. St. Joseph's Hospital

University of Illinois Medical Center 611 St. Joseph Avenue
840 South Wood Street Marshfield, Wis. 54449
Chicago, Ill. 60062

87. Martin J. Nathan, M.D.

72. C. R. Lombardo 2701 Almeda Avenue, d401
Mercy Hospital Burbank, Calif. 91505
Miami, Florida (PQ127)

88. Stanton P. Nolan, M.D.
73. Jack W. Love, M.D. Professor

Cottage Hospital University of Virginia Medical Center
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105 Charlottesville, Va.

f31 ') ~ ~
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89. John C. turnan, M 0. 104. Nicholas P. D. Smyth, M.D.
P. O. boe 20269 The Washington Hospital Center .

,

Texas Heart institute 106 Irving Street, N.W. , Suite #314
* Houston, Tex. 77025 Washing'.on, D.C. 20010

g.
90. Jonn u. Gunsner, M.D. 105. Harold C. Spear, M.D.

Ucnsner Foundation Cnang You Wu, M.D. []
1316 Jefferson Highway Charles Lipman, M.D. .

New Orleans, La. 70121 Parkway General Hospital *

106 N.W. 170th Street
91. Victor Parsonnet, M.D. North Miami Beach, Fla. 33169

Newark betn Israel Medical Center
201 Lyons Avenue 106. John F. Sutton, M.D.
hewark, N.J. 07112 Providence Hospital

2753 Laurel Street
1 92. Harod S. Petut Columbia, S.C. 29204

Roper Hospital
Cnarleston, S.C. 29401 107. Rod. nan E. Taber, M.D.

Harper, a division of Inited Hospitals

93. Vincent A. Piccone, M.D. of Detroit
*

Cnief, Thorac' ~u rgery 3990 John R.

'

Brooklyn Viru nia Hospital Detroit, Mich. 48201

dOO Poly Place
brooklyn, Va. 103. Gerald C. Timis, M.D.

5.iilliam Beaumont Hospital
94. Jack L. Race, M.J. 3601 W. 13 Mile Road

Hotel Dieu Hospital Royal Oak, Mich. 48072-

2021 Perdido Strcet
''

New Orleans, La. 70112 109. J. A. Tobias
Shands Teaching hospi tal ' '

9d. W. Gerald Raine, M.D. Gainesville, Fla. 32601
- St. Joseph Hospital

id36 Franklin 110. Luis A. Tonatis <
, ,

Denver, Colo. 8021d Lu tterworth
100 Michigin Avenue

96. Michael R. Ramund', M.D. Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502 'f
Victor M. Kimel. A.D.
Passaic Ceneri Hospital 111. A. N. Tomusk, M.D., and
boulevard, Passaic, N.J. M. J. Masteengelo, M.D. n-

Lutheran Hospital
97. M. Dean Razi, M.D. 2828 Fairfield Ave

Annapolis Hospital Fort Wayne, Indiana 46807
331 % Annapolis
Wayne, Micn. 54701 112. Ralph u. Truitt, M.D.

- 1015 E. Main Street
98. J. W. Rogers, M.D. Turlock, Calif.

Lutner Hospital
310 Chester Street 113. H. Tubit, M.D. b

Lau Claire, Wis. 54701 Lee Memorial
U.S. Post Office Drtwer 2218

99. Russell A. Rohole, M.'. Fort Myers, Fla. 33902
Queen of Valley S-
1115 S. Sunset 114. G. Frank 0. Tyers, M.D. i

..
West Corvina, Calif. 9175J Her shey Medical Center

500 University Drive
100. William E. Shinn, M.D. Pershey, Pa. 17033

' 42S5 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, Calif. 95204 115. Galen Wagner

Duke
M. Cnaries Sills, M.D., F.A.C.S. 3327 Duke hospital

Monnouth Medical Center Durham, N.C.
*Leng Branch, N.J. 07740

116. Phillip 1. Wagner
102. Arthur W. Silver, M.D. Borguss Hospital

,

Methodist Hosoital of Southern California eA
'

300 huntington Drive 117. Wilson Weisel, M.D. -
#

Arcadia, Calif. 91006 St. Joseph's Hospital [h5000 W. Chambers Street k, e g.
'

103. Arthur B. Si.non, M.D. Milwa Aee. Wis. 53210
' " j .

%
University Hospital
Ann Arha* "' A O nd %.
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118. David L. Wells, M.D. 132-133. No nace given
A.aerican hospital
11750 Bird Road
Miami, Fla. 33175

119. Arthur V. Wnittaker, ''.D.
Director of Cariavas .ular Laboratory
Yoangstown Hospital Association, North

Unit
G psv Land & Goleta Avenue/
You ystown, Onio 44501

120. Warren D. Widmann, M.D.
Morristown Memorial Hospital
100 Madison Avenue
Morristown, N.J. 07960

121. Robert J. Wilder, M.D.
Huxton Tow 2rs
Cnarles street at Bellona Lane
Baltimore, Md. 21204

122. G. Dayr.e Williams, M.D.
Associate Professor of Surgery
University of Arkansas Medical Center
4301 West Markham
Little Rock, Ark. 72201

123. V. L . a i l lina n , M. 0.
St. Louis University School of Medicire
Firnin Desloge Fospital
1325 Soutn Grand Eculevard
St. Louis, Mo. 63104

124. David ainsor, M.D.

St. Vincent Medical Center
2131 aest Third Street
Lost Angeles, Calif. 90057

125. Zak Vera
Sacramento Medical Center
Stockton Blvd.
Sacramento, Calif.

126. Lawrence E. Ver Husen, M.D., Inc.
St. Bernardine's Hospital
2101 North Waterman Avenue
53n Bernardino, Calif. 92404

127. W. G. Yalett, M.D.
Lee Memorial Hospital
Fort Myers, Fla. 33901

128. Yale H. Zimberg
St. Mary's Hospital
Ric hmond , Va .

129. Wal O r Zuckerman, M.D.
Mt. Amburn Hospital
300 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

130. Bayfront Medical Center, Inc.
701 Sixtn Street, South
St. Petersburg, fla. 33701
(No physician given)

g9y
131. University of Mississippi Medical Center L ' ,, 1 J / r)C/ <Division of Cardiac Surgery

2500 N. State Street
Jackson, Miss. 39216
(Envelope address)
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